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We devise a scheme to characterize tunneling of an excess electron shared by a pair of tunnel-
coupled dangling-bonds on a silicon surface – effectively a two-level system. Theoretical estimates
show that the tunneling should be highly coherent but too fast to be measured by any conven-
tional techniques. Our approach is instead to measure the time-averaged charge distribution of our
dangling-bond pair by a capacitively coupled atomic-force-microscope tip in the presence of both
a surface-parallel electrostatic potential bias between the two dangling bonds and a tunable mid-
infrared laser capable of inducing Rabi oscillations in the system. With a nonresonant laser, the
time-averaged charge distribution in the dangling-bond pair is asymmetric as imposed by the bias.
However, as the laser becomes resonant with the coherent electron tunneling in the biased pair the
theory predicts that the time-averaged charge distribution becomes symmetric. This resonant sym-
metry effect should not only reveal the tunneling rate, but also the nature and rate of decoherence
of single electron dynamics in our system.
PACS numbers: 68.37.Ps, 66.35.+a, 71.55.-i, 03.67.-a
I. INTRODUCTION
Two closely spaced quantum dots can function as an
effective two-level system when they share an extra elec-
tron via coherent tunneling. Such a system is also known
as a “charge qubit” and its various physical implementa-
tions have been explored with applications to quantum
computing,1–3 spin-charge conversion3,4 for spin-qubit
readout,5 and in general for engineering new devices on
silicon surfaces at the quantum level.6 Although solid-
state charge qubits have been demonstrated in semicon-
ductors and superconductors,1,7 in practice their prop-
erties exhibit uncontrolled and undesired variability (of
the single dot and of the entire assembly) due to growth
imperfections and decoherence mechanisms.
We have suggested overcoming these challenges by em-
ploying silicon-surface dangling bonds (DBs) as tunnel-
coupled quantum dots sharing a controllable number of
electrons8. All such dots are identical and their spac-
ing is determined with atomic-scale precision. An excess
electron shared in a pair of such DBs is predicted to be
highly coherent with a tunneling period between 10 fs and
1 ps.9,10 Furthermore, the fabrication of relatively large
assemblies of DBs can be achieved by using a scanning
tunneling microscope with great precision, reliability, re-
producibility, and virtually no variability at the single
dot level.
However, the very same feature that leads to high co-
herence, namely the great rate of tunneling, also gives rise
to some considerable practical difficulties in that direct
characterization by monitoring the oscillation is not feasi-
ble electronically by any straightforward methods. Here
we propose a strategy to measure the rate and coherence
of tunneling by controlling and monitoring time-averaged
charge distributions in pairs of coupled DB dots.11 These
measurements are inspired by previous experiments on
double quantum-dot structures with tunneling rates in
the microwave regime.12,13
A DB pair can be created such that electrostatic repul-
sion prevents an excess electron acquired at each DB (i.e.
−2e net charge per pair), and DBs are sufficiently close
so that they are tunnel-coupled with each other. The DB
pair can thus be geometrically tuned to have the desired
occupation of one extra electron per pair, and henceforth
we call it DBP− for convenience. In our approach, the
electron’s position within the ‘left’ (L) or ‘right’ (R) dot
is discerned by an atomic force microscope (AFM) ca-
pacitively coupled to the pair.
Atomic force microscopy can achieve single-electron
sensitivity11,14 and recently it has been used for detect-
ing the electronic properties of individual and coupled
quantum dots in contact with a reservoir.15,16 A tunnel-
coupled DB system is analogous to these coupled quan-
tum dot system, but on a smaller spatial scale. As such,
they exhibit molecular state formations as in quantum
dot systems or in “natural” molecules. Similar to other
quantum dot systems, artificially fabricated DB bonds
offer the possibility of choosing bond strength (tunnel
splitting) via their geometry. Unlike conventional chem-
ical bonds, the through-space bonding occurs partly in
vacuum and partly in the silicon dielectric medium. Such
a particular flavor of bond will no doubt be the subject
of investigations beyond the scope of this study.
An alternative but equivalent picture is that of coupled
DB pairs with electrons tunneling coherently between in-
dividual DBs. As the AFM measurements are in practice
relatively slow on the time scale of the DB pair charge
dynamics, they average over many oscillations thereby
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2losing all direct information about the tunneling rate and
decoherence. Effectively, during such a measurement, ca-
pacitive coupling to the DBP− induces an anharmonic
component in the potential on the AFM tip, which is
otherwise harmonic in the absence of capacitive coupling
to localized charges.17 Importantly, the strength of this
coupling reveals the time-averaged charge in the left (and
right) dot and is manifested as a shift in the AFM oscil-
lation frequency.
By using lithographic contacts on a silicon surface, it
is generally possible to apply electric potential biases in
order to locally address single atoms and molecules.18–20
Such contacts can be used to establish an electric field
along the two DBs in a DBP−. This bias will cause the
probability distribution for the position of an excess elec-
tron to be more heavily weighted in the left or right DB
depending on the sign and strength of the bias. In our
scheme it is exactly this distribution that is observable
by AFM. Furthermore, the actual tunneling rate is influ-
enced by this static bias. For zero bias the position of
the excess electron is equally probable in the right and
left DB.
In order to experimentally determine tunneling rate
and decoherence, another ingredient is needed: an oscil-
latory driving force pushing the excess electron back and
forth rapidly between the two DBs at a rate compara-
ble to the native tunneling frequency of the DBP−. In
the case of two DBs, the driving field needs to be in the
mid-infrared (MIR) regime.
If the MIR field is off-resonant with the inter-dot tun-
neling frequency, the resultant force has only a small per-
turbative effect on the double-dot system so that the ex-
cess electron distribution is nearly the same as that with-
out a driving field. If the MIR radiation is resonant, it
can be theoretically shown that its field causes the elec-
tron to be equally probable at either DB. As one varies
the frequency of the driving field, the above effect results
in a relatively abrupt change in the excess electron distri-
bution and causes an equally abrupt change in the AFM
tip-oscillation frequency, which can be measured exper-
imentally. The response of the AFM tip should reveal
the tunneling rate and some properties and parameters
of decoherence. The remainder of this paper elaborates
on this concept and provides the technical details of our
approach.
II. BACKGROUND
The scheme discussed in Sec. I is shown in Fig. 1 and
described in detail in the figure caption. The scheme
comprises a DBP− subject to a static potential bias, an
AFM tip capacitively coupled to the DBs, and a MIR
driving field. In this section we discuss technical issues
concerning each component of the proposed apparatus.
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FIG. 1: Dangling-bond pair (DBL-DBR) is depicted as a
double-well potential at the silicon-vacuum interface. An ex-
cess electron shown as a red (dark) dot oscillates between the
two wells. The DB pair is subjected to a static electric bias
and driven by laser radiation. An atomic-force microscope
(AFM) tip is capacitively coupled to the DB pair due to elec-
trostatic interaction between charges on the AFM tip (red
(dark) zone on tip apex) and the excess electron in the double-
well potential. The AFM tip oscillates with a frequency that
is dependent on the location of this excess charge thereby
modifying the tip oscillation frequency in a predictable way.
A. Dangling bond on H–Si(100)–2×1
Each Si atom on a H–28Si(100)–2×1 surface shares two
bonds with bulk Si, has one dimer bond with another sur-
face Si and a fourth bond with a surface H, which can
be removed thereby creating a DB.21–23 Dangling bonds
are readily created on the surface of silicon by using a
scanning tunneling microscope (STM) to remove hydro-
gen atoms. We focus on the well studied case of DBs
on the H–28Si(100)–2×1 surface8 depicted in Fig. 2. Ab
initio calculations and experimental observations reveal
that the Si-Si dimer bond is RSi-Si ∼ 2.25 A˚, the Si-H
bond is RSi-H ∼ 1.509 A˚, the distance between adjacent
dimers is Rdimer ∼ 3.84 A˚, and the distance between ad-
jacent rows is RRow ∼ 7.68 A˚, which is ∼
√
2 × 5.431 A˚
with 5.431 A˚ the unit cell length in Si.10
The DB can be created on a H–28Si(100)–2×1 sur-
face by selectively removing a surface H atom by ap-
plying a voltage pulse using an STM tip.8–10 Struc-
tural and electronic properties of DBs have been studied
extensively.21,23,24
Ab initio calculations show that a neutral DB located
on a H–28Si(100)–2×1 surface has only one confined elec-
tron with an energy located within the Si bandgap.9
This eigenstate is decoupled from the Si conduction and
valence bands, resulting in a sharply localized electron
wavefunction, which makes the DB amenable to electron-
ics applications such as a quantum dot.
3RSi-H 
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FIG. 2: Surface structure of hydrogen-terminated 28Si(100)–
2×1. Rows of Si-Si dimers are evident on the surface with each
surface Si atom capped by a hydrogen (H) atom. The inset
depicts a top-down view of the surface and shows the surface’s
bar-like feature. The bars correspond to the Si-Si dimers,
and rows of Si-Si dimers are separated by gullies comprising
Si atoms located one layer below the surface. The notation
Ri, i ∈ {Si-H, Si-Si, row, dimer} represents distances between
each Si and its neighbors on the surface.
A DB can lose its single electron to the bulk, thereby
becoming a positively charged DB+, or it can host one
excess electron (with opposite spin) from the bulk, hence
becoming negatively charged DB−. Losing or acquiring
charge depends on the type and amount of doping in
the host crystal, and on temperature. In our case, the
crystal has a high concentration of n-type phosphorous
(P) doping, ∼ 5×1018 cm−3; therefore, each DB is highly
likely to carry an excess electron. Due to the on-site
Coulombic energy, the DB− level is shifted upward in
energy by 0.5 eV relative to the neutral DB level, but
remains within the bandgap.8
B. Dangling bond pair with a shared excess
electron
As mentioned above, although an individual isolated
DB is highly likely to be negatively charged, for DB
pairs with a separation less than 16 A˚, strong Coulombic
repulsion between the excess electrons on the two DBs
destabilizes such a charge configuration (with 2e per DB
pair). The DB pair re-stabilizes by losing one of the
excess electrons into the Si conduction band. The result-
ing configuration is the DBP− with the excess electron
shared between the two DBs by tunnel coupling.
Ab initio calculations show that the two lowest lying
energy levels of the DBP− are situated within the silicon
bandgap.9 The excess electron tunnels between the two
DBs with a tunneling frequency ∆, which is a function
of the DB separation distance as well as of the potential
barrier height between them. For small DB separations,
this barrier is narrow and low, only a few tenths of an
eV.
In addition to the upper bound for the DBP− separa-
tion, the geometry of the surface reconstruction also sets
a lower bound,8,21,25 see Fig. 2. This minimum separa-
tion is ∼ 3.84 A˚, i.e. the dimer-dimer separation along
the dimer row. These minimum and maximum separa-
tions result in an upper and lower bound, respectively,
on the tunneling frequency of the excess electron given
by9
∆max ∼ 467 THz ,∆min ∼ 0.1 THz. (1)
C. Coupled dangling bond pair as a quantum-dot
charge qubit
A single bound electron shared between left and right
DBs can behave as a two-level system, in the sense that,
in the position representation, the states of the system
can be given in terms of the orthogonal left and right
states, or superpositions thereof. This two-level DBP−
system can be also thought of as a double-well potential
where the individual wells corresponds to left and right
DB with quantum states |L〉 and |R〉, respectively.3,4 This
two-level approximation holds if energy levels of each po-
tential well are widely spaced so that only the ground
states of each well are involved in the quantum superpo-
sition.
A useful alternative to the left-and-right basis is the ba-
sis corresponding to symmetric and antisymmetric states,
|ψ+〉 and antisymmetric |ψ−〉, respectively, which are
eigenstates of the Hamiltonian in the absence of bias-
ing fields. The left and right states can be recovered
according to
|L〉 = 1√
2
(|ψ+〉 − |ψ−〉) , |R〉 = 1√
2
(|ψ+〉+ |ψ−〉) . (2)
Based on ab initio calculations, the energies of the sym-
metric and antisymmetric states are within the silicon
band gap.9 The higher energy levels are all above the sil-
icon band gap so that an electron will become delocalized
in the silicon conduction band, rather than assuming a
localized excited state; hence the two-level system ap-
proximation, including loss, yields an excellent model.
We are now ready to construct the Hamiltonian for
coherent dynamics of the charge qubit. For E0,L and E0,R
the on-site energies plus local field corrections for the
left and right DBs respectively, the free Hamiltonian for
uncoupled DBs is E0,L|L〉〈L| + E0,R|R〉〈R|. We assume
that E0 ≡ E0,L = E0,R (a symmetry condition) The
Hamiltonian for coherently coupled DBs is
Hˆ0 = E0 (|L〉〈L|+ |R〉〈R|) + ~∆
2
(|R〉〈L|+ |L〉〈R|) . (3)
Diagonalizing Hˆ0 yields eigenenergies E0 ± ~∆/2 with
corresponding eigenstates |ψ±〉, respectively.
4III. DANGLING BOND PAIR UNDER STATIC
BIAS AND DRIVING LASER FIELD
A. Static bias
Applying a static bias Vb to DBP
− enables one to con-
trol the tunneling rate in the system by creating an en-
ergy offset eVb = E0,L − E0,R between the left and right
DB while preserving the local confinement potential char-
acteristics at each well as depicted in Fig. 1. This bias is
physically implemented by local electrodes in the vicinity
of the DBP−.
The Hamiltonian of a DBP− subjected to a static bias
is given by26
Hˆb =E
′
01 +
eVb
2
(|L〉〈L| − |R〉〈R|)
+
~∆
2
(|L〉〈R|+ |R〉〈L|) (4)
with
E′0 :=
E0,L + E0,R
2
, eVb := E0,L − E0,R, (5)
and where 1 is the identity matrix. Diagonalizing the
biased Hamiltonian for the DBP− (4) yields
Hˆb = E
′
01 +
~∆′
2
(|g〉〈g| − |e〉〈e|) (6)
and
|g〉 = cos θ
2
|L〉+ sin θ
2
|R〉, |e〉 = cos θ
2
|R〉 − sin θ
2
|L〉
where
θ = tan−1
(
~∆
eVb
)
.
The resultant modified tunnelling frequency is thus
∆′ =
√
∆2 +
(
eVb
~
)2
, (7)
and the time-averaged charge distribution on the left dot
is
ρL = |〈L|g〉|2 = cos2 θ
2
=
∆2
∆2 +
(
∆′ + eVb~
)2 , (8)
which is depicted as the solid black line in Fig. 3. As
expected, the charge distribution is equal for the two DBs
when the electric potential bias is zero.
B. Mid-infrared driving field
We now add a MIR driving field with frequency ωMIR
to the scheme as shown in Fig. 1. The purpose of this
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(1)
Two nearby quantum dots can share a single donor-
supplied excess electron thereby functioning as an effec-
tive two-level system known as a ‘charge qubit’, with ap-
plications to quantum computing1–3 and spin-charge con-
version3,4 for spin-qubit readout.5 Although solid-state
charge qubits have been demonstrated in semiconductors
and superconductors.1,6 inter-dot tunneling rates vary
due to growth imperfections and decoherence mechanism.
We have suggested overcoming these challenges by em-
ploying silicon-surface dangling bonds (DBs) as closely-
spaced quantum dots sharing a single donor-supplied
electron,7 which is predicted to be highly coherent with
a tunneling time between 10 fs and 1 ps.8,9 The disad-
vantage of our strategy is rapidity of tunneling, meaning
that direct characterization by monitoring the oscillation
is not feasible electronically. Here we propose a strat-
egy to measure the rate and coherence of tunneling by
controlling and monitoring time averaged charge distri-
butions between such dots. These measurements are in-
spired by previous experiments on double quantum dot
structures in the microwave regime.10,11
The two DBs are near enough that electrostatic repul-
sion prevents both DBs from gaining an excess electron
but sufficiently far apart that they are not chemically
bonded together. In our approach, the electron’s posi-
tion within the ‘left’ (L) or ‘right’ (R) quantum dot is
discerned by an atomic force microscope (AFM) capaci-
tively coupled to one DB in the pair, and the slow mea-
surement averages over many oscillations thereby losing
all direct information about the tunneling rate and de-
coherence. Capacitive coupling induces an anharmonic
potential on the AFM tip, and the strength of this cou-
pling, which reveals the average charge in the left dot, is
manifested in the AFM tip’s oscillation frequency. The
oscillation is harmonic in the absence of capacitive cou-
pling to local charges12.
An electric field along the two DBs can be created
by attaching leads to the surface and applying an elec-
tric potential.13? This electric potential bias will cause
the excess electron position probability distribution to
be more heavily weighted in the left or right DB de-
pending on the sign and strength of the bias. In our
scheme this site-location probability is observed by mea-
suring the AFM tip oscillation frequency. For zero bias
the electron is equally probable to be on the right or left.
Furthermore the tunneling rate is a function of the ap-
plied bias as the electric field modifies the barrier between
the L and R dots.
To determine tunneling rate and decoherence, a driv-
ing force is added, which pushes the excess electron back
and forth rapidly between the two DBs with a rate com-
parable to the tunnelling frequency. In the case of two
DBs, the driving field needs to be in the near-infrared
(NIR) regime. If the NIR field is off-resonant with the
inter-dot tunneling frequency, the resultant force has only
a small perturbative effect on the double-dot system so
the electron-site distribution is nearly the same as the re-
sult without the NIR field at all. if the NIR field is reso-
nant, then we show that the NIR field pushes the electron
into being equally likely on the left or right. Thus reso-
nances should be observable by seeing sudden changes in
the excess-electron distribution, hence sudden changes in
the AFM tip oscillation frequency, when the NIR field is
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We devise a scheme to characterize tunneli g by an excess electron shared between a pair of
nearby dangling-bonds on a silicon surface. We conjecture that the tunneling will be highly coherent
but too fast to be characterized by conventional electronic techniques. Our approach is instead
to measure the time-averaged location of the excess charge by employing a capacitively-coupled
atomic-force microscope tip to create an electric-potential differe ce between the two dangling bonds
while simultaneously driving the dangli g-b d pair with near-infrared field. W en the near-
infrared field is resonant with the tunneling frequency etween the d ngling bonds subject to the
biased potential, the time-averaged excess-charge location should be symmetric; otherwise the time-
averaged location is asymmetric proportional to the bias. This resonant symmetry effect should ot
only reveal the tunneling rate but als the nature and rate of decoherence of this tu neling.
PACS numbers: ?
I. INTRODUCTION
(i) ωNIR = 350 THz
(ii) ωNIR = 300 THz
(iii) ωNIR = 250 THz
(iv) ωNIR = 200 THz
(v) ωNIR = 150 THz
(1)
Two nearby quantum dots can share a single donor-
supplied excess electron thereby functioning as an effec-
tive two-level system known as a ‘charge qubit’, with ap-
plications to quantum computing1–3 and spin-charge con-
version3,4 for spin-qubit readout.5 Although solid-state
charge qubits have been demonstrated in semiconductors
and superconductors.1,6 inter-dot tunneling rates vary
due to growth imperfections and decoherence echanism.
We have suggested overcoming these challenges by em-
ploying silicon-surface dangling bonds (DBs) as closely-
spaced quantum dots sharing a single donor-supplied
electron,7 which is predicted to be highly coherent with
a tunneling time between 10 fs and 1 ps.8,9 The disad-
vantage of our strategy is rapidity of tunneling, meaning
that direct characterization by monitoring the oscillation
is not feasible electronically. Here we propose a strat-
egy to measure the rate and coherence of tunneling by
controlling and monitoring time averaged charge distri-
butions between such dots. These measurements are in-
spired by previous experiments on double quantum dot
structures in the microwave regime.10,11
The two DBs are near enough that electrostatic repul-
sion prevents both DBs from gaining an excess electron
but sufficiently far apart that they are not chemically
bonded together. In our approach, the electron’s posi-
tion within the ‘left’ (L) or ‘right’ (R) quantum dot is
discerned by an atomic force microscope (AFM) capaci-
tively coupled to one DB in the pair, and the slow mea-
surement averages over many oscillations thereby losing
all direct information about the tunneling rate and de-
coherence. Capacitive coupling induces an anharmonic
potential on the AFM tip, and the strength of this cou-
pling, which reveals the average charge in the left dot, is
manifested in the AFM tip’s oscillation frequency. The
oscillation is harmonic in the absence of capacitive cou-
pling to local charges12.
An e ectric field alon the two DBs can be created
by attaching leads to the surface and applying an elec-
tric potential.13? This electric potential bias will cause
the excess electron position probability distribution to
be more heavily weighted in the left or right DB de-
pending on the sign and strength of the bias. In our
scheme this site-location probability is observed by mea-
suring the AFM tip oscillation frequency. For zero bias
the electron is equally probable to be on the right or left.
F rthermore the tunneling rate is a function of the ap-
plied bias as the electric field modifies the barrier between
the L nd R dots.
To determi e tunneling rate and decoherence, a driv-
ing force is added, which pushes the excess electron back
and forth rapidly between the two DBs with a rate com-
parable to the tunnelling frequency. In the case of two
DBs, the driving field needs to be in the near-infrared
(NIR) regime. If the NIR field is off-resonant with the
inter-dot tunneling frequency, the resultant force has only
a small perturbative effect on the double-dot system so
the electron-site distribution is nearly the same as the re-
sult without the NIR field at all. if the NIR field is reso-
nant, then we show that the NIR field pushes the electron
into being equally likely on the left or right. Thus reso-
nances should be observable by seeing sudden changes in
the excess-electron distribution, hence sudden changes in
the AFM tip oscillation frequency, when the NIR field is
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We devise a scheme to characterize tunneling by an excess electron shared bet een a pair of
nearby dangling-bonds on a silicon surface. We conjecture that the tunneling will be highly coherent
but too fast to be characterized by conventional electronic techniques. Our approach is instead
to measure the time-averaged location of the excess charg by employing a capacitively-coupled
atomic-force microscope tip to create an electric-potential diff rence between the two dangling bonds
while simultaneously driving th dangling-bond pair with a ear-infrared fi ld. When the near-
infrared field is resonant with the tunneling frequency betw en the dangling bonds subject to the
biased potential, the time-averaged excess-charge loc tion should b symmetric; otherwise the time-
averaged location is asymmetric propo tio al to the bias. This resonant symmetry effect should not
only reveal the tunn ling rate but also the na ure and rate of decoherence of this tunneling.
PACS numbers: ?
I. INTRODUCTION
(i) ∆ = 10 THz
(ii) ∆ = 100 THz
(iii) ∆ = 120 THz
(iv) ∆ = 133 THz
(v) ∆ = 140 THz
(vi) ∆ = 160 THz
(vii) ∆ = 180 THz
(1)
Two nearby quantum dots can share a single donor-
supplied excess electron ther by functioning as an effec-
tive two-level system known as a ‘charge qubit’, with ap-
plications to quantum computing1–3 and spin-charge con-
version3,4 for spin-qubit readout.5 Although solid-state
charge qubits have been demonstrated in semicon uc ors
and superconductors.1,6 inter-dot tunn li g rates vary
due to growth imperfections and decoherence mechanism.
We have suggested ov rcoming these challenges by em-
ploying silicon-surface dangling bon s (DBs) as closely-
spaced quantum dots sharing a single donor-supplie
electron,7 which is predicted to be highly co e e t with
a tunneling time between 10 fs and 1 s.8,9 The disad-
vantage of our strategy is rapidity of tunneling, meani g
that direct characterization by monitori the oscillation
is not feasible electronically. Here we prop se a strat-
egy to measure the rate and coheren e f tunneli g by
controlling and monitoring ti e averaged ch rge distri-
butions between such dots. These measurements ar in-
spired by previous experiments on do ble qua tum dot
structures in the microwave regime.10,11
The two DBs are near enough that electrostatic repul-
sion prevents both DBs from gaining an exc ss electron
but suffi iently far part that they a not che icall
bonded together. In o appro ch, th electron’s posi-
tion within the ‘left’ (L) or ‘right’ (R) quantum dot is
discerned by an atomic force microscope (AFM) capaci-
tively coupled to one DB i the p ir, and the slow mea-
surement averages over many oscillati s thereby losing
all direct information about the tunneling rate and de-
coherence. Capacitive coupling induces an anharmonic
potential on the AFM tip, and the strength of th s cou-
pling, which reveals the average charge in the left dot, is
manifested in the AFM tip’s oscillation frequency. T e
oscillation is harmonic in the absence of capacitive cou-
pling to local charges12.
An electric field along the two DBs can be created
by attaching leads to the surface and applyin an elec-
tric potential.13? This electric pot ntial bias will cause
the excess electron positi n probability distribution to
be more heavily weighted in the left or right DB de-
pending on the sign and strength of the bias. In our
scheme this site-locatio probability i observed by mea-
suring the AFM tip oscillation frequen y. For zero bias
the electron is equally probabl to be on the righ r left.
Further ore the tunneling rate is a f ction of th ap-
plied bias as the electric field difies the barrier be ween
the L an R dots.
To determine tunneling rate a d decoherence, a driv-
ing forc is added, which pushes the excess elect on back
and forth rapi ly between the two DBs ith a rate com-
parable to the tunnelling frequency. In the case of two
DBs, the drivi g field needs to b in the near-infrared
(NIR) regime. If the NIR fi l is off-resona t with th
inter-dot tunneling freque cy, the resultant force has only
a sm ll perturbative effect n the double-dot system so
th electron-site distribution is nearly the same as the re-
sult without the NIR fi ld at all. if the NIR field is reso-
nant, then we show that the NIR field pushes the electron
int being equally likely on the l ft or right. Thus reso-
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We devise a scheme to charact rize tunneling by an excess electron shared between a pair of
nearby da gling-bonds on a silicon surface. We conjecture that t e tunneli g will be highly coherent
but too fast to be characterized by conventional electronic tec niques. Our approach is instead
to m asure the time-averaged location of the excess ch rge by employing a capacitively-coupled
atomic-force micros ope tip to create an electric-potential differe ce between the two dangling bonds
while simult eously driving the dangling-bond pair with a n ar-infrared field. When the near-
infrared fi ld is resonant with the tunneling freque cy between the dangling bonds subject to the
biased potential, the tim -averaged excess-charge location s ould be sym tric; otherwise the time-
averaged location is symm tric proportional to the bias. This resonant symmetry effect should not
only reveal the tunneling rate but also the nature and rate of d coherence of this tunneling.
PACS numbers: ?
I. INTRODUCTION
(i) ωNIR = 350 THz
(ii) ωNIR = 300 THz
(iii) ωNIR = 250 THz
(iv) ωNIR = 200 THz
(v) ωNIR = 150 THz
(1)
Two e rby quantum dots can share a single donor-
s pplied excess electron thereby functioning as an effec-
t ve two-l vel syst m know as a ‘charge qubit’, with ap-
plications to q antum computing1–3 and spin-charg con-
version3,4 for spin-q bit readout.5 Although solid-state
charge q bits have b en demonstrated in se iconductors
a supercond ctors.1,6 inter-dot tunneling rates vary
due to growth imperfections a d decoherence mechanism.
We have suggested overcoming these challenges by em-
ploying silic -surface dangling bonds (DBs) as closely-
pac d qu n um dots sharing a single donor-suppl ed
lectron,7 which is pre ict d to b hig ly coh r nt ith
a tunneling time betwee 10 f a 1 ps.8,9 The disad-
vantage of our s rategy is rapidity of tunneling, m aning
that direct characterizati n by m itoring the oscillatio
is not feasible elect nicall . Here we propose a strat-
egy to measure the rate and coherence of tu neling by
controlling a d monitorin time averag d harge distri-
butions b tween such dots. These measurement are in-
spi ed by previ s exper men s on doubl quantum dot
structu s in the microwav regime.10,11
The two DBs ar near ough that electr static r pul-
sion prevents both DBs from gai i g a exc ss el ctron
but sufficientl far apart that they are ot c emically
bonded t gether. In ou approach, the l ctron’s posi-
tion within he ‘left’ (L) or ‘right’ (R) quantum dot is
discerned by an atomic force mi roscope (AFM) capaci-
ively coupled to one DB in the pair, and the slow mea-
sureme t av r ges over many oscillations thereby losing
all direct i formation about the tunneling rate and de-
coherence. Capacitive coupling induces an anharmonic
potential on the AFM tip, and the strength of this cou-
pling, which reveals the average charge in the left dot, is
manife ted in he AFM tip’s oscillation frequency. The
oscillation is harmonic in he absence of capacitive cou-
pling to local charges12.
An electric field along the two DBs can be created
by attaching leads to the surface and applying an elec-
tric po ential.13? This electric potential bias will cause
the excess electron position probability distribution to
be more heavily weighted in th left or right DB de-
pen ing on the sign and strength of the bias. In our
schem this site-location probability is observed by mea-
su ng the AFM tip oscillation frequency. For zero bias
the electron is qually probable to be on the right or left.
Furthe mor the tunneling rate is a function of the ap-
plied bias as the el ctric field modifies the barrier between
the L an R dots.
To determine tunneli g rate and decoherence, a driv-
ing forc is add d, which pushes the excess electron back
and forth rapidly between the two DBs with a rate com-
par bl to t e tu nelling frequency. In the case of two
DBs, the drivi g field needs to be in the near-infrared
( I ) regime. If the NIR field is off-resonant with the
i t r-dot tunneling frequency, the resultant force has only
sm ll p rturbative effect on the double-dot system so
the electron-site distribution is nearly the same as the re-
sult without the NIR field at all. if the NIR field is reso-
nant, then w show that the NIR field pushes the electron
into bei g equally likely on the left or right. Thus reso-
nances shoul be observable by eeing sudden changes in
the excess-el ctron istribution, hence sudden changes in
the AFM tip oscilla ion frequency, when the NIR field is
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We devise a scheme to characteriz tunneling by n excess electron shared between a pair of
n arby da gling-bo ds on a silicon surface. We conjectu that the tunneling will be highly coherent
bu oo fast to b haracteriz d by conventional electronic techniques. Our approach is instead
t measure the time-averaged location of the excess charge by employing a capacitively-coupled
atomic-force m croscop tip to create an electric-potential ifference between the two dangling bonds
while simultaneously driving the ang i g-bond pair with a near-infrared field. When the near-
infrared field is resona t with the tunneling frequency between the dangling bonds subject to the
biased potential, the time-averaged ex ess-charge location should be symmetric; otherwise the time-
averaged location is asymmetric propor ional to the bias. This resonant symmetry effect should not
only reveal the tunneling rat but also the nature and rate of decoherence of this tunneling.
PACS numbers: ?
I. INTRODUCTION
(i) ωNIR = 350 THz
(ii) ωNIR = 300 THz
(i i) ωNIR = 250 THz
(iv) ωNIR = 200 THz
(v) ωNIR = 150 THz
(1)
Two nearby quantum dots can sha e a si g e donor-
supplied excess el c ron thereby fun ioning as an effec-
tiv two-level syst m known as a ‘charge qubit’, with ap-
plications to quantum computing1–3 and spin-charge con-
version3,4 for spin-qubit readout.5 Although solid-state
charg qubits have been demonstrated in semiconductors
a d supe conductors.1,6 in er-dot tunneling rates vary
due to growt imperfections nd decoherence mechanism.
We have suggested overcoming these challenges b em-
ploying silicon- urface dangling bon s (DBs) as clos ly-
space quantum ots sharing a single donor-sup
electron,7 which s predicted to be h ghly coherent with
a tunneling time betwee 10 fs and 1 ps.8,9 T e disad-
vantage of our strategy is rapidity of tunneling, meaning
that direct characterization by m nitoring the oscillation
is not feasible electronically. H re we propose a strat-
egy to measure the rate and coherence of tunneling by
controlling an monitor g time averaged charg distri-
butions be ween such dots. Thes measurements are in-
spired by previous experi nts on double quan um dot
structures in the icrowave regime.10,11
The two DBs are near e oug that electrostatic repul-
sio prevents both DBs from gaining n excess elec ron
but sufficiently far apart that they are not chemically
bonded ogether. In our approach, the electron’s posi-
tion within the ‘left’ (L) or ‘righ ’ (R) quantum dot is
discerned by an tomic force microscope (AFM) capaci-
tively coupled to one DB in the pair, and the slow mea-
surement averages over many oscillations thereby losing
all direct information about the tunneling rate and de-
coherence. Capac tive coupling induces an anharmonic
poten ial on the AFM tip, and the strength of this cou-
pling, which reveal the average charge in the left dot, is
manif sted in the AFM tip’s oscillation frequency. The
oscillation is harmonic in the absence of capacitive cou-
pling to local charges12.
An electri field along the two DBs can be created
by attaching leads to the surface and applying an elec-
tr c potential.13? This electric potential bias will cause
the excess electron position probability distribution to
be mo e heavily weighted in the left or right DB de-
pending on the sign and strength of the bias. In our
schem this site-location probability is observed by mea-
suring the AFM tip oscillation frequency. For zero bias
the electron is equally probable to be on the right or left.
F rtherm re the tunneling rate is a function of the ap-
pli d bias as the el ctric field modifies the barrier between
the L and R dots.
To d termine tunneling rate and decoherence, a driv-
ing force is added, which pushes the excess electron back
and forth pidly between the two DBs with a rate com-
parabl to the tunnelling frequency. In the case of two
DBs, th driving field needs to be in the near-infrared
(NIR) regime. If the NIR field is off-resonant with the
in er-dot tunneling frequency, the resultant force has only
a small perturbative effect on the double-dot system so
the electron-site distribution is nearly the same as the re-
sult without the NIR field at all. if the NIR field is reso-
nant, then we show that the NIR field pushes the electron
into being equally likely on the left or right. Thus reso-
nances should be observable by seeing sudden changes in
the excess-electron distribution, hence sudden changes in
the AFM tip oscillation frequency, when the NIR field is
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W d vis a scheme to characterize tunneli g by an excess electron sh red between a pair of
nearby dangling-bonds on a silicon surfac . We conjecture that the tunneling will be highly coherent
but too fast to be characterized by co ventional electronic techniques. Our approach is instead
to measure the time-averaged location of the excess charge by employing a capacitively-coupled
atomic-f rce microscope tip to create an electric-potential difference between the two dangling bonds
while simultaneously driving the dangling-bond pair with a near-infrared field. When the near-
infrared field is resonant with the tunneling frequency between the dangling bonds subject to the
biased potential, the time-averaged xc ss-charge locati should be symmetric; otherwise the time-
average locatio i sy metric proportional to the bias. This resonant symmetry effect should not
only reveal the tu n li g rate but also the nature and rate of decoherence of this tunneling.
PACS nu bers: ?
I. INTRODUCTION
(i) ωNIR = 350 THz
(ii) ωNIR = 300 THz
(iii) ωNIR = 250 THz
(iv) ωNIR = 200 THz
(v) ωNIR = 150 THz
(1)
Two nearby quantum do s can sh re a single donor-
supplied excess electron t ereby functioning as n effec-
tive two-level system known s a ‘charge qubi ’, with ap-
plications to quan um computing1–3 and p n-charge con-
version3,4 for spin-qubit readout.5 Although solid-stat
charge qubits have been demonstrated in semico duct rs
and superconductors.1,6 inter-dot tunneling r tes vary
due to growth imperfecti s and decoherence mechanism.
We have suggested overcoming these challenges by em-
pl ying silicon-surface dangling bonds (DBs) s closely-
s aced quantum dots sharing a single donor-supplied
electron,7 which is predicted to be highly coherent wi
a tunneling time b tween 10 fs and 1 ps.8,9 The di ad-
vantage of our stra egy is rapidity of tunneling, meaning
th direct characterization by monitoring the oscilla ion
is not feasible electronically. Here we pr pose a strat-
egy to measure the rate and coherence of tunneling by
contr lling and m nitori time av raged charge dis ri-
butio s between such dots. Th s measurements ar i -
spired by previ us experiments on d uble quantum dot
structures in the microwav regim .10,11
The two DBs re ear en ugh that lectrostatic repul-
sion prevents both DBs from g ining an xcess electron
but sufficie tly far apart that they are ot chemically
bonded together. In our approach, the electron’ posi-
tion within the ‘left’ (L) or ‘right’ (R) quantum dot is
discerned by an atomic force microscope (AFM) capaci-
tively coupled to one DB in the pair, and the slow mea-
surement averages over many oscillations thereby losing
all direct information about the tunneling rate and de-
coherence. Capacitive coupling induces an anharmonic
potential on t e AFM tip, and the strength of this cou-
pling, which reveals the average charge in the left dot, is
manifested in the AFM tip’s oscillation frequency. The
oscillation is harmonic i the absence of capacitive cou-
pling to local charges12.
An elect ic field along the two DBs can be created
by attaching leads to the surface and applying an elec-
tric potential.13? This electric potential bias will cause
he excess electron position probability distribution to
be more heavily weighted in the left or right DB de-
pending on the sign and strength of the bias. In our
scheme this site-location probability is observed by mea-
suring the AFM tip oscillation frequency. For zero bias
the lectron is equally probable to be on the right or left.
Furt ermore the tunneling rate is a function of the ap-
plied bias as the electric field modifies the barrier between
the L and R dots.
To determine tunneling rate and decoherence, a driv-
i g force is added, which pushes the excess electron back
and forth rapidly between the two DBs with a rate com-
parable to the tunnelling frequency. In the case of two
DBs, the driving field needs to be in the near-infrared
(NIR) regime. If the NIR field is off-resonant with the
inter-dot tunneling frequency, the resultant force has only
a s all perturbative effect on the double-dot system so
the el ctron-site distribution is nearly the same as the re-
sult without the NIR field at all. if the NIR field is reso-
nant, then we show that the NIR field pushes the electron
into being equally likely on the left or right. Thus reso-
ances should be observable by seeing sudden changes in
the excess-electron distribution, hence sudden changes in
th AFM tip oscillation frequency, when the NIR field is
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We devise a scheme to characterize tunneling by an excess electron shared between a pair of
nearby dangling-bonds on a silicon surface. We conjecture that the tunneling will be highly coherent
but t o fast to be characterized by conventional electronic techniques. Our approach is instead
to meas re the time-averaged l cation of the excess charge by employing a capacitively-coupled
atomic-force microscope tip to create an electric-potential difference between the two dangling bonds
while simultaneously driving the dangling-bond pair with a near-infrared field. When the near-
infrared fi ld is resonant with the tunneling frequency between the dangling bonds subject to the
biased potential, the time-averaged excess-charge location should be symmetric; otherwise the time-
averaged location is sym etric proportional to the bias. This resonant symmetry effect should not
only reveal the tunneling rate but also the nature and rate of decoher ce of this tunneling.
PACS numbers: ?
I. INTRODUCTION
(i) ωNIR = 350 THz
(ii) ωNIR = 300 THz
(iii) ωNIR = 250 THz
(iv) ωNIR = 200 THz
(v) ωNIR = 150 THz
(1)
Two nearby quantum dots can share sin le donor-
supplied excess electron thereby functioni g as n effec-
tive two-level system known as a ‘charge qubit’, with ap-
plications to quantum computing1–3 and spin-charge con-
version3,4 for spin-qubit readout.5 Alt ough solid-state
charge qubits have been demonstrated in semiconductors
and superconductors.1,6 i ter-dot tunneling rates vary
due to growth imperfec ions and de oherence mechanism.
W have suggested ov rcoming these challenge by em-
ployi g silicon-surface d ngling b ds (DBs) s cl s ly-
spac d quantum dots s aring a si gle don r-supplied
electron,7 which is predic e to be highly coh r nt wit
a tu neling time between 10 fs d 1 ps.8,9 The disad-
vantage of our strategy is rapidity of t n ling, meaning
tha direct characterization by mo itoring the oscillation
is not f asible lectro ically. Here w propose a s rat-
egy t me ur the ra e and coherenc of tunn ling by
con rolling and monitori g time verag d charg stri-
butions between such d ts. These measuremen s are in-
spired by pr vious experiments on doubl quantum dot
structures in the microwave regime.10,11
The two s are near e ough that lectrostatic repul-
sion prevents both DBs from gaining an excess el ctron
b t fficiently far apart that they are not chemically
bonded together. In o r app oach, the electron’s posi-
tio ithin t e ‘left’ (L) or ‘right’ (R) qu ntum dot is
discern d by a at mic forc microscope (AFM) capaci-
tively coupled o one DB in pair, and the slow mea-
sureme t averages over many oscillations thereby losing
all direct information abou the tunneling rate and de-
coherence. Capac tive coupling induces an anharmonic
potential on the AFM tip, and the strength of this cou-
pling, which reveals the average charge in the left dot, is
manifested in the AFM tip’s oscillation frequency. The
oscillation is harmo ic in the absence of capacitive cou-
pling to local charges12.
An electric field long two DBs can be created
by attachi g lea s to the surface and applying an elec-
tric pote ti .13? This electric potential bias will cause
the excess electron position probability distribution to
be mor h avily wei hted in the left or right DB de-
nding o the sign a d strength of the bias. In our
scheme this site-location probability is observed by mea-
suring th AFM tip oscillation frequency. For zero bias
the electron is equally probable to be o the right or left.
Furthermore the tunneling rate is a function of the ap-
plie bias as the electric field modifies he barrier between
the L and R dots.
To de rmine tunneling rate and decoherence, a driv-
ing force is dded, which pushe the excess electron back
and forth r pidly between the two DBs with a rate com-
parable to he tunnelling frequency. In the case of two
DBs, t e driving field eeds to be in he near-infrared
(NIR) regime. If the NIR field is off-resonant with the
int r-dot tunneling frequency, the resultant force has only
a small perturbative effect on the doubl -dot system so
the electron-site distribution is nearly the same as the re-
sult ithout the NIR field at all. if e NIR field is reso-
ant, then e show that the NIR field pushes the electron
into b i equally likely on the left or right. Thus reso-
nances should be observable by s ei g sudden c anges in
the exc ss-electron distribution, hence sudden changes in
the AFM ip oscillati frequency, when the NIR field is
n easuring oherence in oupled angling- ond yna ics
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e devise a schem to characterize tunneling by an excess electron shared between a pair of
nearby dangling-bonds on a silicon surface. e conjecture that the tunneling will be highly coherent
bu t o fast to be characterized by co ventional electronic techniques. Our approach is i ste d
to measure the time-avera ed loc tion of the excess harge by employing a capacitively-coupled
atomic-force icroscope tip to create an electric-potential differe ce between the two dangling bonds
whi simultaneously driving the dangling-bo d pair with a near-infrared field. hen the near-
infrared field is resonant with the tunneling frequency between the dangling bonds subject to the
biased potential, the time-averaged excess-charge loc tion should be symmetric; otherwise the time-
a eraged location is sym tric roportion l to the bia . This reson nt symmetry effect should not
o ly reveal the tunneling rate ut also t e nat re and rat of decoherence of this tunn ling.
PACS numbers: ?
I. INTRODUCTION
(i) ωNIR = 350 THz
(ii) ωNIR = 300 THz
(iii) ωNIR = 250 THz
(iv) ωNIR = 200 THz
(v) ωNIR = 150 THz
(1)
Two nearby quantum dots a share a si gle donor-
sup lied excess electron t by functioni as an eff -
tive two-level system known as ‘charge qubit’, wi h ap-
plications to quan um computing1–3 and spin-ch rge con-
version3,4 for spin-qubit readout.5 Al oug solid- ate
charge qubits have been demonstrated in semico ductors
and sup rconductors.1,6 i ter-dot tunneling rates va y
due to growth imperfections and decoherence mech nism.
have suggested overcomi g these challenges b m
loyi g ilicon-surfac dangling b s (DBs) as cl sely
sp ced quantum dots s arin a single donor-supplied
electron,7 which is pr dicted to be highly coherent with
tunneling time between 10 fs and 1 ps.8,9 Th dis d-
vantage f our strategy is rapi ity of tun eling, meaning
that dir ct characteriza i n by monitoring the o cillati
is not feasible electronically. Here we propose a str t
egy to me sure the rate nd coh renc of tunneling by
con lling and monitori g time averaged charge distri-
butio s betwee such dots. These measurements are in
spired by previou xp riments on do bl quantum dot
structures in the microwave regime.10,11
The two s are ear e ough that lectrostatic repul
sion prev nts bot DB from gaining an excess electron
bu sufficie tly far apart that they r not ch mically
onded together. In o r approach, the electron’s posi
tion within the ‘left’ (L) or ‘right’ (R) quantum dot is
discerned by an atomic force microscope (AFM) capaci-
tively couple to one DB in the pair, and the slow mea-
sureme t averages over many oscillations thereby losing
all irect i formation about the tunneling rate and de-
coherence. Capacitive coupling induces an anharmonic
potential on the AFM tip, and the strength of this cou-
pling, which reveals the average charge in the left dot, s
manifested in he AFM t p’s oscillatio frequency. The
oscillation is harmonic in the absence of capacitive cou-
pling to local ch rges12.
A electr c field along he two DBs c be created
by attachi g leads to the surface d applying an elec-
tric potential.13? This electric potential b as will cause
t e excess electron position probability distribution to
be more heavily weighted in the l ft or right DB de-
e ding on the sign and strength of the bias. In our
schem this site-locati probability is observed by mea-
suring t e AF tip oscillation frequency. For zero bias
he electron is equally probable to be on the right or left.
Furthermor the tunneling rate is a funct on of he ap-
plie bias as the el ct ic field modifies he barrier betwe n
the L and R dot .
To determine tunneli rate and decoherence, a driv-
ing force is dded, which pushes the excess electron back
and forth r idly be ween the two DBs with a r te com-
parable to the tunnelling frequency. In the case of two
DBs, t driving field needs to be i the n ar-infrared
(NIR) r gime. If the NIR field is off-r sonant with the
i ter- o tunneling fr quency, the resultant for h s only
a small perturbative effect on the double-dot system so
the electron-site distribution is nearly the same s the re
sult ith u the NIR field at all. if the NIR field is reso-
ant, n w show that the NIR fi ld pushes the elect on
into bein equally likely on the left or right. Thus reso-
ances should be obs rvable by seeing sudden changes in
th excess-electron distribution, hence sud en changes in
AF ip oscillation freque cy, when the NIR field is
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We devise a scheme o ch racterize tunneling by n xcess electron shared be w e pair of
nearby dangli g-bonds on a silicon su f ce. We conjecture at the tunneling will e highly coherent
but too fast to b cha cterized by conventional electronic tech iques. Our approach is instead
to me sure the time-averaged loc tion of the excess charge by employing a capacitively-coupled
atomic-force microscope tip to create an electric-po ntial difference between the two dangling bonds
while simultaneously driving the dangling-bond pair with a near-infrared field. When the near-
infr ed field is reso ant with the tunneling frequency between the dangling bonds subject to the
bi sed potential, th time-averaged excess-charge location should be symmetric; otherwise the time-
averaged location is asymmetric proportion l to the bias. This reso ant symmetry effect should not
only rev al tu neli g rate but also the nature and rate of decohere ce of this tunneling.
PACS numbers: ?
I. INTRODUCTION
(i) ωNIR = 350 THz
(ii) ωNIR = 300 THz
(iii) ωNIR = 250 THz
(iv) ωNIR = 200 THz
(v) ωNIR = 150 THz
(1)
Two nearby quantum dots can share a single donor-
supplied excess electron hereby functioning as an effec-
tive two-level system known as a ‘charge qubit’, with ap-
plications to quantum computing1–3 and spin-charge con-
version3,4 for spin-qubit readout.5 Although s lid-stat
ch rge qubits have been demonstrated in semiconductors
and sup rconductors.1,6 inter-d t tunneling rates var
due to rowth imperfec ions and decoherence mechanism.
We hav suggested overcoming these challe ges by em-
ployi g silic n-surfac dangling bonds (DBs) as closely-
spaced qu ntum dots sharing a single donor-su plied
lectro ,7 which is predicted to be highly coherent wi
a tun eling time between 10 fs and 1 ps.8,9 The disad-
vantage of our strategy is rapidity f tunneling, meaning
that direct characterization by monitoring the oscillation
is not feasible electronically. H re we propose a strat-
egy to me sure the rate and coherence of t nneling by
controlling and monitoring time averaged charge distri-
butio s between such dots. T se measure ents are in-
spir d by previous experiments on double quantum dot
s ructures in the microwave regime.10,11
Th two DBs are near enough that electrosta ic rep l-
sio prev nts both DBs from gaining an xcess electr n
b t sufficien ly far apart that they are not chemically
b nded together. In our approach, the electron’s posi-
tion within the ‘left’ (L) or ‘rig t’ (R) quantum dot is
discer ed by an atomic force microscope (AFM) capaci-
tively coupled to one DB in the pair, and the slow mea-
surement averages over many oscillations thereby losing
all direct information about the tunneling rate and de-
coherence. Capacitive coupling induces an anharmonic
potential on the AFM tip, and the strength of this cou-
pling, w ich reveals the average charge in the left dot, is
m nifested in the AFM tip’s oscillation frequency. The
oscillation is harmonic in the absence of capacitive cou-
pling to local charges12.
A elect ic field along the two DBs can be created
by attaching leads to the surface and applying an elec-
tric potential.13? This electric potential bias will cause
the excess electron position probability distribution to
be more h avily weighted in the left or right DB de-
pe ding on the sign and strength of the bias. In our
scheme this site-location probability is observed by mea-
su ing the AFM tip oscillation frequency. For zero bias
the electron is equally probable to be on the right or left.
Furthermore the tunneling rate is a function of the ap-
pli ias s the electric field modifies the barrier between
the L and R dots.
To determine tunneling rate and decoherence, a driv-
ing force is added, which pushes the excess electron back
nd forth rapidly between the two DBs with a rate com-
parable to the tunnelling frequency. In the case of two
DBs, the driving field needs to be in the near-infrared
(NIR) regime. If the NIR field is off-resonant with the
inte -dot tunneling frequency, the resultant force has only
a small perturbative effect on the double-dot system so
the elect on-site distribution is nearly the same as the re-
sul ithout the NIR field at all. if the NIR field is reso-
nant, then we show that the NIR field pushes the electron
in o being equ lly likely on the left or right. Thus reso-
nance s ould be observable by seeing sudden changes in
the excess-electron distribution, hence sudden changes in
t e AFM tip oscillation frequency, when the NIR field is
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We devise a scheme to characteriz tunneling by an excess electron shared between a pair of
nearby dangling-bo ds on a silic n surface. We conjecture that the tunneling will be highly coherent
but t o fast to be aracterized by conventional electronic techniques. Our pproach is instead
to measure th time-av age locat on of the charge by employing a capacitively-coupled
atomic-force microscope tip t creat an el tric-potential differe ce between t e tw dangling bonds
while simultaneously driving th a g ing-bond pair with a near-infrared field. Wh n the near-
infr red field is resonant with the tun eling frequ nc between the d ngling bonds subject to the
biased poten ial, the time-average excess-c arge location should be symmetric; otherwise the time-
averaged locatio is asymmetric pr portional to the bias. This resonant symmetry ffect should not
only reveal the tunneling r e but also the nature and rate of decohere ce of this unneling.
PACS numbers: ?
I. INTRODUCTION
(i) ∆ = 10 THz
(ii) ∆ = 100 THz
(iii) ∆ = 120 THz
(iv) ∆ = 133 THz
(v) ∆ = 140 THz
(vi) ∆ = 160 THz
(vii) ∆ = 180 THz
(1)
Two nearby quan um s can share a single donor-
supplied excess electron ther by funct o i g as an effec-
ive two-level s stem known as ‘charg q bit’, with ap-
plications to qu ntum computing1–3 and spin-ch rge con-
v rsion3,4 for pin-qubit r adout.5 Alt ugh so id-state
charge qubits h ve be n demonstrated in semic nductors
and superconductors.1,6 n er-d t tu neling rates ary
du to growth mperfec ions and decohe ence echanism.
We have s ggested overcoming the ch lle g s by em-
ploying silico -surface d ngli g bonds (DBs) as closely-
sp d quantum ot sharing a si gl don -supplied
electr n,7 which is predict d to be highly coh rent with
a tun eling tim bet e n 10 fs and 1 ps.8,9 The i ad-
v age of our strategy i rapidity f tunneling, meaning
that dir ct characterization by monitoring the oscillation
is not feasi le lectr nically. Here we p o os a strat-
egy to m asur the rate and coher nce of tu eling by
co t olling a d monitoring time averaged charge distri-
bu ions between such dots. These measurements are in-
spir d by previous experime ts on double quantum dot
str ctures in he microwave regime.10,11
The two DBs are near enough that electrosta ic repul-
sion prevents bot DBs from gaining an excess electron
but sufficie tly far apart that they are ot chemically
bonded together. In our approach, the electron’s posi-
tion within the ‘left’ (L) or ‘righ ’ (R) quant m dot is
discern d by an atomic force microscope (AFM) capaci-
tively coupled to one DB in the pair, d the slow mea-
surement averages over many scillations thereby losing
all dir ct information about th tunneling rate and de-
oherence. Capacitive c upling induc s an anharmonic
potential on the AFM tip, and the strength of this cou-
pl ng, which reveals the av rage c arge in the left dot, is
manifested in the AFM tip’s oscilla ion frequency. The
oscillation is armo ic in the absence of capacitive cou-
pling to local charges12.
An e ectric field along the two DBs can be created
by attaching leads to th s rface and applying an elec-
tric po ential.13? This electr c potential bias will cause
the excess electron position probability distribution to
be mor heavily weighted in the left or right DB de-
pending on the sign and strength of the bias. In our
schem his site-loc ion pro bility is observed by mea-
suring the AFM tip o cillation frequency. For zero bias
the electron is equally pr bable to be on he right or left.
F rthermor the tunneling rate is a function of the ap-
plied bias as the lectric field modifies the barri r between
the L and R dots.
To d termine tunneling rate and decohere ce, a driv-
ing force s add d, whic pushes the exce s electron back
a d fort rapidly b twe n the two DBs with a rate com-
parabl to unnelling frequency. In the case of two
DBs, the d iving field e ds to be in the near-infrared
(NIR) regim . If the NIR field is off- sonant with the
inter-dot tunneling frequ ncy, the r sul ant force has only
a small perturbative effect on the double-dot system so
the le tron-site distribution is nearly the same as the re-
sult without the NIR field at all. if the NIR field is reso-
nant, then we show that the NIR field pushes the electron
into being qually likely on the left or right. Thus reso-
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We devi e a scheme to characterize unneling by an excess electron shared between a pair of
nearby dangling-bonds on a silicon surf ce. We conjecture that the tun eling will be highly coherent
but too fast to be characterized by co ventional electronic techniques. Ou pproach is instead
to measure th time-averaged locatio of he xcess charge by employing a capacitively-coupled
atomic-forc microscope tip to creat an electric-potential diff renc between he two dang ing bonds
while simultaneously driving t e da gling- ond pair with a ear-infr red field. Whe the near-
infrare field is resonan with th tunnel g requency b tw en the da gling b nds subject to the
bi sed po ential, the ti - vera d excess-charge loca ion s ould be symmetric; otherwise the time-
averaged location is asymmetric proportion l to th bias. This resonant symmetry effe t should not
only reveal t e tunn ing r te but also the nature a d rate of decoher nce of this tu neling.
PACS numbers: ?
I. INTRODUCTION
(i) ωNIR = 350 THz
(ii) ωNIR = 300 THz
(iii) ωNIR = 250 THz
(iv) ωNIR = 200 THz
(v) ωNIR = 150 THz
(1)
Two nearby quantum dots can share a single donor-
supplied excess electron thereby functioning as an eff c-
tive two-level system known as a ‘charge qubit’, with -
plications to quantum computing –3 and spin-charge con-
version3,4 f r spin-qubit readout.5 Although solid-state
charge qubits have been demonstrated in semico ductors
and superconductors.1,6 inter-dot tunnelin rates vary
due to growth imperfections and decoherence mechanism.
W have suggested overcomi these challenges by em-
p y silicon-surface dangling bonds (DBs) s closely-
spaced quantu dots sharing a single donor-supplied
electron,7 which is pre icted t be highly cohe e t with
a tunneling time between 10 f and 1 ps.8,9 The d sad-
va tage of our str tegy is rap dity of un eling, meani g
that direct charac erization by monitoring the oscillation
is not feasible electronically. He e we propose a strat-
egy to m asure t rate and co ren e f tunneling by
controlli g and m itoring time averaged charge distr -
buti ns between such dots. These measurements are in-
spired by previous experiment o double qua tum dot
structur s in the microwav regime.10,11
Th two DBs are near e ou h th t e ectrostatic repul-
sio preve ts oth DBs from gaining a excess electr n
but sufficientl far apart that they are n t ch mically
bonded tog her. In our approach, the electron’s pos -
tion within he ‘left’ (L) o ‘righ ’ (R) quant m is
disc rned by an atomic force microscope (AFM) capaci-
tively c uple to one DB in the pair, and the slow mea-
surement averages over many oscillations thereby losing
all direct information about the tunneling rate and de-
coherence. Capacitive c upling induces an anharmonic
potential on the AFM tip, and the strength of this cou-
pling, which reveals the average charge in the left dot, is
manifeste in the AFM tip’s oscillation frequency. The
scillation is harm nic in the absence of capacitive cou-
pli g o local charges12.
A electric field along t e two DBs can be created
by att chi g leads to the surface nd applying an elec-
ric p tential.13? This electric potential bias will cause
the excess electron posit on probability distribution to
be more heavily we ghted in the left or right DB de-
p nding on t sign and strength of the bi s. In our
scheme this site-location probability is bserved by mea-
suring the AFM tip os illation frequency. For zero ias
th electron is equ lly probable to b on the right or left.
Furthermore the tu neling rate is a function of the ap-
plied bias as the electric field modifies th barrier between
the L and R dots.
To determine tunneling rate and decohere ce, a driv-
ing force is added, w ich pushes the excess electr back
a d forth rapidly betwee the two DBs with a rate com-
arable to the tunnelling frequency. In the case of two
DBs, the driving field needs to be in the near-infrared
(NIR) regime. If the NIR field is off-resonant with the
inter-dot tunneling frequency, the resultant force has only
a small perturbative eff ct o the double-dot system so
the el ctron-site distribution is nearly the same as the re-
sult w t out the NIR field at all. if the NIR field is reso-
nant, th we show that the NIR fi ld pushes the electron
into b i qually likely on the left or right. Thus reso-
anc s should be observable by seeing sudden ch nges in
th excess-electron dist ibution, hence sudden changes in
the AFM tip oscillation frequency, when the NIR field is
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e devise a sche e to ch racterize tunneling by an excess electron shared bet een a pair of
nearby dangli g-bonds on a silicon surf ce. e conjecture that the tun eling ill be highly coherent
but too fast to be characterized by co ventional electronic techniques. ur pproach is instead
to eas r the ti e-averaged l catio of the xcess charge by e ploying a capacitively-coupled
ato ic-force icroscope tip to create n electric-potenti l difference be een the o dangling bonds
hile si ulta e usly driving the dangling- ond pair ith a near-infrared field. hen the near-
infrare field is resonant ith the tunneli g frequency bet een the da gling bonds subject to the
bi sed potential, the ti e- veraged excess-charge location s ould be sy etric; other ise the ti e-
averaged location is asy etric proportional to the bias. his resonant sy etry effect should not
only reveal t e tunn ling rate but also the nature a d rate of decoher ce of this tu neling.
P CS nu bers: ?
I. I I
(i) ωNIR 350 z
(ii) ωNIR 300 z
(iii) ωNIR 250 z
(iv) ωNIR 200 z
(v) ωNIR 150 z
(1)
o nearby quantu dots can share sin le donor-
supplied excess electron thereby functioni g as n effec-
tive t o-level syste kno n as a ‘charge qubit’, ith -
plications to quantu co puting1–3 and spin-charge con-
version3,4 for spin-qubit readout.5 lt ough solid-state
charge qubits have been de onstrated in se iconductors
and superconductors.1,6 i ter-dot tunneling rates vary
due to gro th i perfections and decoherence echanis .
hav suggested ov rco i these challeng s by e -
ploying silicon-surface d ngling bonds ( s) s closely-
spaced quantu dots s aring a si gle don r-supplied
electron,7 hich is pre ic e to be highly coher nt i
a tu neling ti e bet een 10 fs a d 1 p .8,9 he disad-
vantage of our strategy is rapidity of n ling, eaning
that direct characterization by o itoring the oscillation
is not f asible lectro ically. ere propose a strat-
egy t asur t rate and coherenc of tunneling by
controlling and itoring ti e verag d charg istri-
buti s bet een such d ts. hese easure en s are in-
spired by pr vious experi ents o doubl quantu dot
structur s in the icro av regi e.10,11
he t o s are near e ou h h t ectrostatic repul-
si n preve s both s fro gaining a xcess electr n
b t ciently far apart that they are not che ically
bond d toge her. In our pp oach, the le tron’s posi-
tio ithin t e ‘left’ (L) or ‘righ ’ ( ) qu ntu t i
discer ed by a at ic force icroscope ( ) capaci-
tively couple to one in the pair, and the slo ea-
sure ent average over any oscillations thereby losing
a l direct infor ation abou the tunneling rate and de-
coherence. apacitive coupling induces an anhar onic
potential on the tip, and the strength of this cou-
pling, hich reveals the average charge in the left dot, is
anifested n the tip’ oscillation frequency. he
oscillation is har ic in the absence of capacitive cou-
pling to local charges12.
n electric field along t o s can be created
by attaching l a s to the surface and applying an le -
tric p te ti l.13? his electr c potential bias ill cause
he excess electron position probability distribution to
be or heavily eighted in the left or right de-
pending o the sign and strength of the bias. In our
sche e th s site-location probability is observed by ea-
suring th tip oscillation frequency. or zero bias
th electron is equally probable to b o the right or left.
urther ore the tu neling rate is a function of the ap-
plied b as as the electric field odifies h barrier bet een
the and dots.
o deter ine tunneling rate and decoh re ce, a driv-
ing force is added, ich pushes the xcess electr back
and fo th rapidly bet e n the t o s ith a rate co -
parable to the tunnelling frequency. In the case of t o
s, the driving field needs to be in the near-infrared
( I ) regi e. If the I field is off-resonant ith the
int r-dot tunneling frequency, the resultant force has only
a s all perturbative effect on the doubl -dot syste so
the el ctron-site distribution is nearly the sa e as the re-
sult it ut the I field at all. if e I field is reso-
nant, th e sho that the I fi ld pushes the electron
into bei qually likely on the left or right. hus reso-
nances should be observable by s ei g sudden c anges in
the exc ss-electron distribution, hence sudden changes in
the ip oscillati frequency, hen the I field is
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We devise a sc eme to characterize tunneling by an excess electron shared between a pair of
nearby da gling-bonds on silicon surfac . We co jecture that the tunneli g will be highly coherent
bu too fast o be char cterized by conventional el ctronic techniques. Our appr ac is instead
to measure the tim -av r ged location f th excess cha ge by e ployi g a cap citively-coupled
atomic-force micr scope tip to create an elect ic-potential d ffer nce between th tw d ngling onds
while s ultaneously driving he d gli g-bond p ir with a n ar-infrared fi ld. When the near-
infrared fiel is r s n n with the tunn l ng frequency between the da gling bon subject o the
biased poten ial, th time-averaged xcess-charge location should be symmetr c; otherwis th time-
aver ged l c ion is asym etric proporti nal to th bias. This r sonant symm try eff ct s ould not
only ev al t e u neling rat but also the nature nd ra e of deco erence of th s unneling.
PACS numbers: ?
I. INTRODUCTION
(i) ∆ = 10 THz
(ii) ∆ = 100 THz
(iii) ∆ = 120 THz
(i ) ∆ = 133 THz
( ) ∆ = 140 THz
(vi) ∆ = 160 THz
(vii) ∆ = 180 THz
(1)
Two nearby qu ntum dots ca share a single donor-
supplied excess electron thereby functioning as an effe -
ti two-level sy tem know as a ‘charge qubit’, with ap-
plic tions to quantum computing1–3 an spin-charge con-
version3,4 for spin-qubit readout.5 Although solid-state
charge qubits ave been demonstrat d in s miconductor
and superconduct s.1,6 inter-dot tu eling rat v ry
due to growth imp e tions and dec h r nce mechanism.
We have s ggested ove coming these challenges by em-
ploying silicon-surface dangli g bonds (DBs) as closely-
aced quantum dots sharing a single donor-supplied
lectron,7 which is pr icted to be highly coher nt with
a tunneling ime between 10 fs and 1 ps.8,9 The d s d-
vantag of our strat gy is r pidity of tunneling, me ning
that dir ct characterization by m nitoring the oscill tion
is no feasible electronically. Here w propose a strat-
egy measur th rate an coher nc of tunn ling by
ont olling and monitoring time averag d charge distri-
bu ions b tw en uch d s. Th s mea ure ents re in-
spi ed b previous exp ri ents on doubl quantum dot
structures in the icrowave r gime.10,11
The tw DBs a ne r nough th t elec rostatic r pul-
sion preve ts both DBs from gai ing an xc ss electron
bu sufficiently far apart that they ar not chemically
bonded together. In our approach, the el ctron’s posi-
tion wi hin th ‘l ft’ (L) r ‘rig t’ (R) quan um dot is
disce ned by an tomic force microscope (AFM) capaci-
tive y coupled to one DB in the pair, and the slow mea-
surem nt averages over many oscillations thereby losing
all direc inf rmation about the tu neling rate and de-
coherence. Capacitive coupling induces an nharmonic
potential on the AFM tip, and the strength of this cou-
pling, whic eve ls the av rage charge in the left dot, is
man fested in the AFM tip’s oscillation frequency. The
oscillation is harmo ic in the abs nce f cap citiv ou-
pli g to local charge 12.
An electric field alo g the two DBs c be created
by attaching l ads to t e surface and applying an elec-
tric poten ial.13? This electric potential bias will cause
the excess elec ron position probability distribution to
be more heavily w ighted in the left or right DB de-
p nding on the sign and strength of the bias. In our
sch m this si e-location ility is observ d by mea-
suring the AFM tip oscill tion fr quency. For zero bias
he electron is equal y p obable to be on right or left.
Fu hermo e the tunneling rate is a fu c ion of the ap-
plied bias as he electric field modifies the barrier between
the L and R dots.
To determine tunneling rate and dec her nce, a driv-
ing force is added, which pushes the excess electron back
and forth rapidly between th two DBs wi a rate com-
parable to the tunnelling frequ ncy. In the case of two
DBs, the driving field n eds to be in the ear-infrared
(NIR) r gim . If the NIR field is off-resonant with the
int r-dot tun eling frequ ncy, the r sultant force has only
a small pert bative eff ct on the d ubl -dot system so
the elec ron-sit distribution s nearly the same as the re-
sult wit out th NIR field a all. if the NIR field is reso-
na t, the w show that the NIR field pushes the electron
into b i g equally l k ly on the left or rig t. Thus reso-
FIG. 3: Time-aver ged charge robabili y in h lef DB
a function of appl ed static bias and un er MIR la rs
of d ffe en frequencie hown n the leg nd. Her , we ave
chosen ∆ = 133 THz an ΩMIR = 1 GHz. In the a sence
f riving radiatio , the esult become the smoo h curve
joining ll the sh n pe ks.
driving field is to probe the system t dis ov r resona ce
conditions wh r by the barri r betwe n the l f and right
DBs effectively va ish s.12 A tunable co tinuous-wave
solid-stat laser CO2 gas laser are examples f suit-
able MIR s urc s.27 The MIR beam intensity must be
weak enough to ensure that multi-photon resonances are
negligible,12,13 but strong enough to drive the oscillation
between left and right DBs.
A quantitative description of the dynamics begins by
treating the biased DBP− as an electric dipole with an
approximate transition dipole moment dDBP− = −ex,
which is the product of the electron charge e and the
inter-DB separation vector x pointing from the negative
to the neutral DB. The corresponding dipole-moment op-
erator is dˆ = dDBP− σˆx.
The electric-dipole interaction with the MIR electric
field EMIR is given by the interaction Hamiltonian
28
Hˆdipole = −dˆ ·EMIR. (9)
The interaction strength is quantified by the Rabi fre-
quency
ΩMIR =
dˆ ·EMIR
~
, (10)
and the resultant driving-field interaction Hamiltonian
is29
Hˆd =~ |ΩMIR| cosωMIRt
[
cos δ (|R〉〈R| − |L〉〈L|)
+ sin δ (|L〉〈R|+ |R〉〈L|) ] (11)
for δ a parameter containing information about the laser
beam angle and ratio of wavelength to dipole length.
5The intensity of the radiation is related to the Rabi
frequency via the electric-field amplitude, I = 0|E|2c
with 0 the permittivity, E the electric-field amplitude,
and c the speed of light. Assuming thatEMIR and dDBP−
are parallel, Eq. (10) yields
|E| = ~ΩMIR/|dDBP− |. (12)
For a DBP− with inter-DB distance |x| = 7.68 A˚, we
obtain dDBP− ≈ 10−28 Cm.
In addition to the conditions above, the Rabi fre-
quency is low enough to avoid multi-photon resonances
but high enough to drive the oscillation, and the choice
ΩMIR/ωMIR offers some flexibility to tune these parame-
ters. We therefore studied the effects of the intensity of
the applied laser in Fig 4, where we varied this quantity
over a few orders of magnitude.
We can see in this figure that, as the intensity is de-
creased, the width of the resonance peaks decreases as
well. Eventually the width becomes lower than the noise
in the applied bias, for a laser intensity of about 20
W/m2. The horizontal resolution of the resonance was
estimated by treating the width as being due to ther-
mal noise in the biasing electrodes, namely the Johnson-
Nyquist noise given by the formula
VJN =
√
4kTRB (13)
for R = 1 MΩ, and B = 3 kHz, similar to values present
in an STM instrumental setup. The corresponding Rabi
frequencies for each peak width are plotted in Fig 4(b)
(anticipating that this is also the range of useful Rabi
frequencies for the purpose of this study, i.e. 0.1 GHz to
1 THz.)
Corresponding radiation intensities ranging from 20 to
109 W/m2) are experimentally feasible with current CO2
lasers. CO2 lasers are high-power, continuous-wave lasers
that generate infrared light with wavelength λ within
the domain of 9.2–11.4 µm, corresponding to a frequency
range of 165–205 THz, and have an operating power PCO2
from mW to hundreds of W.
C. The combined action of static bias and driving
field
The Hamiltonian including both the static bias and the
driving field is
Hˆbd = Hˆb + Hˆd. (14)
Converting to the interaction picture according to
HˆI = U
†HˆbdU, U := exp
[
−iωMIRt
2
(|R〉〈R| − |L〉〈L|)
]
eliminates explicit time dependence. If the detuning η :=
ωMIR−∆′ is small compared to the frequency sum ωMIR+
∆′, then29
HˆI
~
≈ Ω
2
(|g〉〈e|+ |e〉〈g|) + η
2
(|g〉〈g| − |e〉〈e|) , (15)
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We devise a scheme to characterize tunneling by an excess electron shared between a pair of
nearby dangling-bonds on a silicon surface. We conjecture that the tunneling will be highly coherent
but too fast to be characterized by conventional electronic techniques. Our approach is instead
to measure the time-averaged location of the excess charge by employing a capacitively-coupled
atomic-force microscope tip to create an electric-potential difference between the two dangling bonds
while simultaneously driving the dangling-bond pair with a near-infrared field. When the near-
infrared field is resonant with the tunneling frequency between the dangling bonds subject to the
biased potential, the time-averaged excess-charge location should be symmetric; otherwise the time-
averaged location is asymmetric proportional to the bias. This resonant symmetry effect should not
only reveal the tunneling rate but also the nature and rate of decoherence of this tunneling.
PACS numbers: ?
I. INTRODUCTION
(i) ωNIR = 350 THz
(ii) ωNIR = 300 THz
(iii) ωNIR = 250 THz
(iv) ωNIR = 200 THz
(v) ωNIR = 150 THz
(1)
Two nearby quantum dots can share a single donor-
supplied excess electron thereby functioning as an effec-
tive two-level system known as a ‘charge qubit’, with ap-
plications to quantum computing1–3 and spin-charge con-
version3,4 for spin-qubit readout.5 Although solid-state
charge qubits have been demonstrated in semiconductors
and superconductors.1,6 inter-dot tunneling rates vary
due to growth imperfections and decoherence mechanism.
We have suggested overcoming these challenges by em-
ploying silicon-surface dangling bonds (DBs) as closely-
spaced quantum dots sharing a single donor-supplied
electron,7 which is predicted to be highly coherent with
a tunneling time between 10 fs and 1 ps.8,9 The disad-
vantage of our strategy is rapidity of tunneling, meaning
that direct characterization by monitoring the oscillation
is not feasible electronically. Here we propose a strat-
egy to measure the rate and coherence of tunneling by
controlling and monitoring time averaged charge distri-
butions between such dots. These measurements are in-
spired by previous experiments on double quantum dot
structures in the microwave regime.10,11
The two DBs are near enough that electrostatic repul-
sion prevents both DBs from gaining an excess electron
but sufficiently far apart that they are not chemically
bonded together. In our approach, the electron’s posi-
tion within the ‘left’ (L) or ‘right’ (R) quantum dot is
discerned by an atomic force microscope (AFM) capaci-
tively coupled to one DB in the pair, and the slow mea-
surement averages over many oscillations thereby losing
all direct information about the tunneling rate and de-
coherence. Capacitive coupling induces an anharmonic
potential on the AFM tip, and the strength of this cou-
pling, which reveals the average charge in the left dot, is
manifested in the AFM tip’s oscillation frequency. The
oscillation is harmonic in the absence of capacitive cou-
pling to local charges12.
An electric field along the two DBs can be created
by attaching leads to the surface and applying an elec-
tric potential.13? This electric potential bias will cause
the excess electron position probability distribution to
be more heavily weighted in the left or right DB de-
pending on the sign and strength of the bias. In our
scheme this site-location probability is observed by mea-
suring the AFM tip oscillation frequency. For zero bias
the electron is equally probable to be on the right or left.
Furthermore the tunneling rate is a function of the ap-
plied bias as the electric field modifies the barrier between
the L and R dots.
To determine tunneling rate and decoherence, a driv-
ing force is added, which pushes the excess electron back
and forth rapidly between the two DBs with a rate com-
parable to the tunnelling frequency. In the case of two
DBs, the driving field needs to be in the near-infrared
(NIR) regime. If the NIR field is off-resonant with the
inter-dot tunneling frequency, the resultant force has only
a small perturbative effect on the double-dot system so
the electron-site distribution is nearly the same as the re-
sult without the NIR field at all. if the NIR field is reso-
nant, then we show that the NIR field pushes the electron
into being equally likely on the left or right. Thus reso-
nances should be observable by seeing sudden changes in
the excess-electron distribution, hence sudden changes in
the AFM tip oscillation frequency, when the NIR field is
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(1)
Two nearby quantum dots can share a single donor-
supplied excess electron thereby functioning as an effec-
tive two-level system known as a ‘charge qubit’, with ap-
plications to quantum computing1–3 and spin-charge con-
version3,4 for spin-qubit readout.5 Although solid-state
charge qubits have been demonstrated in semiconductors
and superconductors.1,6 inter-dot tunneling rates vary
due to growth imperfections and decoherence mechanism.
e have suggested overcoming these challenges by em-
ploying silicon-surface dangling bonds (DBs) as closely-
spaced quantum dots sharing a single donor-supplied
electron,7 which is predicted to be highly coherent with
a tunneling time between 10 fs and 1 ps.8,9 The disad-
vantage of our strategy is rapidity of tunneling, meaning
that direct characterization by monitoring the oscillation
is not feasible electronically. Here we propose a strat-
egy to measure the rate and coherence of tunneling by
controlling and monitoring time averaged charge distri-
butions between such dots. These measurements are in-
spired by previous experiments on double quantum dot
structures in the microwave regime.10,11
The two DBs are near enough that electrostatic repul-
sion prevents both DBs from gaining an excess electron
but sufficiently far apart that they are not chemically
bonded together. In our approach, the electron’s posi-
tion within the ‘left’ (L) or ‘right’ (R) quantum dot is
discerned by an atomic force microscope (AF ) capaci-
tively coupled to one DB in the pair, and the slow mea-
surement averages over many oscillations thereby losing
all direct information about the tunneling rate and de-
coherence. Capacitive coupling induces an anharmonic
potential on the AF tip, and the strength of this cou-
pling, which reveals the average charge in the left dot, is
manifested in the AF tip’s oscillation frequency. The
oscillation is harmonic in the absence of capacitive cou-
pling to local charges12.
An electric field along the two DBs can be created
by attaching leads to the surface and applying an elec-
tric potential.13? This electric potential bias will cause
the excess electron position probability distribution to
be more heavily weighted in the left or right DB de-
pending on the sign and strength of the bias. In our
scheme this site-location probability is observed by mea-
suring the AF tip oscillation frequency. For zero bias
the electron is equally probable to be on the right or left.
Furthermore the tunneling rate is a function of the ap-
plied bias as the electric field modifies the barrier between
the L and R dots.
To determine tunneling rate and decoherence, a driv-
ing force is added, which pushes the excess electron back
and forth rapidly between the two DBs with a rate com-
parable to the tunnelling frequency. In the case of two
DBs, the driving field needs to be in the near-infrared
(NIR) regime. If the NIR field is off-resonant with the
inter-dot tunneling frequency, the resultant force has only
a small perturbative effect on the double-dot system so
the electron-site distribution is nearly the same as the re-
sult without the NIR field at all. if the NIR field is reso-
nant, then we show that the NIR field pushes the electron
into being equally likely on the left or right. Thus reso-
nances should be observable by seeing sudden changes in
the excess-electron distribution, hence sudden changes in
the AF tip oscillation frequency, when the NIR field is
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(1)
Two nearby quantum dots can share a single donor-
supplied excess electron thereby functioning as an effec-
tive two-level system known as a ‘charge qubit’, with ap-
plications to quantum computing1–3 and spin-charge con-
version3,4 for spin-qubit readout.5 Although solid-state
charge qubits have been demonstrated in semiconductors
and superconductors.1,6 inter-dot tunneling rates vary
due to growth imperfections and decoherence mechanism.
We have suggested overcoming these challenges by em-
ploying silicon-surface dangling bonds (DBs) as closely-
spaced quantum dots sharing a single donor-supplied
electron,7 which is predicted to be highly coherent with
a tunneling time between 10 fs and 1 ps.8,9 The disad-
vantage of our strategy is rapidity of tunneling, meaning
that direct characterization by monitoring the oscillation
is not feasible electronically. Here we propose a strat-
egy to measure the rate and coherence of tunneling by
controlling and monitoring time averaged charge distri-
butions between such dots. These measurements are in-
spired by previous experiments on double quantum dot
structures in the microwave regime.10,11
The two DBs are near enough that electrostatic repul-
sion prevents both DBs from gaining an excess electron
but sufficiently far apart that they are not chemically
bonded together. In our approach, the electron’s posi-
tion within the ‘left’ (L) or ‘right’ (R) quantum dot is
discerned by an atomic force microscope (AFM) capaci-
tively coupled to one DB in the pair, and the slow mea-
surement averages over many oscillations thereby losing
all direct information about the tunneling rate and de-
coherence. Capacitive coupling induces an anharmonic
potential on the AFM tip, and the strength of this cou-
pling, which reveals the average charge in the left dot, is
manifested in the AFM tip’s oscillation frequency. The
oscillation is harmonic in the absence of capacitive cou-
pling to local charges12.
An electric field along the two DBs can be created
by attaching leads to the surface and applying an elec-
tric potential.13? This electric potential bias will cause
the excess electron position probability distribution to
be more heavily weighted in the left or right DB de-
pending on the sign and strength of the bias. In our
scheme this site-location probability is observed by mea-
suring the AFM tip oscillation frequency. For zero bias
the electron is equally probable to be on the right or left.
Furthermore the tunneling rate is a function of the ap-
plied bias as the electric field modifies the barrier between
the L and R dots.
To determine tunneling rate and decoherence, a driv-
ing force is added, which pushes the excess electron back
and forth rapidly between the two DBs with a rate com-
parable to the tunnelling frequency. In the case of two
DBs, the driving field needs to be in the near-infrared
(NIR) regime. If the NIR field is off-resonant with the
inter-dot tunneling frequency, the resultant force has only
a small perturbative effect on the double-dot system so
the electron-site distribution is nearly the same as the re-
sult without the NIR field at all. if the NIR field is reso-
nant, then we show that the NIR field pushes the electron
into being equally likely on the left or right. Thus reso-
nances should be observable by seeing sudden changes in
the excess-electron distribution, hence sudden changes in
the AFM tip oscillation frequency, when the NIR field is
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e devise a sche e to characterize tunneling by an excess electron shared bet een a pair of
nearby dangling-bonds on a silicon surface. e conjecture that the tunneling ill be highly coherent
but too fast to be characterized by conventional electronic techniques. ur approach is instead
to easure the ti e-averaged location of the excess charge by e ploying a capacitively-coupled
ato ic-force icroscope tip to create an electric-potential difference bet een the t o dangling bonds
hile si ultaneously driving the dangling-bond pair ith a near-infrared field. hen the near-
infrared field is resonant ith the tunneling frequency bet een the dangling bonds subject to the
biased potential, the ti e-averaged excess-charge location should be sy etric; other ise the ti e-
averaged location is asy etric proportional to the bias. his resonant sy etry effect should not
only reveal the tunneling rate but also the nature and rate of decoherence of this tunneling.
S nu bers: ?
I. I I
(i) I 350 z
(ii) I 300 z
(iii) I 250 z
(iv) I 200 z
(v) I 150 z
(1)
o nearby quantu dots can share a single donor-
supplied excess electron thereby functioning as an e ec-
tive t o-level syste kno n as a ‘charge qubit’, ith ap-
plications to quantu co puting1–3 and spin-charge con-
version3,4 for spin-qubit readout.5 lthough solid-state
charge qubits have been de onstrated in se iconductors
and superconductors.1,6 inter-dot tunneling rates vary
due to gro th i perfections and decoherence echanis .
e have suggested overco ing these challenges by e -
ploying silicon-surface dangling bonds ( s) as closely-
spaced quantu dots sharing a single donor-supplied
electron,7 hich is predicted to be highly coherent ith
a tunneling ti e bet een 10 fs and 1 ps.8,9 he disad-
vantage of our strategy is rapidity of tunneling, eaning
that direct characterization by onitoring the oscillation
is not feasible electronically. ere e propose a strat-
egy to easure the rate and coherence of tunneling by
controlling and onitoring ti e averaged charge distri-
butions bet een such dots. hese easure ents are in-
spired by previous experi ents on double quantu dot
structures in the icro ave regi e.10,11
he t o s are near enough that electrostatic repul-
sion prevents both s fro gaining an excess electron
but su ciently far apart that they are not che ically
bonded together. In our approach, the electron’s posi-
tion ithin the ‘left’ ( ) or ‘right’ ( ) quantu dot is
discerned by an ato ic force icroscope ( ) capaci-
tively coupled to one in the pair, and the slo ea-
sure ent averages over any oscillations thereby losing
all direct infor ation about the tunneling rate and de-
coherence. apacitive coupling induces an anhar onic
potential on the tip, and the strength of this cou-
pling, hich reveals the average charge in the left dot, is
anifested in the tip’s oscillation frequency. he
oscillation is har onic in the absence of capacitive cou-
pling to local charges12.
n electric field along the t o s can be created
by attaching leads to the surface and applying an elec-
tric potential.13? his electric potential bias ill cause
the excess electron position probability distribution to
be ore heavily eighted in the left or right de-
pending on the sign and strength of the bias. In our
sche e this site-location probability is observed by ea-
suring the tip oscillation frequency. or zero bias
the electron is equally probable to be on the right or left.
urther ore the tunneling rate is a function of the ap-
plied bias as the electric field odifies the barrier bet een
the and dots.
o deter ine tunneling rate and decoherence, a driv-
ing force is added, hich pushes the excess electron back
and forth rapidly bet een the t o s ith a rate co -
parable to the tunnelling frequency. In the case of t o
s, the driving field needs to be in the near-infrared
( I ) regi e. If the I field is o -resonant ith the
inter-dot tunneling frequency, the resultant force has only
a s all perturbative e ect on the double-dot syste so
the electron-site distribution is nearly the sa e as the re-
sult ithout the I field at all. if the I field is reso-
nant, then e sho that the I field pushes the electron
into being equally likely on the left or right. hus reso-
nances should be observable by seeing sudden changes in
the excess-electron distribution, hence sudden changes in
the tip oscillation frequency, hen the I field is
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We devise a scheme to characterize t nneling by an excess electron shared between a pair of
nearby dangling-bonds on a silicon surface. We conjecture that the tunneli g will be highly coherent
but too fast to be characterized by conve ti nal electronic techniques. Our approach is instead
to measure the t me-averaged location of th xcess charge by employing a capacitively-c upled
atomic-force microscope tip to crea e an electr c-pote tial difference betw en the two dangling bonds
while simultaneously driving the dangling-bond pair with a near-infrared field. When the near-
infr r field is resonant with th tunneling frequency between the dangling bonds subject to the
biased potential, the time-averaged excess-charge location should be symmetric; otherwis the time-
averaged location is asymmetric proportional t the bias. This resonant symmetry effect should not
only reveal the tunneling rate but also the nature nd rate of decoherence of this tunneling.
PACS numbers: ?
I. INTRODUCTION
∆ = 10 THz
ii ∆ = 100 THz
∆ = 120 THz
(iv) ∆ = 133 THz
(v) ∆ = 140 THz
(vi) ∆ = 160 THz
(vii) ∆ = 180 THz
(1)
Two nearby quantum dots c n share a single donor-
supplied excess electron thereby functioning as an effec-
tive wo-level system known as a ‘charge qubit’, with ap-
plications to quantum computing1–3 and spin-charge con
version3,4 for spin-qubit readout.5 Al hough solid-state
charge qubits have been demonstrated in semiconductors
and superconductors.1,6 nter-dot tunneling rates vary
due to growth imp rfections and deco r n e mechanism.
We have suggested overcoming these challenges by em-
ploying silicon-surface dangling bonds (DBs) as closely-
spaced quantum dots sharing a single donor-supplied
electron,7 which is predicted to be highly coherent with
a tunneling time between 10 fs and 1 ps.8,9 The disad-
vant f our strategy is rapidity of tunneli g, meaning
that t characterization by monitoring the oscillation
is n t f sible electronically. Here we propose a str t-
egy easure the rate and coherenc of tunneli g by
cont g and monitoring time averaged charge distri-
b etwe n such dots. These measurements are in-
spi previous experiments on double quant m dot
str ct res in the microwave regime.10,11
o DBs are near enough t a electrostatic repul-
si vents both DBs from gaining an excess electron
but suffici ntly far apart that they are not chemically
bonded together. In our approach, the lectron’s posi-
tion within the ‘left’ (L) or ‘right’ (R) quantum dot is
discerned by an atomic force microscope (AFM) capaci-
tively upled to one DB in th pair, a d the slow mea-
surement averages over many oscillations t ereby losing
all direct information about the tunneling rate and de-
coherence. Capa itiv coupling induces an nharmonic
potential on the AFM tip, and the strength of this cou-
pling, which reveals t e average charg in the left dot, is
manifested in the AFM tip’s oscillation frequency. The
oscillation is harmonic in the absence of capacitive ou-
pling to local charges12.
An ele tric field along the two DBs can be created
by attaching leads to the surface and applying an elec-
tric pot ntial.13? This electric potential bias will cause
the excess electron position probability distributi n to
be mor heavily weighted in the left or right DB de-
pending on the sign and strength of the bias. In our
scheme this site-location probability is observed by mea-
suring the AFM tip oscillation f equency. For zero bias
the electron is equally probable to be on the right or left.
Furthermore the tunneling rate is a function of the ap-
plied bias as the electric field modifies the barrier between
the L and R dots.
To determin tunneling rate and decoherenc , a driv-
ing force is added, which pushes the excess electron back
and forth rapidly between the two DBs with a rate com-
parable to th unnelling frequency. In the case of two
DBs, the driving field needs to be in the n ar-infrared
(NIR) regime. If th N R fi ld is off-resonant with the
nter-dot tunneling frequency, the resultant force has only
a small perturbative effect on th double-dot system s
the electron-site distribution is nearly the same as the re-
sult without the NIR field at all. if the NIR field is reso-
nant, the we show that the NIR field pushes the electron
i to being equally likely on th left or right. Thus reso-
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We devise a scheme to characterize tunneling by an excess el ctron shared between a pair of
nearby dangling-bonds on a silicon surface. We conjecture that the tunneling will be highly coherent
but too fast to be characterized by conventional electronic echniques. Our approach s instead
to measure the time-averaged location of the excess charge by e ploying capacitively-coupled
atomic-force microscope tip to create an electric-potential difference between the tw dangling bonds
while simultaneously driving the dangling-bond pair with a near-infrared field. When the near-
infrared field is resonant with the tunneling frequency between the dangling bonds subject to e
biased potential, the time-averaged excess-charge location should be symmetric; otherwise the time-
averaged location is asymmetric proportional to the bias. This resonant symmetry effect should not
only reveal the tunneling rate but also the nature and rate of decohere ce of this tunneling.
PACS numbers: ?
I. INTRODUCTION
(i) ωNIR = 350 THz
(ii) ωNIR = 300 THz
(iii) ωNIR = 250 THz
(iv) ωNIR = 200 THz
(v) ωNIR = 150 THz
(1)
Two nearby quantum dots can share a single donor-
supplied excess lectron her b functioning as an ffec-
tive two-level system known as ‘charge qubi ’, with ap-
plications to quantum computing1–3 and spin-charge con-
version3,4 for spin-qubit r adout.5 Alt ugh solid-s ate
charge qubits have been demonstra ed in s miconductors
and superconductors.1,6 inter-dot tunn ling r tes vary
due to growth imperfect n and decoherence mechanism.
We have suggest d overco ng these chall nges by em-
ploying silicon-surface dangli g bo ds (DBs) as closely-
spaced qua tum do sharing a single do or-suppli d
electron,7 which is predicted to be highly coherent with
a tunneling time betwe n 10 fs and 1 ps.8,9 T disad-
vantage of ur strategy is rapidity of tunneling, meaning
that direct characterization by monitoring the oscillation
is not feasible electronically. Here we propose a strat-
egy to measure the rate and coherence of tunneling by
controlling and monitoring time averaged charge distri-
butions between such dots. These measurements are in-
spired by previous experiments on double quantum dot
structures in the microwave regime.10,11
The two DBs are near enough that electrostatic repul-
sion prevents both DBs from gaining an excess electron
but sufficiently far apart that they are not chemically
bonded together. In our approach, the electron’s posi-
tion within the ‘left’ (L) or ‘right’ (R) quantum dot is
discerned by an atomic force microscope (AFM) c p ci-
tivel coupl d to one DB in the pair, and the slow mea-
surement averages over many oscillations thereby losing
all direct information about the tunneling rate and de-
coherence. Capacitive coupling induces an anharmonic
potential on the AFM tip, and the strength of this cou-
pling, which reveals the average charge in the left dot, is
manifested in the AFM tip’s oscillation frequency. The
oscillation is harmonic in the absence of capaci ive cou-
ling to local charg s12.
An electric fi ld alo g the two DBs can b cr ated
by attachi leads to th surfa e and applying an elec-
tric potential.13? This electric potential bias will cause
the excess electron posi io probability distribution to
be more heavily weighted in the left or right DB de-
pending on the si n and s r ngth of the bias. In our
scheme this site-location probability is observed by mea-
suring the AFM tip oscillation freque cy. For zero bias
the el ctron is qually probable to be on the righ or left.
Furthermore he tunneling rate is a function of the ap-
plied bias as th electric field modifies the barrier between
the L and R dots.
To determine tunneling rat and decoh re ce, a driv-
ing force is added, whi h pushes the excess electron back
and forth rapidly between the two DBs with a rate com-
parable to the tunnelling frequency. In the case of two
DBs, the driving field needs to be in the near-infrared
(NIR) regime. If the NIR field is off-resonant with the
inter-dot tunneling frequency, the resultant force has only
a small perturbative effect on the double-dot system so
the electron-site distribution is nearly the same as the re-
sult without the NIR field at all. if the NIR field is reso-
nant, then we show that the NIR field pushes the electron
into being equally likely on the left or right. Thus reso-
nances should be observable by seeing sudden changes in
the excess-electron distribution, hence sudden changes in
the AFM tip oscillation frequency, when the NIR field is
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We devise a scheme to characterize tunneling by an excess electron shared between a pair of
nearby dangling-bonds on a silicon surface. We conjecture that the tunneling will be high y c herent
but too fast to be characterized by conventional electronic techniques. Our approach is instead
to measure the time-averaged location of the excess charge by employing a capaci ively- oupl d
atomic-force microscope tip to create an electric-potential difference be ween the two dangling bo ds
while simultaneously driving the dangling-bond pair with a near-infra d field. When the near-
infrared field is resonant with the tunneling frequency between the d ngling bo ds subject to the
biased potential, the time-averaged excess-charge location should be symmetri ; otherwise the time-
averaged location is asymmetric proportional to the bias. This resonant sym etry eff ct should not
only reveal the tunneling rate but also the nature and rate of decoherence of this tun eling.
PACS numbers: ?
I. INTRODUCTION
(i) ωNIR = 350 THz
(ii) ωNIR = 300 THz
(iii) ωNIR = 250 THz
(iv) ωNIR = 200 THz
(v) ωNIR = 150 THz
(1)
Two nearby quantum dots can share a single donor-
supplied excess electron ther by f nc ionin as an effec-
tive two-level system known as a ‘ ge qubit’, with ap-
plications to quantum computing1–3 and spin-ch rge con-
version3,4 for spin-qubit readout.5 Although solid-state
charge qubits have been demonstrate in semiconductors
and superconductors.1,6 inter-do tu neling rates vary
due to growth imperfections and decoherence mecha i m.
We have suggested overcoming these challenges by em-
ploying silicon-surface dangling bonds (D s) as closely-
spaced quantum dots sharing a ingle donor-supplied
electron,7 which is predicted to be highly coherent wi
a tunneling time betwee 10 fs and 1 ps.8,9 The disad-
vantage of our strategy is rapidity of tunneling, meaning
that direct characterization by monitoring the oscillation
is not feasible electronically. Here we propose a strat-
egy to measure the rate and coherence of tunneling by
controlling and monitoring time averaged charge distri-
butions between such dots. These measurements are in-
spired by previous experiments on double quantum dot
structures in the microwave regime.10,11
The two DBs are near enough that electrostatic repul-
sion prevents both DBs from gaining an excess electron
but sufficiently far apart that they are not chemically
bonded together. In our approach, the electron’s posi-
tion within the ‘left’ (L) or ‘right’ (R) quantum dot is
discerned by an atomic force microscope (AFM) apaci-
tively coupled to one DB in the pair, and the slow mea-
surement verages over many oscillations thereby losing
all direct information about the tunneling r te and de-
coheren e. Capacitive oupling induces an a armonic
pote tial on the AFM tip, and the strength of h cou-
pling, whi reveals the av rage charge in the l ft dot, is
manifest d in the AFM tip’s oscilla ion freque cy. T e
oscillation is harmonic in the absenc of apacitive c u-
pling to local charges12.
An el ctric field along the two DBs can be created
by attaching le s to the surface and applying an elec-
tric potential.13? This electric potential bias will cause
the exces electron position pr bability distribution to
be more heavily weight d n the eft or right DB de-
pending on the sign and stren t of the bias. In our
s em this site-locatio p obability is observ d by mea-
suring the AFM tip oscillation frequency. For zer bias
the electron is equally probable to be on the right or left.
Furth rmore the tunneling rate is a function of the ap-
plied bias as the electric field modifi s the barrier between
the L and R dots.
To deter ine tunneling rate and decoherence, a driv-
ing force is added, whic pushes th excess electron back
and forth rapidly between the two DBs wi h a rate com-
parable to the tunnelling frequency. In the case of two
DBs, the driving field needs to be in the near-infrared
(NIR) regime. If the NIR field is off-resonant with the
inter-dot tunneling frequency, the resultant force has only
a small perturbative effect on the double-dot system so
the electron-site distribution is nearly the same as the re-
sult without the NIR field at all. if the NIR field is reso-
nant, then we show that the NIR field pushes the electron
into being equally likely on the left or right. Thus reso-
nances should be observable by seeing sudden changes in
the excess-electron distribution, hence sudden changes in
the AFM tip oscillation frequency, when the NIR field is
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We devise a scheme to characterize tunneling by an excess electron shared between a pair of
nearby dangling-bonds on a silicon surface. We conjecture that the tunneling will be highly coherent
but too fast to be characterized by co ventional electronic technique . Our approach is instead
to measure the time-averaged location of the excess charge by em loying a capacitively-coupled
atomic-force microscope tip to create an lectric-potential difference between the two dangling bonds
while simultaneously driving the dangling-bond p ir with a near-infrared field. Whe th near-
infrared field is resonant with the tunneling frequency between the dangling bonds subject to the
biased potential, the time-averaged excess-charge location should be symmetric; otherwise the time-
averaged location is asymmetric proportional to th bias. This resonant symme ry effect should not
only reveal the tunneling rate but also the nature and rate of dec herence of this tu neling.
PACS numbers: ?
I. INTRODUCTION
(i) ωNIR = 350 THz
(ii) ωNIR = 300 THz
(iii) ωNIR = 250 THz
(iv) ωNIR = 200 THz
(v) ωNIR = 150 THz
(1)
Two n arby quantum d ts can share a single donor-
supplied excess electron thereby functioning as an ffec-
tiv two-level system k own as a ‘char e qubit’, wit ap-
plications to quantum computing1–3 and spin-charge con-
version3,4 for s i -qubit readout.5 Althoug solid-state
cha ge qubits have be n demo strated in semiconductors
and superco ducto s.1,6 inte -dot tunn ling rates vary
d e t growth i perfection d decoherence mechanism.
W have suggested vercoming these challenges by em-
ploying silicon-surface dangling bonds (DB ) as closely-
spac d quantum dots sharing a single donor-supplied
electron,7 which is predicted to be highly coherent with
tunneling time betw e 10 fs and 1 ps.8,9 Th disad-
va tage of our strategy is r pidity of tunneling, meaning
that direct characterizatio by oni oring the oscillation
is not feasible electronic lly. Here we propose a strat-
egy to measure the rate and coherence of tunneling by
contr lling and mo itori time averaged charge distri-
butions between such dots. These measureme ts are in-
spired by previous experiments on double quantum dot
structures in the microwave regime.10,11
The two DBs are near enough that electr static repul-
sion prevents both DBs from gaining an excess electron
but sufficiently far apart that they are ot chemically
bonded together. In our pproach, the electron’s posi-
tion wit in the ‘left’ (L) or ‘right’ (R) quantum dot is
discerned by n atomic force microscope (AFM) capaci-
tiv ly c upled to one DB n the pair, and the slow mea-
surem nt averages over many oscillati ns thereby losing
ll direc inform tion ab ut the tunneling rate and de-
cohere ce. Capacitive coupling i duces an anharmonic
potential on the AFM tip, an the strength of this cou-
pli g, which reveals the average charge in the left dot, is
m nifested in he AFM tip’s oscillation frequency. The
oscillat on is harmonic in the absence of capacitive cou-
pling to local ch rges12.
An el ctric field along the two DBs can be created
by attaching leads to t surface and applying an elec-
tric potential.13? This electric potential bias will cause
th excess electron position probability distribution to
be m re h avily weighted in the left or right DB de-
pe ding on the si n and strength of the bias. In our
sc me this site-loc tion probability is observed by mea-
suring the AFM tip oscillation frequency. For zero bias
he electron is equally probable to be on the right or left.
Furthermore th tunneling rate is a function of the ap-
plied bias s the electric field modifies the barrier between
the L and R dots.
To determine tunnel ng rate and decoherence, a driv-
ing force is add d, which pushes th excess electron back
an forth rapidly between the two DBs with a rate com-
p rable to the tunnelling frequency. In the case of two
DBs, the driving field needs to be in the near-infrared
(NIR) regime. If the NIR field is off-resonant with the
inter-dot tunneli g frequency, the resultant force has only
a small perturbative effect on the double-dot system so
the electron-site istribution is nearly the same as the re-
sult without the NIR field at all. if the NIR field is reso-
nant, then we show that the NIR field pushes the electron
into being equally likely on the left or right. Thus reso-
ances should be observable by seeing sudden changes in
the excess-electron distribution, hence sudden changes in
the AFM tip oscillation frequency, when the NIR field is
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We devise a scheme to characterize tunneling by an excess electron shared between a pair of
ne rby dangli g-bonds on a sili on surface. We conj c ure that the unneling will be hig ly coherent
but too fast to be characterized by conventional el ctronic tec niques. Our approach is in t ad
to measure the time-av raged location of the exc ss charge by mploying a capaci ively-coupled
atomic-f rce microscope tip to create an e ectric-potential difference between the two da gling bonds
while simultaneously driving the dangling-bond pair with a ne r- nfrared field. When the near-
infrared field is resonant it the tunneling fr quency b tween th dangling bonds su ject to the
bias d potential, the time-av rag d excess-charge loca ion sh uld be symmetric; otherwise the time-
averaged location is asymmetric proportional to the bias. T is r sonant symmetry effect should not
only eveal the tunneling rate but also the nature a d rate of decoherence of this unneli g.
PACS numbers: ?
I. INTRODUCTION
(i) ωNIR = 350 THz
(ii) ωNIR = 300 THz
(iii) ωNIR = 250 THz
(iv) ωNIR = 200 THz
(v) ωNIR = 150 THz
(1)
Two nearby quantum dots can share a single donor-
supplied exc ss l ctron thereby functio ing as an effec-
tive two-level system k own as a ‘charge qubit’, with ap-
plications to quantum co puting1–3 and spin-cha ge con-
version3,4 for spin-qubit readout.5 Although solid-state
charge qubits have been demonst t in semiconductors
a d superco ductors.1,6 inter-dot t nneli g rates vary
due to g owth imperfection and ecoherence mechanism.
We have suggest d overcoming these challenges by em-
ploying silicon-surfac dangling bonds (DBs) as closely-
s aced quan um dots sharing a single don r-supplied
electron,7 which is predicted to be highly coherent with
a tunneling time b tween 10 fs and 1 ps.8,9 Th disad-
van age of our s rategy is pidity of t n eling, meaning
that direct characterization by monitoring the oscillation
is not feasible electronic lly. Here we propose a strat-
egy to measure the rate and coherence of tunneling by
controlling and mo itoring time averaged charge distri-
butions betw en such dots. These m asurements are in-
spired by previous experiments on double quantum dot
structures in the microwave regime.10,11
The two DBs are near enough that electrostatic repul-
sion prevents both DBs from gaining an xcess electron
but sufficiently far apart that they are ot chemically
bonded together. In our pproach, the electron’s posi-
tion within th ‘left’ (L) r ‘right’ (R) quantum dot is
discer ed by an atomic force microscope (AFM) capaci-
tively c upled to on DB in th pair, and the slow mea-
sur ment averages over many osc llations thereby l sing
all direct nformation about th unneling rate and de-
cohere ce. Capacitive coupling induces n anharmonic
ot ntial o the AFM tip, and the strength of this cou-
pling, which reve ls the averag charg in th left dot, is
m nifested in the AFM tip’s oscilla ion frequency. The
oscillation is harmoni in the absence f capacitive cou-
pling to local ch rges12.
An electric field along the two DBs can be created
by attaching le ds to th surface and applying an elec-
tri pote tial.13? This el ctric pot ntia bias will cause
the excess electron position probability distribution to
e m re heavily weighted i th lef r right DB de-
pending on the sig a d strength of the b as. In our
scheme this sit -locati n pr b bility is observed by mea-
suring the AFM tip oscillation frequency. For zero bias
the el c ron is equally pro able to e on he right or left.
Fur hermore the tunneling rate is a function of the ap-
pl ed bias as the electric field modifies the barr er between
the L and R do s.
To determine tunneling rat and decoherence, a driv-
ing force is add d, which pus s the excess electron back
and forth rapidly between the t o DBs with a rate com-
parable to the tunnelling frequency. In the case of two
DBs, the driving field needs to be in the near-infrared
(NIR) r gime. If the NIR field is off-resonant with the
inter-dot tunneling frequency, the resultant force has only
a small perturbative effect on the double-dot system so
the electron-site distribution is nearly the same as the re-
sult without the NIR field at all. if the NIR field is reso-
nant, then we show that the NIR field pushes the electron
into being equally likely on the left or right. Thus reso-
nances sh uld be observable by seeing sudden changes in
the exc ss-electro distribution, hence sudden changes in
the AFM tip oscillation frequency, when the NIR field is
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We devise a scheme to charac erize tunneling by an exc ss electron shared betwe n a pair of
nearby dangling-bonds on a silicon surfa e. We conjecture that the tunneling wil be highly coherent
but too fast to be characterized by conventional electronic techniques. Our appr ach is instead
to measure the time-averaged location of the excess charge by employing a capacitively-coupl d
atomic-force microscope tip to create an electric-potential difference betw en the tw dangling bonds
while simultaneously driving the dangling-bond pair with a near-infrared field. When the near-
infrared field is resonant with the tunneling frequency between the da gl bonds subject to the
biased potential, the time-averag d excess-charge location hould be symmetric; o herwis the time-
averaged location is asymmetric proportional to the bias. This resonant symmetry effect should not
only reveal the tunneling rate but also the nature and rate of decoherence of this tunneling.
PACS numbers: ?
I. INTRODUCTION
(i) ∆ = 10 THz
(ii) ∆ = 100 THz
(iii) ∆ = 120 THz
(iv) ∆ = 133 THz
(v) ∆ = 140 THz
(vi) ∆ = 160 THz
(vii) ∆ = 180 THz
(1)
Two nearby quantum d ts c share a singl donor-
supplied excess electron thereby functioning as an effec-
tive two-level system known as a ‘charge qubit’, with ap-
plications to quantum computing1–3 and spin-charg con-
version3,4 for spin-qubit reado t.5 Although solid-state
charge qubits have been demonstrated in semiconductors
and superconductors.1,6 inter-dot tunneling ra es vary
due to growth imperfections and decoherence mecha ism.
We have suggested overcoming these challeng s by em-
ploying silicon-surface dangling bonds (DBs) as clos ly-
spaced quantum dots sharing a single donor-supplied
electron,7 which is predicted to be hi hly coheren with
a tunneling time between 10 fs and 1 ps.8,9 The disad-
vantage of our strategy is rapidity of tunneling, meani g
that direct characterization by monitoring the oscillation
is not feasible electronically. Here we propose a strat-
egy to measure the rate and coherence of tunneling by
controlling and monitoring time averaged charge distri-
butions between such dots. These measurements are in-
spired by previous experiments on double quantu dot
structures in the micro ave regime.10,11
The two DB are near ough at electrostatic repul-
sion prevents both DBs from gaining an excess electron
but sufficiently far apart tha they are not chemically
bonded together. In our appro ch, the electron’s p si-
tion within the ‘left’ (L) o ‘right’ (R) qua tum ot is
discerned by an atomic forc microsco e (AFM) ca aci-
tively coupled t one DB i the pair, and the slow mea-
surement averages ver many os ill tions thereby losing
all d rect information about th tunn li g rate and de-
coherence. Capacitive coupling induces an anharmonic
potential on the AFM tip, and the stre th of this ou-
pling, which reveals the average charge in the left dot, is
manifest in th AFM tip’s os illation freque cy. The
o cillation is harmonic in the abs nce of capacitive cou-
pling to local charges12.
An electric field alo g t e two DBs c n be created
by attaching leads to the su face and pply ng an elec-
tric pote tial.13? This electric pote ial bias will caus
the exc ss electron position probability distribu io to
b m re eavily weighted in the l ft or rig t DB de-
p nding on he sign and strength of th bias. I our
sche e this site-location probability is obs rved by mea-
suri the AFM tip oscill tion frequ ncy. For zero bias
the electr n is equ lly probable to be on the right or left.
Furthermore the tunneling rate is a function of he ap-
plied bias as he electric field modifies the barrier between
the L an R dots.
To dete mine tunneling r te and decoherenc , a driv-
ing force is added, which pushes the excess electron back
and fo th rapidly between the two DBs with a rate com-
parabl to the tunnelling frequency. In the case of two
DBs, the drivi g field needs to be i the near-i frared
(NIR) regim . If th NIR field is off-resonant with the
inter-dot tunneling frequency, the resultant force has only
a s all perturbative effect on the double-dot system so
the electron-site distribu ion is nearly the same as the re-
sult wi hout the NIR field all. if th NIR field is res -
nant, th n we s ow t at the NIR fi ld pushes the electron
i to being equally likely on the left or right. Thus reso-
(a) 
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We devise a scheme to characterize tunneling by an excess electron shared between a pair of
nearby dangling-bonds on a silicon surface. We conjecture that the tunneling will be highly coherent
but too fast to be characterized by conventional electro ic techniques. Our approach is instead
to measure the time-averaged locati n of th excess charge by mploying a cap citively-coupled
atomic-force microsc pe tip to create n e ectric-pot ntial diff rence between th two danglin bonds
while simultane usly driving the dangling-bond pair with a ear-infrared field. Whe the near-
infrared field is resonant with the tunneling frequency between the d ngling bonds subject to the
biased potential, the ti e-averaged excess-charge location sh uld be symmetric; otherwise the time-
averaged locatio is symmetric proportional to the bias. This reso ant symmetry effect should ot
only reveal the tunneling rate but also the na ure and rate of dec here ce of this tunneling.
PACS numbers: ?
I. INTRODUCTION
(i) ωNIR = 350 THz
(ii) ωNIR = 300 THz
(iii) ωNIR = 250 THz
( v) ωNIR = 200 THz
(v) ωNIR = 150 THz
(1)
Two nearby quantum dots c share a singl donor-
supplied excess electron thereby functioning as an effec-
tive two-level system known as a ‘charge qubit’, with ap-
plications to quantum computing1–3 and spin-charge co -
version3,4 for spin-qubit readout.5 Although solid-state
charge qubits ha been demonstrated in emiconductors
and superconduct rs.1,6 inter-dot tunn ling r tes vary
due to growth imperfection and decoherence mechanism.
We have suggested ov ming these challenges by e -
ploying silicon-surface dangling bonds (DBs) as closely-
spaced quantum dots haring a single donor-supplied
electron,7 which is predicted to be high y co re t with
a tunneling time between 10 fs and 1 ps.8,9 The disad-
vantage of our strategy is rapidity of tunneling, meaning
that direct characterization by monitoring the oscillation
is not f asible electronically. H re we ropose a strat-
egy to m asure the ate and cohere ce of tunneling by
con rolli g nd nitoring time averaged charg distri-
butions betwe n such dot . These measurements are in-
spired by previ us expe iments o double quantum dot
structures in the mic owav regime.10,11
T e two DBs are near n ugh that electro tatic repul-
sion prevents both DB from gaining n excess electron
but sufficiently far apart that they re ot chemically
bonded together. I our approach, the el c ron’s posi-
tion within the ‘l ft’ (L) or ‘right’ (R) quantum dot is
disc rned by an atomic force microscop (AFM) capaci-
tively coupled to one DB in th pair, and the slow mea-
surement averages ver many oscillations t ereby l sing
all direct i formation about the tunnel g rate and de-
coheren e. Capacitive coupling induc s an anharm ic
potential on the AFM t p, and he strength of his cou-
pling, which reveals th average charge in the left dot, is
manif sted in the AFM tip’s oscillation fr quency. T
oscillati is harmonic n the ab ce of c pacitive cou-
pling t loc l ch rg 12.
An electric field along the two DBs can be created
by attaching leads to the surface and applying an elec-
tric potential.13? This ele tric potential bias will cause
the excess electron pos tion probability distribution t
be more heavily weighted in the left or righ DB de-
pending on the s gn and strength f the bias. In our
scheme this site-locat on probability s o served by mea-
uring th AFM tip o cillation frequency. For zer bias
the electro is equally probable to be on the righ or lef .
Furthermore the tun eling rate is a function of the ap-
plied bias as the l ctric field modifi s the barrier tween
the L and R dots.
To determine tunneling rate and decoherence, a driv-
ing forc is adde , which pushes the excess electron back
and forth rapidl etw en th wo DBs with a ate com-
parable to the tunnelling frequency. In the case of two
DBs, the rivi g fiel ne ds to b in the near-infr red
(NIR) regime. If NIR fi ld is off-resonant with the
inter-dot tunneling frequency, the resultant force h s only
a small perturbative ffec on the double-dot system
th electron-site dist butio is nearly the same as the re-
sult without the NIR field at ll. if th NIR field is reso
ant, then we s ow that the NIR fi ld pushe the e ectron
into being equal y likely on the l ft or right. Thus reso-
nanc s should be observable by seeing sudden changes in
th xcess-electron distribution, hence sudden changes in
the AFM tip oscillation frequency, when the NIR field is
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We devise a scheme to ch racterize tunneling by an excess electron shared tween a pair of
nearby dangli g-bonds on a silicon surface. We conjecture that the tunneling will be highly coherent
but too fast to be characterized by conventional electronic tech iques. Our pproach is instead
to measure the time-averaged location of the excess charge by employing a capacitively-coupled
atomic-force microscope tip to create an electric-potential difference between the two dangling bonds
while simultaneously driving the dangling-bond pair with a near-infrar d field. When the near-
infrared field is resona t with the tu nel ng frequency between the dangling bonds subject to the
biased potential, he time-averaged ex ess-charge location should be symmetric; otherwise the time-
averaged location is asymmetric proportional to the bias. This re onant symm try eff ct should not
only reveal the tunneling rate but also the nature and rate of d coherenc of this unneling.
PACS numbers: ?
I. INTRODUCTION
(i) ωNIR = 350 THz
(ii) ωNIR = 300 Hz
(iii) ωNIR = 250 THz
(iv) ωNIR = 200 THz
(v) ωNIR = 150 THz
(1)
Two nearby quantum dots can share a single donor-
supplied excess electron thereby functioning as an effec-
tive two-level system known as a ‘charge qubit’, with ap-
plications to quantum computing1–3 and spin-charge con-
version3,4 for spin-qubit readout.5 Although solid-state
charge qubits have b en demons rate in semiconductors
and superconductors.1,6 inter-dot tunn ling rates vary
due to grow h imperf ctions and decoherence mech nism.
We have sugges ed overcoming th se chall nges by e
ploying silicon-surface dangling bonds (DBs) as closely-
spaced quantum dots haring a single donor-supplied
electron,7 which is p edicted to be h ghly c here t with
a tunneling time b t een 10 fs and 1 ps.8,9 The disad-
vantage of our s rategy is rapidity of tun ling, meaning
that direct character zation by monitoring the oscillation
is not feasible electronically. Here we propo e a strat-
egy to measure the rate and cohere ce of tunneling by
controlling nd monitoring time veraged charge dis ri-
butions between such d ts. Th se me surement re in-
spired by previous experime ts o dou l antum dot
structures in the microwav regime.10,11
The two DBs are near nough th electrostati r pul-
sion prevents oth DBs fro gaining an excess electron
but suffici ntly far apart that they are not ch mically
bond d togeth r. In our approach, the electron’s posi-
tion within he ‘left’ (L) or ‘r ght’ (R) qu ntum do is
discerned by n atomic force micr scop (AFM) capaci-
tively oupled to one DB in th pair, a d the slow mea-
surement averages over many oscillations thereby losing
all direct information about the tunneling rate and de-
cohere c . Capacitive coupling i duces an anharmonic
potential on th AFM ti , and the strength of this ou-
pling, which r veals average charge in the left dot, is
manifested in the AFM tip’s oscillatio frequency. T e
scill tion is harmonic in the abse ce of capacitive cou-
ling to local charges12.
An electric field along th two DBs can be crea ed
by att ching l ads to h surf ce a applying n elec-
tric pot n ial.13? This electric pot ntial bias w ll cause
the excess electron po ition probability distribution to
be more heavily weighted in the left or right DB de-
pending on the sign and strength of the bias. In our
scheme this site-location probabili y is observed by mea-
suring the AFM tip oscillation frequ ncy. F r zero bias
the electron is equally prob ble to be the right or left.
Furthermore the tunn ling rat is a function of he ap-
plied bias as the electric field modifies the barrier between
the L and R dots.
To det rmine tunneling rate and dec h ence, a driv-
ing force is add d, which pushes the xcess lectr back
and forth rapidly betw en the two DBs with a rate om-
parable to th tu nelling frequen y. In the ca e of two
DBs, the driving field needs to be in the near-infrared
(NIR) regime. If th NIR field is off-resonant with th
i t r- t tunneling frequency the resultant force has only
small perturbative eff ct on the double-dot system so
the electron-site dis ri ut on is nearly he same as the r -
sul without the NIR fiel at all. if he NIR fi ld is r so-
n nt, then show that the NIR field pushes the electron
into being equ lly kel on the left or rig . Thus reso-
ances sh uld be s vabl by s eing s dden chang s in
t e excess-electron distribution, hence sudden change in
the AFM tip oscillation frequency, when the NIR field is
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We devise a schem to character ze tunneling by an excess electron shared between a pair of
nearby dangling-bonds on a silic n surface. We conjecture that the tunneling will be highly coherent
bu too fast to be characterized by conventional electronic techniqu s. Our approach is instead
o measure the time-averaged location of the excess charge by empl ying a capacitively-coupled
atomic-forc microsc pe tip to cr at an electric-potential differenc between the two dangling bonds
while simultan ously driving the d ngling-bond pair with a near-infr red field. When the near-
infrared field is resonant with the tunneling frequency between the dangling bonds subject to the
bias d potential, the time-averaged excess-charge location should be symme ric; otherwise the time-
av r ged location is asymmetri proportion l to the b as. T is resona t symm try effect should not
only reveal th tun el ng rate but also th natur and ra of decohere ce f t is tunneling.
PACS nu be s: ?
I. INTRODUCTION
(i) ωNIR = 350 THz
(ii) ωNIR = 300 THz
(iii) ωNIR = 250 Hz
(iv) ωNIR = 200 THz
(v) ωNIR = 150 THz
(1)
Two nearby quantum dots can sh r singl o or-
supplied xc ss electron thereby functioning as n effec-
tive two-lev l system kn wn as a ‘ch rg q b ’, with ap-
plications to quantum computing1–3 and spin-c arge on-
version3,4 for sp n-qubit readout.5 Although solid-state
charge qubits have been demonstrated in semico uctors
and superconductors.1,6 inter-dot tunneling rates vary
du to growth imperfections and dec h rence mechanis .
We h sugg sted vercoming these challe ges by em-
ploying silico -surface dangling bonds (DBs) as closely-
spaced quantum dots sharing a single donor- upplied
el ctron,7 which is predicted to be highly coherent with
a tunneli g time between 10 fs a d 1 ps.8,9 The disad-
vantage of our t a egy is rapidity of tu neling, m ni
t at direct charact ization by monitoring the oscillation
is not feasible el ctro ically. Here we pr pose strat-
egy to measure the rate and coher ce f tunneling by
ontrolling and monitoring t me averaged charge distri-
butio s between such dots. These measurem nts re in-
spired by previous experiments on double quantum dot
structures in the microwave regime.10,11
The two DBs are near enough that electrostatic repul-
si n prevents both DBs from gai ing an exc ss electron
but sufficiently far apar that they are not chemically
bonded together. In our approach, the lectron’s posi-
tion within th ‘l ft’ (L) r ‘r ht’ (R) quantum dot is
di cerned by an atomic force microscope (AFM) capaci-
tively coupled to one DB in he pair, an the slow mea-
s rement verages over ma y oscillations thereby losing
ll direct information about the tunneling rate and de-
coherence. Capacitive coupling induces an anharmonic
potential on the AFM tip, and the strength of this cou-
pli g, which reveals the average harge in the left dot, is
man fested in th AFM ip’s s illati n frequency. The
o cill tion s harmonic in the abs nce of capacitive cou-
pling to l al charg s12.
A lectric field alo g the two DBs can e created
by ttaching lead o the surface a d applying an elec-
tric pot ntial.13? This electric pote tial bias will cause
th excess el ctron positi n probability distribution to
be more ily weight d in th lef or right DB de-
pending on he ign nd strength of the bias. In our
sch me this si e-location probability is observed by mea-
suring the AFM tip oscillation frequency. For z r bias
the lectron is qually pr bable to be on the right or left.
Furthermore the tunneling rate i a function of the ap-
plied bias as the lec ric field odifies the barrier between
the L a d R d ts.
To determine unneling rate and decoh rence, a driv-
ing forc is added, which push s the excess el ctron back
and forth rapid y betwe the two DBs w t a ate com-
arable to the tu nelling frequency. In the case of two
DBs, the driving field needs to be in the near-infrared
(NIR) regime If the NIR field is ff-resonant with the
inter-dot tunneli g frequency, the result nt force has only
a small perturbativ effect on th doub -dot system so
the electron-site distribu ion is early he ame s the re-
sult with ut the NIR fie d at all. if th NIR field is reso-
nant, then we show that the NIR field pu hes the el c ron
into being equally likely on the left or right. T us reso-
nances should be obs rvable by eing sudd n cha ges in
the exces -e ec ron dis ribution, henc sudd n changes in
th AFM tip cillation frequenc , when the NIR fi ld is
(b) 
FIG. 4: The effects of varying the rivi g fi ld intensity
the resonance peak hapes. ( ) Her ωMIR is kept fixed t 200
THz, and as the field intensity is r d c d th res n e eaks
become n rrower. (b) The p ak widths ar xtrac ed from he
above lots and ar plott d ag inst c rrespondi Rabi
frequencies. Th olor of each oint here corresponds to a
plot in (a). The bottom-left point correspo s t t e lowe t
measurabl fi ld intensi as limited by the thermal oise in
the biasing ele trodes.
where
Ω := |ΩMIR| sin (θ − δ) (16)
for a weak MIR field, namely ΩMIR  ωMIR.28
The eigenenergies of the appr ximate interaction
Hamiltonian HˆI in (15) a e
29
$± := ±~
2
√
Ω2 + η2, (17)
which represent the modified Rabi frequencies. The cor-
responding eigenstates are
|g〉ϕ = cos ϕ
2
|g〉 − sin ϕ
2
|e〉,
|e〉ϕ = cos ϕ
2
|e〉+ sin ϕ
2
|g〉 (18)
for
ϕ = tan−1
( |Ω|
η
)
. (19)
The probability for the charge to be on the left DB is
ρL = |〈L|g〉ϕ|2 = 1
2
+
eVb
2~∆′
1
1 + 12 tan
2 ϕ
(20)
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We devise a scheme to characterize tunneling by an excess electron shared between a pair of
nearby dangling-bonds on a silicon surface. We conjecture that the tunneling will be highly coherent
but too fast to be characterized by conventional electronic techniques. Our approach is instead
to measure the time-averaged location of the excess charge by employing a capacitively-coupled
atomic-force microscope tip to create an electric-potential difference between the two dangling bonds
while simultaneously driving the dangling-bond pair with a near-infrared field. When the near-
infrared field is resonant with the tunneling frequency between the dangling bonds subject to the
biased potential, the time-averaged excess-charge location should be symmetric; otherwise the time-
averaged location is asymmetric proportional to the bias. This resonant symmetry effect should not
only reveal the tunneling rate but also the nature and rate of decoherence of this tunneling.
PACS numbers: ?
I. INTRODUCTION
(i) ωNIR = 350 THz
(ii) ωNIR = 300 THz
(iii) ωNIR = 250 THz
(iv) ωNIR = 200 THz
(v) ωNIR = 150 THz
(1)
Two nearby quantum dots can share a single donor-
supplied excess electron thereby functioning as an effec-
tive two-level system known as a ‘charge qubit’, with ap-
plications to quantum computing1–3 and spin-charge con-
version3,4 for spin-qubit readout.5 Although solid-state
charge qubits have been demonstrated in semiconductors
and superconductors.1,6 inter-dot tunneling rates vary
due to growth imperfections and decoherence mechanism.
We have suggested overcoming these challenges by em-
ploying silicon-surface dangling bonds (DBs) as closely-
spaced quantum dots sharing a single donor-supplied
electron,7 which is predicted to be highly coherent with
a tunneling time between 10 fs and 1 ps.8,9 The disad-
vantage of our strategy is rapidity of tunneling, meaning
that direct characterization by monitoring the oscillation
is not feasible electronically. Here we propose a strat-
egy to measure the rate and coherence of tunneling by
controlling and monitoring time averaged charge distri-
butions between such dots. These measurements are in-
spired by previous experiments on double quantum dot
structures in the microwave regime.10,11
The two DBs are near enough that electrostatic repul-
sion prevents both DBs from gaining an excess electron
but sufficiently far apart that they are not chemically
bonded together. In our approach, the electron’s posi-
tion within the ‘left’ (L) or ‘right’ (R) quantum dot is
discerned by an atomic force microscope (AFM) capaci-
tively coupled to one DB in the pair, and the slow mea-
surement averages over many oscillations thereby losing
all direct information about the tunneling rate and de-
coherence. Capacitive coupling induces an anharmonic
potential on the AFM tip, and the strength of this cou-
pling, which reveals the average charge in the left dot, is
manifested in the AFM tip’s oscillation frequency. The
oscillation is harmonic in the absence of capacitive cou-
pling to local charges12.
An electric field along the two DBs can be created
by attaching leads to the surface and applying an elec-
tric potential.13? This electric potential bias will cause
the excess electron position probability distribution to
be more heavily weighted in the left or right DB de-
pending on the sign and strength of the bias. In our
scheme this site-location probability is observed by mea-
suring the AFM tip oscillation frequency. For zero bias
the electron is equally probable to be on the right or left.
Furthermore the tunneling rate is a function of the ap-
plied bias as the electric field modifies the barrier between
the L and R dots.
To determine tunneling rate and decoherence, a driv-
ing force is added, which pushes the excess electron back
and forth rapidly between the two DBs with a rate com-
parable to the tunnelling frequency. In the case of two
DBs, the driving field needs to be in the near-infrared
(NIR) regime. If the NIR field is off-resonant with the
inter-dot tunneling frequency, the resultant force has only
a small perturbative effect on the double-dot system so
the electron-site distribution is nearly the same as the re-
sult without the NIR field at all. if the NIR field is reso-
nant, then we show that the NIR field pushes the electron
into being equally likely on the left or right. Thus reso-
nances should be observable by seeing sudden changes in
the excess-electron distribution, hence sudden changes in
the AFM tip oscillation frequency, when the NIR field is
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We devise a scheme to characterize tunneling by an excess electron shared between a pair of
nearby dangling-bonds on a silicon surface. We conjecture that the tunneling will be highly coherent
but too fast to be characterized by conventional electronic techniques. Our approach is instead
to measure the time-averaged location of the excess charge by employing a capacitively-coupled
atomic-force microscope tip to create an electric-potential difference between the two dangling bonds
while simultaneously driving the dangling-bo d pair with a near-infrared field. When the near-
infrared field is resonant with the tunneling frequency between the dangling bonds subject to the
biased potential, the time-averaged excess-charge location should be symmetric; otherwise the time-
averaged location is asymmetric proportional to the bias. his resonant symmetry effect should not
only reveal the tunneling rate but also the nature and rate of decohere ce of this tunneling.
PACS numbers: ?
I. INTRODUCTION
(i) ωNIR = 350 THz
(ii) ωNIR = 300 THz
(iii) I 250 z
v) I 200 z
(v) I 150 z
(1)
Two nearby quantum dots can share a single donor-
supplied excess electron thereby functioning as an effec-
tive two-level system known as a ‘charge qubit’, with ap-
plications to quantum computing1–3 and spin-charge con-
version3,4 for spin-qubit readout.5 Although solid-state
charge qubits have been demonstrated in semiconductors
and superconductors.1,6 inter-dot tunneling rates vary
due to growth imperfections and decoherence mechanism.
We have suggested overcoming these challenges by em-
ploying silicon-surface dangling bonds (DBs) as closely-
spaced quantum dots sharing a single donor-supplied
electron,7 which is predicted to be highly coherent with
a tunneling time between 10 fs and 1 ps.8,9 The disad-
vantage of our strategy is rapidity of tunneling, meaning
that direct characterization by monitoring the oscillation
is not feasible electronically. Here we propose a strat-
egy to measure the rate and coherence of tunneling by
controlling and monitoring time averaged charge distri-
butions between such dots. These measurements are in-
spired by previous experiments on double quantum dot
structures in the microwave regime.10,11
The two DBs are near enough that electrostatic repul-
sion prevents both DBs from gaining an excess electron
but sufficiently far apart that they are not chemically
bonded together. In our approach, the electron’s posi-
tion within the ‘left’ (L) or ‘right’ (R) quantum dot is
discerned by an atomic force microscope (AFM) capaci-
tively coupled to one DB in the pair, and the slow mea-
surement averages over many oscillations thereby losing
all direct information about the tunneling rate and de-
coherence. Capacitive coupling induces an anharmonic
potential on the AFM tip, and the strength of this cou-
pling, which reveals the average charge in the left dot, is
manifested in the AFM tip’s oscillation frequency. The
oscillation is harmonic in the absence of capacitive cou-
pling to local charges12.
An electric field along the two DBs can be created
by attaching leads to the surface and applying an elec-
tric potential.13? This electric potential bias will cause
the excess electron position probability distribution to
be more heavily weighted in the left or right DB de-
pending on the sign and strength of the bias. In our
scheme this site-location probability is observed by mea-
suring the AFM tip oscillation frequency. For zero bias
the electron is equally probable to be on the right or left.
Furthermore the tunneling rate is a function of the ap-
plied bias as the electric field modifies the barrier between
the L and R dots.
To determine tunneling rate and decoherence, a driv-
ing force is added, which pushes the excess electron back
and forth rapidly between the two DBs with a rate com-
parable to the tunnelling frequency. In the case of two
DBs, the driving field needs to be in the near-infrared
(NIR) regime. If the NIR field is off-resonant with the
inter-dot tunneling frequency, the resultant force has only
a small perturbative effect on the double-dot system so
the electron-site distribution is nearly the same as the re-
sult without the NIR field at all. if the NIR field is reso-
nant, then we show that the NIR field pushes the electron
into being equally likely on the left or right. Thus reso-
nances should be observable by seeing sudden changes in
the excess-electron distribution, hence sudden changes in
the AFM tip oscillation frequency, when the NIR field is
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We devise a scheme to characterize unneling by an excess electron shared betwee a pair of
nearby dangling-bonds on a silicon surf c . We conjecture that the tunneling will be highly coherent
but too fast to be c aracterized by conventional electronic techniques. Our approach is instead
to measure the time-averaged location of the excess charge by employing a capacitively-coupled
atomic-force microscope tip to create an electric-potential difference between the two dangling bonds
while simultaneously driving the dangling-bond pair with a near-infrared field. When the near-
infrared field is resonant with the tunneling frequency between the dangling bonds subject to the
biased potential, the time-averaged excess-charge location should be symmetric; otherwise the time-
averaged location is asymmetric proportional to the bias. This resonant symmetry effect should not
only reveal the tunneling rate but also the nature and rate of decoherence of this tunneling.
PACS numbers: ?
I. INTRODUCTION
(i) ωNIR = 350 THz
(ii) ωNIR = 300 THz
(iii) I 2
(iv) I 2
v) ωNIR = 1 TH
(1)
Two nearby quantum dots can share a single donor-
supplied excess electron thereby functioning as an effec-
tive two-level system known as a ‘charge qubit’, with ap-
plications to quantum computing1–3 and spin-charge con-
version3,4 for spin-qubit readout.5 Although solid-state
charge qubits have been emonstrated in semicon uctors
and sup r onductors.1,6 int r-dot tunneling r tes vary
due to growth imperfections nd decoherence mechanism.
We have suggested overcoming these challenges by em-
ployi g silicon-surface dangling bonds (DBs) as closely-
spaced quantum dots shari g a single donor-supplied
electron,7 which is predicted to be highly coher nt with
a tunneling t e betwee 10 fs and 1 ps.8,9 The d ad-
vant g of our strategy is rapidi y of tunneling, meaning
that direct characterization by m itoring the os illation
is not feasible electronic lly. Here we pr p se a strat-
egy to measure the rate and coherence of tunneling by
control and monitoring time averaged charge distri-
bu ions between such dots. These measurements re in-
spired by previous experiments double quantum dot
tructure in the microwave regime.10,11
The two DBs are near e ough that electrostatic repul-
sion prevents both DBs from gaining an excess elec on
but sufficiently far apart that they re not chemically
bon ed tog ther. In our approach, the electron’s posi-
ion within t e ‘left’ (L) or ‘r ght’ (R) quantum dot is
discerned by an ato ic force microscope (AFM) capaci-
tively coupled to one DB in the pair, and the slow mea-
surement averages over many oscillations thereby losing
all direct information about the tunneling rate and de-
coherence. Capacitive coupling induces an anharmonic
pot ntial on the AFM tip, and the strength of this cou-
pling, which reveals the average charge in the left dot, is
manifes ed in the AFM tip’s ill i frequency. The
oscillation is harm ic in the abse ce of capacitive cou-
pling to local charges12.
An electric field along the two DBs n be created
by attaching leads to the surface and applying an elec-
tric potential.13? This electric potential bias will cause
the excess electron position probability distribution to
be more heavily weighted in the left or right DB de-
pending on the sign and strength of the bias. In our
scheme this site-location prob bility is observed by mea-
suring the AFM tip oscilla ion frequency. For zero bias
the lectron is equally probable to e on the ght r left.
Furthermore the tunneling ra e is a function of the ap-
plied bias as the electric field modifies the barrier between
t L and R dots.
To determine tunneling rate and decoherence, a driv-
ing force is a ded, which pushes the excess electron back
and forth rapidly between the two DBs with a rate com-
parable to the tunnelling frequency. In the case of two
DBs, the driving field needs to be in the near-infrared
(NIR) regi e. If th NIR fi ld is off-resonant with the
inter-dot tunneling frequency, the resultant force has only
a small perturbative effec on the double-dot system so
the e c ron-site distribution is nearly the same as the re-
sult without the NIR field at all. if the NIR field is reso-
nant, then we show that the NIR field pushes the elec ron
into being equally likely on the left or right. T u reso-
nances should be obs rvable by s eing sud en changes in
the ex ess-electron d stribution, hence sudden changes in
the AFM tip oscillation frequency, when the NIR field is
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We devise a scheme to characterize tunneling by an excess electron shared between a pair of
nearby dangling-bonds on a silicon surface. We conjecture that the tunneling will be highly coherent
but too fast to be characterized by conventional electronic techniques. Our approach is instead
to measure the ti e-averaged location of the excess charge by employing a capacitively-coupled
atomic-force microscope tip to create an electric-potential difference between the two dangling bonds
whil simultan ously driving the dangling-bond pair with a near-infrared field. When the near-
infrared field is re o ant with the tunneling frequency betwe n the dangling bonds subject to the
biased po ential, the time-averaged excess-ch rge location should be symmetric; therwise th time-
averag d location is asymmetric proportional to the bias. This resona t symmetry effect shoul not
only reveal the tunneling rat but also the nature and rate of decoherence of this tunneling.
PACS numbe s: ?
I. INTRODUCTION
(i) ωNIR = 350 THz
(ii) ωNIR = 300 THz
(iii) ωNIR = 250 THz
(iv) ωNIR = 200 THz
(v) ωNIR = 150 THz
(1)
Two nearby quantum dots can share a single donor-
supplied excess electron thereby functioning as an effec-
tive two-level syste known s a ‘charge qubit’, with ap-
lications to quantum computing1–3 and spin-charg con-
version3,4 for spin-qubit readout.5 Although solid-state
charge qubits have been demonstrated in semiconductors
and superconductors.1,6 inter-dot tunneling rates vary
du to growth imp rfections a d decohere e mechanism.
W have ugg s ed overcoming these challenges by em-
pl ying silicon-surface d ngling bonds (DBs) as closely-
sp c d quantum d ts sharing single donor-supplied
electron,7 which is predicted t be highly coherent with
a tunneling time between 10 fs and 1 ps.8,9 The disad-
vantage of our strategy is rapidity of tunneling, meaning
hat direct characterization by monitoring the oscillation
is not feasibl electronically. H re we propos a strat-
egy to me e the rate and cohere ce of tunneling by
c ntrolling an monito i tim av raged ch rge distri-
butions between such dots. These measur m nts are in-
spired by previ us xperiments on double quantum dot
structures in th microwave regi e.10,11
The two DBs are near enough that electrostatic repul-
sion prev nts both DBs from gaining an exces electron
but suffici n ly far apart t at they are ot h mically
b nded together. In our approach, the electron’s posi-
tion within the ‘left’ (L) or ‘right’ (R) quantum dot is
disc r ed by n atomic force microscope (AFM) capaci-
tively coupled to one DB in the pair, and the slow mea-
surement verages over many oscillati ns thereby losing
all direct inf rmation about the tu neling rate and de-
coherence. Capacitive coupling induces an anharmonic
potential n the AFM tip, and the strength of this cou-
pling, which reveals the average charge in the left dot, is
manifested in the AFM tip’s illation frequency. The
oscillation is harmonic in the bsence of capacitive cou-
pling to local charges12.
An electric field along the two DBs can be created
by attaching leads to the surface and applying an elec-
tric potential.13? This el ctric potential bias will cause
the excess electr n position probability distribution to
be more heavily weighted in the left or right DB de-
p nding on the sign and strength of the ias. In our
scheme this site-location probability is observed by mea-
suring the AFM tip oscilla ion frequency. For zero bias
the electron is equally probable to be on the right or left.
Furt ermore the tunneling rate is function of th ap-
pli d bias as the electric field modifies t barrier b ween
t L and R dots.
To determine tunneling rate and decoherence, a driv-
ing force is added, which pushes the excess electron back
an forth rapidly between the two DBs with a rate com-
parable to the tunnelling frequ ncy. In the case of two
DBs, the driving fi ld ne ds to be in t e near-infrared
(NIR) regime. If the NIR field is off-resonant ith the
inter-dot tu neling frequency, the resulta t force has only
a small p rturbative effect o the double-dot system so
the lectron-site distribution is n arly the same as the re-
sult without th NIR field at all. if th NIR fi ld is reso-
nant, then we show that the NIR field push the electron
in o being equally likely on th left or right. Thus reso-
nanc s should be observable by seeing sudden c anges in
the excess-electron distribution, hence sudden cha ges in
the AFM tip oscillation frequ ncy, when he NIR field is
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We devise a sch m to characterize tunneling by an excess electron shared between a pair of
nearby dangling-bonds on a silicon surface. We conjecture that the tunneling will be highly coherent
but too fast to be characterized by conventional electronic techniques. Our approach is instead
to measure the time-aver ged location f the excess charge by employing a capacitively-coupled
a omi -f rce microscope t p to create an electric-po e tial difference betw en the two dangling bonds
while simultaneously driving the dangling-bond pair with a near-infrared field. When the near-
infrared field is resonant with the tunneling frequen y between the dangling bonds subject to the
biased potential, the time-averaged exces -charge location should be symmetric; otherwise the time-
averaged loca on is asymmetric p oportio al to the bias. This resonant symmetry effect should not
only reveal the tunneling rate but also the nature a d ate of decoherence of this tunneling.
PACS numbers: ?
I. INTRODUCTION
(i) ∆ = 10 THz
(ii) ∆ = 100 THz
(iii) ∆ = 120 THz
(iv) ∆ = 133 THz
(v) ∆ = 140 THz
(vi) ∆ = 160 THz
(vii) ∆ = 180 THz
(1)
Two nearby quantum dots can share a single do or-
supplied excess electron thereby functioning as an effec-
tive two-level system known as a ‘charge qubit’, with ap-
plications to quantum computing1–3 and spin-charge con-
v r ion3,4 for spin-qubit readout.5 Although solid-state
charge qubits have been demonstra ed in semiconductors
and superconductors. ,6 inter-dot tunn ling rates vary
due to growth imperfections and decoherence mechanism.
We have suggested overcomi g these challenges by em-
ploying silicon-surface dangling bonds (DBs) as closely-
spaced quantum dots sharing a single donor-supplied
electron,7 which is predicted to be highly coherent with
a tunneling time between 10 fs and 1 ps.8,9 The disad-
vantage f our strategy is rapidity f tunneling, meaning
t at d rect characterization by m nitoring the oscillati n
is not feasible electronically. Here w propose a strat-
egy to measure the rate and coherence of tunneling by
ontrolling nd monit ring time averaged charge distri-
utions between such dots. These me surements are in-
spi d by pr vious exp iments on double quantum dot
structures in the microwave r gime.10,11
The two DB are near enough that electrostatic repul-
sion prevents both DBs fr m gaining an excess electron
but sufficiently far apart that they are not chemically
bonded together. In our approach, the electron’s posi-
tion within the ‘left’ (L) or ‘right’ (R) quantum dot is
discerned by an atomic force microscope (AFM) capaci-
tively coupled to one DB in the pair, and the slow mea-
surement averages over many oscillations thereby losing
all direct information about the tunneling rate and de-
coherence. Capaci ive coupli g induces an nharmonic
potential on the AFM tip, and the strength of this cou-
pling, which reveals the average ch rge i the left dot, is
manifested in the AFM tip’s oscill tion frequency. The
oscillation is harmonic in the absence of capacitive cou-
pling to local cha ges12.
An electric field along the two DBs can be created
by attaching leads to the surface and applying an elec-
tric potential.13? This electric potential bias will cause
he excess electron position probability distribution to
be more heavily weighted in the left or right DB de-
pending on the sign and s rength of the bias. In our
sch me this site-locati n probability is observed by mea-
suring th AFM tip oscil ation frequency. For zero bias
the electron is equally probable to be on the right or left.
Fur hermore the tunneling rate is a function of the ap-
plied bias as the electric field modifies the barrier between
the L and R d ts.
To determine tunneling rate and decoherence, a driv-
ing force is added, which pushes the excess electron back
and forth rapidly between the two DBs with a rate com-
parable to the tunn lli g fr quency. In the case of two
DBs, the driving field n eds to be in the near-infrared
(NIR) regim . If the NIR field is off-resonant with the
inter-dot tun eling frequency, the resultant force has only
a small p rturbative effect on the double-dot system so
th electron-site distribution is nearly the sam as the re-
sult without the NIR field at ll. if the NIR field is reso-
nant, then we show that the NIR field pushes the electron
i to being eq ally likely on left or right. Thus reso-
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We devise a scheme to characterize tunneling by an excess electron shared between a pair of
nearby dangling-bonds on a silicon surface. We conjecture that the tunneling will be highly coherent
b t too fast to be characterized by conventional electronic techniques. Our approach is instead
to measure th time-averaged loc tion of th excess c rge y employing a capacitively-coupled
atomic-force microscope tip t create an elec ric-potential difference between the two dangling bonds
while simultaneously driving the dangling-bo d pair with near-infrared fiel . When the near-
infrared field is resonan with the tunneling frequency between the dangling bonds subject to the
biased potenti l, the time-averaged excess-charge location should be symmetric; otherwise the time-
ave aged location is asymmetric proportional to the bias. This r sonant symmetry effect should not
only reveal the t li rate but also th a ur d rate of decoherenc f this tunneling.
PACS numbers: ?
I. INTRODUCTION
(i) ∆ = 10 THz
(ii) ∆ = 100 THz
(iii) ∆ = 120 THz
(iv) ∆ = 133 THz
(v) ∆ = 140 THz
(vi) ∆ = 160 THz
(vii) ∆ = 180 THz
(1)
Two nearby quantum dots can share a single donor-
supplied excess electron thereby functioning as an effec-
tive two-level syst m known as a ‘charge qubit’, with ap-
plications to quantum computing1–3 and spi -charge con-
version3,4 for spin- i readout.5 Although sol d-state
charge qubits have been demonstrated in semico ductors
and superconductors.1,6 inter-do tunneling rates vary
due to growth imperf ct ons and decoherence m c an sm.
We have suggested overcoming these challenges by em-
ploying silicon-su face dangling bonds (DBs) as closely-
spaced quantum dots sharing a single donor-supplied
electron,7 which is predicte to be highly coherent with
a tunneling ime between 10 fs and 1 ps.8,9 The disad-
vantage of our strategy is rapidity of tunn ling, meaning
hat direct characterization by monitoring the oscill tion
is not feasible electro ically. Here we prop se a strat-
egy to measure the rat and coherence of tunneling by
controlling and monitoring time averaged charge d stri-
butio s betwe such dots. These measurements ar in-
sp red by previous experiments on double quantum ot
structures in th microwave regime.10,11
The two DBs are near enough that electrosta ic repul-
sion prevents both DBs from g ining an excess elec ron
but sufficiently far apart that they are not chemically
bonded together. In our approach, the electron’s posi-
tion within the ‘left’ (L) or ‘right’ (R) quantum dot is
discerned by an atomic force microscope (AFM) capaci-
tively coupled to one DB in the pair, and the slow mea-
surement averages over many oscillations thereby losing
all direc information about the tunneling rate and de-
cohere ce. Capacitive coupling i duces an anharmonic
potential on he AFM tip, and th strength of this cou-
pling, which reveal the verage charge in the left dot, is
manifested in the AFM tip’s os illation frequency. The
oscillation is harmo ic in the absence of capacitive cou-
pling to l cal charges12.
An el ctric field along the two DBs can be created
by attaching leads to the surface and applying an elec-
tric pot n ial.13? This electric potential bias will cause
the excess electron position probability distribution to
be more heavily weighted n the left or right DB de-
pending on the sign and strength of the bias. In our
scheme this site-location probability is observed by mea-
suring he AFM tip osc llation frequency. For zero bias
the electron is equ lly proba le to be on the right or left.
Furthermore the tunneling rate i a function of the ap-
plied bias as the elec r c field modifies the barrier between
t e L a d R dots.
T det rmin tunnelin rate and decoherence, a driv-
ing force is added, wh ch pushes the excess electron back
and fo th r pidly betwee th two DBs with a rate com-
parable to the tunnelling f equen y. In the case of two
DBs, driving field needs to be in the near-infrared
(NIR) regime. If the NIR field is ff-resonant with the
inter-dot unn l g fr qu ncy, the resultant force has only
a small perturbative effe t on the double-dot system so
the lectron-sit distribution is nearly the same as the re-
sult without the NIR field all. if the NIR field is reso-
nan , then we show at the NIR fi ld pushes the electron
into being equally likely on the l ft or right. Thus reso-
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We devise a scheme to characterize tu neling by an excess electron shared between a pair of
nearby dangling-bonds on a silicon surface. We conjecture that the tunneling will be highly coherent
but too fast to be characterized by conventional electronic techniques. Our approach is instead
to measure the time-averaged location of the exc ss charge by employing a capacitively-coupled
atomic-force microscope tip to create an electric-potenti l difference between the two dangling bonds
while simultaneously driving the dangling-bond pair with a near-infrared field. When the near-
infrared field is resonant with the tunneling frequency between the dangling bonds subject to the
biased potential, the time-averaged excess-charge location should be symmetric; otherwise the time-
averaged location is asymmetric proportional to the bias. This resonant symmetry effect should not
only reveal the tunneling rate but also the nature and rate of decoherence of this tunneling.
PACS numbers: ?
I. INTRODUCTION
(i) ∆ = 10 THz
(ii) ∆ = 100 THz
(iii) ∆ = 120 THz
(iv) ∆ = 133 THz
(v) ∆ = 140 THz
(vi) ∆ = 160 THz
(vii) ∆ = 180 THz
(1)
Two nearby quantum dots can s are a single donor-
supplied excess electr thereby functio ing as an effec-
tive two-level system known as a ‘charge qubit’, with ap-
plications to quantum comput 1–3 and spin-charge con-
version3,4 for spin-qubit readout.5 Although solid-state
charge qubits have been demonstrated in semiconductors
and supercondu tors.1,6 inter-dot tunneling rates vary
due to growth imperfections and decoherence mecha ism.
We have sug est d vercoming these challenges by em-
ployi g silicon-surface dangling bonds (DBs) as closely-
sp ced quantum dots sharing a single donor-supplied
electro ,7 which is predicted to be highly cohere t with
a tunneling time between 10 fs and 1 ps.8,9 The disad-
vantage of our strategy is rapid ty of tunneling, mean ng
that direct c racterizat on by monit ing the oscillation
is not feasible lectronically. Here w propose a strat-
egy to measure the ra e and coherence of tun eling by
controlling and mon toring time averaged charge distri-
butions between such dots. These measurements are in-
spir d by p evious experiments on double quantum dot
structures in the microwave regime.10,11
The two DBs are near enough that electrostatic repul-
sion prevents both DBs from gaining an excess electro
but suffici ntly far apart that they are not chemically
bonded together. In our approach, the electron’s posi-
tion within the ‘left’ (L) or ‘right’ (R) quantum dot is
discerned by an atomic force microscope (AFM) capaci-
tively cou led to one DB in the pair, and the slow mea-
surement averag s ver m ny oscillations thereby losing
all d rect i formation about the tunneling rate and de-
coherence. Cap citiv coupling induces an anharmonic
pote tial on the AFM tip, and the strength of this cou-
pling, which reve ls the average charge in the left dot, is
manifested in t e AFM tip’s oscillation frequency. The
oscillation is harmoni in the absence of capacitive cou-
ling to local ch rges12.
An el ctric field along the two DBs can be created
by attaching leads to the surface and applying an elec-
tri potential.13? This electric potential bias will cause
the excess electron position probability distribution to
be more heav ly weighted in the left or right DB de-
ending on the sign and strength of the bias. In our
scheme this site-location probability is observed by mea-
suring the AFM tip oscill tion frequency. For zero bias
the electro is qually probable to be on the right or left.
Furthermore the tunneling rate is a function of the ap-
pli d bias as the ele tric field modifies the barrier between
the L an R dots.
To determine tunneling rate and decoherence, a driv-
ing force is add d, which pushes the excess electron back
and forth rapi ly between the two DBs with a rate com-
parable to the tunnelling frequency. In the case of two
DBs, the driving fi ld needs to be in the near-infrared
(NIR) regim . If the NIR field is off-resonant with the
i ter-d t tunneli g frequency, the resultant force has only
a small perturbative effect on the double-dot system so
the electro -site distribution is nearly the same as the re-
sult without the NIR field at all. if the NIR field is reso-
nant, then we show that the I field pushes the electron
into being equally lik ly on the left or right. Thus reso-
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We devise a scheme to char cteriz nneling by an excess electron s ared between a pair of
n rby dangling-bonds on a sili on surfa e. We conj cture that the tunneling will be highly coherent
but too fast to be characterized by conventional electronic techniques. Our approach is instead
to measure the time-averaged location of the excess charge by employing a capacitively-coupled
atomic-force icroscop tip o cre te an elec ric-pot ntial ifference between the two dangling bonds
while simultaneously driving the dangling-bond air with ne r-infrared field. When the near-
infrared field is resonant with the tunneling frequency between the dangling bonds subject to the
biased potential, the time-averaged exc ss-charg location should be symmetric; otherwise the time-
averaged location is asym etric proportional to the b as. This esonan symmetry effect should not
only reveal the tunneling r e but lso the nature and rate of decoherence of this tunneling.
PACS numbers: ?
I. INTRODUCTION
(i) ωNIR = 350 THz
(ii) ωNIR = 300 THz
(iii) ωNIR = 250 THz
(iv) ωNIR = 200 THz
(v) ωNIR = 150 THz
(1)
Two nearby quantum dots can share a single donor-
supplied excess electron thereby functioning as an effec-
tive two-level system known as ‘char e qubit’, with ap-
plications to quantum computing1–3 and spin-charge con-
version3,4 for spin-qubit readout.5 Although s lid-state
charge qubits have been demonstrated in semiconductors
and superconductors.1,6 inter-dot tunneling rates vary
due to growth imperfections and d oherence mechanism.
We have suggested overcoming these challenges by em-
ploying silicon-surface da gling b ds (DBs) as close y-
sp ced quantum dots sharing a singl o or-sup lied
electron,7 which is predicted to be highly coherent with
a tu neling time b tween 10 fs and 1 ps.8,9 The disad-
vantage of our strategy is rapidity of tunneling, meaning
that direct characterization by monitoring the oscillation
is not feasible electroni ally. Here we propose a strat-
egy to measure the rate and coherence of tunneling by
controlling and monitoring time averaged charge distri-
butions between su h dots. T e e me sur men s are in-
spired by previous experiments on double quantum dot
structures in the microwave regime.10,11
The two DBs are near enough tha electros atic repul-
sion prevents both DBs from gaining an xcess electro
but sufficiently far apart that they are not chemically
bonded together. In our approach, the electron’s posi-
tion within the ‘left’ (L) or ‘right’ (R) qua tum d t is
discerned by an atomic force microscope (AFM) capaci-
tively coupled to one DB in the pair, and the slow mea-
surement averages over many oscillations thereby losing
all direct information about the tunneling rate and de-
coherenc . Capacitive coupling induces an anharmonic
poten ial n the AFM tip, and the strength of this cou-
pling, which reveals the average charge in the left dot, is
manifested in the AFM tip’s oscillation frequency. The
oscillation is har onic in the absence of capacitive cou-
pling to lo al charges12.
An electric field alo g the two DBs can be cr ated
by attaching leads to the surface and applying an elec-
tric potential.13? This electric potential bias will cause
the excess electron position probability distribu ion o
be more heavily weighted n the l ft or right DB de-
pending on the sign and strength of the bias. In our
scheme this site-location pr bability is observed by mea-
suring the AFM tip oscillati n frequency. For zero bias
the electro is equally probable to be on the right or left.
Furthermore the tunneling rate is a function of the ap-
plied b a as the el ctric field modifies the barrier between
he L and R dots.
T determin tunneling rate and decoher nc , a driv-
ing force is added, which pushes the excess electron back
and f rth rapidly etween the two DBs wi h a rate com-
par le to the tunnelling frequency. In the case of tw
DBs, the driving field needs to be in the near-infrared
(NIR) regime. If the NIR field is off-resonant with the
inter-d t tunneling frequency, he resultant force has only
a small perturbative effect on the double-dot system so
the electron-site distribution is nearly the same as th re-
sult without the NIR field at all. if the NIR field is reso-
nant, then we show that the NIR field pushes the electron
into being equally likely o the left or right. Thus reso-
nances should be observable by seeing sudden changes in
the excess-electron distribution, hence sudden changes in
the AFM tip oscillation frequency, when the NIR field is
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e devis a sch e to characterize t neling by an excess electron sha d between a pair of
nearby dangling-bonds on a silicon surf ce. e conjecture that the tunneling will be highly coherent
but o fast o be characterized by co ventional lectronic t ch iques. ur approach is instead
to easure the ti e-averaged location of th excess charge by e ploying a capacitively-coupled
ato ic-force icroscope tip to create an electric-potential difference between the two dangling bonds
wh le si ultaneously driving the dangling-bond pair with a ne r-infrared field. hen the near-
infrared fiel s resonant with th tunneling frequency between the dangling bonds subject to the
biased pot ntial, the ti e-averaged excess-charg location should be sy etric; otherwise the ti -
averaged location is sy etric proportional to the bias. T is resonant sy etry effect should not
only reveal the tunn ling rate but also the nature d rate of decoherence of this tunneling.
PACS nu bers: ?
I. I I
(i) ωNIR 350 z
(ii) ωNIR 300 z
(iii) ωNIR 250 z
(iv) ωNIR 200 z
(v) ωNIR 150 z
(1)
o nearby qu ntu dots c n share a si gle d nor-
supplied excess electron thereby functioning as an effec-
tive t o-level syste kno as a ‘ch r qubit’, ith ap-
plications to quantu co puting1–3 and spin-charge con-
version3,4 for spin-qubit readout.5 lth ugh s lid-state
charge qubits have been de onstrated in se iconductors
and superconductors.1,6 inter-dot tunneli g ra es vary
due to gro th i perfections and decoherenc echanis .
e have suggested overco ing these challenges by e -
ploying silicon-surface da ling bo ds ( s) as closely-
spac d quantu dots sharing a single donor-supplied
electron,7 hich is predicted to be highly coherent ith
a tu neling ti e bet een 10 fs and 1 ps.8,9 he disad-
vantage of our strategy is rapidity of tunneling, eaning
that dir ct characterization by onitoring the os illation
is not feasible electronically. re e prop se a strat-
egy to easure the r te and coherence of tunneling by
controlling and onitoring ti e a eraged charge distri-
buti ns bet een such dots. hese easur ents are in-
spired by previou experi e ts on double quantu dot
structur s in the icro ave regi e.10,11
he t o s are near enough that electrostatic repul-
si n prev nts both s fro aining an xcess elec ron
but su ciently far apart that they ar no che ically
bonde together. In our approach, the electron’s posi-
tion ithin the ‘left’ (L) or ‘right’ ( ) q antu dot is
discerned by an ato ic force icroscope ( F ) capaci-
tively coupled to one in the p i , a d he slo e -
sure ent averages over any oscillations thereby losing
all direct infor ation about the tunneling rate and de-
coherence. apacitive coupling i duces an anhar onic
pote ti l n the F tip, and the strength of this cou-
pling, hich re eals the average charge in the left dot, is
anifested in the F tip’s oscillation frequency. he
oscillation is h rmonic in t e absence of capacitive cou-
pling to local c arges12.
n electric field along the t o s can be created
by attaching leads to the surface and applying an elec-
tric pote tial.13? his electric potential bias ill cause
the excess electron position probability distribution to
be ore heavily eig ted in the left or right de-
pending on the sign and strength of the bias. In our
sche e this site-location probability is observed by ea-
suring the F tip scill ti frequency. For zero bias
th electro is equally probable to be on the right or left.
Further ore the tunneling rate is a function of the ap-
plied bias as the electric field odifies the barrier bet een
t e L and dots.
deter ine tunneli g rate and decoherenc , a driv-
ing force is added, hich pus s the excess electron back
and forth rapidly t een th t o s ith a rate co -
parable to the tunnelling frequency. In the case of t o
s, the d ivin field needs to be in the near-infrared
( I ) regi e. If the I field is off-resonant ith the
i ter-do tunneling frequency, the resultant force has only
a s all perturbative effect on the double-dot syste so
th electron-s te distribution s nearly the sa as t e re-
sult ithout the I field at all. if the I field is reso-
na t, then e sho that the I field pushes the electron
into being equally likely o the left or right. hus reso-
nances s ould be observable by seeing sudden changes in
the excess-electron distribution, hence sudden changes in
the F tip oscillation frequency, hen the I field is
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We evise a sc eme to c aracterize tun eli g y a excess electro s are e ee a air of
ear y a gli g- o s o a s lico s rf ce. We co ject re t at t e t eli g ill e ig ly co ere t
t t o fast to e c aracterize y co ve tio al electro ic tec niq es. O r a roac is i stea
to meas re t e time-average locatio of t e excess c arge y em loyi g a ca acitively-co le
atomic-force icrosco e ti to create a electric- te ial i ere ce et ee t e t o a gli g o
ile sim lta eo sly rivi g t e a gli g- o air it a ear-i frare fiel . W e t e ear-
i frare field is reso a t it t t eli g freq e cy et ee t e a gli g o s s ject to t e
iase ote tial, t e time-average excess-c arge locatio s o l e symmetric; ot er ise t e time-
average locatio is asymmetric ro ortio al to t e ias. his reso a t symmetry e ect s o l ot
o ly reveal e t el g rate t al o t e at re rate of e o ere ce of t is t eli g.
S numbers: ?
I. INTRODUCTION
(i) I = THz
(ii) I = THz
(iii) I = THz
(i ) I = THz
( ) I = THz
( )
Tw e r t m ts ca s re si le r-
s lie e cess electr t ere f cti i s e ec-
ti e tw -le el s stem wn s ‘c arge it’, wit -
lic ti s t t m c m ti 1–3 s i -c r e c -
ersi 3,4 f r s i - it re t.5 Alt soli -st te
c r e its e ee em str te i semic ct rs
s erc ct rs.1,6 i ter- t t elin r tes r
e t r wt im erfecti s ec ere ce mec ism.
We e s este erc mi t ese c lle es em-
l i silic -s rf ce ngli n s (DBs) s cl sel -
s ce t m ts s ri si le r-s lie
electr ,7 w ic is re icte t e i l c er t wit
t n eli time etwe fs s.8,9 T e is -
t e f r str te is r i it f t eli , me i
t t irect c r cteriz i m it ri t e sc ll ti
is t fe si le electr ic ll . H re we r ose str t-
e t me s re t e rate c ere ce f t eli
c tr lli m it i time ver e c r e istri-
ti s etwee s c ts. T ese me s reme ts re i -
s ire re i e erime s le t m t
str ct res i t e micr w e re ime.10,11
T e tw DBs re e r e t t electr st tic re l-
sio r e ts t DBs fr m g i i e ces el ctr
t s ffici tl f r rt t t t r c emic ll
ed t et er. I r r c , t e electr ’s si-
ti wit i t ‘left’ ( ) r ‘ri t’ (R) u t m t is
iscer e t mic f rce micr sc e (A M) c ci-
ti el c l t e DB i t e i , e sl w me -
s reme t er es er m scill ti s t ere l si
ll irect i f rm ti t t e t eli r te e-
c ere ce. C ci i c li in ces rm ic
tential o t e A M ti , t e stre t f t is c -
li , w c rev ls t e er e c r e i t e left t, is
m ifeste i t e A M ti ’s scill ti fre e c . T e
scill ti is r ic i e se ce f c citi e c -
li t l c l ch r es12.
A electric fiel l t e tw DBs c e c e te
tt c i le s t t e s rf ce l i elec-
tric tenti l.13? T is electric te ti l i s will c se
t e e cess electr siti r ilit istri ti t
e m re e il wei hte i t e left r ri t DB e-
e i t e si tre t f t e i s. I r
sc eme t is site-l c ti r ilit is ser e me -
s ri t e A M ti scill tion fre e c . r zer i s
t e electr n e ll r le t e t ri t r left.
rt erm re t e t eli r te is f cti f t e -
lie i s s t e electric fiel m ifies t e rrier etwee
the R ts.
To etermi e t eli r te ec ere ce, ri -
i f rce is e , w ic shes t e e cess electr c
f rt r i l betwee t e tw DBs wit r te c m-
r le t t t elli fr e c . I t e c se f tw
DBs, t e i i fiel ee s t e i t e r-i fr re
(NIR) re ime. If t e NIR fiel is -r s t wit t e
inter- t t eli fre e c , t e res lt t f rce s l
sm ll ert ti e e ect t e le- t s stem s
t e el ctr -site istri i is e rl t e s me s t re-
s lt wit t e NIR fiel t ll. if t e NIR fiel is res -
nt, t e we s w t t t e NIR fiel s es t e electr
i t i e ll li l n t left r ri t. T s res -
ces s l e ser le seei s e c i
t e e cess-electr istri ti , e ce s e c es i
t e A M ti scill ti fre e c , w e t e NIR fiel is
n Meas ri ere ce i le a lin - d a ics
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e devise a sche e to characterize tunneling by an excess el ctron shared betwe n a pair of
nearby dangli g-bonds on a silicon surface. e conjecture that the tunneli g will be highly coherent
but too fast to be characterize by conventional electronic techniques. ur approach is instead
o easur the ti e-averaged loc tion of the excess charge by e ploying a capacitively-coupled
ato ic-force icroscope tip to create an electric-p tential difference between the two dangling bonds
while si ultaneously driving the dangling-bond pair with a near-infrared field. hen the near-
infrared fie d is reso ant with the tunneling frequency between the dangling bonds subject to the
biased potential, e ti -averaged excess-charge location should be sy etric; otherwise the ti e-
averaged location is asy etric proportional to the bias. This resonant sy etry effect should not
only reveal the tunneling rate but also the nature and rate of decoherence of this tunneling.
PACS nu bers: ?
I. I I
(i) ωNIR 350 z
(ii) ωNIR 300 z
(iii) ωNIR 250 z
(iv) ωNIR 200 z
(v) ωNIR 150 z
(1)
o nearby quantu dots can share a single donor-
supplied excess electron thereby functioning as an effec-
tive t o-level syste kno as a ‘charge qubit’, ith ap-
plications to quantu co puting1–3 and spin-ch rge con-
version3,4 for spin-qubit readout.5 lthough solid-state
charge qubits have been d onstrated in se iconductor
and superconductors.1,6 inter-dot tunneli g rates vary
due to gro th i perfection and decoherence ech is .
e have suggested overco ing t ese challenges by e -
ploying silicon-surfac da g ing bo ds ( s) as closely-
spac d quantu dots sharing a single do or-supplied
electr ,7 hich is predicted to be h ghly coherent ith
a tu neling ti e bet e n 10 fs and 1 ps.8,9 he disad-
vantage of our strategy is rapid ty of tunneling, eaning
th t direct characteriz ion by onitoring t e oscillation
is n t feasible electronically. ere e p opose a strat-
egy to easure the rate a d co erence of tunneling by
controlling and onit ing ti e a eraged charge distri-
butions bet een such dots. ese easure ents are in-
spir d y previous experi ents on double quantu dot
structures in the icro av regi .10,11
he o s are near enough that electrostatic repul-
sion prevents both s fro gaining an exces el ctron
but su ci ntly far apart that th y are no che ically
bonde together. In our pproach, the electro ’s p si-
tion ithin th ‘left’ (L) or ‘right’ ( ) q antu dot is
discerned by an ato ic force icroscope ( F ) capaci-
tively cou to one in the pair, and the slo ea-
sure ent averages over any oscillations thereby losing
all direct infor ation about the tunneling rate and de-
coherence. apacitive coupling i duces an anhar onic
pote tial on the F tip, and the strength of this cou-
pling, hich re eals the average ch rge in the left dot, is
anifested in the F tip’s oscillation frequency. he
oscillation is harmonic in the absence of capacitive cou-
pling to local c arges12.
n electric field along the t o s can be created
by attaching leads to the surface and applying an elec-
tric pote tial.13? his electric potential bias ill cause
the excess electron position probability distribution to
be ore heavily eig ted in the left or right de-
ending n the sign an s re gth f the bias. In our
sche e this site-location probability is observed by ea-
suring the F tip oscillatio frequency. For zero bias
the electro is equally probable to be on th right or left.
Further ore the tunneling rate is a function of the ap-
plied bias as the electric field odifies the barrier bet een
t e L and dots.
o deter ine tunneling rate and decoherence, a driv-
ing force is added, hich pus es the excess electron back
and forth rapidly et e n the t o s ith a rate co -
parable to t e tu nelli g fr quency. In the case of t o
s, the driving field needs to be in the near-infrared
( I ) regi e. If the I field is off-r sonant ith e
i ter-dot tunneling frequency, the resultant force has only
a s all perturbative effect on the d uble-dot syste so
the electron-site distribution is nearly the sa e as t e re-
sult ithou the I field at all. if the I field is reso-
na t, then e sho that the I field pushes the electron
into b i g equally lik ly o th left or right. hus reso-
nances should be observable by seeing sudden chang s in
the excess-electron distribution, hence sudden changes in
the F tip oscillation frequency, hen the I field is
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We devise a scheme to characterize tunnel ng by a exc ss el ctron shared betw en a p ir of
nearby dangling-bonds on a silicon surface. We conject re tha the tunneli g will be hig ly coherent
but oo fast to be characterized by conventional electronic techniques. Our approach is in tead
to measure the time-averaged location of the exc ss charge by employing a c pacitively-coupled
atomic-forc m croscope tip to creat an electric-poten i l differenc b tw en the two dangli bonds
while imultaneously d iving the dangling-bond pair with a near-infrared field. When the n ar-
infra ed field is reson t with the tunneling frequency betw en the danglin bonds subject to the
biased potential, th tim -averaged xcess-charge locatio should be sy metric; otherwi e th ime-
averaged location is a ymmetric prop rtional to he bias. This re onant symmetry effect should not
only rev al the tunn ling rate but also the na ure and rate of d c herenc of this tunneli g.
PACS numbers: ?
I. INTRODUCTION
(i) ∆ = 10 THz
(ii) ∆ = 100 THz
(iii) ∆ = 120 THz
(i ) ∆ = 133 THz
( ) ∆ = 140 THz
(vi) ∆ = 160 THz
(vii) ∆ = 180 THz
(1)
Two nearby quantu dots ca sha e a single don r-
supplied excess electron the by functioning as an effec-
tive two-level system known as a ‘ch rge qubit’, with ap-
plications to quantum computing1–3 and spin-cha ge con-
version3,4 for sp n-qubit readout.5 Alt ough solid-stat
charge qubits have been dem nstra ed in semiconductors
and superconducto s.1,6 inter-dot tu neling rate vary
due to growth imperfec ions and decoherence mechanism.
W have suggested overcoming thes l enges by em-
ploying si con-surfac dangling bonds (DBs) as closely-
spaced quan m dots sharing a single donor-supplied
electron,7 which is predicted t be highly coher nt with
a t neling time b tween 10 fs and 1 ps.8,9 The dis -
vantage of our stra egy i rapi ity of tunneling, meaning
that direct ch racteriza ion by monitorin the oscillation
is ot feasible lectro i ally. Her we propose a trat-
egy to measu the rate and coherence of tunneling b
controlling and monito ing tim aver ged charg distri-
butions between such dots. These measur ments are in-
spi ed by previous xperiments on double quantum dot
str ctur s in the microw ve regime.10,11
The two DBs are near enough that electrosta ic repul-
sion prevents both DBs from gaining an exc ss electron
but uffici tl far apart that they are not chemically
bo ded t geth r. In our pproach, the electron’ posi-
tion withi e ‘left’ (L) or ‘right’ (R) quan um dot is
discerned by an atom c force microscope (AFM) capaci-
tively coupl d to one DB in the pair, and the slow mea-
surem verages over many oscillations thereby los ng
all d ect information about the tunneling ra e and e-
coherenc . Capacitive coupl ng induces a anharmonic
potential on the AFM t p, and the trength of this cou-
pling, which reveals th average charge in the lef dot, is
manifest d i the AFM tip’s oscillation frequency. The
oscillation is harmonic in the absence of c acitive cou-
pling to local charg s12.
An ele tric fi ld along the two DBs can be created
by attac ing l ads to the surface nd applying an elec-
tric poten ial.13? This electr c potential bias w ll cause
the excess electron position probability distribution to
be more h avily weigh ed in the left or right DB de-
pending on t e sign an strengt f the bias. In ur
scheme this sit -loca ion probability is observed by mea-
surin the AFM tip oscillation frequency. For zero bias
the electro is equally probable to be on the right or eft.
Further r the tun eling rate is a functi n of the p-
plied bias as the el ctric field modifies th barri r between
the L and R dots.
To determine tun eling ate and decoherence, driv-
ing forc is a ded, which pushe he excess el ctron ack
and forth apidly betwe n the two DBs with a rate c m-
parable t the tun elling frequency. In the case of tw
DBs, the driving field eds t be in the near-infrar d
(NIR) regime. If the NIR fi ld is off-resonant with e
inter-dot tun eling frequency, the resultant force has only
a small perturbative effec on the double-dot yst m so
the lectro -site distribution is near y he same as t e re-
sul withou the NIR field all. if the NIR field is reso-
nant, then we show that the NIR field pushes th electron
into being equ lly l kely n the l ft or right. Thus reso-
n easuring oherence in oupled angling- ond yna ics
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e devise a scheme to characterize tunneling by an excess electron shared between a pair of
nearby dangling-bonds on a silicon surf ce. e conjectu e that the tunneling will b highly coherent
but to fast to be characterized by co ventional elec ronic techniqu s. Our pproach is instead
to measure the time-averaged location of the excess ch rge by employing a capacitively-coupled
atomic-force microscope tip to create an electric-potential difference between the two dangling bonds
while simult neously driving the dangling-bond pair with a near-infrared field. hen the n ar-
i frar d field is resonant with the tunneling frequency betwee th dangling bonds subject to the
biased potential, the time-averaged excess-charge locatio should b sy metric; otherwise the time-
averaged location is asymmetric proportional to the bias. This resona t symmetry effect should not
only reveal the tunneling rate but also the nature and rate of decoherence of this tunneling.
PACS numbers: ?
I. I TRODUCTIO
(i) = 10 THz
(ii) = 100 THz
(iii) = 120 THz
(iv) = 133 THz
(v) = 140 THz
(vi) = 160 THz
(vii) = 180 THz
(1)
Two nearby quantum dots can share a si gle donor-
supplied excess electron thereby functioning as a effec-
tive two-level yste known as a ‘charge qubit’, with ap-
plications to quantu co puting1–3 and spin-charge con-
version3,4 for spin-qubit readout.5 Alt ough solid-state
charge qubits have been de onstrated in se iconductors
and superconductors.1,6 inter-dot tunneling rates vary
due to growth i perfections and decoherence echanis .
have suggested overco ing these challenges by e -
ploying silicon-surfac dangling bonds (DBs) as closely-
sp ced quant do s shar ng a single donor-supplied
electron,7 which is predicted to be highly coherent with
a tu neling ti e between 10 fs a d 1 ps.8,9 Th dis d-
vantage of our strategy is r pi ity of tunnel ng, eaning
that direct ch racterization by onitorin the oscillation
is not feasible electronically Here we propose a strat-
gy to asure the rate and coherence of tun eling by
controlling a d onitoring ti averaged charge distri-
butions between such dots. These easure en s are in-
sp red by previous experi ents on double quantu dot
str tures in t e icrow ve regi e.10,11
The two DBs a e near enough that electrostatic re ul-
sion prevents both DBs fro ga ning an excess electr n
but su cientl far apart that they are not che ically
bond d together. In our approach, the electron’s posi-
tion within th ‘left’ (L) o ‘rig t’ (R) quantu dot is
discern d by an ato ic force icroscope (AF ) capaci-
tively coupled to one DB in the pair, and the slow ea-
sure nt averages over any oscillations thereby losing
al direct infor ation about the tunneling rat and e-
coherence. Capacitive coupli g induces an anhar onic
pote ti l the AF tip, and the strength of this cou-
pling, which reveals the average charge in the left dot, is
anifested i the AF t p’s oscillation frequency. The
osci la ion i har onic in the absence of capacitive cou-
pling to local charges12.
An le tric field along the two DBs can be created
by attachin leads to the surfac and applying an elec-
tr c potential.13? This electric potential bi s will cause
the excess electron position probability distribution to
be ore heavily weighted in the left or right DB de-
pending on the sign and strength of the bias. In ur
sche e this site-location probability is observed by e -
suring the AF tip oscillation frequency. For z ro bias
the electron is equ lly probable to be o the right or left.
Furtherm r the tu eling ate is a function of the ap-
plied bias as the el ctric field odifies th barri r between
the L and R dots.
To det r ine tun eling rate and decoherence, a driv-
ing force is a ded, which pushe he excess electron back
and forth ra idly etween the two DBs with a ra e co -
parable t the tun elling frequency. In he case of tw
DBs, the driving field needs to be in the near-infrared
(NIR) r gi e. If the NIR field is off-resonant with h
in er-dot u nel ng fr q ency, the resul ant fo ce has only
a s all perturbative effect on the double-dot syste so
the lectron-site distribution is nearly the sa e as t e re-
sult witho t the NIR field t ll. if the NIR fi ld is reso-
nant, then we how that the NIR field pushes the electron
into being equally likely on the left or right. Thus reso-
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We evise a sc e e to c ara te ize t eli g y a xcess electro s are et e a air of
ear y a gli g- o s o a silico s rf ce. We co ject re t at t e t eli g ill ig ly co ere t
t too fast to e c ara terize y co ve tio al electro ic tec iq es. r a roac is i stea
to eas re t e ti e-average locatio of t e excess c arge y e loyi g a ca acitively-co le
ato c-force i rosco ti to creat a electric- ote tial i re ce et ee t e t o a gli g o s
ile si lta eo sly rivi g t e a gli g- o air it a ear-i frare fiel . W e e ar-
infrar fiel is reso a t it t t eli g freq e cy et een t e a gli g o s s ject to t e
iase ote tial, t e ti e-average excess-c arge location s o l e sym etric; ot er ise t e ti e-
ave g locatio is asy etric ro ortio to t e ias. is r so ant sy etry e ect s o l ot
o ly reveal t e t eli g rate t also t e at re a rate of eco ere ce of t is t eli g.
S nu bers: ?
I. IN I N
(i) ∆ 10 z
(ii) ∆ 100 z
(iii) ∆ 120 z
(i ) ∆ 133 z
( ) ∆ 140 z
( i) ∆ 160 z
( ii) ∆ 180 z
(1)
o ear a t ots ca s are a single o or-
s lie e cess ele tro t ere f ct o i g as a e ec-
ti e t o-le el s ste o as a ‘c arge it’, it a -
licatio s to a t m com ti g1–3 a s i -c arge co -
ersio 3,4 for s i - it rea o t.5 ltho g soli -state
c ar its a e emo s rate i semico c ors
a s erco ctors.1,6 i ter- ot t eli g rates ar
e to gro t im erfectio s a eco ere ce mec a ism.
W a e s ggeste o ercomi g ese c all ges em-
lo i g silico -s rface a gli g o s ( ) as closel -
s ace a tum ots s ari g a si gle o or-s lie
el ctro ,7 ic is re icte to e ig l co ere t it
a t n eli g time et e 10 fs an 1 .8,9 e isa -
a tage of o r strateg is ra idit of t eli g, mea i g
t at irect c aracteriza io mo itori g t e oscillatio
is ot feasi le el ctro icall . ere e ro ose a strat-
eg to m as re t e rate a c er c of t neli g
co trolli g an mo itori g time a erage c arge istri-
tio s et ee s c ots. ese meas reme ts are i -
s ire re io s e erime ts o o le a t m ot
s ru t res i t e micro a e regime.10,11
e o are ear e o g t at lectrostatic re l-
sio re e ts ot s from gai i g a e cess electro
fficie tly far a art t at t e are ot c emicall
o e toget er. I o r a roac , t e electro ’s osi-
tio it i t e ‘left’ ( ) or ‘rig t’ ( ) a t m ot is
iscer atomic force microsco e ( M) ca aci-
ti el co le to o e i t e air, a t e slo mea-
s reme t a erages o er ma oscillatio s ere losi g
all irect i formatio a o t t e t eli g rate a de-
co ere e. a aciti e co li g ces a a armo ic
ote tial on t e M ti , a t e stre gt of t is co -
li g, ic re eals t e a erage c arge i t e left ot, is
ma ifest in t e M ti ’s oscillatio fre e c . e
oscilla io i armo ic i t e a se ce of ca aciti e co -
li g to local c arges12.
electric fiel alo g t e t o s ca e create
attac i lea s to t e s rface a a l i g a elec-
tric ote tial.13? is electric ote tial i s ill ca se
t e e cess elec ro ositio ro a ilit istri tio to
e more ea il eig te i t e left or rig t e-
e i g o t e sig a stre gt of t e ias. I o r
sc eme t is site-locatio ro a ilit is o ser e mea-
s ri g t e M ti oscillatio fre e c . or zero ias
t e electro is e ll ro a le to e o t e rig t or left.
rt er r t e t n eli g ate is a f ctio of t e a -
l e ias as t e el ct ic fiel mo ifies t arri r et ee
t e a ots.
o etermi e t neli g rate a eco ere ce, a ri -
i g force is ad e , ic s es t e e cess electro ac
a fort ra i l bet ee t e t o s it a rate com-
ara le to t e t nelli g fre c . I t case of t o
s, t e ri i g fiel ee s to e i t e ear-i frare
( I ) regime. If t e I fi l is o -reso a t it t e
i ter- ot t n eli g fre e c , t e res lta t fo ce as o l
a small ert r ati e e ect o t e o le- ot s stem so
t e electro -site istri tio is earl t e same as the re-
s lt it t I fiel at all. if t e I fiel is reso-
a t, t e s o t at t e I fiel s es t e electro
i to ei g e all li el o t e left or rig t. s reso-
FIG. 5: Contour plots of loci in the parameter space (Vb,
ωMIR) where resonances occur, i.e. spikes in Fig. 3 where
ρL =
1
2
. Each contour corresponds to a different native DBP−
tunneling frequency ∆, indicated in h legend.
analogo s the undriv distribution (8).
In an a tual experiment, fo a given MIR fre-
quency ωMIR, the potential bias V is adjusted until a es-
onance is found wh r by the char e dis ribution is equal
th two DBs. Thus, one i expected to obtain curves
similar to t ose in Fig. 3, where the spikes correspond
to cases that ωMIR = ∆
′. Intuitively, these resonances
correspond to the MIR driving field overwhelming the bi-
asing field, effectively making the barrier egligible and
the charge dist ibution equal i either DB.
Figure 5 shows a exte ded paramet r sp ce s con-
tour plots of loci here, for fix d va ues f ∆ indicated in
the legend, resona ces such as those in Fig. 3 occ r. This
figure illustrates a key point of our scheme, namely tha
the MIR frequency and potential bias can be tuned to
discov r the tunneling frequency ∆ simply by measuring
he probability of the excess charge being in the left DB.
IV. MITIGATING LASER HEATING
Excessive heating by the incident laser radiation can
lead to damage of the sample. An important detail when
estimating laser damage in our sample is that we only re-
quire radiation with sub-bandgap energy, for which the
silicon absorption coefficient is relatively small. There-
fore, silicon crystals are resilient to heating and have a
high thermal and optical damage threshold30 in the MIR
range of interest due to low absorption for this spectral
domain.
For the H–Si(100) substrate in our study, above-
bandgap driving radiation (λ= 532 nm) with an intensity
of 2.67×1011 W/m2 suffices to cause hydrogen desorption
but does not damage the sample.31 Given that we require
sub-bandgap radiation (λ= 9-19 µm) with two orders of
magnitude lower intensity, any damage to the sample is
expected to be highly unlikely. At these greatly reduced
intensity levels, hydrogen desorption is also unlikely.31
However, for a real s mple he spe ific type n num-
ber of defects ight b g n rally unknown, and other
hea ing mechan sms ight be a lay. For the cas when
a high Rabi freque cy (1 THz and hi h r) is req ired
in order to induce me surable eson nce peaks, the cor-
respondingly high las r i t nsity might b of practical
concer inasmu h as a prolonged las r exposure is re-
ired during th experime t. Therefore, we here esti-
mat theoretically the effects of las r ea ing under those
ond ions, and sugges way to deal w th h m.
The flow of h at a b modele by the heat equation32
ρ p
∂T (r, t)
∂t
− κ∇2T (r, ) = QL (r) (21)
wher r = (x, z), T (r, t) is the temperature function,
ρ is mass density, cp is th spe ific h at, κ is the
therma onduc ivity, and QL (r) the heat-s ur e term
related to the power de ity inj ted las r into the
sa ple. Note th t the material constants ppearing in
t ese coefficients are generally functions of temperature,
but her they were assum d to be constan .
T source term varies spatiall with the depth into
the sample, ccording o the po er ab orb d f om the
incident laser as
QL (r) = QL (z) = ατI0e
−α(z−z0) (22)
whe e α is the d cay rat of the r diation intensity in the
sampl , τ is the transmission coefficient at the surface,
I0 is the intensity of the incident radiation, and z0 is the
location of the surface.
W solve the boundary valu problem (BVP) consist-
ing of the ab ve h at equatio and appropriate boundary
condi ions (BCs) by t finit lem nt method on a two-
dim nsi al (x, z)-grid span ing a 10×10 µm region. We
solve this BVP for consecutive time slices using an Euler
scheme for sampling ti e evolution. We use the esys-
escript FEM library33 for getting the numerical solution.
Given hat the choic of BCs has a drastic effect on
the evolutio of t temperature n our system, we ex-
plored various setups for the purpose of minimizing the
heating effect. We find the most favorable BC to be a
Dirichlet-type condition at the back of the sample, where
we set the temperature to a fixed value of 4 K, i.e. simu-
lating the effect of a liquid-helium-cooled metal plate in
thermal contact with the back of the Si sample. For this
setup, we obtain the time evolution shown in Fig. 6 for
the temperature profile as a function of the depth into
the sample.
A laser of total power 1 W is focused on an area of
10×10 µm2, corresponding to an intensity of 1010 W/m2,
chosen higher than any intensity expected in the actual
experimental situation. Material parameters used in the
simulation are the following: thermal conductivity of Si:
149 W/K-m; mass density of Si: 2329 kg/m2; specific
heat of Si: 814 J/kg-K; complex refractive index of Si:
n+ ik with n = 3.4215, k = 6.76× 10−5 for a frequency
of 100 THz.34 Note that the above value of the refrac-
tive index corresponds to low- to medium-doped Si. In
7FIG. 6: Effects of laser heating: temperature profiles (T ) as
functions of depth (z) into the sample for different times from
the moment the laser was turned on. Curves show increasing
time slices from top to bottom in increments of 0.1 µs. The
initial temperature is 300 K at the surface and 4 K at the back
plane. (a) The cool boundary is placed at 10 µm inside the
sample and the bottommost temperature profile is reached at
2µs. (b) The cool boundary is placed at 20 µm inside; the
bottommost temperature profile is reached at 9µs.
general, the value of the absorption coefficient in the in-
frared range depends strongly on the doping level and
can become greater than 2000 cm−1 for donor concen-
trations above 1019 cm−3.35 However, in our proposed
setup, doping is only practically required in a very thin
topmost layer, resulting in negligible heating, as calcu-
lated.
In order to eliminate any doubts about the role of the
exact thermal resistivity gradient at the cooler boundary,
we simulated the same system with this boundary placed
at different depths from the silicon surface, 10 and 20 µm,
with results shown in Fig. 6 (a) and (b), respectively. As
expected, the thicker sample in (b) takes a few times
longer to cool, but it ends up saturating to a cool profile
nonetheless. The same cooling behavior is present for a
cool reservoir at 4 K or 77 K.
To sum up, our simulations show that even in the pres-
ence of laser radiation, our sample cools off to a steady
profile in a few microseconds if the cool boundary is
placed a few tens of µm from the silicon surface. There-
fore we expect excessive heating can be avoided by using
a cooling system even in cases with the most intense ra-
diation required for our experimental apparatus.
V. ATOMIC FORCE MICROSCOPY
CHARACTERIZATION OF TUNNELING
BETWEEN DANGLING BONDS
AFM is ideally suited to measure the spatial charge
distribution in a DBP− (Fig. 1) without significantly dis-
torting the electronic landscape of the sample. The AFM
has been shown to detect single charges.36,37
A. Modeling atomic force microscope in frequency
modulation mode
The AFM cantilever behaves as a simple harmonic os-
cillator along the coordinate axis z perpendicular to the
sample surface. The tip is driven by an externally con-
trolled force F0 sinω0t, with F0 being constant. When
scanning a sample, the AFM tip experiences distance-
dependent forces Fz (z) from its interaction with the sam-
ple.
In the limit of small oscillation amplitudes and small
force gradients, the equation of motion for the AFM tip
around its equilibrium position (chosen as the origin of
the z-axis, at a height z0 from the surface) is
38
mz¨ + γz˙ +mω20z = F0 sinω0t+ Fz (z) , (23)
where γ is the AFM damping factor, m the mass of the
probe and
k = mω20 (24)
the AFM probe spring constant.
In the same limit of small oscillation amplitudes (a
few A˚ is anticipated), we can use a truncated Taylor
expansion
Fz (z) ' Fz (0) + z ∂Fz
∂z
∣∣∣∣
z=0
, (25)
with a resultant equation of motion for the tip,
mz¨ + γz˙ +mω2z ' F0 sinω0t+ Fz (0) , (26)
describing driven oscillations with a modified resonant
frequency depending on the lateral tip position
ω2 = ω20 −
1
m
∂Fz
∂z
∣∣∣∣
z=0
. (27)
The right-hand side of Eq. (26) is a constant in space
so the tip-sample force is detected by measuring the fre-
quency response of the tip according to (27). Employing
the binomial expansion on Eq. (27) yields the modified
frequency expression
∆ω := ω − ω0 ' −ω0
2k
∂Fz
∂z
∣∣∣∣
z0
(28)
showing the proportionality between the frequency shift
and the local force gradient.
Note that far from the limit of small amplitudes one
can still approximate the AFM motion from the above
equation, but instead of the force gradient at the equilib-
rium position, one should use an average force gradient
over an entire oscillation range [zmin, zmax], i.e.
∆ω ' − ω0
2k (zmin − zmax)
zmax∫
zmin
∂Fz
∂z
dz. (29)
8The experimental goal is then to measure these changes
in the tip oscillation frequency thereby revealing infor-
mation about the sample.
From Eq. (28), we see that the ratio ω0/k gives the
sensitivity of the cantilever, which in practice depends
on the build geometry and material of the cantilever.
Typical examples are silicon cantilevers with a sensitiv-
ity factor ω0/k = 4000 Hz m/N, and the qPlus tuning
fork with ω0/k = 20 Hz m/N.
17,39,40 However, when
choosing a cantilever for a given experiment, the sensi-
tivity is not the only factor to consider, as scan stability
(e.g. against jump-to-contact), quality factor, measure-
ment bandwidth, and appropriate size of oscillation am-
plitudes also play important roles.
The minimum detectable signal of an AFM experimen-
tal setup is determined by assessing its frequency noise
δ (∆ω), i.e. the standard deviation of the frequency shift.
Theoretically, δ (∆ω) is given by41,42
δ (∆ω) =
2pi
A
√
ω0BkBT
2pi2kQ
+
n2qB
3
pi2
+
n2qB
2Q2
, (30)
where Q is the quality factor, A is the oscillation am-
plitude, B is the measurement bandwidth, kBT is the
thermal energy, and nq is the deflection noise density.
The first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (30) is the
thermal noise of the AFM tip, the second term is the
deflection-detector noise, and the third term is the noise
of the instrumental setup. Thus, one should choose the
experimental parameters such that the sensitivity and
the signal-to-noise ratio of the AFM setup are optimized.
B. Tip-sample interactions
In using the AFM to measure the charge distribution at
the silicon surface, all significant tip-sample forces must
be considered by our model. These can be short-range
chemical forces (less than 5 A˚), long-range van der Waals
forces, electrostatic forces, or magnetic forces (up to 100
nm).17 However, we choose operational parameters to
ensure that electrostatic forces produced by the DBP−
dominate over these other forces.
The external source potential Vt is kept constant dur-
ing the interaction with the sample. If the tip is suffi-
ciently far from the surface, chemical forces can be ig-
nored, and magnetic forces are negligible if the tip is
made of non-magnetic material, e.g. tungsten. An ultra-
sharp nanotip43 is employed to minimize forces arising
from induced polarization of the sample. Reducing the
tip oscillation amplitude to the A˚ngstrom scale, for ex-
ample with a quartz-made qPlus sensor,17,39,40 also helps
to minimize this form of interaction.
O x 
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Si 
vacuum 
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e 
Vt 
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FIG. 7: Schematic of AFM setup for charge sensing, illustrat-
ing the geometrical parameters relevant for the tip-sample
interactions. The choice of the coordinate system (xOz), the
position vector of the DB charge (r), and the “boss sphere”
(dashed circle) fitted to the apex of the AFM tip are shown.
C. Trapped charge in the tip-sample system
1. Electrostatic potential energy
The DBP− can be treated as a trapped charge oscil-
lating between the left and right DBs. This single charge
is located within the plane of the Si surface (Fig. 7).
Thus, the charge interacts with other entities such as the
space-charge layer in the semiconductor substrate and
other charges in the substrate and on the biased AFM
tip, if present. Here we analyze the problem from a basic
viewpoint in order to capture the essential electrostatic
elements at play.
For an n-type Si sample with a donor concentrationND,
the presence of a locally planar electrode at a height h0
above the surface biased at a voltage Vt induces a sub-
surface space-charge layer in the semiconductor with a
width w approximated by the solution of the quadratic
equation44
eND
2εrh0
w2 + eNDw +
ε0Vt
h0
= 0, (31)
where ε0 and εr are the vacuum permittivity and semi-
conductor dielectric constant, respectively.
Correspondingly, the so-called band bending potential
at a depth zd into the sample can be written in the
quadratic approximation as44
VSi (zd) = V0
(
1− zd
w
)2
(32)
9where V0 is the potential at the surface given by
V0 ≈ eNDw
2
2ε0εr
sign (Vt) (33)
where ‘sign’ gives the sign of the applied tip bias. As the
AFM tip is usually not locally planar the above equation
is a coarse approximation for band bending representing
an upper limit for the real case.
In order to calculate the potential at the Si surface,
we approximate the electrostatic potential due to the bi-
ased AFM tip as being that of a biased conducting sphere
with radius Rt fitted to the apex region of the tip (or the
“boss” as depicted in Fig. 7). In order to reflect the con-
tribution of the mobile charge carriers in the substrate,
we apply a rescaling of this spherical potential, namely
we recalibrate the value of the potential at the Si surface
location directly under the tip apex, r0 = (0, z0), to be
just V0 given above.
From this analysis, at the location r = (x , z ) of the
DB, the bare potential due to the tip is
φ (r) =
V0r0
r
(34)
where the coordinate origin is chosen at the center of
the boss sphere. This bare potential does not include
the image charge effects, which are accounted for below.
Furthermore, for the case when the amplitudes of the
AFM cantilever are small, we can neglect the variation
of V0 with the tip height and use henceforth only its value
at the equilibrium scanning height.
With the above assumptions, the effective electrostatic
energy of the tip-charge system can be written as45
W eff (r) = −1
2
CtV
2
t +
eV0z0
r
− 1
8piε0
e2Rt
r2 −R2t
(35)
where the last term accounts for the image charge inside
the tip and for the charge redistribution via the volt-
age source as explained by Kantorovich et al.45 (note the
change in the unit system used here). Then the force
exerted on the tip in the direction normal to the surface
can be calculated as
Fz (r) = −∂W
eff
∂z
=
eV0z0z
r3
− 1
4piε0
e2Rtz
(r2 −R2t )2
· (36)
This expression for force can then be substituted into
Eq. (24) to approximate the expected AFM frequency
shift.
2. Atomic-force-microscope frequency shift
The AFM frequency shift is obtained from the deriva-
tive of the force with respect to z, as in Eq. (28)
∆ω =
1
2mω0
[
−eV0z0
(
x2 − 2z20
)
r5
+
1
4piε0
e2Rt
(
R2t − x2 + 3z20
)
(R2t − r2)3
]
. (37)
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We devise a scheme to characterize tunneling by an excess electron shared between a pair of
nearby dangling-bonds on a silicon surface. We conjecture that the tunneling will be highly coherent
but too fast to be characterized by conventional electronic techniques. Our approach is instead
to measure the time-averaged location of the excess charge by employing a capacitively-coupled
atomic-force microscope tip to create an electric-potential difference between the two dangling bonds
while simultaneously driving the dangling-bond pair with a near-infrared field. When the near-
infrared field is resonant with the tunneling frequency between the dangling bonds subject to the
biased potential, the time-averaged excess-charge location should be symmetric; otherwise the time-
averaged location is asymmetric proportional to the bias. This resonant symmetry effect should not
only reveal the tunneling rate but also the nature and rate of decoherence of this tunneling.
PACS numbers: ?
I. INTRODUCTION
(i) ωNIR = 350 THz
(ii) ωNIR = 300 THz
(iii) ωNIR = 250 THz
(iv) ωNIR = 200 THz
(v) ωNIR = 150 THz
(1)
Two nearby quantum dots can share a single donor-
supplied excess electron thereby functioning as an effec-
tive two-level system known as a ‘charge qubit’, with ap-
plications to quantum computing1–3 and spin-charge con-
version3,4 for spin-qubit readout.5 Although solid-state
charge qubits have been demonstrated in semiconductors
and superconductors.1,6 inter-dot tunneling rates vary
due to growth imperfections and decoherence mechanism.
We have suggested overcoming these challenges by em-
ploying silicon-surface dangling bonds (DBs) as closely-
spaced quantum dots sharing a single donor-supplied
electron,7 which is predicted to be highly coherent with
a tunneling time between 10 fs and 1 ps.8,9 The disad-
vantage of our strategy is rapidity of tunneling, meaning
that direct characterization by monitoring the oscillation
is not feasible electronically. Here we propose a strat-
egy to measure the rate and coherence of tunneling by
controlling and monitoring time averaged charge distri-
butions between such dots. These measurements are in-
spired by previous experiments on double quantum dot
structures in the microwave regime.10,11
The two DBs are near enough that electrostatic repul-
sion prevents both DBs from gaining an excess electron
but sufficiently far apart that they are not chemically
bonded together. In our approach, the electron’s posi-
tion within the ‘left’ (L) or ‘right’ (R) quantum dot is
discerned by an atomic force microscope (AFM) capaci-
tively coupled to one DB in the pair, and the slow mea-
surement averages over many oscillations thereby losing
all direct information about the tunneling rate and de-
coherence. Capacitive coupling induces an anharmonic
potential on the AFM tip, and the strength of this cou-
pling, which reveals the average charge in the left dot, is
manifested in the AFM tip’s oscillation frequency. The
oscillation is harmonic in the absence of capacitive cou-
pling to local charges12.
An electric field along the two DBs can be created
by attaching leads to the surface and applying an elec-
tric potential.13? This electric potential bias will cause
the excess electron position probability distribution to
be more heavily weighted in the left or right DB de-
pending on the sign and strength of the bias. In our
scheme this site-location probability is observed by mea-
suring the AFM tip oscillation frequency. For zero bias
the electron is equally probable to be on the right or left.
Furthermore the tunneling rate is a function of the ap-
plied bias as the electric field modifies the barrier between
the L and R dots.
To determine tunneling rate and decoherence, a driv-
ing force is added, which pushes the excess electron back
and forth rapidly between the two DBs with a rate com-
parable to the tunnelling frequency. In the case of two
DBs, the driving field needs to be in the near-infrared
(NIR) regime. If the NIR field is off-resonant with the
inter-dot tunneling frequency, the resultant force has only
a small perturbative effect on the double-dot system so
the electron-site distribution is nearly the same as the re-
sult without the NIR field at all. if the NIR field is reso-
nant, then we show that the NIR field pushes the electron
into being equally likely on the left or right. Thus reso-
nances should be observable by seeing sudden changes in
the excess-electron distribution, hence sudden changes in
the AFM tip oscillation frequency, when the NIR field is
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(1)
Two nearby quantum dots can share a single donor-
supplied excess electron thereby functioning as an effec-
tive two-level system known as a ‘charge qubit’, with ap-
plications to quantum computing1–3 and spin-charge con-
version3,4 for spin-qubit readout.5 Although solid-state
charge qubits have been demonstrated in semiconductors
and superconductors.1,6 inter-dot tunneling rates vary
due to growth imperfections and decoherence mechanism.
e have suggested overcoming these challenges by em-
ploying silicon-surface dangling bonds (DBs) as closely-
spaced quantum dots sharing a single donor-supplied
electron,7 which is predicted to be highly coherent with
a tunneling time between 10 fs and 1 ps.8,9 The disad-
vantage of our strategy is rapidity of tunneling, meaning
that direct characterization by monitoring the oscillation
is not feasible electronically. Here we propose a strat-
egy to measure the rate and coherence of tunneling by
controlling and monitoring time averaged charge distri-
butions between such dots. These measurements are in-
spired by previous experiments on double quantum dot
structures in the microwave regime.10,11
The two DBs are near enough that electrostatic repul-
sion prevents both DBs from gaining an excess electron
but sufficiently far apart that they are not chemically
bonded together. In our approach, the electron’s posi-
tion within the ‘left’ (L) or ‘right’ (R) quantum dot is
discerned by an atomic force microscope (AF ) capaci-
tively coupled to one DB in the pair, and the slow mea-
surement averages over many oscillations thereby losing
all direct information about the tunneling rate and de-
coherence. Capacitive coupling induces an anharmonic
potential on the AF tip, and the strength of this cou-
pling, which reveals the average charge in the left dot, is
manifested in the AF tip’s oscillation frequency. The
oscillation is harmonic in the absence of capacitive cou-
pling to local charges12.
An electric field along the two DBs can be created
by attaching leads to the surface and applying an elec-
tric potential.13? This electric potential bias will cause
the excess electron position probability distribution to
be more heavily weighted in the left or right DB de-
pending on the sign and strength of the bias. In our
scheme this site-location probability is observed by mea-
suring the AF tip oscillation frequency. For zero bias
the electron is equally probable to be on the right or left.
Furthermore the tunneling rate is a function of the ap-
plied bias as the electric field modifies the barrier between
the L and R dots.
To determine tunneling rate and decoherence, a driv-
ing force is added, which pushes the excess electron back
and forth rapidly between the two DBs with a rate com-
parable to the tunnelling frequency. In the case of two
DBs, the driving field needs to be in the near-infrared
(NIR) regime. If the NIR field is off-resonant with the
inter-dot tunneling frequency, the resultant force has only
a small perturbative effect on the double-dot system so
the electron-site distribution is nearly the same as the re-
sult without the NIR field at all. if the NIR field is reso-
nant, then we show that the NIR field pushes the electron
into being equally likely on the left or right. Thus reso-
nances should be observable by seeing sudden changes in
the excess-electron distribution, hence sudden changes in
the AF tip oscillation frequency, when the NIR field is
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to measure the time-averaged location of the excess charge by employing a capacitively-coupled
atomic-force microscope tip to create an electric-potential difference between the two dangling bonds
while simultaneously driving the dangling-bond pair with a near-infrared field. When the near-
infrared field is resonant with the tunneling frequency between the dangling bonds subject to the
biased potential, the time-averaged excess-charge location should be symmetric; otherwise the time-
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(1)
Two nearby quantum dots can share a single donor-
supplied excess electron thereby functioning as an effec-
tive two-level system known as a ‘charge qubit’, with ap-
plications to quantum computing1–3 and spin-charge con-
version3,4 for spin-qubit readout.5 Although solid-state
charge qubits have been demonstrated in semiconductors
and superconductors.1,6 inter-dot tunneling rates vary
due to growth imperfections and decoherence mechanism.
We have suggested overcoming these challenges by em-
ploying silicon-surface dangling bonds (DBs) as closely-
spaced quantum dots sharing a single donor-supplied
electron,7 which is predicted to be highly coherent with
a tunneling time between 10 fs and 1 ps.8,9 The disad-
vantage of our strategy is rapidity of tunneling, meaning
that direct characterization by monitoring the oscillation
is not feasible electronically. Here we propose a strat-
egy to measure the rate and coherence of tunneling by
controlling and monitoring time averaged charge distri-
butions between such dots. These measurements are in-
spired by previous experiments on double quantum dot
structures in the microwave regime.10,11
The two DBs are near enough that electrostatic repul-
sion prevents both DBs from gaining an excess electron
but sufficiently far apart that they are not chemically
bonded together. In our approach, the electron’s posi-
tion within the ‘left’ (L) or ‘right’ (R) quantum dot is
discerned by an atomic force microscope (AFM) capaci-
tively coupled to one DB in the pair, and the slow mea-
surement averages over many oscillations thereby losing
all direct information about the tunneling rate and de-
coherence. Capacitive coupling induces an anharmonic
potential on the AFM tip, and the strength of this cou-
pling, which reveals the average charge in the left dot, is
manifested in the AFM tip’s oscillation frequency. The
oscillation is harmonic in the absence of capacitive cou-
pling to local charges12.
An electric field along the two DBs can be created
by attaching leads to the surface and applying an elec-
tric potential.13? This electric potential bias will cause
the excess electron position probability distribution to
be more heavily weighted in the left or right DB de-
pending on the sign and strength of the bias. In our
scheme this site-location probability is observed by mea-
suring the AFM tip oscillation frequency. For zero bias
the electron is equally probable to be on the right or left.
Furthermore the tunneling rate is a function of the ap-
plied bias as the electric field modifies the barrier between
the L and R dots.
To determine tunneling rate and decoherence, a driv-
ing force is added, which pushes the excess electron back
and forth rapidly between the two DBs with a rate com-
parable to the tunnelling frequency. In the case of two
DBs, the driving field needs to be in the near-infrared
(NIR) regime. If the NIR field is off-resonant with the
inter-dot tunneling frequency, the resultant force has only
a small perturbative effect on the double-dot system so
the electron-site distribution is nearly the same as the re-
sult without the NIR field at all. if the NIR field is reso-
nant, then we show that the NIR field pushes the electron
into being equally likely on the left or right. Thus reso-
nances should be observable by seeing sudden changes in
the excess-electron distribution, hence sudden changes in
the AFM tip oscillation frequency, when the NIR field is
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(1)
Two nearby quantum dots can share a single do or-
supplied excess electron thereby functio ing as an effec-
tive two-level system k own as a ‘charge qubit’, with ap-
plications to quantum computing1–3 and spin-charge con-
version3,4 for spin-qubit readout.5 Although solid-state
charge qubits have been demonstrate in semiconductors
and superconductors.1,6 inter-dot tunneling rat s var
due to growth imperfectio s a d decoher nce mechanism
We have suggested overcoming these challenges by em-
ploying silicon-surface dangling bonds (DBs) as closely-
spaced quantum dots sharing a single donor-supplied
electron,7 which is predicted to be highly coherent with
a tunneling time between 10 fs a d 1 ps.8,9 The disad-
vantage of our strategy is rapidity f tunneling, meaning
that direct characterization by monitoring the oscillation
is not feasible electronically. Here we propose a strat-
egy to measure the rate and coherence of unneling by
controlling and monitoring time averaged cha ge distri-
butions between such dots. These measurements are in-
spired by previous experiments on double quantum dot
structures in the microwave regime.10,11
The two DBs are near enough that electrostatic repul-
sion prevents both DBs from gaining an excess electron
but sufficiently far apart that they are not chemically
bonded together. In our approach, the electron’s posi-
tion within the ‘left’ (L) or ‘right’ (R) quantum dot is
discerned by an atomic forc microsco e (AFM) capaci-
tively coupled to one DB in the pair, and the slow mea-
surement averages over many oscillations thereby losing
all direct inform tion about the tunneling rate and de-
coherence. Capacitive coupling induces an an armonic
potential on the AFM tip, and the strength of this cou-
pling, which reveals the average c arge in the left dot, is
manifested in the AFM tip’s oscillation frequency. The
oscillation is harmoni in the absence f capacitiv cou-
pling to local charges12.
An electric field along the two DBs can be created
by attaching leads to the surface and applying an elec-
tric potential.13? This elec ric tent al bias will cause
the excess electron position probability distribution to
be more heavily weighted in the l ft or rig t DB d -
pending on the sign and str ngth of the bias. In our
cheme this site-location probability is observed by mea-
suring the AFM tip oscillation frequency. For zero bias
the electron is equally probable to b on the right or left.
Furthermore the tunneling rat is a function of the ap-
plied bias as the lectric field modifies the barrier between
the L and R dots.
To determine tun eling rate and d coherence, a driv-
ing force is added, which pushes he excess e ctron back
and for h rapid y betwe n the two DBs wit a rate com-
parable to the tunnelling frequency. In the case of two
DBs, the driving field needs to be in he near-infrar d
(NIR) regime. If the NIR field is off-resonant with the
i ter-dot tunn ling freque cy, the resultant forc has only
a small per urbative effect on the double-do system so
the electron-site distribution is nearly the same as the re-
sult without the NIR field at all. if the NIR field is reso-
nant, then we show that the NIR field pushes the electron
into being equally likely on the left or right. Thus reso-
nances should be observable by seeing sudden changes in
the excess-electron distribution, hence sudden changes in
the AFM tip oscillation frequency, when the NIR field is
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We devise a scheme to characterize tunneling by an excess electron shared between a pair of
nearby dangling-bonds on a silicon surface. We conjecture that the tunneling will be highly coherent
but too fast to be characterized by conventional electronic techniques. Our approach is instead
to measure the time-averaged location of the excess charge by employing a capacitively-coupled
atomic-force microscope tip to create an electric-potential difference between the two dangling bonds
while simultaneously driving the dangling-bond pair with a near-infrared field. When the near-
infrared field is resonant with the tu neling frequency between the dangling bonds subject to the
biased potential, the time-averaged excess-charge location should be symmetric; otherwise the time-
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(1)
Two nearby quantum dots can share a single donor-
supplied excess electron thereby functioning as an effec-
tive two-level system known as a ‘charge qubit’, with ap-
plications to quantum computing1–3 and spin-charge con-
version3,4 for spin-qubit readout.5 Although solid-state
charge qubits have been demonstrated in semiconductors
and superconductors.1,6 inter-dot tunneling rates vary
due to growth imperfections and decoherence mechanism.
We have suggested overcoming these challenges by em-
ploying silicon-surface dangling bonds (DBs) as closely-
spaced quantum dots sharing a single donor-supplied
electron,7 which is predicted be highly coherent with
a tunneling time between 10 fs and 1 ps.8,9 The disad-
vantage of our strategy is rapidity of tunneling, mean g
that direct characterizati n by monitoring the oscillatio
is not feasible electronically. H re we pr pose a strat-
egy to measure the rate and heren of tunneling by
controlling and monitoring time averaged charge distri-
butions between such dots. These measurements are in-
spired by previous experiments on double quantum dot
structures in the microwave regime.10,11
The two DBs are near enough that electrostatic repul-
sion prevents both DBs fro gaining an excess electron
but sufficiently far apart that they are ot che ically
bonded together. In our approach, the electron’s posi-
tion within the ‘left’ (L) o ‘right’ (R) quantu dot is
discerned by an atomi force microscope (AFM) capaci-
tively coupled to one DB in the pair, and th slow mea-
sur me t averages over many oscillations th reby losing
all di ect i formation about he tun eling rate and de-
cohere ce. Capacitive coupling induces an nharmonic
potential o th AFM tip, a d the trength of this cou-
pli g, which reveals the averag charge in the left dot, is
manifest in he AFM tip’s oscillatio frequency. The
oscillation is harmonic in the absence of capacitive cou-
pling to local charges12.
An electri fi ld along the two DBs can be cre ted
by attaching eads to the surface and applying an elec-
tric potential.13? This lectric potential bias will cause
the excess e ectron position pr babili y distributio to
be more heavily weig ted in the left or rig t DB de-
pending on the sign and str ngth of the bias. In ur
scheme this site-location probability is observed by mea-
suring the AFM tip oscillation frequency. For zero bias
the electron s equally probable to be on the right or left.
Furthermore the tunneling rate is a function of the ap-
plied bias as the electric field modifies the barrier between
the L and R dots.
To determine tunneling rate and decoherence, a driv-
ing force is ad ed, which pushes th excess el ctron back
and f rth rapidly between the two DBs with a rate com-
p rable to the tun elling frequency. In the case of two
DBs, the driving field needs to be in the near-infrared
(NIR) regime. If the NIR field is off-r onant with th
inter-dot tunneling frequency, the resultant force has only
a small perturbative effect on the double-d t system so
the electron-site distribution is early the same as the re-
ult without the NIR field at all. if the NIR field is reso-
nan , hen we show that the NIR field pushes the elect on
into being equally lik ly on the left or right. Thus reso-
nances should be observable by seeing sudde changes i
he excess-el ctron dis ribut on, henc sudd n changes in
the AFM tip oscillation frequ ncy, when the NIR field is
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We devise a scheme to characterize tunneling by an excess electron shared between a pair of
nearby dangling-bonds on a silicon surface. We conjecture that the tunneling will be highly coherent
but too fast to be characterized by conventional electronic techniques. Our approach is instead
to measure the time-averaged location of the excess charge by employing a capacitively-coupled
atomic-forc microscope tip to create an electric-potential differenc between the two dangling bonds
while simultaneously driving the dangling-bond pair with a near-i frared fie d. When the n ar-
infrared field is r son nt with the tunneling frequ ncy betwe n the dangling bonds subject to the
biased potential, th time-averaged excess-c arge location should be symmetric; otherwise the time-
averaged locat on is asymmetric proportional to the bias. This resonant symm try effect should not
only revea the t nneling rate but also the nature nd rate of decoherence of this tunneling.
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I. INTRODUCTION
(i) ωNIR = 350 THz
(ii) ωNIR = 300 THz
(iii) ωNIR = 250 THz
(iv) ωNIR 200 z
(v) ωNIR 150 z
(1)
Two nearby quantum dots can share a single donor-
supplied excess electron thereby functioning as an effec-
tive two-level system known as a ‘charge qubit’, with ap-
plications to quantum computing1–3 and spin-charge con-
version3,4 for spin-qubit readout.5 Although solid-state
charge qubits have been demonstrated in semiconductors
and superconductors.1,6 inter-dot tunneling rates vary
due to growth imperfections and decoherence mechanism.
We have suggested overcoming these challenges by em-
ploying silicon-surface dangling bonds (DBs) as closely-
spaced quantum dots sharing a single donor-supplied
electron,7 which is predicted to be highly coherent with
a tunneling time between 10 fs and 1 ps.8,9 The disad-
vantage of our strategy is rapidity of u neling, meani g
that direct characterization by monitori g the os illation
is not feasi le electronically. Here we propose a strat-
egy to measure the rate and co erence of tunneling by
controlling and monitoring time ave aged charge distr -
butions between such dots. These measurements ar i -
spired by previous experiments on ouble quantum dot
structures in the microwave regime.10,11
The two DBs are near e oug that ele rostatic repul-
sion prevents both DBs from gaining an exce s electron
but sufficiently far apart that they are not chemically
bonded together. In our appro ch, the electron’s posi-
tion within the ‘left’ (L) or ‘right’ (R) quantum dot is
discerned by an atomic force microscope (AFM) capaci-
tively coupled to o e DB in the pair, and the slow mea-
urement verages over m ny oscillations thereby losing
all irect information about the tunneling rate and de-
cohere ce. Capacitive coupling induces an anharmonic
potential on the AFM tip, and the strength of this cou-
pling, which reveals the average charge in th left dot, is
manifested in th AFM tip’s oscillation frequency. The
oscillatio is harmonic in the abs nc of capacitive cou-
pling t local charges12.
An electric field along the wo DBs can be created
by attaching leads to the surface and applying an elec-
tric potential.13? This electric potential bias will cause
the excess electron position probability distribution to
be more heavily weighted n th left or right DB de-
pending on the sign and strength f the bias. In our
scheme thi site-l cation probability is observed by mea-
suring the AFM tip oscillation freque cy. For zer bias
the el tron is equally pr bable to be on he right or left.
Furthermore the tunneling rate is a function of the ap-
pli d bias as t electric field modifie the barrier between
the L and R dots.
To determi e tunneling rate and decoherence, a driv-
ing f rce is added, which pushes the excess electron back
d forth rapidly between the two DBs with a rate com-
parable to the tunn lling fr que cy. In the case of two
DBs, the drivi g field needs to b in the near-i frared
(NIR) regim . If t e NIR field is off-resonant with the
inter-dot tunneling frequency, the resultant force has nly
a s all perturbative eff ct on the dou le-dot system so
the electron-sit distributio is nearly t same as the re-
sult wit out the NIR field at all. if the NIR field is r so-
na t, t en we show that the NIR field pushes the electron
into being equally likely on t e left r right. Thus r so-
nanc s shoul be observa le by se ing sudden changes in
the excess-electron distributio , h nce sudden ch ng s in
the AFM tip scillat o frequency, when the NIR field is
FIG. 8: AFM frequency shift as the tip scans along a line
coinciding with the DBP axis. The thre curv s corres o d
to as many equilibrium heights of th AFM tip i dicate in
the legend, while the other sc characteristi s h e the values
indicated in the text.
In readout of a DBP− exce s cha ge, th total AFM
frequency shift is given by
∆ωAFM = ρL∆ω
(L) + ρR∆ω
(R)
= ρL
(
ω(L) − ω0
)
+ (1− ρL)
(
ω(R) − ω0
)
(38)
= ξρL +
(
ω(R) − ω0
)
,
where ∆ω(L) (∆ω(R)) is the frequency shift due t the
charge localized in the left (right) DB and each frequency
shift is weighted by the corresponding time-averaged
charge probability ρL (ρR). The parameter ξ is the dif-
ferential frequency shift of the cantilever caused by the
excess charge tunneling from the right to the left DB; i.e.
ξ = ω(L) − ω(R). (39)
Equation (38) indicates that the AFM readout ∆ωAFM
is linear in ρL. Thus, we expect to observe resonances in
the AFM output signal while scanning through a range
of bias values Vb, owing to the existence of resonance
features for ρL as seen in Fig. 3.
Note that the task of sensing the location of a sin-
gle charge as in previous experimental work40 is different
from the current task, where we attempt to obtain infor-
mation about both the location and the rates of (driven)
motion of the electron. However, this does not violate
the uncertainty principle as we are not measuring the
instantaneous location and momentum of the particle,
but rather time-averaged quantities, and the ultimate
knowledge we aim to obtain of the quantum system is
statistical in nature.
In order to optimize the AFM read-out, we judiciously
choose experimental parameters. First, the AFM can-
tilever parameters should be chosen so that the noise is
10
much lower than the signal. Second, for a given can-
tilever, we choose an appropriate oscillation amplitude
for the AFM tip. Larger amplitudes yield lower noise,
whereas lower amplitudes offer better spatial resolution.
Finally, ξ should be maximized with respect to x to
achieve the largest possible frequency-shift read-out.
Although the greater sensitivity of silicon cantilevers
is certainly a desirable feature for the purpose of the cur-
rent study, at present it seems unlikely that they would
allow the required atomic resolution mainly due to their
inability to achieve low-amplitude oscillations and thus
perform scans very close to the sample, 1-2 nm. Attempt-
ing such tasks would likely lead to undesired frequent
jump-to-contact events and thus very poor scans.
On the other hand, the qPlus tuning-fork system, al-
though less sensitive, has been already proven to sense
single charge with atomic spatial resolution40 due to its
robustness and ability to scan very close to the sample at
low amplitudes. (It easily avoids certain problems such
as the jump-to-contact issue.46) It also allows combined
AFM/STM studies thus facilitating DB fabrication and
precise positioning during the experiment. Therefore in
this study we choose parameters representative of the
qPlus system, keeping in mind that the optimal system
may have characteristics somewhere in between those of
the tuning fork and silicon cantilevers.
As experimental values, we henceforth assume f0 =
30 kHz, k = 1800 N/m, Q = 5×104, Rt = 5 nm, Vt = 0 V,
and operation at liquid helium temperature. Also, unless
otherwise specified, the oscillation amplitude and equilib-
rium height for the AFM tip are assumed to be 3 A˚ and
1 nm, respectively. The total noise in the frequency shift
signal estimated for all the results below is less than
5 mHz at 4 K and 9 mHz at 77 K. As the AFM experi-
ments yield the frequency shift in units of Hz, we present
our results below in terms of ∆fAFM = ∆ωAFM/2pi.
For a DBP− with separation of 7.68 A˚, the AFM maxi-
mum differential-frequency shift is obtained when the left
dangling-bond is x ≈ 3 A˚ away from the AFM tip central
axis. Figure 8 depicts the AFM frequency shift ∆fAFM
as a function of the lateral tip position x. In this figure,
it is clear that the effect of a trapped charge on the value
of the AFM frequency is highly dependent on tip height.
The great increase in signal for a tip height less than 1
nm is due to the fact that image-charge forces dominate
in such close proximity to the localized charge.
Note that despite the simplicity of our model, the cal-
culated magnitude of the signal is commensurate with
past experimental results of single-charge sensing with
atomic resolution.40 Hence, this scheme is appropriately
sensitive to small displacements of single trapped charge.
Figure 9 shows the resonant peaks in the AFM signal.
These resonant features are reflected in the oscillation
frequency of the AFM tip when the DBP− is simultane-
ously exposed to a static bias and a driving radiation.
In fact, the resonances can be exploited by varying the
static bias for a fixed driving frequency. For each value of
driving frequency a pair of resonant peaks appear on the
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We devise a scheme to characterize tunneling by an excess electron shared between a pair of
nearby dangling-bonds on a silicon surface. We conjecture that the tunneling will be highly coherent
but too fast to be characterized by conventional electronic techniques. Our approach is instead
to measure the time-averaged location of the excess charge by employing a capacitively-coupled
atomic-force microscope tip to create an electric-potential difference between the two dangling bonds
while simultaneously driving the dangling-bond pair with a near-infrared field. When the near-
infrared field is resonant with the tunneling frequency between the dangling bonds subject to the
biased potential, the time-averaged excess-charge location should be symmetric; otherwise the time-
averaged location is asymmetric proportional to the bias. This resonant symmetry effect should not
only reveal the tunneling rate but also the nature and rate of decoherence of this tunneling.
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(1)
Two nearby quantum dots can share a single donor-
supplied excess electron thereby functioning as an effec-
tive two-level system known as a ‘charge qubit’, with ap-
plications to quantum computing1–3 and spin-charge con-
version3,4 for spin-qubit readout.5 Although solid-state
charge qubits have been demonstrated in semiconductors
and superconductors.1,6 inter-dot tunneling rates vary
due to growth imperfections and decoherence mechanism.
We have suggested overcoming these challenges by em-
ploying silicon-surface dangling bonds (DBs) as closely-
spaced quantum dots sharing a single donor-supplied
electron,7 which is predicted to be highly coherent with
a tunneling time between 10 fs and 1 ps.8,9 The disad-
vantage of our strategy is rapidity of tunneling, meaning
that direct characterization by monitoring the oscillation
is not feasible electronically. Here we propose a strat-
egy to measure the rate and coherence of tunneling by
controlling and monitoring time averaged charge distri-
butions between such dots. These measurements are in-
spired by previous experiments on double quantum dot
structures in the microwave regime.10,11
The two DBs are near enough that electrostatic repul-
sion prevents both DBs from gaining an excess electron
but sufficiently far apart that they are not chemically
bonded together. In our approach, the electron’s posi-
tion within the ‘left’ (L) or ‘right’ (R) quantum dot is
discerned by an atomic force microscope (AFM) capaci-
tively coupled to one DB in the pair, and the slow mea-
surement averages over many oscillations thereby losing
all direct information about the tunneling rate and de-
coherence. Capacitive coupling induces an anharmonic
potential on the AFM tip, and the strength of this cou-
pling, which reveals the average charge in the left dot, is
manifested in the AFM tip’s oscillation frequency. The
oscillation is harmonic in the absence of capacitive cou-
pling to local charges12.
An electric field along the two DBs can be created
by attaching leads to the surface and applying an elec-
tric potential.13? This electric potential bias will cause
the excess electron position probability distribution to
be more heavily weighted in the left or right DB de-
pending on the sign and strength of the bias. In our
scheme this site-location probability is observed by mea-
suring the AFM tip oscillation frequency. For zero bias
the electron is equally probable to be on the right or left.
Furthermore the tunneling rate is a function of the ap-
plied bias as the electric field modifies the barrier between
the L and R dots.
To determine tunneling rate and decoherence, a driv-
ing force is added, which pushes the excess electron back
and forth rapidly between the two DBs with a rate com-
parable to the tunnelling frequency. In the case of two
DBs, the driving field needs to be in the near-infrared
(NIR) regime. If the NIR field is off-resonant with the
inter-dot tunneling frequency, the resultant force has only
a small perturbative effect on the double-dot system so
the electron-site distribution is nearly the same as the re-
sult without the NIR field at all. if the NIR field is reso-
nant, then we show that the NIR field pushes the electron
into being equally likely on the left or right. Thus reso-
nances should be observable by seeing sudden changes in
the excess-electron distribution, hence sudden changes in
the AFM tip oscillation frequency, when the NIR field is
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but too fast to be characterized by conventional electronic techniques. Our approach is instead
to measure the time-averaged location of the excess charge by employing a capacitively-coupled
atomic-force microscope tip to create an electric-potential difference between the two dangling bonds
while simultaneously driving the dangling-bond pair with a near-infrared field. When the near-
infrared field is resonant with the tunneling frequency between the dangling bonds subject to the
biased potential, the time-averaged excess-charge location should be symmetric; otherwise the time-
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(1)
Two nearby quantum dots can share a single donor-
supplied excess electron thereby functioning as an effec-
tive two-level system known as a ‘charge qubit’, with ap-
plications to quantum computing1–3 and spin-charge con-
version3,4 for spin-qubit readout.5 Although solid-state
charge qubits have been demonstrated in semiconductors
and superconductors.1,6 inter-dot tunneling rates vary
due to growth imperfections and decoherence mechanism.
We have suggested overcoming these challenges by em-
ploying silicon-surface dangling bonds (DBs) as closely-
spaced quantum dots sharing a single donor-supplied
electron,7 which is predicted to be highly coherent with
a tunneling time between 10 fs and 1 ps.8,9 The disad-
vantage of our strategy is rapidity of tunneling, meaning
that direct characterization by monitoring the oscillation
is not feasible electronically. Here we propose a strat-
egy to measure the rate and coherence of tunneling by
controlling and monitoring time averaged charge distri-
butions between such dots. These measurements are in-
spired by previous experiments on double quantum dot
structures in the microwave regime.10,11
The two DBs are near enough that electrostatic repul-
sion prevents both DBs from gaining an excess electron
but sufficiently far apart that they are not chemically
bonded together. In our approach, the electron’s posi-
tion within the ‘left’ (L) or ‘right’ (R) quantum dot is
discerned by an atomic force microscope (AFM) capaci-
tively coupled to one DB in the pair, and the slow mea-
surement averages over many oscillations thereby losing
all direct information about the tunneling rate and de-
coherence. Capacitive coupling induces an anharmonic
potential on the AFM tip, and the strength of this cou-
pling, which reveals the average charge in the left dot, is
manifested in the AFM tip’s oscillation frequency. The
oscillation is harmonic in the absence of capacitive cou-
pling to local charges12.
An electric field along the two DBs can be created
by attaching leads to the surface and applying an elec-
tric potential.13? This electric potential bias will cause
the excess electron position probability distribution to
be more heavily weighted in the left or right DB de-
pending on the sign and strength of the bias. In our
scheme this site-location probability is observed by mea-
suring the AFM tip oscillation frequency. For zero bias
the electron is equally probable to be on the right or left.
Furthermore the tunneling rate is a function of the ap-
plied bias as the electric field modifies the barrier between
the L and R dots.
To determine tunneling rate and decoherence, a driv-
ing force is added, which pushes the excess electron back
and forth rapidly between the two DBs with a rate com-
parable to the tunnelling frequency. In the case of two
DBs, the driving field needs to be in the near-infrared
(NIR) regime. If the NIR field is off-resonant with the
inter-dot tunneling frequency, the resultant force has only
a small perturbative effect on the double-dot system so
the electron-site distribution is nearly the same as the re-
sult without the NIR field at all. if the NIR field is reso-
nant, then we show that the NIR field pushes the electron
into being equally likely on the left or right. Thus reso-
nances should be observable by seeing sudden changes in
the excess-electron distribution, hence sudden changes in
the AFM tip oscillation frequency, when the NIR field is
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while simultaneously driving the dangling-bond pair with a near-infrared field. When the near-
infrared field is resonant with the tunneling frequency between the dangling bonds subject to the
biased potential, the time-averaged excess-charge location should be symmetric; otherwise the time-
averaged location is asymmetric proportional to the bias. This resonant symmetry effect should not
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(1)
Two nearby quantum dots can share a single donor-
supplied excess electron thereby functioning as an effec-
tive two-level system known as a ‘charge qubit’, with ap-
plications to quantum computing1–3 and spin-charge con-
version3,4 for spin-qubit readout.5 Although solid-state
charge qubits have been demonstrated in semiconductors
and superconductors.1,6 inter-dot tunneling rates vary
due to growth imperfections and decoherence mechanism.
We have suggested overcoming these challenges by em-
ploying silicon-surface dangling bonds (DBs) as closely-
spaced quantum dots sharing a single donor-supplied
electron,7 which is predicted to be highly coherent with
a tunneling time between 10 fs and 1 ps.8,9 The disad-
vantage of our strategy is rapidity of tunneling, meaning
that direct characterization by monitoring the oscillation
is not feasible electronically. Here we propose a strat-
egy to measure the rate and coherence of tunneling by
controlling and monitoring time averaged charge distri-
butions between such dots. These measurements are in-
spired by previous experiments on double quantum dot
structures in the microwave regime.10,11
The two DBs are near enough that electrostatic repul-
sion prevents both DBs from gaining an excess electron
but sufficiently far apart that they are not chemically
bonded together. In our approach, the electron’s posi-
tion within the ‘left’ (L) or ‘right’ (R) quantum dot is
discerned by an atomic force microscope (AFM) capaci-
tively coupled to one DB in the pair, and the slow mea-
surement averages over many oscillations thereby losing
all direct information about the tunneling rate and de-
coherence. Capacitive coupling induces an anharmonic
potential on the AFM tip, and the strength of this cou-
pling, which reveals the average charge in the left dot, is
manifested in the AFM tip’s oscillation frequency. The
oscillation is harmonic in the absence of capacitive cou-
pling to local charges12.
An e ectric field alon the two DBs can be created
by attaching leads to the surface and applying an elec-
tric potential.13? This electric potential bias will cause
the excess electron position probability distribution to
be more heavily weighted in the left or right DB de-
pending on the sign and strength of the bias. In our
scheme this site-location probability is observed by mea-
suring the AFM tip oscillation frequency. For zero bias
the electron is equally probable to be on the right or left.
Furthermore the tunneling rate is a function of the ap-
plied bias as the electric field modifies the barrier between
the L and R dots.
To determi e tunneling rate and decoherence, a driv-
ing force is added, which pushes the excess electron back
and forth rapidly between the two DBs with a rate com-
parable to the tunnelling frequency. In the case of two
DBs, the driving field needs to be in the near-infrared
(NIR) regime. If the NIR field is off-resonant with the
inter-dot tunneling frequency, the resultant force has only
a small perturbative effect on the double-dot system so
the electron-site distribution is nearly the same as the re-
sult without the NIR field at all. if the NIR field is reso-
nant, then we show that the NIR field pushes the electron
into being equally likely on the left or right. Thus reso-
nances should be observable by seeing sudden changes in
the excess-electron distribution, hence sudden changes in
the AFM tip oscillation frequency, when the NIR field is
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We devise a scheme to characterize tunneli g by an excess electron shared between a pair of
nearby dangling-bonds on a silicon surface. We conjecture that the tunneling will be highly coherent
but too fast to be characterized by conventional electronic techniques. Our approach is instead
to measure the time-averaged location of the excess charge by employing a capacitively-coupled
atomic-force microscope tip to create an electric-potential differe ce between the two dangling bonds
while simultaneously driving the dangli g-b d pair with near-infrared field. W en the near-
infrared field is resonant with the tunneling frequency etween the d ngling bonds subject to the
biased potential, the time-averaged excess-charge location should be symmetric; otherwise the time-
averaged location is asymmetric proportional to the bias. This resonant symmetry effect should ot
only reveal the tunneling rate but als the nature and rate of decoherence of this tu neling.
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(1)
Two nearby quantum dots can share a single donor-
supplied excess electron thereby functioning as an effec-
tive two-level system known as a ‘charge qubit’, with ap-
plications to quantum computing1–3 and spin-charge con-
version3,4 for spin-qubit readout.5 Although solid-state
charge qubits have been demonstrated in semiconductors
and superconductors.1,6 inter-dot tunneling rates vary
due to growth imperfections and decoherence echanism.
We have suggested overcoming these challenges by em-
ploying silicon-surface dangling bonds (DBs) as closely-
spaced quantum dots sharing a single donor-supplied
electron,7 which is predicted to be highly coherent with
a tunneling time between 10 fs and 1 ps.8,9 The disad-
vantage of our strategy is rapidity of tunneling, meaning
that direct characterization by monitoring the oscillation
is not feasible electronically. Here we propose a strat-
egy to measure the rate and coherence of tunneling by
controlling and monitoring time averaged charge distri-
butions between such dots. These measurements are in-
spired by previous experiments on double quantum dot
structures in the microwave regime.10,11
The two DBs are near enough that electrostatic repul-
sion prevents both DBs from gaining an excess electron
but sufficiently far apart that they are not chemically
bonded together. In our approach, the electron’s posi-
tion within the ‘left’ (L) or ‘right’ (R) quantum dot is
discerned by an atomic force microscope (AFM) capaci-
tively coupled to one DB in the pair, and the slow mea-
surement averages over many oscillations thereby losing
all direct information about the tunneling rate and de-
coherence. Capacitive coupling induces an anharmonic
potential on the AFM tip, and the strength of this cou-
pling, which reveals the average charge in the left dot, is
manifested in the AFM tip’s oscillation frequency. The
oscillation is harmonic in the absence of capacitive cou-
pling to local charges12.
An e ectric field alon the two DBs can be created
by attaching leads to the surface and applying an elec-
tric potential.13? This electric potential bias will cause
the excess electron position probability distribution to
be more heavily weighted in the left or right DB de-
pending on the sign and strength of the bias. In our
scheme this site-location probability is observed by mea-
suring the AFM tip oscillation frequency. For zero bias
the electron is equally probable to be on the right or left.
F rthermore the tunneling rate is a function of the ap-
plied bias as the electric field modifies the barrier between
the L nd R dots.
To determi e tunneling rate and decoherence, a driv-
ing force is added, which pushes the excess electron back
and forth rapidly between the two DBs with a rate com-
parable to the tunnelling frequency. In the case of two
DBs, the driving field needs to be in the near-infrared
(NIR) regime. If the NIR field is off-resonant with the
inter-dot tunneling frequency, the resultant force has only
a small perturbative effect on the double-dot system so
the electron-site distribution is nearly the same as the re-
sult without the NIR field at all. if the NIR field is reso-
nant, then we show that the NIR field pushes the electron
into being equally likely on the left or right. Thus reso-
nances should be observable by seeing sudden changes in
the excess-electron distribution, hence sudden changes in
the AFM tip oscillation frequency, when the NIR field is
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We devise a scheme to charact rize tunneling by an excess electron shared between a pair of
nearby da gling-bonds on a silicon surface. We conjecture that t e tunneli g will be highly coherent
but too fast to be characterized by conventional electronic tec niques. Our approach is instead
to m asure the time-averaged location of the excess ch rge by employing a capacitively-coupled
atomic-force micros ope tip to create an electric-potential differe ce between the two dangling bonds
while simult eously driving the dangling-bond pair with a n ar-infrared field. When the near-
infrared fi ld is resonant with the tunneling freque cy between the dangling bonds subject to the
biased potential, the tim -averaged excess-charge location s ould be sym tric; otherwise the time-
averaged location is symm tric proportional to the bias. This resonant symmetry effect should not
only reveal the tunneling rate but also the nature and rate of d coherence of this tunneling.
PACS numbers: ?
I. INTRODUCTION
(i) ωNIR = 350 THz
(ii) ωNIR = 300 THz
(iii) ωNIR = 250 THz
(iv) ωNIR = 200 THz
(v) ωNIR = 150 THz
(1)
Two ne rby quantum dots can share a single donor-
supplied excess electron thereby functioning as an effec-
tive two-level syst m know as a ‘charge qubit’, with ap-
plications to q antum computing1–3 and spin-charg con-
version3,4 for spin-q bit readout.5 Although solid-state
charge q bits have b en demonstrated in se iconductors
a supercond ctors.1,6 inter-dot tunneling rates vary
due to growth imperfections a d decoherence mechanism.
We have suggested overcoming these challenges by em-
ploying silic -surface dangling bonds (DBs) as closely-
paced qu ntum dots sharing a single donor-suppl ed
lectron,7 which is pre ict d to be highly coh r nt ith
a tunneling time betwee 10 f a 1 ps.8,9 The disad-
vantage of our s rategy is rapidity of tunneling, meaning
that direct characterizati n by m itoring the oscillation
is not feasible elect nicall . Here we propose a strat-
egy to measure the rate and coherence of tu neling by
controlling and monitorin time averaged charge distri-
butions b tween such dots. These measurements are in-
spi ed by previ s experiments on doubl quantum dot
structu s in the microwave regime.10,11
The two DBs ar near enough that electrostatic r pul-
sion prevents both DBs from gai i g a exc ss el ctron
but sufficientl far apart that they are ot c emically
bonded t gether. In ou approach, the l ctron’s posi-
tion within he ‘left’ (L) or ‘right’ (R) quantum dot is
discerned by an atomic force mi roscope (AFM) capaci-
tively coupled to one DB in the pair, and the slow mea-
surement aver ges over many oscillations thereby losing
all direct information about the tunneling rate and de-
coherence. Capacitive coupling induces an anharmonic
potential on the AFM tip, and the strength of this cou-
pling, which reveals the average charge in the left dot, is
manife ted in he AFM tip’s oscillation frequency. The
oscillation is harmonic in he absence of capacitive cou-
pling to local charges12.
An electric field along the two DBs can be created
by attaching leads to the surface and applying an elec-
tric potential.13? This electric potential bias will cause
the excess electron position probability distribution to
be more heavily weighted in th left or right DB de-
pending on the sign and strength of the bias. In our
scheme this site-location probability is observed by mea-
suring the AFM tip oscillation frequency. For zero bias
the electron is qually probable to be on the right or left.
Furthe more the tunneling rate is a function of the ap-
plied bias as the el ctric field modifies the barrier between
the L an R dots.
To determine tunneli g rate and decoherence, a driv-
ing force is add d, which pushes the excess electron back
and forth rapidly between the two DBs with a rate com-
parabl to t e tu nelling frequency. In the case of two
DBs, the drivi g field needs to be in the near-infrared
( I ) regime. If the NIR field is off-resonant with the
i t r-dot tunneling frequency, the resultant force has only
a small perturbative effect on the double-dot system so
the electron-site distribution is nearly the same as the re-
sult without the NIR field at all. if the NIR field is reso-
nant, then w show that the NIR field pushes the electron
into bei g equally likely on the left or right. Thus reso-
nances shoul be observable by eeing sudden changes in
the excess-el ctron istribution, hence sudden changes in
the AFM tip oscilla ion frequency, when the NIR field is
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We devise a scheme to characterize tunneling by an excess electron shared between a pair of
nearby dangling-bonds on a silicon surface. We conjecture that the tunneling will be highly coherent
but to fast to be characteriz d by conventional electronic techniques. Our approach is instead
to measure the time-averaged location of the excess charge by employing a capacitively-coupled
atomic-force microscope tip to create an electric-potential ifference between the two dangling bonds
while simultaneously driving the dangling-bond pair with a near-infrared field. When the near-
infrared field is resonant with the tunneling frequ ncy between the dangling bonds subject to the
biased potential, the time-averaged excess-charge location should be symmetric; otherwise the time-
aver ged locat on is asymmetric proportional to the bias. This resonant symmetry effect should not
only reveal the tunneling rat but also the nature and rate of decoherence of this tunneling.
PACS numbers: ?
I. INTRODUCTION
(i) ωNIR = 350 THz
(ii) ωNIR = 300 THz
(iii) ωNIR = 250 THz
(iv) ωNIR = 200 THz
(v) ωNIR = 150 THz
(1)
Two nearby quantum dots can share a single donor-
supplied excess el tron thereby functioning as an effec-
tiv two-level system known as a ‘charge qubit’, wit ap-
plicatio s to quantum computing1–3 and pin-charge con-
version3,4 f r spin-qubit readout.5 Although solid-stat
charge qubits have been demonstrated in semiconductors
a d superconductors.1,6 inter-dot tunneling rates vary
due to growt imperfections and decoher nce mechani m.
We have suggested overcoming th s challenges by em-
ploying silicon-surface dangling bonds (DBs) as clos y-
space quantum dots sharing a single donor-supplied
electron,7 which is predicted to be h ghly coherent with
a tunneling time betwee 10 fs and 1 ps.8,9 The di ad-
vantage of our strategy is rapidity of tunneling, meaning
that direct char cterization by moni oring th oscillation
is not fea ible electronically. H re we propose a strat-
egy to measure the rate and coherence of tunneling by
controlling an monitori g time averaged charg distri-
butions between such dots. These measurements are in-
spired by previous experiments on double quantum dot
structures in the icrowave regime.10,11
The two DBs are near enoug that electrost ic repul-
sion prevents both DBs from gaining an excess electron
but sufficiently far apart that t ey are not chemically
bond d together. In our approach, the electron’s p si-
tion within the ‘left’ (L) or ‘right’ (R) qu ntum dot is
disc rned by an tomic force microscope (AFM) capaci-
tively coup ed to one DB in the pair, and the slow mea-
surement averages over many oscillations thereby losing
all direct information about the tunneling rate and de-
cohere ce. Capacitive coupling induces an anharmonic
poten ial on the AFM tip, and the strength of this cou-
pling, which reveals the average charge in the left dot, is
mani ested in the AFM tip’s oscillation frequency. The
oscillation s harmonic in the absence of capacitive cou-
pling to local charges12.
An electric field along the two DBs can be created
by attaching leads to the surface and applying an elec-
tric potentia .13? This electric potential bias will cause
the excess electron position probability distribution to
be mo e eavily weighted in the left or right DB de-
pending on the sign and strength of the bias. In our
schem this site-location probability is observed by mea-
suring the AFM tip oscillation frequency. For zero bias
the elect on is equally probable to be on the right or left.
Furthermore the tunneling rate is a function of the ap-
plied bias as the el ctric field modifies the barrier between
the L and R dots.
To determine tunneling rate and decoherence, a driv-
ing force is added, which pushes the excess electron back
and forth rapidly between the two DBs with a rate com-
parable to the tunnelling frequency. In the case of two
DBs, the dr ving field needs to be in the near-infrared
(NIR) regime. If the NIR field is off-resonant with the
in er-dot tunneling frequency, the resultant force has only
a small perturbative effect on the double-dot system so
the lectron- i e distribution is nearly the sa e as the re-
sult without the NIR field at all. if the NIR field is reso-
nant, then w show that the NIR field pushes the electron
into being equally likely on the left or right. Thus reso-
nances should b observable by seeing sudden changes in
the exc ss-electron distribution, hence sudden changes in
t AFM tip oscillation frequency, when the NIR field is
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W d vis a scheme to charact rize tunneling by an excess electron sh red between a pair of
nearby dangling-bonds on a silicon surface. We conjecture that the tunneling will be highly coherent
but too fast to be characterized by co ventional electronic techniques. Our approach is instead
to measure the time-averaged location of the excess charge by employing a capacitively-coupled
a omic-force microscope tip to create an electric-potential difference between the two dangling bonds
while simultaneously driving the dangling-bond pair with a near-infrared field. When the near-
infrared field is resonant with the tunneling frequency between the dangling bonds subject to the
biased potential, the time-averaged xcess-charge locati should be symmetric; otherwise the time-
averaged location is asy metric proportional o the bias. This resonant symmetry effect should not
only reveal the tunn ling rate but also the nat re and rate of decoherence of this tunneling.
PACS numb rs: ?
I. INTRODUCTION
(i) ωNIR = 350 THz
(ii) ωNIR = 300 THz
(iii) ωNIR = 250 THz
(iv) ωNIR = 200 THz
(v) ωNIR = 150 THz
(1)
Two nearby quantum do s an share a single d nor-
supplied excess electron thereby func ioning as n effec-
tive two-level system kn w as a ‘charge qubi ’, with ap-
plications to quan um computing1–3 and spin-cha ge con-
ver ion3,4 for spin-qubit readout.5 Although solid-stat
charge qubits have been demonstrated in semiconductors
nd superconductors.1,6 inter-dot tunneling rates vary
due to growth imperfecti s and decoherence mechanism.
We have suggested over oming these challenges by em-
pl ying silicon-surface dangling bonds (DBs) as closely-
spaced quantum dots sharing a single donor-supplied
electron,7 which is predict d to be highly coherent wi
a tunneling time b tween 10 fs and 1 ps.8,9 Th di ad-
vantage of our str egy is rapidi y of tunneling, meaning
that direct characteriza ion by monitoring the oscilla ion
is not feasible electronically. Here we propose a strat-
egy to measure the rate and coherence of tunneling by
controlling a d moni ori g time averaged charge dis ri-
buti s between such dots. Th s measurem nts are i -
spire by previous experiments on double qua tum ot
structures in the microwav regime.10,11
The two DBs re near enough tha electrostatic repul-
sion prevents both DBs from gaining an exc ss electron
but sufficiently f r apart that t ey are not chemically
bonded together. In our approach, the electron’s posi-
tion within the ‘left’ (L) or ‘right’ (R) quantum do is
discerned by an atomic force microscope (AFM) capaci-
tively coupled to one DB in the pair, and the slow mea-
surement averages over many oscillations thereby losing
ll dir ct information about the tunneling rate and de-
coherence. Capacitive coupling induces an anharmonic
potential on the AFM tip, and the strength of this cou-
pling, which reveals the average charge in the left dot, is
manifested in the AFM tip’s oscillation frequency. The
oscillation is harmonic in the absence of capacitive cou-
pling to local charges12.
An elect ic field along the two DBs can be created
by attaching leads to the surface and applying an elec-
tri potential.13? This electric potential bias will cause
the excess electron position probability distribution to
be more heavily weighted in the left or right DB de-
pe ding on the sign and strength of the bias. In our
scheme this site-location probability is observed by mea-
suring the AFM tip oscillation frequency. For zero bias
the electron is equally probable to be on the right or left.
Furthermore the tunneling rate is a function of the ap-
plied bias as the electric field modifies the barrier between
the L and R dots.
To determine tunneling rate and decoherence, a driv-
ing force is added, which pushes the excess electron back
and forth rapidly between the two DBs with a rate com-
parable to the tunnelling frequency. In the case of two
DBs, the driving field needs to be in the near-infrared
(NIR) regime. If the NIR field is off-resonant with the
inter-dot tunneling frequency, the resultant force has only
a s all perturbative effect on the double-dot system so
the electron-site distribution is nearly the same as the re-
sult without the NIR field at all. if the NIR field is reso-
nan , then we show that the NIR field pushes the electron
into being equally likely on the left or right. Thus reso-
na ces should be observable by seeing sudden changes in
the excess-electron distribution, hence sudden changes in
th AFM tip oscillation frequency, when the NIR field is
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We devise a scheme to characterize tunneling by an excess electron shared between a pair of
n rb danglin -b nds on a silicon surface. We conjecture that the tunneling will be highly coherent
but too fast to be ch racterized by onventional electronic techniques. Our approach is instead
to measure the time-averaged location of the excess charge by employing a capacitively-coupled
atomic-force microscope tip to create an el c ric-potential difference between the two dangling bonds
while simultaneously driving the dangling-bond pair with a near-infrared field. When the near-
infrared field is resonant with the tun eling frequency between the d ngling bonds subject to the
biased potential, the time-averaged excess-charge location should be symmetric; otherwise the time-
av raged location is asymmetric proportional to the bias. This resonant symmetry effect should not
only reveal the tu neling rate but lso the nature a d rate of decoher nce of this unneli g.
PACS numbers: ?
I. INTRODUCTION
(i) ωNIR = 350 Hz
(ii) ωNIR = 300 THz
(iii) ωNIR = 250 THz
(iv) ωNIR = 200 THz
(v) ωNIR = 150 THz
(1)
Two nearby quantum dots can share a single donor-
supplied excess electr n thereby functioning as an effec-
tive two-level system known as a ‘charge qubit’, with ap-
plications to qu tum compu ing1–3 and spin-charge con-
version3,4 for pin-qubit readout.5 Although solid-state
charge qubits have been demonstrated in semiconductors
and superconductors.1,6 inter-dot tunneling rates vary
due to growth imperfections and decoherence mechanism.
We have suggested overcoming these ch lle ges by m-
ploying silicon-surface dangl ng bond (DBs) as closely-
spaced quan u dots haring a single donor-supplied
electr n,7 which is pr dicted to be highly coherent wi h
a t n eling tim betwee 10 fs and 1 ps.8,9 The disad-
v ntage of our strategy is rapidity of tu neling, meaning
that direct haracterization b monitoring the oscillation
is not feasible electronically. Here we propose a strat-
egy to measure the rate and coherence of unneling by
ontrolling and monitoring time averaged charge distri-
butions b tween su d ts. These m as rements are in-
spired by previous exp riments on double quantum dot
structures in th microwave regime.10,11
The two DBs a e near enough that electrostatic repul-
sion prevents both DBs fro gaining an ex e s electron
but suffi i ntly far apart that they are n t chemic lly
bonded toget er. In our approach, the electron’s posi-
tion withi the ‘left’ (L) or ‘right’ (R) quantum dot is
discerned y an atomic force microscope (AFM) capaci-
tively coupled to one DB in the pair, and the slow mea-
urem nt averages over many oscillations thereby losing
all direct information about the tunneling rate and de-
coherence. Capacitive coupling induces an anharmonic
pot ntial on the AFM tip, and the strength of this cou-
pling, which reveals the average charge in the left dot, is
manifested in the AFM tip’s oscillation frequency. The
oscillation is harmonic in the absence of capacitive cou-
pling to l cal charges12.
An lectric field a ong the two DBs can be created
by attaching leads to the surface and applying an elec-
tric po ential.13? This elec ric potential bias will cause
t e excess electron position probability distribution to
b more heavily weighted in the left or right DB d -
pe ding on the sign and strength of the bias. In our
scheme this site-location probability is observed by mea-
suring the AFM tip oscillation frequency. For zero bias
the le tron is equally probable to be on the right or left.
Furthermor the tunneling rate is function of th ap-
plied bias s the electric field modifies the barr er betw en
the L and R dots.
To determine tunnel g rate and decoherence, a driv-
ing force is added, which pushes the excess electron back
and forth rapidly between the two DBs with a rate com-
parable to the tunnelling frequency. In the case of wo
DBs, the d iving field eeds to be in the near-infrared
(NIR) regime. If the NIR field is off-resonant with the
i te -dot tunneling frequency, the resultant force has only
a small perturbative effect on the double-dot system so
the elect on-site distribution is nea ly the same as the re-
sult without the NIR field t all. if the NIR field is reso-
nant, then we show that the NIR field pushes the electron
into eing equally lik ly on th left or right. Thus r s -
ances should b obs rvabl by seeing sudden changes in
the excess-electron distri ution, hence sudden changes in
the AFM tip oscillation frequency, when the NIR field is
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e devise a sche e to characterize tunneling by an excess electron shared bet een a pair of
nearby dangling-bonds on a silicon surface. e conjecture that the tunneling ill be highly coherent
but o fast to be characterized by conventional electronic techniques. ur approach is instead
to easure the ti e-averaged location of the excess charge by e ploying a capacitively-coupled
to ic-force icroscope tip to create a electric-potential difference bet een the t o dangling bonds
hile si ulta e usly driving he dangling-bo d pair ith a near-infrared field. hen the near-
infrared field is resonant it t e tunn ling frequency bet een the dangling bonds subject to the
biased potential, the ti -averaged exce s-charge location should be sy etric; other ise the ti e-
av raged location is asy etri pr portional to th bias. his resonant s etry effe t should not
only reveal the tunneling rate but lso th nature a d rate of decoher nce of this unneli g.
S nu bers: ?
I. I I
(i) I 350 T z
(ii) I 300 z
(iii) I 250 z
(iv) I 200 z
(v) I 150 z
(1)
o nearby quantu dots can share a single donor-
supplied excess electron thereby functioning as an e ec-
tive t o-level syste kno n as a ‘charge qubit’, ith ap-
plicati ns to qua tu co puting1–3 and spin-charge on-
version3,4 for spin-qubit eadout.5 lthough solid-state
charge qubits have been de onstrated in se iconductors
and superconductors.1,6 inter-dot tunneling rates vary
e to gro t i erfectio s a eco ere ce ec a is .
e ave s ggeste overco i g t ese c lle ges y -
loyi g silico -s rface a gli g o ( s) as closely-
s ace q ots ari g a si gle o or-s lie
electr ,7 ic is re icte to e ig ly co ere t it
a tu eli g ti e et en 10 fs a 1 s.8,9 e isa -
va tage of o r strategy is ra i ity of t eli g, ea i g
t at irect c aracterizatio y o itori g t e oscillatio
is ot feasi le electro ically. ere e ro ose a strat-
egy to eas re t e rate a co ere ce of t eli g y
co trolli g a o itori g i e average c arge istri-
tio s t ee s ch ts. ese as re e s are i -
s ire y revio s ex eri e ts o o le q a t ot
str ct res i t e icro ave regi e.10,11
e t o s a e ear e o g t at el ctrostatic re l-
o reve ts ot s fro gai i g a exce s electro
t s ie tly far a art t at t ey are ot c e ically
o e toget er. I o r a ro c , t e lectro ’s osi-
io it in t e ‘left’ ( ) or ‘rig t’ ( ) q a t ot is
discerned y an ato ic force icroscope ( ) capaci-
tively coupled to one in the pair, and the slo ea-
ure n averages over any oscillations thereby losing
all direct infor ation about the tunneling rate and de-
coherence. apacitive coupling induces an anhar onic
pot ntial on the tip, and the strength of this cou-
pling, hich reveals the average charge in the left dot, is
anifested in the tip’s illation frequency. he
scillation is har on c in the absence of capacitive cou-
pling to local charges12.
electric field along the t o s can be created
by attaching leads to the surface and applying an elec-
tric potential.13? his electric potential bias ill cause
the excess elec ron position probabi ity dist ibution to
be ore heavily eighted in the left or right d -
pending on the sign and strength of the bias. In our
sche e this site-location probability is observed by ea-
suring the tip oscillation frequency. or zero bias
t e le tro is eq ally ro a le to e o t e rig t or left.
rt er ore t e t eli g rate is f ctio of t a -
lie ias as t e electric fiel o ifies t e arrier et ee
t e a ots.
o eter i e t eli g rate a eco ere ce, a riv-
i g force is a e , ic s es t e exce s electro ack
a for ra i ly et ee t e t o s it a rate co -
ara le to t e t elli g fr q e cy. I t e case of o
s, t e rivi g fiel ee s to e i t e ear-i frare
( I ) regi e. If t e I fiel is o -reso a t it t e
inter- ot t eli g req e cy, t e res lta t force as o ly
a s all ert ative e ect o t e o le- ot syste so
t e electro -site istri io is ea ly t e sa e as t e re-
s lt it o t t e I fiel at all. if I fiel is reso-
a t, t e e s o t at t e I fiel s es t e electro
i to ei g eq ally lik ly o t left or rig t. s r s -
na ces s o l o serva le y seei g s e c a ges i
t e excess-electro istri tio , e ce s e c a ges i
t e ti oscillatio freq e cy, e t e I fiel is
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We d vise a scheme to characterize tunn ling by an excess electron shared betwe n a pair of
nearby dangling-bonds on a silicon surface. W conjecture that the tunneling wil be highly coherent
but too fast to be characterized by conventional electronic techniques. Our approach is instead
to m asure the time-averaged location of the excess charge by employing a capacitively-coupled
at mic-force microscope tip to create an el ctric-potential difference between the two dangling bonds
while simultaneou ly drivi g the dangling-bo d pair ith a near-infrared field. When the near-
infrared field is reso ant with the tunneling frequency between the dangling bonds subject to the
biase pot tial, he time-averaged excess-charge location should be symmetric; otherwise the time-
averaged loc tion is asymmetric proportio al to the bias. This resonant symmetry effect should not
only rev al the tu neli rate but also the nature and rate of decoherence of this tunneling.
PACS numb rs: ?
I. I TRODUCTION
(i) ωNIR = 350 THz
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Two nearby quantum dots can share a single donor-
supplied excess electron thereby f nctioning s an effec-
tive two-level system known as a ‘charge qubit’, with ap-
plications to quantum com uting1–3 and spin-charge con-
version3,4 f spin-qubit readout.5 Although solid-s ate
c rge qubits have b en demonstrated in semic nductors
nd superconductors.1,6 inter-dot tunneling rates var
due to g owth imp rfections and decoh rence mechanism.
We have sugges d overcoming these c alle ges by em-
ploying silicon-surf ce da gling bonds (DBs) as closely-
spaced quantum dots sharing a single d nor-supplied
electron,7 which is predicted to be highly coherent wit
a tunneling time between 10 fs and 1 ps.8,9 The disad-
vantage f our strategy is rapidity of tunneling, meaning
that direct characterization by monitoring the oscillation
is not feasible electronically. Here we propose a strat-
egy to m asure the ra e and coh rence of t n ling by
c trollin and mo itoring time av r ged charge distri-
buti ns betw en such d ts. T ese measure ents are in-
s ired by previous experiments on double quan um dot
structures in the microwave regime.10,11
The two DBs are n ar eno gh that el ctrostatic repul-
sion prevents both DBs from gaining an excess electron
but s fficie tly far apart that they a e not chemically
bonded together. In our approach, the lectron’s posi-
tion within the ‘left’ (L) or ‘right’ (R) quantum ot is
discer ed by an atomic force microscope (AFM) capaci-
tively coupled to one DB in the pair, and the slow mea-
surement averages over many oscillations thereby losing
all direct information about the tunneling rate and de-
coherence. Capacitive coupling induces an anharmonic
potential on the AFM tip, and the strength of this cou-
pling, which reveals the average charge in the left dot, is
manifested in the AFM tip’s oscillation frequency. The
oscillation is harmonic in the absence of capacitive cou-
pling to local charges12.
A el ctric field along the two DBs can be created
by attac ing leads to the surface an applying an elec-
tric potential.13? This electric potential bias will cause
the excess electron position probability distribution to
be more heavily weighted in the left or right DB de-
pending on the sign and strength of the bias. In our
scheme this ite-location probability is observed by mea-
suring he AFM tip oscillation frequency. For zero bias
the electron is equally probable to be on the right or left.
Furthermore the tunneling rate is a function of the ap-
plied bias as the el ctric field modifies the barrier between
the L and R dots.
To determine tunneling rate and decoherence, a driv-
ing force is added, which pushes the excess electron back
and forth rapidly between the two DBs with a rate com-
parable to the tunnelling frequency. In the case of two
DBs, the driving field needs to be in the near-infrared
(NIR) regime. If the NIR field is off-resonant with the
inter-do tunneling frequency, the resultant force has only
a small perturbative ffect on the double- ot system so
th electron-site distribution is nearly the same as the re-
sult without the NIR field at all. if the NIR field is reso-
nant, then we show that the NIR field pushes the electron
into being equally likely on the left or right. Thus reso-
nances s ould be observable by seeing sudden changes in
the excess-electron distribution, hence sudden changes in
the AFM ip oscillation frequency, when the NIR field is
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o ear y q a t ots ca s are a si gle o or-
s lie excess electro t ere y f ctio i g as a e ec-
tive t o-level syste k o as a ‘c arge q i ’, it a -
licatio s to q t co ti g1–3 a s i -c arge co -
versio 3,4 for -q it rea o t.5 lt o g soli -state
c arge q its ave ee e o strate i se ico tors
a s erco ctors.1,6 i er- ot t el g rates vary
e to gro t i erfectio s a eco ere ce ec a is .
e ave s ggeste overco i g t ese c allenges y e -
loyi g silico -s rface a gli g o s ( s) as closely-
s ace q a t m ots s i g si gle o or s lie
electro ,7 ic is re icte to e ig ly co r t it
a tu neli g ti et een 10 fs a 1 s.8,9 e isa -
va tage of o r strat gy ra i ity of t n eli g, ea g
t at irect aracterizatio itori g t oscillatio
is ot feasi le electro ically. ere e ro ose a s rat-
e y to as re t e ra e a co re ce of t eli g y
o trolli g a o itori g i e average c arge i tri-
tio s et ee s ots. ese easure e ts are i -
s ire y revio s ex eri e ts o le q a t ot
str ct res i t e icro ave regi e.10,11
e t o s are r e o g t at el ctrostatic r l-
sio reve ts ot s fro gai i a excess electro
t s ci tly far a art t at t ey are t c e ically
o e togeth r. I o r a roac , t e electro ’s osi-
tio it i t e ‘left’ ( ) or ‘rig t’ ( ) q t ot is
iscer by a ato ic force icrosco e ( ) ca aci-
tively co le to o e i t e air, a t e slo ea-
s re e t averages over a y oscillatio s t ere y losi g
all irect i for atio a o t t e t eli g rate a e-
co ere ce. a acitive co li g i ces a a ar o ic
ote tial o t e ti , a t e stre gt of t is co -
li g, ic reve ls t e average c rge i t e left o , is
a ifeste i t e ti ’s oscillatio freq e cy. e
scillatio is r o ic i t e a se ce of ca acitive co -
li g to l cal c arges12.
l ctric fiel alo g t e t o s ca e create
y attac i g lea s o t s rface a a lyi g a elec-
tric ote tial.13? is electric ote tial ias ill ca se
t e exc ss electro ositio ro a ility istri tio to
ore eavily e g te i t e left or rig t e-
e i g o t e sig a stre gt of t e ias. I o r
sc e e t is site-locatio ro a ility is o serve y ea-
s ri g t e ti oscillatio freq e y. or zero ias
t e electro is eq ally ro a le to e o t e rig t or left.
rt er ore t e t eli g rate is a f c io of t e a -
lie ias s t e electric fiel o ifies t e arrier et e
t e a ots.
o eter i e t eling rate a eco ere ce, a riv-
i g force is a e , ic s es t e excess electro ack
a for ra i ly et ee t e t o s it a rate co -
ara le to e t elli g freq e cy. I t e case of t o
s, t e rivi g fiel nee s to e i t e ear-i frare
( I ) regi e. If t e I fiel is o -reso a t it t e
i te - ot t li g fr q e cy, t e res lta t force as o ly
a s all ert r ative e ect o t e o le- ot syste so
t e electro -site istri tio is early t e sa e as t e re-
s lt it o t t e I fiel t all. if t e I fiel is reso-
a t, t e e s o t at t e I fiel s es t e electro
i to bei g eq ally likely o t e left or rig t. s reso-
a ces s o l e o s rva l y seei g s e c a ges i
t e excess-electro istrib tio , e ce s e c a ges i
t ti oscillatio fr q e cy, e t e I fiel is
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FIG. 9: AFM frequency shift (∆fAFM) as a functi n of static
bias (Vb) for four d fferent values of driving r diat on fr -
quency given in the legend a d ΩMIR= 1 GHz. At each fr -
quen y set of two res nant peaks app ar f r wo ymmet c
s a ic bias v lues.
FIG. 10: Location of the resonance peaks in ∆fAFM in the
two-dimensional parameter space of the static bias and the
driving radiation frequency. The DBP− has a separation of
7.68 A˚ and the Rabi frequency is ΩMIR= 500 GHz.
AFM signal for two symmetric static-bias values. These
peaks contain information about our system and can be
used to determine the tunneling frequency ∆ of the ex-
cess charge.
More generally, Fig. 10 shows the AFM frequency shift
as we sweep both the MIR driving frequencies and the
applied static bias Vb from a negative to a positive value.
The resonance loci appear here as ridges (trenches) when
the MIR driving frequency is commensurate with the
ramped tunneling frequency. These resonance trends
mirror the parabolic relationship between the MIR driv-
ing frequency and the static bias, as shown in Fig. 5.
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VI. DAMPED DANGLING BOND PAIR
DYNAMICS
Until now our analysis ignores noise causing decoher-
ence in the two-level system. In this section we study the
effect of noise on the shape and width of the resonances
used to characterize electron tunneling. We show that
the noise model can be tested by the measurements, and
we consider the specific model of spin-boson coupling47
to illustrate how the model is tested and the parameters
are acquired by measurement.
The spin-boson model characterizes weak coupling be-
tween a two-level system and a generic bosonic bath, such
as phonons or charge fluctuations.47 It is described by the
Hamiltonian
Hˆsb =
∑
i
~ωibˆ†i bˆi + σˆz
∑
ki
(
bˆ†i + bˆi
)
(40)
with ωi the i
th oscillator frequency, bˆ†i and bˆi the corre-
sponding creation and annihilation operators, and ki the
coupling strength between the dangling-bond pair and
the bath.
The first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (40) is
the free bath Hamiltonian, and the second term is the
system-bath interaction Hamiltonian. The interaction
Hamiltonian indicates that the coupling depends linearly
on the coordinates of the dangling-bond pair and the bath
harmonic oscillators. The total Hamiltonian of the sys-
tem would then be
Hˆ = Hˆb + Hˆd + Hˆsb, (41)
where the first two terms are given in Eqs. (4) and (11).
Solving the Lindblad master equation for the dangling-
bond pair,48 the steady-state probability for the excess
charge to be in the left quantum dot is13,29
ρL-sb =
1
2
+
eVbΓr
2~∆′
η2 + Γ2φ′
η2Γr + Ω2MIRΓφ′ + ΓrΓ
2
φ′
, (42)
with decoherence rate Γφ′ = Γφ + Γr/2 for relaxation
rate Γr and dephasing rate Γφ. For Γφ′ → 0 and tanϕ =
|Ω|
η , Eq. (42) reduces to Eq. (20). In another limit, the
relaxation rate Γr and dephasing rate Γφ are equal up
to second order in the limit of weak qubit-bath coupling:
Γ := Γr ≈ Γφ.
The AFM frequency shift is shown in Fig. 11 as a func-
tion of static bias for MIR driving frequency ωMIR fixed
to 250 THz and various decoherence rates given in the
legends. As the Rabi frequency is sampled in decreasing
order over three orders of magnitude in (a), (b), and (c),
we notice strong narrowing of the resonance peaks,also
seen in Fig. 4 in the absence of any decoherence.
A different range of the decoherence rate was sam-
pled in each case in order to capture the main effect:
peak height decreases with increasing decoherence rate
and the effect is measurable when the Rabi frequency is
commensurate (same order of magnitude) with the deco-
herence rate. This is similar to the behavior of a critically
damped driven harmonic oscillator.
For a Rabi frequency exactly equal to the decoher-
ence rate, the peak height is about 40% of its predicted
decoherence-free value. Note that the plots in (c) are pre-
dicted to be applicable at low temperature (4K), while
(a) and (b) could be used at higher temperatures if the
decoherence rates go up. As our proposed experiment is
to take place at temperatures of 4 K and higher, a Rabi
frequency of 10 GHz seems sufficient to capture these de-
coherence signatures in the low temperature regime. This
corresponds to an applied laser intensity of about 2×105
W/m2. Note however that an even smaller laser intensity
(2×103 W/m2) is sufficient if one does not seek decoher-
ence measurements, but only the native tunneling rates
of the qubit.
Experimentally, the limiting factors in measuring these
peaks are the (horizontal) resolution in the voltage on the
biasing electrodes, and the (vertical) resolution in the fre-
quency shift of the AFM. In practice, measured resonant
peaks can be compared with model curves to yield infor-
mation about the decoherence rates. For a sufficiently
weak MIR field, the full-width-at-half-maximum height
of each peak directly yields the decoherence rate. Even
if the coupling strength between the MIR field and the
DBP− is unknown, the decoherence rate can still be de-
termined by extracting the resonant peak height as a
function of width for various values of the power of the
incident MIR field.29
Fig. 11 conveys three key points of our proposal: how
the tunneling rate ∆ can be inferred, how the decoher-
ence model can be tested, and how the decoherence rate
Γ is obtained if the model is correct. The tunneling
rate is revealed by observing resonances of the AFM fre-
quency shift and is obtained by choosing ωMIR and Vb
judiciously. The decoherence model is tested by seeing
whether the frequency shift obeys the model-predicted
dependence on driving-field frequency and static bias. Fi-
nally, the decoherence rate is obtained by comparing the
measured resonance peak heights with those predicted
for a decoherence-free system. The plots in Fig. 12 serve
as examples of expected behavior and can be used in
practice for extracting decoherence parameters from ex-
perimental data.
In the spin-boson decoherence model discussed here,
the decoherence rate can be determined solely from the
width of the peak because Γr and Γφ are equal up to sec-
ond order in the limit of weak qubit-bath coupling. For
a noise model with independent relaxation and dephas-
ing rates, Eq. (42) demonstrates sensitivity to changes in
each of these rates independently.
A practical concern in performing the experiment is
the back-action of our detector (AFM) on the quantum
system being measured. The AFM cantilever has a fre-
quency of 104 Hz, whereas the oscillation frequency of
the dangling-bond excess-charge is estimated to be 1014
Hz. Thus, the AFM tip motion looks adiabatic to the
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We devise a scheme to characterize tunneling by an excess electron shared between a pair of
nearby dangling-bonds on a silicon surface. We conjecture that the tunneling will be highly coherent
but too fast to be characterized by conventional electronic techniques. Our approach is instead
to measure the time-averaged location of the excess charge by employing a capacitively-coupled
atomic-force microscope tip to create an electric-potential difference between the two dangling bonds
while simultaneously driving the dangling-bond pair with a near-infrared field. When the near-
infrared field is resonant with the tunneling frequency between the dangling bonds subject to the
biased potential, the time-averaged excess-charge location should be symmetric; otherwise the time-
averaged location is asymmetric proportional to the bias. This resonant symmetry effect should not
only reveal the tunneling rate but also the nature and rate of decoherence of this tunneling.
PACS numbers: ?
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(1)
Two nearby quantum dots can share a single donor-
supplied excess electron thereby functioning as an effec-
tive two-level system known as a ‘charge qubit’, with ap-
plications to quantum computing1–3 and spin-charge con-
version3,4 for spin-qubit readout.5 Although solid-state
charge qubits have been demonstrated in semiconductors
and superconductors.1,6 inter-dot tunneling rates vary
due to growth imperfections and decoherence mechanism.
We have suggested overcoming these challenges by em-
ploying silicon-surface dangling bonds (DBs) as closely-
spaced quantum dots sharing a single donor-supplied
electron,7 which is predicted to be highly coherent with
a tunneling time between 10 fs and 1 ps.8,9 The disad-
vantage of our strategy is rapidity of tunneling, meaning
that direct characterization by monitoring the oscillation
is not feasible electronically. Here we propose a strat-
egy to measure the rate and coherence of tunneling by
controlling and monitoring time averaged charge distri-
butions between such dots. These measurements are in-
spired by previous experiments on double quantum dot
structures in the microwave regime.10,11
The two DBs are near enough that electrostatic repul-
sion prevents both DBs from gaining an excess electron
but sufficiently far apart that they are not chemically
bonded together. In our approach, the electron’s posi-
tion within the ‘left’ (L) or ‘right’ (R) quantum dot is
discerned by an atomic force microscope (AFM) capaci-
tively coupled to one DB in the pair, and the slow mea-
surement averages over many oscillations thereby losing
all direct information about the tunneling rate and de-
coherence. Capacitive coupling induces an anharmonic
potential on the AFM tip, and the strength of this cou-
pling, which reveals the average charge in the left dot, is
manifested in the AFM tip’s oscillation frequency. The
oscillation is harmonic in the absence of capacitive cou-
pling to local charges12.
An electric field along the two DBs can be created
by attaching leads to the surface and applying an elec-
tric potential.13? This electric potential bias will cause
the excess electron position probability distribution to
be more heavily weighted in the left or right DB de-
pending on the sign and strength of the bias. In our
scheme this site-location probability is observed by mea-
suring the AFM tip oscillation frequency. For zero bias
the electron is equally probable to be on the right or left.
Furthermore the tunneling rate is a function of the ap-
plied bias as the electric field modifies the barrier between
the L and R dots.
To determine tunneling rate and decoherence, a driv-
ing force is added, which pushes the excess electron back
and forth rapidly between the two DBs with a rate com-
parable to the tunnelling frequency. In the case of two
DBs, the driving field needs to be in the near-infrared
(NIR) regime. If the NIR field is off-resonant with the
inter-dot tunneling frequency, the resultant force has only
a small perturbative effect on the double-dot system so
the electron-site distribution is nearly the same as the re-
sult without the NIR field at all. if the NIR field is reso-
nant, then we show that the NIR field pushes the electron
into being equally likely on the left or right. Thus reso-
nances should be observable by seeing sudden changes in
the excess-electron distribution, hence sudden changes in
the AFM tip oscillation frequency, when the NIR field is
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Two nearby quantum dots can share a single donor-
supplied excess electron thereby functioning as an effec-
tive two-level system known as a ‘charge qubit’, with ap-
plications to quantum computing1–3 and spin-charge con-
version3,4 for spin-qubit readout.5 Although solid-state
charge qubits have been demonstrated in semiconductors
and superconductors.1,6 inter-dot tunneling rates vary
due to growth imperfections and decoherence mechanism.
e have suggested overcoming these challenges by em-
ploying silicon-surface dangling bonds (DBs) as closely-
spaced quantum dots sharing a single donor-supplied
electron,7 which is predicted to be highly coherent with
a tunneling time between 10 fs and 1 ps.8,9 The disad-
vantage of our strategy is rapidity of tunneling, meaning
that direct characterization by monitoring the oscillation
is not feasible electronically. Here we propose a strat-
egy to measure the rate and coherence of tunneling by
controlling and monitoring time averaged charge distri-
butions between such dots. These measurements are in-
spired by previous experiments on double quantum dot
structures in the microwave regime.10,11
The two DBs are near enough that electrostatic repul-
sion prevents both DBs from gaining an excess electron
but sufficiently far apart that they are not chemically
bonded together. In our approach, the electron’s posi-
tion within the ‘left’ (L) or ‘right’ (R) quantum dot is
discerned by an atomic force microscope (AF ) capaci-
tively coupled to one DB in the pair, and the slow mea-
surement averages over many oscillations thereby losing
all direct information about the tunneling rate and de-
coherence. Capacitive coupling induces an anharmonic
potential on the AF tip, and the strength of this cou-
pling, which reveals the average charge in the left dot, is
manifested in the AF tip’s oscillation frequency. The
oscillation is harmonic in the absence of capacitive cou-
pling to local charges12.
An electric field along the two DBs can be created
by attaching leads to the surface and applying an elec-
tric potential.13? This electric potential bias will cause
the excess electron position probability distribution to
be more heavily weighted in the left or right DB de-
pending on the sign and strength of the bias. In our
scheme this site-location probability is observed by mea-
suring the AF tip oscillation frequency. For zero bias
the electron is equally probable to be on the right or left.
Furthermore the tunneling rate is a function of the ap-
plied bias as the electric field modifies the barrier between
the L and R dots.
To determine tunneling rate and decoherence, a driv-
ing force is added, which pushes the excess electron back
and forth rapidly between the two DBs with a rate com-
parable to the tunnelling frequency. In the case of two
DBs, the driving field needs to be in the near-infrared
(NIR) regime. If the NIR field is off-resonant with the
inter-dot tunneling frequency, the resultant force has only
a small perturbative effect on the double-dot system so
the electron-site distribution is nearly the same as the re-
sult without the NIR field at all. if the NIR field is reso-
nant, then we show that the NIR field pushes the electron
into being equally likely on the left or right. Thus reso-
nances should be observable by seeing sudden changes in
the excess-electron distribution, hence sudden changes in
the AF tip oscillation frequency, when the NIR field is
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(1)
Two nearby quantum dots can share a single donor-
supplied excess electron thereby functioning as an effec-
tive two-level system known as a ‘charge qubit’, with ap-
plications to quantum computing1–3 and spin-charge con-
version3,4 for spin-qubit readout.5 Although solid-state
charge qubits have been demonstrated in semiconductors
and superconductors.1,6 inter-dot tunneling rates vary
due to growth imperfections and decoherence mechanism.
We have suggested overcoming these challenges by em-
ploying silicon-surface dangling bonds (DBs) as closely-
spaced quantum dots sharing a single donor-supplied
electron,7 which is predicted to be highly coherent with
a tunneling time between 10 fs and 1 ps.8,9 The disad-
vantage of our strategy is rapidity of tunneling, meaning
that direct characterization by monitoring the oscillation
is not feasible electronically. Here we propose a strat-
egy to measure the rate and coherence of tunneling by
controlling and monitoring time averaged charge distri-
butions between such dots. These measurements are in-
spired by previous experiments on double quantum dot
structures in the microwave regime.10,11
The two DBs are near enough that electrostatic repul-
sion prevents both DBs from gaining an excess electron
but sufficiently far apart that they are not chemically
bonded together. In our approach, the electron’s posi-
tion within the ‘left’ (L) or ‘right’ (R) quantum dot is
discerned by an atomic force microscope (AFM) capaci-
tively coupled to one DB in the pair, and the slow mea-
surement averages over many oscillations thereby losing
all direct information about the tunneling rate and de-
coherence. Capacitive coupling induces an anharmonic
potential on the AFM tip, and the strength of this cou-
pling, which reveals the average charge in the left dot, is
anifested in the AFM tip’s oscillation frequency. The
oscillation is harmonic in the absence of capacitive cou-
pling to local charges12.
An electric field along the two DBs can be created
by attaching leads to the surface and applying an elec-
tric potential.13? This electric potential bias will cause
the excess electron position probability distribution to
be more heavily weighted in the left or right DB de-
pending on the sign and strength of the bias. In our
scheme this site-location probability is observed by mea-
suring the AFM tip oscillation frequency. For zero bias
the electron is equally probable to be on the right or left.
Furthermore the tunneling rate is a function of the ap-
plied bias as the electric field modifies the barrier between
the L and R dots.
To determine tunneling rate and decoherence, a driv-
ing force is added, which pushes the excess electron back
and forth rapidly between the two DBs with a rate com-
parable to the tunnelling frequency. In the case of two
DBs, the driving field needs to be in the near-infrared
(NIR) regime. If the NIR field is off-resonant with the
inter-dot tunneling frequency, the resultant force has only
a small perturbative effect on the double-dot system so
the electron-site distribution is nearly the same as the re-
sult without the NIR field at all. if the NIR field is reso-
nant, then we show that the NIR field pushes the electron
into being equally likely on the left or right. Thus reso-
nances should be observable by seeing sudden changes in
the excess-electron distribution, hence sudden changes in
the AFM tip oscillation frequency, when the NIR field is
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We devise a scheme to haracterize tunneling by an excess lectron hared between a pa r of
nearby dangling-bonds on a silicon surface. We conjecture that the tunne ing will be highly coherent
bu too fast to be charac erized by conv ntional electronic techniques. Our approach is i stead
to measure the time-ave aged location of the excess charge by employing a capacitively-coupled
atomic-force microscope tip to create an el ctric-potential differ nce between the tw dangling bonds
wh le simultaneously driving the dangling-bond pair with a near-infrared field. When the n ar-
infra ed fie d is resonant with the tunneling frequency between the dangling bonds subject t the
biased potential, he time-averaged excess-charge location should be symmetric; otherwise the time-
averaged location is asymmetric proportional to the bias. This resonant symmetry effect should not
only reveal the tunneling rate but also the nature and rate of decoherence of this tunneling.
PACS numbers: ?
I. INTRODUCTION
(i) ∆ = 10 THz
(ii) ∆ = 100 THz
(iii) ∆ = 120 THz
(iv) ∆ = 133 THz
(v) ∆ = 140 THz
(vi) ∆ = 160 THz
(vii) ∆ = 180 THz
(1)
Two nearby quantum dots can share a single donor-
supplied excess electron thereby functioning as an effec-
tive two-level system known as a ‘charge qubit’, with ap-
plications to quantum computing1–3 and spin-charge con-
version3,4 for spin-qubit readout.5 Although solid-state
charge qubits have been demonstrated in semiconductors
and superconductors.1,6 inter-dot tunneling rates vary
due to growth imperfections and decoherence mechanism.
We have suggested overcoming these challenges by em-
ploying silicon-surface dangling bonds (DBs) as closely-
spaced quantum dots sharing a single donor-supplied
electron,7 which is predicted to be highly coherent with
a tunneling time between 10 fs and 1 ps.8,9 The disad-
vantage of our strategy is rapidity of tunneling, meaning
that direct characterization by monitoring the oscillation
is not feasible electronically. Here we propose a strat-
egy to measure the rate and coherence of tunneling by
controlling and monitoring time averaged charge distri-
butions between such dots. These measurements are in-
spired by previous experiments on double quantum dot
structures in the microwave regime.10,11
The two DBs are near enough that electrostatic repul-
sion prevents both DBs from gaining an excess electron
but sufficiently far apart that they are not chemically
bonded together. In our approach, the electron’s posi-
tion within the ‘left’ (L) or ‘right’ (R) quantum dot is
discerned by an atomic force microscope (AFM) capaci-
tively coupled to one DB in the pair, and the slow mea-
surement averages over many oscillations thereby losing
all direct information about the tunneling rate and de-
coherence. Capacitive coupling induces an anharmonic
potential on the AFM tip, and the strength of this cou-
pling, which reveals the average charge in the left dot, is
manifested in the AFM tip’s os illation frequency. The
oscillation is harmonic in the abs nce of capacitive cou-
pling to local charges12.
An electric field along the two DBs can be created
by att ching leads to the surface and applying an elec-
tric p tential.13? This electric potential bias will cause
the excess electron position probability distribution to
be mor he vily weighted in the left or right DB de-
pending on the sign and strength of the bias. In our
scheme this site-location probability is observed by mea-
suring the AFM tip oscillation frequency. For zero bias
the electron is equally probable to be on the right or left.
Furthermore the tunneling rate is a fu ct on of the ap-
plied bias a the electric field modifi s the barrier b tween
the L and R dots.
To determine tunneling rate and decoherence, a driv-
ing force is added, which pushes the excess electron back
and forth rapidly between the two DBs with a rate com-
parable to the tunnelling frequency. In the case of two
DBs, the driving field needs to be in the near-infrared
(NIR) regime. If the NIR field is off-resonant with the
inter-dot tunneling frequency, the resultant force has only
a small perturbative effect on the double-dot system so
the electron-site distribution is nearly the same as the re-
sult without the NIR field at all. if the NIR field is reso-
nant, then we show that the NIR field pushes the electron
into being equally likely on the left or right. Thus reso-
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We d vis a cheme to ch racteriz tunneli g by n ex ss lectron shared betw en a p ir of
nearby dangli -bonds on a silicon surface. We conj ctur tha the unn li g will be highly coh rent
but too fast to be characteriz d by conve tio al electronic techniques. Our approach is i tead
to measure the im -averaged loca ion f the exc ss ch rge by employing c pacitively-coupled
atom c-force microscope tip o create n electri -potential difference betw en the wo da gli onds
while simultaneously driving the d ngli -bond pair with a ear-infrar d field. When the n ar-
infrared field is re onant with th tunneli g frequ ncy betw en t e dangli bonds subj ct to the
biased potenti l, ime-averaged exc ss-charge location should be symm tric; otherwise th me-
averaged location s asymmetric pro orti nal to the bias. This re onant symmetry effect should not
only reveal the tunneli g rate but also the nature and rate of decoherenc of this tunneli g.
PACS numbers: ?
I. INTRODUCTION
(i) ∆ = 10 THz
(ii) ∆ = 100 THz
(iii) ∆ = 120 THz
(iv) ∆ = 133 THz
(v) ∆ = 140 THz
(vi) ∆ = 160 THz
(vii) ∆ = 180 THz
(1)
Two nearby quantum dots can share a single donor-
supplied xc ss electron thereby functioning as an effec-
tive two-level system known as a ‘charge qubit’, with ap-
plications to quantum computing1–3 and spin-charge con-
version3,4 for spin-qubit readout.5 Although solid-state
charge qubits have b en demonstrated in semiconductors
and superconductors.1,6 inter-dot tunneli g rates vary
due to growth imperfections and decoherenc m chanism.
We have suggested overcoming these challeng s by em-
ploying silicon-surface dangli g bonds (DBs) as closely-
spaced quantum dots sharing a single donor-supplied
electron,7 whic is predicted to be hig ly coherent with
a tunneli g time b tw en 10 fs and 1 ps.8,9 The disad-
vant ge of our st ategy is rapidity of tunneli g, meaning
tha direct characterization by monitoring the oscillation
is not feasible electronically. Here we pro ose a strat-
egy to measure the rate and coherenc of tunneli g by
controlling and monitoring time averaged charge distr -
butions betw en such dots. These measurements are in-
spired by previous exp riments on double quantum dot
struct res in the microwave regime.10,1
The two DBs are n ar enough t a electrostatic repul-
sion prevents both DBs from gaining an exc ss electron
but sufficiently far part tha they are not chemically
bonded togeth r. In our approach, the electron’s posi-
tion within the ‘l ft’ (L) or ‘right’ (R) quantum dot is
discern d by an tomic force microsc pe (AFM) capaci-
tively coupled to one DB in the pair, and the slow mea-
surement averages over many oscillations thereby losing
all direct information about the tunneli g rate and de-
coherenc . Capacitive coupling induces an harmonic
poten ial on the AFM tip, and the strength of this cou-
pling, whic reveals the average charge in the left dot, is
manifested in the AFM tip’s os illation frequ ncy. The
oscillation is harmonic in the absenc of capacitive cou-
pling to local harges12.
An electri field along the two DBs can be creat d
by att c in leads to the surface and applying an elec-
ric poten al.13? This electri poten ial bias will cause
the exc ss electron position probability distr bution to
be more h avily weighted in the left or right DB de-
p di g on the sign a d strength of the bias. In our
scheme this s t -location probability s observ d by mea-
suring the AFM tip oscillation frequ ncy. For zero bias
the el ct on is equally probable to be on the right or left.
Furthermore the tunneli g rate is a function f the ap-
plied bias as the el ctri field modifies the barrie betw en
the L and R dots.
To determine tunneli g rate and decoherenc , a driv-
ing force is adde , whic pushe the exc ss lectron back
and forth rapidly betw en the two DBs with a rate com-
parable to the tunnelling frequ ncy. In the case of two
DBs, the driving field needs to be in the n ar-infrared
(NIR) regime. If the NIR field is off-resonant with e
inter-dot tunneli g frequ ncy, the resultan force has only
a small pertu bative effect on the double-dot system so
the el ctron-site distr bution is nearly the same as the re-
sult without the NIR field at all. if the NIR field is re o-
nant, then we show tha the NIR field pushe the el ctron
into being equally ike y on the left or right. Thus reso-
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We dev se a scheme to charac eriz unneling by an xcess electron shared between a pair of
nearby dangling-bo ds on a silicon surface. We conjecture that e tunneling will be highly coherent
but too fast to be characterized by conve tional el ctro ic techniques. Our approach is inst ad
to measure the time-averaged location of the excess charge by employing a capacitively-coupled
atomic-force microsc pe tip to create an electric-potential difference between the two dangling bonds
while simultaneously driving the dangling-bond pair with a near-infrared field. W en the near-
infrared field is resonant with the tunneling frequency between the dangling bonds subject to the
biased pote tial, the time-averaged excess-charge location should be symmetric; otherwise the time-
averaged location is asymmetric proportional to the bias. This resonant symmetry effect should not
only reveal the tunneling rate but also the nature and rate of decoherence of this tunneling.
PACS numbers: ?
I. INTRODUCTION
(i) ∆ = 10 THz
(ii) ∆ = 100 THz
(iii) ∆ = 120 THz
(iv) ∆ = 133 THz
(v) ∆ = 140 THz
(vi) ∆ = 160 THz
(vii) ∆ = 180 THz
(1)
Two nearby quantu dots c n share a single donor-
sup lied exc ss electron th reby functioning as a eff c-
tive tw -level system known as a ‘charge qubit’, with p-
plications to t computing1–3 and spin-charge c n-
version3,4 f r spin-qubit r adout.5 Althou solid-st te
charge qubits have be n demo strated in semi onductors
and superconductors.1,6 inter-dot tunneling rates vary
due t growth imperfectio s and decoherence mec anism.
We h v suggeste overc ming these challe ges by em-
ploying silicon-surface angling nds (DBs) as closely-
spaced quantum dots sharing single donor-supplied
electron,7 which is predicte to be highly coherent with
a tunneling time between 10 fs a d 1 ps.8,9 The disad-
va tage of our strategy is rapidity of tunneling, m aning
that direct ch racterization by monito i g the oscillation
is ot feasible electronically. Here we propose strat-
egy to measure the rate and co erence of tu ling by
controlling and monitori g time averaged charge distri-
butions betwee such dots. These easurements are in-
spired by previou experiments on double quantum dot
structures in the microwave e ime.10,11
The two DBs are near enough that electrostatic repul-
sion prevents both DBs from gaining an excess electron
but sufficiently far apar that t ey are not chemically
bonded together. In ur approach, the el ctron’s osi-
tion within t e ‘left’ (L) or ‘rig t’ (R) quantum dot is
discerned by n atomic fo ce micr scope (AFM) capaci-
tively coupled t one DB in the pair, a d the slow mea-
surement av rages o er many oscillations thereby losing
all direct i f rmation about the tunneling rate and de-
coherence. Capacitive coupling induces an anharmonic
potential on the AFM tip, and the strength of this cou-
pling, which reveals the average charge in the left dot, is
manifested in the AFM tip’s oscillation frequency. The
oscillation is armonic in t e absence of capacitive cou-
pling to local harges12.
An electric field along th tw DBs c n be cre ted
by attaching leads t the surface and applying an elec-
tric p tential.13? T is electric potential bias will cause
the excess electron position probability distri ution to
be or he vily weighted in the left or right DB de-
pending on the sign and strength of the bias. In our
scheme this site-location pro ability is observed by mea-
s ring t AFM tip oscillation frequency. For zero bias
the el ctron is equally probable to be on t right or left.
Furt rmore the tunneling rate is a function of the ap-
plied bias as the electric field modifies the barrier between
the L and R dots.
To etermine tunneling rate and decoherence, a driv-
ing fo ce is added, which pushes th excess electron b ck
and forth rapidly betw en th two DBs wit a rate com-
parable to t e tunnelling frequency. In the case of two
DBs, the drivi g field needs to be in the ear-infrared
(NIR) regim . If the NIR field is off-resonant with the
inter-dot tunneling freq ency, the resulta t force has only
a small perturbative effect on the double-dot system so
the electron-site distribution is nearly the sam as th re-
sult without the NIR field at all. if the NIR field is res -
nant, then we show that the NIR field pushes the electron
into being equally likely on the left or right. Thus reso-
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We devise a scheme to characterize tunneling by an excess electron shared between a pair of
nearby d ngling-bonds on a silicon surface. W onjecture that he tunneling will be highly coherent
but too fast to be haracterized by conventional lectronic techniques. Our approach is instead
to measur the time-averaged lo ation of t e excess charge by employing capacitively-coupled
atomic-force microsc pe tip to create an lectric- otential difference between the two dangling bonds
while sim ltaneously driving he dangling-bond pair with a near-infrared field. When the near-
infrared field is reso ant with the tunneli g frequency b tween the dangling bonds subject to the
biased potential, th ti e-averaged excess-charge location should be symmetric; otherwise the time-
averaged location is asymm tri pr portio al to the bias. This resonant symmetry effect should not
only reveal the tu neling ra e but also the nature and rat of decoherence of this tunneling.
PACS numbers: ?
I. INTRODUCTION
(i) ωNIR = 350 THz
(ii) ωNIR = 300 THz
(iii) ωNIR = 250 THz
(iv) ωNIR = 200 THz
(v) ωNIR = 150 THz
(1)
Two nearby quantu dots can share a single donor-
suppl e excess electron thereby functioning as an effec-
tive two-level system k own as a ‘c arge qubit’, with ap-
plications to quantum computing1–3 and spi -c arge con-
versi n3,4 for spin-qubit readout.5 Although solid-st te
charge qubits have been dem nstrated in emi onductors
and superconductors.1,6 inter-dot tu neling rates v ry
due to growth imperf ctions nd d coherence m cha ism.
W have suggested overco ing these challenges by em-
ploying silicon-surface da ling bonds (DBs) as closely-
spaced quantum dots sharing a single donor-supplied
electron,7 which s pr ict d to b highly c herent wi h
a tunneling time between 10 fs and 1 ps.8,9 The d ad-
vantage of our strategy is r p di y of tunneling, eaning
hat direct characterization by monit ring the oscillation
is not feasible electronically. Here we propose a strat-
egy to measure the rate and coherence of tunneling by
controlli g and monit ring time averaged charge d stri-
bu ions betw en such ots. These measurements are i -
spired by pr vious exp riments on double quantum dot
structures in the microwave regime.10,11
The two DBs are near enough that electrostatic repul-
sion prevents both DBs from gaining an excess electron
but sufficiently far apart that they are not ch mically
bonded together. In our approa h, the electron’s posi-
tion within the ‘left’ (L) o ‘right’ (R) quantum dot is
discerned by an atomic force microscope (AFM) capaci-
tively coupled t one DB in the ir, and the slow mea-
surement av rages over many oscill tions thereby losing
all direct inform about the tu neling rate and de-
coherence. Capacitive coupling in uces an anharmonic
potential o the AFM tip, and the strength of this cou-
pling, which reveals the average charge in the left dot, is
mani ested in the AFM tip’s oscillation frequency. The
oscilla on is harmo ic in the absenc of capacitive cou-
pling to loc l charges12.
An el c ric field along the two DBs can be created
by attac ing leads to the surfac and applying an elec-
tric potenti l.13? This electric potential bias will cause
the excess electron position probability distribution to
be more heavily weighted in the left or right DB de-
pending on t e sign and strength of the bias. In our
scheme this site-l ca ion probability is observed by mea-
suring the AFM t p oscillation frequency. For zero bias
the electron is ally probabl to be on the right or left.
Furthermor the tu neling rate is a function of the ap-
plied bias s the electric field modifies the barrier between
the L and R ots.
To determin unneling rate and decoherence, a driv-
ing f rce is dded, which pushes the excess electron back
and forth rapidly between the two DBs with a rate com-
parable to the tunnelling frequency. In the case of two
DBs, the driving field n eds to be in the near-infrared
(NIR) regime. If the NIR field is off-resonant with the
inter-dot tunneling f quency, the resultant force has only
a small per urbative effect on the double-dot system so
the electr -site istribution is nearly the same as the re-
ult without the NIR field at all. if the NIR field is reso-
nant, then we show that the NIR fi ld pushes the electron
into being equal y likely on the left or right. Thus reso-
nances should be bservable by se ing sudden changes in
th excess-electron distribution, hence sudden changes in
the AFM tip oscillation freque cy, when the NIR field is
n easuring oherence in oupled angling- ond yna ics
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e devise a sch m to characterize tunneling by an excess electron shared between a pair of
nearby dangling-bonds on a silicon surface. e conje ture that the tunneling will be highly coherent
but too f st to be characterized by conventional electronic techniques. Our approach is instead
to measure the time-averaged l cation of the excess charge by employing a capacitively-coupled
atomic-force microscope tip to create an lectric-potential difference between the two dangling bonds
while sim lt neously driving the dangling-bond pair with a near-infrared field. hen the near-
infr red field is resonant ith the tunneli g frequ ncy between the dangling bonds subject to the
biased potenti l, the ti e-averaged xcess-c arge location should be symmetric; otherwise the time-
averaged location is asymmetric prop rtio al to the bias. This resonant symmetry effect should not
only reveal the tu neling rate but also t e nature and rate of decoherence of this tunneling.
PACS numbers: ?
I. INTRODUCTION
(i) ωNIR = 350 THz
(ii) ωNIR = 300 THz
(iii) ωNIR = 250 THz
(iv) ωNIR = 200 THz
(v) ωNIR = 150 THz
(1)
Two nearby quantu dots can shar a singl donor-
supplied excess el tron thereby functioni g s n effe -
tive two-level system known as a ‘charge qubit’, with p-
plicatio s to quantum computing1–3 and spin-charge con-
versi n3,4 f r spin-qubit readout.5 Although s lid-st te
charge qubits have been demonstrated in semiconductors
and superconductors.1,6 inter-dot tunneling rates vary
du to growth imperfections and decoherence mechanism.
e hav suggest d overcoming these challenges by em-
ploying silicon-surface dangling bonds (DBs) as closely-
spaced quant m dots sharing a single donor-supplied
electron,7 which is predicted to b highly coh re t with
a tunneling time between 10 fs and 1 ps.8,9 The disad-
vantage of our strategy is rapidi y of tunneling, meaning
hat direct char cterization by moni oring th oscillation
is not feasible elec ronically. Here we propose a stra -
gy t measure the rate and coherence of tunneling by
controlling and monitoring time averaged charge distri-
butions b tween such dots. These measurements are in-
spired by previous experiments on double quantum dot
structures in the microwave regime.10,11
The two DBs are near enough that electrost tic r pul-
sion prev nts bo h DBs from gaining an excess electron
but sufficiently f r apart that t ey are not chemically
bonded together. In our approach, the electron’s p si-
tion within the ‘left’ (L) or ‘right’ (R) qu ntum dot is
disc rned by an atomic force microscope (AFM) capaci-
tively coupled to one DB in the pair, and the slow mea-
surement averages over many oscillations thereby losing
all direct information about the tunneling rate and de-
cohere ce. Capacitive coupling induces an anharmonic
potential on the AFM tip, and the strength of this cou-
pling, which reveals the average charge in the left dot, is
ma ifested in the AFM tip’s oscillation frequency. The
oscillation is harmonic in the absence of capacitive cou-
pling to local charges12.
An electric field along the two DBs can be created
by ttaching leads to the surface and applying an elec-
tric potential.13? This electric potential bias will cause
the excess electron position probability distribution to
be more eavily weighted in the left or right DB de-
pending on the sign and strength of the bias. In our
scheme this site-location probability is observed by mea-
suring the AFM tip oscillation frequency. For zero bias
the elect on is equally probable to be on the right or left.
Furthermore tunneling rate is a function of the ap-
plied ias as the electric field modifies the barrier between
the L and R dots.
T determine tunneling rate and decoherence, a driv-
ing forc is added, which pushes the excess electron back
and forth rapidly between the two DBs with a rate com-
parable to the tunnelling frequency. In the case of two
DBs, the d iving field needs to be in the near-infrared
(NIR) regime. If the NIR field is off-resonant with the
inter-dot tunneling frequency, the resultant force has only
a small perturbative effect on the double-dot system so
the electron- i e distribution is nearly the same as the re-
sult without the NIR field at all. if the NIR field is reso-
nant, then we show that the NIR field pushes the electron
into being eq ally likely on the left or right. Thus reso-
ances should be observable by seeing sudden changes in
the excess-electron distribution, hence sudden changes in
t AFM tip oscillation frequency, when the NIR field is
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We devise a scheme to characterize tunneling by an excess electron shared etween a pai of
earby dangling- ds on a silicon surface. W conj cture that the tunneling will be highly coher nt
but too fast to be ch ract riz d by conventional ele tronic techniques. Our ap roach is instead
to easur the time-averaged location of the excess charge by employing a capacitively-couple
atomic-force micro cope tip to create an electric-potential difference betwe n th two dangling bonds
while simulta eously driving the da ling-bond pair with a near-infrared field. When the near-
infrared field s resonant with th tunneling frequ ncy between th dangling bonds subj ct to th
biased p te tial, the time-avera ed excess-charge location should be symmetric; oth rwise the time-
aver g d l c tion is asymme ric prop rtional to the bias. This r sonant symmetry effect should not
o ly reveal the tunneling rate but also the nature an rate of decoherence of this tunneling.
PACS numbers: ?
I. INTRODUCTION
(i) ωNIR = 350 THz
(ii) ωNIR = 300 THz
(iii) ωNIR = 250 THz
(iv) ωNIR = 200 THz
(v) ωNIR = 150 THz
(1)
Two ne rby quantum dots can sh re a single do or-
supplied excess electro thereby functioning as an effec-
tive tw -level system kn wn as a ‘c arge qubit’, with ap-
plications to quantum computing1–3 and spin-ch rge con-
version3,4 f r spin-qubit readout.5 Although s li -state
charge qubits have been demonstrated i semic nduc ors
and superconductors.1,6 i ter- ot tunn ling rates vary
du to growth imperfections a d decoherenc m chanis .
We have suggested overcoming these chal nges by e -
ploying silicon-surface dangli bonds (DBs) as closely-
spa ed quantum dots sharing a single do or-supplie
electron,7 w ich is predicted to be highly coherent with
a li time between 10 fs and 1 ps.8,9 The disad-
vanta e of ur strategy is rapidity f tunneli g, meaning
that direct ch racterization by monitoring th oscillation
is not feasibl lectronically. Her w propose a strat-
gy to me sure the rate and cohere c of tunneli g by
controlling and mo itoring tim averaged charge distri-
butions betw en such dots. These measur ments are in-
spired by previous experim nts on double quantum dot
s ructu e in the microwave re ime.10,11
The two DBs are ear e ough that electrostatic repul-
sion prevents both DBs from gaining an excess lectron
but suffi iently far apart that they ar not chemically
bonded toget r. In our approach, the e ec r ’s posi-
tion within the ‘left’ (L) or ‘right’ (R) quantum dot is
discerned by an atomic force microscope (AFM) capaci-
tively coupled t o e DB in the pair, and t slow mea-
sur ment averages over many oscillations thereby losing
all direct i for tion ab t the tunneling rate nd de-
coh re ce. Capacitive coupling induces an anharmonic
potential on he AFM tip, and the str ngth of this cou-
pling, which reveals the average harge in the l ft dot, is
manifested n the AFM tip’s oscillation frequency. The
oscillation is harmonic in the absence of capacitive cou-
pling to local charges12.
An e ectric field along the two DBs can be creat d
by ttaching eads to th surface and applying an elec-
tric pot nt al.13? This electric potential bias will cause
the excess lectron position probability distribution to
be more heavily weighted in the left or right DB de-
pending on the sign and strength of the bias. In our
scheme t is site-loc tion probability is observed by me -
suri the AFM tip oscillation frequency. For zer bias
the electron is equ lly probable to be on the right or left.
Furthermore the tu neling rate is a function of the ap-
pli d bias as the electric field modifies the barrier between
the L and R dots.
To determine tunneling rate and decoher n e, a driv-
ing force is dded, which pushes the excess electron back
and forth r pidly between the two DBs with a rate com-
parabl to the tunn lling frequency. In the c se of two
DBs, th driv ng field needs to be in the near-infrared
(NIR) regime. If the NIR field is off-resonant with the
inter-dot unneling frequ ncy, the resultant force has only
a small perturbativ effect on the doubl -dot system so
electr n-site di tribution is nearly the same as the re-
sult without th NIR field at all. if the NIR field is res -
nant, t en we show that the NIR field pushes the electron
into being equally lik ly on the l ft or right. T us r so-
nances should be observa le by se i g sudden changes in
the excess-electron distribution, hence sudden chang s in
the AFM tip oscillation frequency, when the NIR field is
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We devise a scheme to characterize tunneling by an excess electron shared between a pair of
near y dangling-b ds on a silicon surface. We conjecture that the tunneling will be highly coherent
but too fast to be characterized by conventional electronic techniques. Our approach is instead
to measure the time-averaged location of the excess charge by employing a capacitively-coupled
atomic-force microscope tip to create an electric-potential difference between the two dangling bonds
while simultaneously driving the dangling-bond pair with a near-infrared field. When the near-
infrared field is resonant with the tunneling frequency between the dangling bonds subject to the
biased potential, the time-averaged excess-charge location should be symmetric; otherwise the time-
averaged location is asym etric proportional to the bias. This resonant symmetry effect should not
only reveal the tunneli g rate but also the nature and rate of decoherence of this tunneling.
PACS numbers: ?
I. INTRODUCTION
(i) ωNIR = 350 THz
(ii) ωNIR = 300 THz
(iii) ωNIR = 250 THz
(iv) ωNIR = 200 THz
(v) ωNIR = 150 THz
(1)
Two nearby quantum dots can share a single donor-
supplied excess electron reby functioning as an effec-
tive two-level system known as a ‘c arge qubit’, with ap-
plications to quantum computi 1–3 and spin-charge con-
version3,4 for spin qubit readout.5 Although s lid-state
charge qubits have been demons rated in semiconduct rs
and superconductors.1,6 inter-dot tunneling rates vary
due to g owth imperfections and decoherence mechanism.
e have suggested overcoming these chall nges by e -
ploy ng sili on-su face dangling bonds (DBs) as closely-
spaced quantum dots sharing a sin le donor-supplied
electron,7 which is predicted to be highly coherent with
tunneling time between 10 fs and 1 ps.8,9 The disad-
vantage of our strategy is rapidity of tunneling, meaning
that direct characterization by monitori g the oscillation
is not f asible electronically. Her we propose a strat-
egy to mea ure the rate a coherence of tunneling by
co trolli g and monitoring time veraged charge dis ri-
butions between such dots. Thes measureme ts are in-
spired by previous experim nts on double quantum dot
structures in the microwave regime.10,11
The two DB are ea enough that elect ostatic r pul-
sion preve ts both DBs from gaining n excess electr n
b t sufficiently far apart that th y are no hemic l
bonded tog ther. In our a proach, th lectr ’s posi-
tion within the ‘left’ (L) or ‘right’ (R) quan um dot is
discerned by an atomic force microscope (AFM) capaci-
tively coupled to one DB in the pair, and the slow mea-
sur ment averages over many oscillations thereby losing
all direct information about the tunneling rate and de-
coheren e. Capacitive coupling induces an anharmonic
pot ntial n th AFM tip, and the strength of this cou-
pling, which reveals the average charge in the left dot, is
manifes in the AFM tip’s oscillation frequency. The
o cillation is harmonic in the absence of capacitive cou-
pling t lo al harges12.
A electric field along the two DBs can be created
by attaching leads to the surface and applying an elec-
tric potential.13? This electric potential bias will cause
the excess electron position probability distribution to
be more heavily weighted in the left or right DB de-
ending on the sign and strength of the bias. In our
scheme th s site-location probability is observed by mea-
suri g the AFM tip oscillation frequency. For zero bias
the electron is equally probable to be on the right or left.
Furtherm re the tunneling rate is a function of the ap-
plied bias as the electric field modifies the barrier between
the L and R dots.
To determine tunneling rate and decoherence, a driv-
ing force is added, which pushes the excess electron back
and forth rapidly between the two DBs with a rate com-
parable to the tunnelling frequency. In the case of two
DBs, the ing field needs to be in the near-infrared
(NIR) regime. If the NIR field is off-resonant with the
nter-dot tunneling frequency, the resultant force has only
a sm ll per urbative effect on the double-dot system so
the elect on-site istribution is nearly the same as the re-
sult with ut the NIR field at all. if the NIR field is reso-
n , t en w show that the NIR field pushes the electron
i to being equally likely on the left or right. Thus reso-
n nces should be observable by seeing sudden changes in
the excess- lectr n distribution, hence sudden changes in
the AFM tip oscillation frequency, when the NIR field is
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We de ise a scheme to characterize tunneling by an excess electron shared between a pair of
n by dangling-bonds on a silicon surface. We co jecture th t the tunneli g will be highly coherent
but to f st to be charact rized by conventional electronic techniques. Our approac is instead
to measure the time-aver ged loca ion f he xcess charge by emplo ing a cap citively-coupled
atomic-force micros pe tip to create an elec ric-potential difference between th two d ngling bonds
while simultaneously driving the d ngli g-bond pair with a ne r-infrared field. When the near-
infrared field is r so ant w th th tunneling frequency betw en the da gling bon s subject to the
biased potential, the time-averaged excess-charge location should be symmetric; otherwise the time-
averaged l cation is asymmetric proportional to th bias. This resonant symmetry effect should not
only r v al the tu n ling r te but ls the natur and rate of decoherence of this tunneling.
PACS numbers: ?
I. INTRODUCTION
(i) ∆ = 10 THz
ii) ∆ = 100 THz
iii) ∆ = 120 THz
( v) ∆ = 133 THz
( ) ∆ = 140 THz
i) ∆ = 160 THz
(vii) ∆ = 180 THz
(1)
Two nearby q antum dots ca share a single donor-
supplied excess electron thereby functioning as an eff c-
tive two-level system know as a ‘charg qubit’, with ap-
plications to q antum comp ti 1–3 n spin-charge con-
version3,4 for spin-qu it re dout.5 Although s lid-state
charge qubits have been d mo strat d in semico du tors
and superconductors.1,6 inter-dot tunneling rates vary
due to growth imperfections and decoherence mechanism.
We have s ggested ov coming these challe ges by em-
pl ying silicon-surface dangling b d (DBs) as closely-
space quantu dot sha ing a single do or-supplied
electron,7 which is predicted t be highly coh rent with
tunneling time betwe n 10 fs and 1 ps.8,9 The disad-
vantage of our strategy is rapidity of tunneling, meaning
that direct characterization by monitoring the oscillation
is not fe sible electronically. Here we propose a strat-
egy to measure the rate and coherence of tunneling by
controlling and monitoring time veraged charge distri-
butions between such d ts. These easurements are i -
spired by pr vious experiments on double q antum dot
structur s i the microwave regime.10,11
The tw DBs are ne r enough that electrostatic repul-
sion prevents both DBs fr m gaining an excess lectron
but sufficiently far apart that they are not chemically
bonded together. In our approach, the electron’s posi-
tion within the ‘left’ (L) or ‘rig t’ (R) quantum dot is
discerned by an tomic force microscope (AFM) capaci-
tively coupled to one DB in the pair, a d the slow mea-
surement averages over many oscillations thereby losing
all direct information about the tunneling rate and de-
coherence. Capacitive coupling induces an anharmonic
potential on the AFM tip, and the strength of this cou-
pling, which reveals the average charge in the left dot, is
anifested in the AFM tip’s oscillation frequency. The
scillation is harmonic in the absence of cap citive ou-
pli g to local charge 12.
An electric field along the two DBs can be created
by attaching leads to the surface and applying an elec-
tri otential.13? This electric pote tial bias will cause
the excess electron position probability distribution to
be more heavily weighted in the left or right DB de-
pending on the sign and strength of the bias. In our
scheme this site-location probability is observed by mea-
suring the AFM tip oscillation frequency. For zero bias
the electron is equally probable to be on the right or left.
Furthermore the tunneling rate is a fu ction of the ap-
plied bias as the electric field modifies the barrier between
the L a d R dots.
To determin tunneling rate and decoherence, a driv-
ing force is added, which pushes the excess electron back
a d forth rapidly between the two DBs wit a rate com-
parable to the tunnelling frequency. In the case of two
DBs, the drivi g field needs to be in the ear-infrared
(NIR) regime. If the NIR field is off-resonant with the
inter-dot tun eling frequency, the resultant force has only
a small pert rbative eff ct on the double-dot system so
the electron-site distribution is nearly the same as the re-
sult without the NIR field at all. if the NIR field is reso-
na t, then we show that the NIR field pushes the electron
into being qually likely on the left or right. Thus reso-
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e devise a scheme to characterize tunneling by an excess electron shared between a pair of
n arby dangling-bonds on a sili on surface. e co jecture that the tunneli g will be highly coherent
but too fast to be char c erized by conventional e ectronic techniques. Our approac is instead
to m asure th tim -aver ged location f the excess charg by employing a cap citively-coupled
atomic-force microscope tip to create an ele tric-potential diff rence between the two d ngling bonds
while simultan ously driving th d ngli g-bond with a near-infrared field. hen the near-
infrared field is esonant with the tunn lin frequ cy between the da gling bon s subject to the
biased pot ntial, the tim -averaged excess-charge location should be symmetric; otherwise the time-
av raged l cation s a y metr c propor ional to the bias. This resonant symmetry effect should not
nly reveal tu n ling rate but also th natur and rate of decoherence of this tunneling.
PACS numbers: ?
I. INTRODUCTION
(i) ∆ = 10 THz
(ii) ∆ = 100 THz
(iii) ∆ = 120 THz
(iv) ∆ = 133 THz
( ) ∆ = 140 THz
( i) ∆ = 160 THz
(vii) ∆ = 180 THz
(1)
Two nearby q an um dots ca s are a single d nor-
supplied ex ess electr n thereby functioning as an effe -
i two-level sy tem know as a ‘charge qubit’, with ap-
plic tions to q antum c mputi g1–3 an spin-charge con-
version3,4 f r spin-qubit read ut.5 Although s lid-state
harg qubits ave been demonstrated in s miconductors
and superconduc rs.1,6 inter-dot tunneling rates vary
due to growth impe e tions and dec herence mechanism.
e have s g ested overcoming these challenges by em-
pl ying silicon-surface dangling bo ds (DBs) as closely-
spac quantu dots sharing a single do or-supplied
el ctro ,7 which is pr dicted to be highly coh rent with
tun eling time be ween 10 fs and 1 ps.8,9 The dis d-
vantage f ur stra egy is r pidity of tunneling, me ning
that direc characterization by m nitoring the o cillation
is no fe sible electronically. Here we propose a strat-
egy t measur th rate and coherenc of unn ling by
cont o ling d onitoring time averaged charge distri-
bu ions b tween such d ts. Th se measur ments are i -
spir d by pr vious exp riments on doubl q antum dot
structur s i the microwave regime.10,11
Th tw DBs are ne r enough that e ectrostatic repul-
sion pr vents both DBs from gaining an exc ss lectron
but sufficiently far apart that they are not chemically
bonded together. In our approach, the el ctron’s posi-
tion within th ‘left’ (L) or ‘rig t’ (R) quan um dot is
disc r ed by an t mic force microscope (AF ) capaci-
tively coupled to one DB in the pair, and the slow mea-
surem nt averages ver many oscillations thereby losing
all dire information about the tunneling rate and de-
coherence. Capacitive coupling induces an anharmonic
potent al on the AF tip, and the s rength of this cou-
pling, wh ch reve s the av rage harge in the left dot, is
a fested in the AF tip’s oscillati n frequency. The
scillation is harmonic in the absence of cap citiv ou-
pli g to local charge 12.
An el ctric fi ld along the two DBs c n be created
by at aching leads to the surface and applying an elec-
tric tential.13? This electric pote tial bias will cause
the excess elec ron position probability distribution to
be m re heavily weighted in the left or right DB de-
pending on the sign and str ngth of the bias. In ur
schem this site-l cation ility is observ d by mea-
uring the AF tip scillation fr qu ncy. For zero bias
the electron is qually probable to be on t e right or left.
Fur hermore the tunneling rate is a fu ction of the ap-
plied bias as the electric field modifies the barrier between
the L and R dots.
To determine u neling rate and de oherence, a driv-
ing forc is add d, which pushes the excess electron back
a d forth rapidly between the two DBs wi a rate com-
parabl to the tunnelling frequ ncy. In the case of two
DBs, the d ivi g field needs o be in the ear-infrared
(NIR) r gime. If the NIR field is off-resonant with the
inter-dot tun eling frequ ncy, the r sultant force has only
a small pert rbativ eff ct on the doubl -dot system so
the electron-sit dis ibution is nearly the same as the re-
sult without the NIR field at all. if the NIR field is reso-
na t, then we show that the NIR field pushes the electron
into b ing qually likely on the left or right. Thus reso-
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We devi e a scheme to characterize t ne ing by an excess electro shared between a pair of
nearby da gling-bonds on a silicon surface. We conj cture that the tunneling will be highly oherent
ut to fast o be characteriz d by co venti nal electronic echniqu s. Our approach is instead
to measure the t me-averaged location of th xcess charge y employing a capacitively-c upled
tomic-f rce mic oscope tip o create n le tric-pote tial diff r nce between the two dangling bonds
while simul eously driving gling-bo d pair with a near-infrared field. When the near-
infrared field is resonant with the unneli g frequency b tween the dangling bonds subject to the
biased potential, the time-averaged excess- harge location should be symmetric; oth rwise the time-
averaged loc tion is asymmet ic proportional to the bi s. This esonant symme ry effect should not
onl reveal the tunneling r te but also the nature nd ra e of decoherenc of this tunneling.
PACS numbers: ?
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(i) 10 THz
(i 100 THz
i 120 THz
(i 133 THz
v 140 THz
i) 160 THz
(vii) ∆ = 180 THz
(1)
Two n arby quantum dots can share a single d nor-
supplied exces elec ron ther by functioning as an effec-
tive two-lev l system k own as a ‘charge qubit’, wit ap-
plications to quantum computing1–3 and pin-charge con-
vers 3,4 for spin-qubit eadou .5 Al hough solid-state
charge qubits have bee de onstrated in semiconductors
nd superconductors.1,6 nter-dot tunneling rates vary
due to i perfections and deco r n mechanism.
We ha ested overcoming these challenges by e -
loying ili -surface dangling bo ds (DBs) a clo ely-
space tu dots sharing a single donor-supplied
l ctr hich is predicted to be hig ly coherent with
tun li ti be ween 10 fs and 1 ps.8,9 The d sad-
vantage of our strategy s rapidity of tunne ing, me ning
hat t charact rization by monit ring the oscillation
is n sible electronically. Here we propose a str t-
egy t easu e the rate a d cohe ence of tunneli g by
co i g and monitoring time averaged charge distri-
bu i twe n such d ts. These measurements are in-
spire previou experiments on d uble quant m dot
structures i the microwave regime.10,11
The two DBs are ne r enough that electrostatic epul-
sion prevent bo h DBs f om gaini g n ex ess electron
but sufficiently far ap rt that they are not chemically
bonde together. In our approach, the electron’s posi-
tion wi hi the ‘left’ (L) or ‘right’ (R) quantum dot is
disc rn d by an at mic force microscope (AFM) capaci-
tively coupled to ne DB in the pair, and the slow mea-
surement av rages over many os illatio s thereby losing
all direct information ab ut the tun ling rate and de-
coherence. Cap itiv coupli induces an nharmonic
pot ntial on th AFM tip, and the strength of this c u-
pling, which reve ls t average ch rg in the left dot, is
manifested in the AFM tip’s oscillation frequency. The
oscillatio is harmoni in the absence of capacitive cou-
pling to local charges12.
An electric field along the two DBs can be created
by attaching leads to the surfac and ap lying an elec-
ric potential.13? is electric pote tial bias w ll cau e
the excess electron position probability distr bution to
be mor heavily weighted i he lef or r ght DB de-
pending on the sig and strength of the bias. In our
cheme this site-location probabili y is observed by mea-
suring the AFM tip oscil ation f equency. For zero bias
the electro is equally probable to e on the right or left.
Furth rmore the tunneling rat s a funct on o the ap-
plied bias as the elec ric field modifies the barrier b tween
the L and R dots.
To determine tunneling rat a d decoherence, a driv-
ing force is added, which pus es the exc s el ctron back
and fort r pidly b t the two DBs with a rat com-
parable to th unn lling frequency. In the case of two
DBs, th drivi g fie d n eds to be in the n ar-infrared
(NIR) regime. If the NIR field is off-resonant with the
inte -dot u neling frequency, the resultant force as only
a small perturbative ffect on th double-dot system s
the electron-site distri ution is n arly the same as the re-
sult hout th NIR fiel at all. if the NIR field is reso-
nant, n e s o a the NIR field pushes the lectron
into being equally likely on t e left or right. Thus reso-
(a) 
(b) 
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We de ise a scheme to characterize tunneling by an excess electron shared between a pair of
nearby dangling-bonds on a silicon surface. We c njectur th t t tunneling wi l be highly co ere t
but too fast to be characterized by conventional electronic tec niques. Our pproach i i st ad
to measure the time- veraged location of th excess ch rge by mploying a capacitively-coupl
atomic-force microscope tip to create an elec ric-potential diff rence between t e wo dangling bonds
while sim ltaneously driving the dangling-bond pair with a near-infrared fiel . When the ear-
infrared field is resonant with the tun eli g frequency between the dangling bonds subject to th
biased po en ial, the time-ave aged excess-charg location should be sym etri ; otherwise th ti -
av raged location is asymmetric proportional to the bi s. This resonant symmetry eff c sho ld not
only reveal the tunneling r te but also the natu a d rate of decoh renc of t is tun e ing.
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(i) ωNIR = 350 THz
(ii) ωNIR = 300 THz
(iii) ωNIR = 250 THz
(iv) ωNIR = 200 THz
(v) ωNIR = 150 THz
(1)
Two nearby quantu dots can s are a single donor-
supplied excess electron ther by functioning as an ffec-
tive two-level system known as a ‘charge qubit’, with ap-
plications to quantum co puting1–3 and spin-char e con-
version3,4 for spin-qubit readout.5 Although solid-state
charge qubits have been demonstrated in semiconductors
and superconductors.1,6 inter-dot tunneling rates vary
due to growth imperfections and decoherence mechanism.
We have suggested overcoming these challenges by em-
ploying silicon-surface dangling bonds (DBs) as closely-
spaced quantum dots sharing a single donor-supplied
electron,7 which is predicted to be highly coherent with
a tunneling time between 10 fs and 1 ps.8,9 The disad-
vantage of our strategy is rapidity of tunneling, meaning
that direct characterization by monitoring the oscillation
is not feasible electronically. Here we propose a strat-
egy to measure the rate and coherence of tunneling by
controlling and monitoring time averaged charge distri-
butions between such dots. These measurements are in-
spired by previous experiments on double quantum dot
structures in the microwave regime.10,11
The two DBs are near enough that electrostatic repul-
sion prevents both DBs from gaining an excess electron
but sufficiently far apart that they are not chemically
bonded together. In our approach, the electron’s posi-
tion within the ‘left’ (L) or ‘right’ (R) quantum dot is
discerned by an atomic force micr scope (AFM) capaci-
tively coupled to on DB in the pair, and t e slow mea-
surement averages over any oscillatio s thereby losing
all direct inf rmation about the tunneling rate a d d -
coherenc . Capaci iv coupling induce a harmonic
pot ntial on th AFM tip, and the streng h of t is cou-
pling, which reve ls th average charge in the left dot, is
anifeste in t e AFM tip’s oscillation frequ ncy. Th
o cillat on is harmo ic in the bsence f c pa itive cou-
pling to local charges12.
An el ctric fie d along the two DBs can be created
by attac ing leads o t e s rface and applyi g an lec-
t ic potentia .13? Th lectric potential bia wil caus
the excess electron p sition probability distribution to
be more heavily weighted in the left or right DB de-
pending on the sign and strength of the bias. In our
scheme this site-location probability is observed by mea-
suring the AFM tip oscillation frequency. For zero bias
the electron is equally probable to be on the right or left.
Furthermore the tunneling rate is a function of the ap-
plied bias as the electric field modifies the barrier between
the L and R dots.
To determine tunneling rate and decoherence, a driv-
ing force is added, which pushes the excess electron back
and forth rapidly between the two DBs with a rate com-
parable to the tunnelling frequency. In the case of two
DBs, the driving field needs to be in the near-infrared
(NIR) regime. If the NIR field is off-resonant with the
inter-dot tunneling frequency, the resultant force has only
a small perturbative effect on the double-dot system so
the electron-site distribution is nearly the same as the re-
sult without the NIR field at all. if the NIR field is reso-
nant, then we show that the NIR field pushes the electron
into being equally likely on the left or right. Thus reso-
nances should be observable by seeing sudden changes in
the excess-electron distribution, hence sudden changes in
the AFM tip oscillation frequency, when the NIR field is
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We devise a scheme to characterize tunneling by excess electr shared between a pair of
nearby dangling-bonds on silico surface. We conject re that the tu n li g will be hig ly coherent
but too fast to be characterized by c ve tional electronic techniques. Our approach is inst ad
to measure the time-averaged location of the exce s charge by empl y a capacitively-coupled
atomic-force microscope tip to create an electric-potential differ nce between the two dang ing bonds
while simultaneously driving the d ngling-bond pair with a ne r-infrared field. When the near-
infrared field is resonant with the unneling frequency between the da gling bonds subjec to the
biased potential, the time-averaged excess-charge l cation sh uld be symmetric; otherwis the time-
av raged l cation is asym etric proportion l to the ias. This resonan symm try ffect should not
only reve l th tunneli g ate but also e n t re a d rat of de oherence of this tunn ling.
PACS numb rs: ?
I. INTRODUCTION
(i) ωNIR = 350 THz
(ii) ωNIR = 300 THz
(iii) ωNIR = 250 THz
(iv) ωNIR = 200 THz
(v) ωNIR = 150 THz
(1)
Two nearby q antum dots can hare a si gle donor-
supplied excess electron ther by f nctioning as an ffec-
ive two-level system kno n as a ‘charg qubit’ wi ap-
plications to qu ntum comp ing1–3 and pin-charge con-
version3,4 for spin-qubit readout.5 Although so id-state
charge qubi s have bee demo strated in se iconductors
a superconductors.1,6 inter-dot tunn ing rates vary
due to grow imperfections nd decoherence echanism.
We have suggested overcoming thes challenges by em-
ploying silicon-surface dangling bonds (DBs) as closely-
spaced quantum dots sha ing a single donor-supplied
el ron,7 which is predicted to be highly coherent with
a tunneling time betwe 10 fs and 1 ps.8,9 The disad-
vantage of our strategy i r pidity of tunneling, meaning
that direct characterization by monitoring the oscillation
is not feasible electronically. Here we propose a strat-
gy to mea ure the rate and coherence of tunneling by
controlling and monitori time averaged charge distri-
butions betwee such dots. These measurements are in-
spired b previous experim nts on double quantum dot
structures in the micr wave r gime.10,11
The two DBs a e near enough that electrostatic repul-
sion prevents both DBs from gaini g an excess electron
but sufficiently far apart that they are not chemically
bonded togeth r. In our approach, the electron’s posi-
tion within the ‘left’ (L) or ‘right’ (R) quantum dot i
disc r ed by an tomi f rce microscop (AFM) capaci-
tively coupled o on DB in th pair, and the slow mea-
urement averages over many oscilla ions thereby lo ing
all dir ct nformation bout the tunneling rate and de-
coheren . Capa i ive coupli g induc s an nh moni
potential on the AFM ip, an t strength of this cou-
pling, which reve ls the average charge in the left dot, is
manifested in he AFM tip’s oscillation frequency. The
oscill tio is harm ni in the abse e of capacitive cou-
pli g to local charg 12.
An electric fie d along h two DBs can be c ated
by att ching l ds to th surface a d appl i g an lec-
tric potenti l.13? This electric potential bi s will cause
the excess electron positi n probability istribution to
be more heavily weighted in t e left or right DB de-
pending on the si and stre gth of t e bias. In ur
s hem this site-location prob bility is observed by mea-
suri g the AFM ip oscilla on frequency. For zero bias
the el ctron is equally p obable to be on the right or left.
Furthermore e tunn ling rate is a function of the ap-
plied bias as the electric field modifies the barrier between
the L and R dots.
To determine tunneling rate and decoherence, a driv-
ing force is added, which pushes the excess electron back
and forth rapidly between the two DBs with a rate com-
parable to the tunnelling frequency. In the case of two
DBs, the driving field n eds to be in the near-infrared
(NIR) regime. If th NIR field is off-resonant with the
inter-dot tunneling frequency, he resultant force has only
a small perturbative eff ct on the d uble-dot system so
the el ctron-sit distribution is nearly the same as the re-
sult without the NIR field at all. if the NIR field is reso-
nant, then we show that the NIR field pushes the electron
into being equally lik ly on the left r right. Thus reso-
nances should be obs rvable by s eing sudden changes in
the xcess-electron distribution, h nce sudden changes in
e AFM tip oscillation frequ n y, when the NIR field is
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We devise a scheme to characterize tunneling by an xc ss elec ron shared between a air of
nearby dangling-bonds on a silicon surface. We conj cture tha the tunneling will be highly cohere t
but too fast to be characterized by conventional electronic tech iques. Our ppr a h is inst ad
to measure the time-average location of the excess charge by empl yi g a cap citively-coupled
atomic-force microscope ip t create an electric-potential difference between the two dangling bonds
while simultaneously driving th dangling bond pair with a near-infrar d field. When the near-
infrared field is resonant w th th tunneling frequen y b tween the dang b nds subject to the
biased potential, the time-averaged excess-charge location should e symme ric; otherwise the time-
averaged location is asymm tric propo ti l o the bias. This re onant symmetry ffe t should not
only reveal the tunneling rate but also nature a d rat of de oh r ce of this t nneling.
PACS numbers: ?
I. INTRODUCTION
(i) ωNIR = 350 THz
( i) ωNIR = 300 THz
(iii) ωNIR = 250 THz
(iv) ωNIR = 200 THz
(v) ωNIR = 150 THz
(1)
Two nearby quantum dots can shar a si le do or-
supplied excess lectron thereby functio ing as n effec-
tive two-level sys m k own as a ‘charge qubit’, with ap-
plicati ns to quan um computing1–3 a d spi -charge con-
ve sio 3,4 for spi -qubit readout.5 Alth ugh s lid-stat
charge qu i s have been demonstrated in s iconductors
an supe conductors.1,6 i r-dot tunn ling rat s vary
due to gro i perfections and decohere c mechanism.
We have suggested ov rc min thes challenges by em
ploying silic n-surface dangling bonds (DBs) a cl sely-
spaced quantum dots sharing a single donor-supplied
electron,7 whic is pr dict d to be highly cohere t with
a tunneling time between 10 fs and 1 ps.8,9 The disad-
vantage of our strategy is rapidity of tunneling, me ing
that direct characterization by monitoring the oscillation
is not feasible electronically. Here we propose a strat-
egy to measure the rate and coherence of tunneling by
controlling and monitoring time avera ed charge distri-
butio s between such dots. These measurements are in-
spired by previous experiments on double quantu dot
structures in the microwave regi e.10,11
The two DBs ar near enough that el ctr static repul-
sion prevents both DBs from gaining an excess electron
but sufficiently far apart that they are not chemically
bonded together. In our approach, the electron’s posi-
tion within the ‘left’ (L) or ‘right’ (R) quantum dot is
di cer ed by an ato force microscope (AFM) capaci-
tively coupled to one DB in the pair, and slow me -
sure ent averag s over many oscillatio s reby losing
all direct informatio about the tunneling te and d -
co erence. Capacitive coupling induces an anharmonic
potential on the AFM tip, and the strength of is cou-
pl , which reveals t average charge in th f ot, is
m ifested in the AFM tip’s oscill t o requ ncy. The
o cillation is harmo ic in the abs e of capacitive cou-
pli g to local char es12.
A el c c fi ld alo the two DBs can be created
by at aching leads to the surface an applying a elec-
tric potential.13? This el tric pot ntial bias will cau
the xc ss electron position pr babi ity di ribution t
be more eavily weight d in the lef or r gh DB d -
pe din on th sign and strength of the bi s. In our
che e this site-locat on pr bability is observ d by mea-
s rin he AFM tip os ill tion fr quency. For zero bias
the electro is equa ly probable to be on the right or left.
Fur h rmore the tunneli g ra e is funct on of the ap-
pli d bias s the electric fiel modifies the barrier between
th L and R dots.
To determine tunneling rate and decoherence, a driv-
ing force is added, which pushes the excess electron back
and forth rapidly between the two DBs with a rate com-
parable to the tunnelling frequency. In the case of two
DBs, the driving field needs to be in the near-infrared
(NIR) regime. If the NIR field is off-resonant with the
inter-dot tunneling frequency, the resultant force has only
a small perturbative effect on the doubl -dot system so
the electron-site distribution is nearly the same as the re-
sult without the NIR field at all. if the NIR field is reso-
nant, then we show that the NIR field pus s the electron
into being equally lik ly on the left r right. Thus reso-
nances should be observable by seeing sudden changes in
the excess- lectron distributi , hence sudden chang s in
the AFM tip oscillation frequency, when the NIR field is
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We devise a scheme to characterize tunneling by an excess electron shared between a pair of
nearby dangling-bonds on a s licon surfac . We c njecture tha the tunneling will b highly coherent
but too fast to be characterized by conven ional electro ic techniques. Our ap roach is instead
to measure the time-averaged location of the excess ch rge by employing a c pacitively- oupled
atomic-force microscope tip to cr a an e ectric-p ten al differ nce b twe the wo d ngling bonds
while simultaneously driving the da gling-bond pair with a near-infrar d field. W en the near-
infrared field is r sonant with the t nneli g freq ency bet e n t e dangling bonds subject to the
biased potent al, the tim - veraged excess-charge location should be symme ric; other se the time-
averaged location is asymmetric proportional to the bias. This resonant symm try effect should n t
only reveal he tun eling rate but also the nature and rate of ecoherenc of this tunn ling.
PACS n bers: ?
I. INTRODUCTION
(i) ∆ = 10 THz
(ii) ∆ = 100 THz
(iii) ∆ = 120 THz
(iv) ∆ = 133 THz
(v) ∆ = 140 THz
(vi) ∆ = 160 THz
(vii) ∆ = 180 THz
(1)
Two nearby quantum dots can s are a single donor-
supplie exc s el ctron th reby functioning as an effec-
ive two-l vel system known s a ‘ch rge qubit’, with ap-
plic tions to quant m computing1–3 and spin-c arge con-
ve sion3,4 f r spin-qubi readout.5 Although solid tate
charg qubits have b en demonstrated in sem conductors
and superconductors.1,6 inte -dot tun eling rates vary
due t growth imperfections and deco erence mechanis .
We have suggested overcoming these challenges by em-
plo ing silicon-surface da ling bonds (DBs) as closely-
spaced quantum dots s aring a single donor-supplied
electron,7 which is predicted to be highly coherent with
a tunneling time between 10 fs and 1 ps.8,9 The disad-
vantage of our strategy is r pidity of tunneling, meani g
that direct charact rization by monitoring the oscillation
is not feasible electronically. Here we propose a strat-
egy to measure the rate and coherence of tunneling by
controlling and monitoring time averaged charge distri-
butions between such dots. These measurements are in-
spired by previous experiments on double quantum dot
structures in the icrowave regime.10,11
The two DBs are near e ough that electrostatic repul-
sion prevents both DBs from gaining an excess electron
but uffici nt far apart that they are not chemically
bond d ogether. In our approac , the elect on’s posi-
tio within the ‘left’ (L) or ‘right’ (R) quantum dot is
disc rned by an atomic force icr scop (AFM) cap ci-
tively coupled t on DB in the p ir, a d the sl w mea-
urement averages over many oscillatio s t ereby losing
all direct informatio ab ut the unneling rate a e-
cohere e. Capacitive coupling ind ces an an armonic
p t ntial o the AFM tip, an the st ngth of this cou-
pling, wh ch reveals the verage ch rge i the left d t, is
manife in th AFM tip’s oscillation frequency. The
oscillatio is har onic in the absence f cap citive u-
pl ng to local ch rge 12.
An lectric fi l al ng e two DBs can b created
by a ac ing leads to the surf c and applying an el c-
tric po ntial.13? This electric pot ntial bia will cause
the excess electron positi proba ility dis ribution to
be mor heavily weighted in the left or igh DB de-
pending on the sign and strengt of the bias. I our
sc me this site-loc i p oba ility is observed by mea-
suring the AFM tip oscillation frequency. For zero bias
the electron is equally probable to be on the right or left.
Furthermore the tunneling rate is a function of the ap-
plied bias as the electric field modifies the barrier between
the L and R dots.
To d termine tunneling rate and decoherence, a driv-
ing force is a ded, which pushes t e excess electron back
and forth rapidly between th two DBs with a rate com-
parable to the tunnelling frequency. In the case of two
DBs, the driving field needs to b in the near-infrared
(NIR) regime. If t e I field is off-resonant with the
inter-dot tunneling frequency, the resultant force has only
a small perturba ive effect on the double-dot system so
the electron-sit distribution is nearly the same as the re-
sult without the NIR field at all. if the NIR field is reso-
nant, th n we sho that the NIR fiel pushes the electron
into being equally likely on the left or right. Thus reso-
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e evise a sc e e to c aracter ze t eli g y a excess electro s are et ee a air of
ear y a gli g- o s o a silico s rfac . e c j t re t t t e t li g ill e ig ly co ere t
t too fast to e c aracterize y co ve i al electro ic c iq es. r a proac is i stea
to eas re t e ti e-average locatio of t e excess c arge y e loyi c aciti ely- o le
ato ic-force icrosco e ti to create a electric- ote tial i ere ce et ee t e t o gli g o s
ile si lta eo sly rivi g t e angli g- o air it a ear-i frare fiel . e t e ear-
i frare fiel is reso a t it t e tu eling fr que cy etwe the a gli g o s s ject to t e
iase ote tial, t e ti e-average excess-c arge locatio s o l e sy etric; ot er is t e i e-
average locatio is a y e ic ro ortio al t t e ias. is reso a t sy try e ect s o l t
o ly reveal t n li g rate t al o t e at re a rat of eco ere c of t is t li g.
S n bers: ?
I. I I
(i) 10 z
(ii) 100 z
(iii) 120 z
(i ) 133 z
( ) 140 z
( i) 160 z
( ii) 180 z
(1)
o ear a t ots ca s are a si gle o or-
s lied e ces electro t re f ctio i g as a e ec-
ti e t o-l el s s e o s a ‘c arg it’, i a -
li tio s to a tu co ti g1–3 a s i -charge co -
e sio 3,4 for s i - i rea o t.5 lt o g soli -state
c arge i s a e e e o strate i se ico ctors
a rco ctors.1,6 i ter- ot neli g rates ar
to gro t i rfectio s a e o ere ce ec a is .
e a e s gges e o rco i g t ese c alle ges e -
lo i g silico -s rface a li g o s ( s) as closel -
s ac a t ots s ari g a si gle o or-s lie
ele tro ,7 ic is re icte to e ig l co ere t it
a t eli g ti e et ee 10 f a 1 s.8,9 e isa -
a tage of o r strateg is r i it of eli g, ea i g
t at irect c aract rizatio o tori g t e oscillatio
is ot feasi le electro icall . re e ro ose a strat-
eg to eas re t e ate a co ere ce of t eli g
o trolli g a o itori g ti e a erage c arge istri-
tio s et ee s c ts. se eas re e ts are i -
s ire re io s e eri e ts o o le a t ot
str ct res i t icro a e regi e.10,11
t o s are ear e o g t at electrostatic re l-
sio re ts ot s fro gai i g a e cess electro
t s cie t fa ar t a t e re ot c e icall
e to et er. I o r a r ac , t e e ectro ’s osi-
i it i t e ‘left’ ( ) or ‘rig t’ ( ) a t ot is
isc r a ato ic force icr sco ( ) ca ci-
ti el co le t o i t e ir, a t e sl ea-
s re e t a erages o er a oscillat o s t ere losi g
all irect i for atio a t t e t li g rate and d -
co ere . a aciti e li g ces a a ar ic
t tial on t e ti , a t e st gt o t is co -
li g, ic re eals t e a erage c arge in t left ot, is
a ifest i t e ti ’s oscillatio fre e c . e
os illatio is ar o ic i t e a s ce of ca iti -
l g to local c arg 12.
lectric fi l al g e t o s ca create
a ac i g lea s to t e s rf c a a l i g a el c-
tric o tial.13? is elec ric ot tial ia ill ca s
t e e cess electro o iti ro a ilit is ri tio to
e or ea l eig te e l or g e-
e i g t e sig a e g of t e ias. I o r
s e t is site-loc i o a ilit is o ser e ea-
ri g t e ti oscillatio fre e c . or zero ias
t e electro is e all ro a le to e o t e rig t or left.
rt er ore t e t eli g rate is a f ctio of t e a -
lie ias as t e electric fiel o ifies t e arrier et ee
t e a ots.
o ter i e t eli g rate a eco ere ce, a ri -
i g force is a e , ic s es e e cess electro ac
a fort i l et ee t e t o s it a rate co -
ara le to t t lli g fre e c . I t e case of t o
s, t e ri i g fiel ee s to i t e ear-i frare
( I ) regi e. I t I fiel is o -reso a t it t e
i t r- ot t eli g fre e c , t e res lta t force as o l
a s all ert r a i e e ect o t e o le- ot s ste so
t e lectro -sit istri tio is e rl t e sa e as t e re-
s lt t o t t e I fiel at all. if t e I fiel is reso-
a t, t e s o t at t e I fiel s es t e electro
i to i g e all li l o t e left or rig t. s reso-
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We devi e a sc eme to charact rize tun eling by an excess electr shared betwee a pair of
earby dangling- onds o a s lic n su fa e. We conj ure that the tunneling will be highly coherent
but t o fast to be charact riz d by conv ntional electr nic t c niques. Our pproach is ins ead
to measur he tim - v raged ocatio of t exc s charge by employing a c pacitiv ly-coupled
atomic-for e m c os op ti to create an elect ic-pote difference betwe n the two dangling bonds
while simult neously driving th da gling-bond p ir ith a ne r-infrared field. When the near-
infra ed fie d is reso ant with the tunn l ng freque y be w en e dangling b nds subject to the
biased p tential, th tim -av raged exces -charge loc ion shoul b symme ric; otherwise the time-
ave aged locatio is asymmetric p op rtio al to the bias. This reso ant symmetry effect should ot
only rev al the tu neling ra e but also the nature and r te of decoherence of this tun eling.
PACS number : ?
I. INTRODUCTION
(i) ωNIR = 350 THz
(ii) ωNIR = 300 THz
(iii) ωNIR = 250 THz
(iv) ωNIR = 200 THz
(v) ωNIR = 150 THz
(1)
Two nearby qua um dots can share a si gle donor-
supplied exc ss electro t er by functi ni g s an effec-
t v two-lev l system known as a ‘ch rge qubit’, with ap-
plication to qua tum co puting1–3 an spin-charge co -
version3,4 for spin-qubit readout.5 Although solid-state
charg qubit have been demonstrat d in emicon uctors
a d superconduct r .1,6 inter-dot tu n ling ra es vary
du o growth imp rfec ns and decoherence mechanism.
We hav suggeste ver oming hese cha leng s by em-
ployi ilicon-surf ce dangling b nds (DBs) as closely-
spaced quan um dots shari single do or-supp ied
lectron,7 which is predicted to be highly coherent with
a u n li g time b tween 10 fs and 1 ps.8,9 The disad-
vanta e of our strategy is rapidity of tunneling, meaning
that direct characterization by monitoring th oscillati n
i not feasi le electronic lly. Her we propose a strat-
egy t mea u t e rate and coherence of tunn ling y
controlling monitoring time averaged charge distri-
butions b tween such dots. Th se m as me ts r in-
ired p vious experiments ouble quant m dot
structures in the microwav egime.10,11
The two DBs are near e ough that electrostatic r pul-
si n revents bo h DBs f om gaining a xcess elec ro
but uffici ntly f r apart th t they are not chemically
bo ded togethe . In o r appr ach, the l ctro ’s posi-
tion within the ‘left’ (L) or ‘righ ’ (R) quantum do is
discerned b an atomic force micro c pe (AFM) capaci-
tively c upled to o e DB in the pair, and the sl w mea-
su emen av ages over man scillations thereby losing
all direct info m tion about the tun eling rate and de-
cohe e c . C pa itive coupling duces an anharmo ic
potential on he AFM tip, and the s re gth of this cou-
pling, which reveals h average c arge in th left dot, is
m if sted he AFM tip’s oscillation frequency. The
oscillat on is har onic in the absence of capacitive cou-
pling to local charges12.
An lectric fiel along the two DBs can be created
y att ching leads to th surface and applying an elec-
ric otential.13? T is le ric po ential bias will cause
the exc s l ron positi pr bability distribution to
be mo e heavily weighted in the left or right DB de-
pending o h ign nd strength of the bias. In our
sc m this ite-loc tio probability is ob erved by mea-
suring h AFM tip oscillation equency. For ze o bias
the l c ron is qually probable to be on the right or left.
Furth rmor the t nn ling ra is a function of the ap-
plie bias as the lectric field modifies the barrier between
the L and R dots.
To determine tunneling rate and decoherence, a driv-
ing for is a ded, which pushes the excess electron back
and forth rapidly between the two DBs with a rate com-
parable to the tunnelling frequency. In the case of two
DBs, the driving field needs to be in the near-infrared
(NIR) r gime. If the NIR field is off-resonant with the
nter-dot tunneling frequency, the resultant force has only
small perturbative effect on the double-dot system so
the electro -site distribution is nearly the same as the re-
ult with ut th NIR fi ld at all. if the NIR field is reso-
nant, then we how th t he NIR field pushes the electron
into being qua ly likely on the eft or right. Thus reso-
nances s ould be observable by seeing sudden changes in
he xcess- l ctron distribution, hence sudden changes in
th AFM tip oscillation frequency, when the NIR field is
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e devise a sc e e to characterize tunneling b an excess electr shared betwe a pair of
nearby dangling-bonds on a silicon surface. e conjecture that the tun eling will be highly co nt
but too fast to be characterized by conventiona el ctronic tec q es. Our pp oach s i stead
to easure the ti e-averaged loca ion f e exc ss ch rge by e ploying a c pacitiv ly-coupled
ato c-force icroscope tip to create an electri -pote t diff r nce between he two dangl ng bonds
while si ultaneously driving the dangling-bo d pair with a near-inf r d field. n the near-
infrared field s res nant with the tunneling frequency between t e dangling bo ds subje t to the
biased potential, the ti e-averaged excess-charge locat on should be sy etric; otherwise th ti e-
averaged location is asy etric proportional to the bias. This resonant sy etry effect should ot
only reveal he tunneling ate but lso nature and rate of decoherence of this tunneling.
PACS numbers: ?
I. I T TI
(i) ωNIR 350 T z
(ii) ωNIR 300 T z
(iii) ωNIR 250 T z
(iv) ωNIR 200 T z
(v) ωNIR 150 T z
(1)
Two ne rby quantu d ts an share i gl onor-
supp ied exc ss elec ro ther by f ctioning s an eff c-
tive two-lev l syste known as a ‘ch rge qubi ’, with ap-
plica ions to qua u co puting1–3 and s in-charge co -
version3,4 for spin-qubit readout.5 lthough sol d-state
harge qub ts have been de str t d in se icon ctors
a d su ercondu t rs.1,6 inte -dot tu n li g rates vary
d to growth p rfecti n an decoh re c cha is .
have sugg ste verco i g these challeng y e -
pl ying silicon-surfac dangling bonds ( Bs) as closely-
spaced quantu dots shar ng a single donor-sup lied
electron,7 which is predicted to b highly coher nt with
tunneli g ti e between 10 fs and 1 ps.8,9 The disad-
vanta e of our strategy is rapidity of tunneling, eaning
that direct characterizati n by onitoring the o cillatio
is not feasi le electronically. ere we propose a strat-
egy to easur the rate and coherence of tunneling by
controlling and onitoring ti e averaged charge distri-
butions b tw en such dots. Th se as re e s r n-
s ired by previous xperi ents on ouble quant dot
structures in the icrowave gi e.10,11
The two Bs are near enough that electrost tic rep l-
sion revent bo h Bs fro gaining an xcess elec ron
but su ci ntly far apart that they are no che ically
bonded to ethe . In our approach, the el c ro ’s posi-
tion within the ‘left’ (L) or ‘righ ’ (R) quantu do is
discerned by an to ic fo ce icrosc pe ( F ) capaci-
tively coupled to one B in the pair, and the sl w ea-
sure ent ave ages over a y scillations thereby losing
all d rect nfo tion about he tun eling ra e and de-
c ence. Capa i ive coup ing induc s an an ar onic
potenti l on th F ip, and the strength of this cou-
pling, whic reveals the average charge in the left dot, is
anif sted in he F tip’s oscillation frequency. The
oscillat on is ar onic in the absence of capacitive cou-
pling to local charges12.
n lec ric fiel along th two Bs can be created
by att ching leads to th surface and applying an elec-
ric tential.13? T is le ric potential bias will cause
the exc ss l r positi pr bability distribution to
be o heavily weigh ed in th left or righ B de-
p nding on th sign and strength of the bias. In our
sche this ite-loc tion p obability is ob erved by ea-
suring th F ip oscillation requency. For ze o bias
the l ctron is quall probable to be on the right or left.
Furth r ore the tunneling rate is function of the ap-
lie bias as th el ctric field odifies the barrier between
the L and R dots.
To deter in tunneling rate and decoherence, a driv-
ing force is added, which pushes he excess electron back
and fo th rapidly between t two Bs with a rate co -
parable to the unnelling fr que cy. In the case of two
Bs, the driving field ne ds to e in the near-infrared
( IR) regi e. If the IR field is off-resonant with the
inter-dot tunneling frequ ncy, the resultant force has only
a s all perturbative effect on the double-dot syste so
the electron-s te distribution is nearly the sa e as the re-
ult without th IR field at all. if the IR field is reso-
ant, then we show that the IR field pushes the electron
into bei g equ l likely on the l ft or right. Thus reso-
nances should be observabl by se ing sudden changes in
e exc ss-electron di tribution, hence sudden changes in
th F tip oscillation frequency, when the IR field is
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We devise a sch me to ch r cte ize tun eling by exc ss electron sh ed between a pair of
nearby dangling-bonds on a silicon surface. We conjecture that e u neling will be highly coherent
but too fast to be c aracterized by conventional el ctronic t chniques. Our approach is instead
t measure the time-averaged loca ion of the excess charge by employi g a c pacitively-coupled
tomic-force microscope tip to reate an electric-pot nt al differenc betw en he two dangl ng bonds
while imulta eously driving th dangling-bond pair with a near-infrare field. When the near-
infrared field is r sonant wi h the unn ling fr qu cy between t e dangling bonds subject to the
biased potential, t tim -a eraged exc ss-charge loc tion sh uld be ymmetric; otherwise the time-
aver ged lo at o is asymm tric proportion l to the bias. T is res nant ymmetry eff c should not
only r veal tun li at but als th nature a d r te of decoherence of this tunneli g.
PACS numbers: ?
I. INTRODUCTION
(i) ωNIR = 350 THz
(ii) ωNIR = 300 THz
(iii) ωNIR = 250 THz
(iv) ωNIR = 200 THz
(v) ωNIR = 150 THz
(1)
Two ne rby quantum dots can share si l donor-
s pp ied excess elec ro ther by function ng as an effec-
t v two-lev l system known as a ‘ch rge qub ’, with ap-
pli ations to quantum co put ng1–3 and spin-charge con-
v rsion3,4 for s in-qubit readout.5 A thoug solid-state
charge qubits have been de onstr t d in semiconductors
a d superconductors.1,6 i t r-dot tu n ling r tes vary
du to grow imperfections and deco r e m chani m.
We have sugges ed verc min hese challenges by m-
ploying silicon-surface dangling bonds (DBs) as cl sely-
spaced quantum dots sharing a single donor-supplied
electron,7 which is predicted to be highly coherent wi
a tunneling time between 10 fs and 1 ps.8,9 The isa -
vantage of our strategy is rapidity of tunneling, meaning
that direct characterization by monitoring the oscillation
is not feasible electronically. Here we propose a strat-
egy to measure the rate and coherence of tunneling by
controlling and monitoring time averaged charge distri-
butions between such dots. These measurements are in-
spired by previous experiments on double quantum dot
structures in the microwave regime.10,11
The two DBs are near enough that electrostatic repul-
sion prevents both DBs from gaining an excess electron
but sufficiently far apart that they are not chemically
bonded together. In our approach, the electron’s posi-
tion within the ‘left’ (L) or ‘right’ (R) quantum dot is
discern d b an atomic force m cro c pe (AFM) capaci-
tively c upled to o e DB n the pair, and the sl w mea-
surement averages over many scillations thereby losing
all d rect i f rmation about the tun eling rate and de-
co er ce. Capa it ve coupling i duces an anharmonic
p tential on the AFM tip, and the stre gth of this cou-
pl ng, which reveals the average charge in the left dot, is
ma if sted i the AFM tip’s osc llation frequency. The
s illation is ar onic in he a senc of ap citi e cou-
pling o local charges12.
An lectric field along the two DBs can be created
by attaching leads to the surface and applying an elec-
ric potential.13? This electric potential bias will cause
the exc ss elec ron positi probability distribution to
b mo e h vily weighted in the left or right DB de-
pe ding on t e sign an streng of he bias. In our
sch m thi ite-location p obability i ob erved by mea-
suring AFM tip oscillation requency. For ze o bias
th el ctron is qually probable to be on the right or left.
Furth r ore the tunneling rate is a function of the ap-
pli d bias as the electric field modifies the barrier between
th L and R d ts.
To determine tunneling rate and decoherence, a driv-
ing force is added, which pushes the excess electron back
and forth rapidly between the two DBs with a rate com-
parable to t e tunnelling frequency. In the case of two
DBs, the driving field needs to be in the near-infrared
(NIR) regime. If the NIR field is off-resonant with the
inter-dot tunneling frequency, the resultant force has only
a small perturbative effect on the double-dot system so
the electron-site distribution is nearly the same as the re-
sult without the NIR field at all. if the NIR field is reso-
nant, then we show that the NIR field pushes the electron
into being equally likely on the left or right. Thus reso-
nances should be observable by seeing sudden changes in
the excess-electron distribution, hence sudden changes in
the AFM tip oscillation frequency, when the NIR field is
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e devise a sche e to ch racterize tun eling by an excess electron shared bet een a pair of
nearby dangling-bonds on a silicon surface. e conjecture that e tunneling ill be highly coherent
but too fast to be characterized by conventional el ctronic t c nique . ur approach is ins ead
t easur the ti e-averag d l catio of he excess charge by e ployi g a c pacitively-coupled
ato ic-force icroscope ip o re te an electric-pote tia differ nce bet en the t o dangling bonds
hile si ulta ously driving th da g -bond pair ith a ear- nfrar field. hen the near-
infrared fi ld is r sonant ith the tunn ling f qu cy bet een t e dangling b nds subject to the
biased potential, the ti e-averaged excess-charge loc tion should b sy e ric; other ise the ti e-
averaged location is asy tric proportional to the bias. i resonant sy etry eff ct should not
only r veal he tunn lin rate but als the nature and rate of decoherence of this tunneli g.
PACS nu b s: ?
I. I I
(i) ωNIR 350 z
(ii) ωNIR 300 z
(iii) ωNIR 250 z
(iv) ωNIR 200 z
(v) ωNIR 150 z
(1)
o nearby qua tu do s can s are a si gle donor-
suppli d excess electr t eby functioni g s an effe -
tiv t o-level syste kno n as a ‘ch rg qubit’, ith ap-
pli ations to quantu c puting1–3 an spin-charg co -
version3,4 for s i -qubit readout.5 lthoug so id-state
charge qubits have been de onstrat d in s iconductors
d superconduct rs.1,6 i t r-dot tu neling r tes vary
due to gro th i p rf c ions a d decohere ce echani .
e have sugges e ver o ing these challenge by -
ployi g silic n-surface dangling bonds ( s) as closely-
spaced quantu do s sharing a single donor-supplied
electron,7 hich is predicted to be highly coherent ith
a tu neling ti e bet een 10 fs and 1 ps.8,9 he disad-
vantage of our strategy is rapidity of tunneling, eaning
that direct characterization by onitoring the oscillation
is not feasible electronically. ere e propose a strat-
egy to easure t e rate and coherence of tunneling by
controlling onitoring ti e averaged charge distri-
butions bet een such dots. hese easure ents re in-
spired previous experi ents o double quantu dot
structures in the icro ave regi e.10,11
he t o s are near e ough that electrostatic repul-
sion prevents both s fro gaining an excess electro
but su ciently far apart that they are not che ically
bonded together. In o r approach, the electron’s posi-
tion ithin the ‘left’ (L) or ‘right’ ( ) quantu dot is
discerned b an ato ic f rce icro c pe ( ) capaci-
vely coupled to o e in the p ir, and the sl ea-
su e en av rag s over any scillations thereby losing
all direct infor ation ab u the tun eling rate and de-
cohe e ce. pa itive coupling i duces an anhar onic
potential n he tip, and the s re gth of this cou-
pling, ich reveals average c arge in th left dot, is
if sted i the tip’s oscillation frequency. he
cilla io is ar onic in the a senc of ap cit e cou-
pling to local charges12.
n lectric field along the t o s can be created
y attaching leads to the surface and applying an elec-
tric potential.13? his electric po ential bias ill cause
the excess electron position probability distribution to
be ore he vily ighted in the left or right de-
pe ding on e sign and str ngth of the bias. In our
sc this site-loc tio probability is observed by ea-
suring h F tip oscillation fr quency. For ze o bias
th l ctron is equally probable to be on the right or left.
Furth r or the tunneling ra e is a function of the ap-
plied bias as the electric field odifies the barrier bet een
the L and d ts.
o deter ine tunneling rate and decoherence, a driv-
ing force i added, hich pushes the excess electron back
and forth rapidly bet een the t o s ith a rate co -
parable to the tunnelling frequency. In the case of t o
s, the driving field needs to be in the near-infrared
( I ) regi e. If t e I field is off-resonant ith the
inter-dot tunneling frequency, the resultant force has only
a s all perturbative effect on the double-dot syste so
the electro -site distribution is nearly the sa e as the re-
sult ithout the I field at all. if the I field is reso-
nant, then e sho that the I field pushes the electron
into being equally likely on the left or right. hus reso-
nances should be observable by seeing sudden changes in
the excess-electron distribution, hence sudden changes in
the F tip oscillation frequency, hen the I field is
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We devise scheme to char cterize tunneling by an excess lectron shared betwe n a pair of
nearby dangling-bonds on a silicon surface. We co je ture that the tunneli g will be hi hly coh rent
but too fast to be characterized by conventional electronic techniques. Our approach is inste d
to measu e he time-av d loca ion f the excess cha ge by ploying a cap citively-coupled
at mic-for e icroscop tip to creat an electri -pote tial iff r nce betwe n the two d nglin bo ds
while simultaneo sly dr ving he d ngli g-bo d pair wi h near-infrared field. When the ea -
infrar d field is r sonant w h the tunneling frequency between th dangling bon s subj ct t th
biased potential, th time-average excess-charg locat on shoul be symmetr c; otherwi e th ime-
averaged l catio is asymmetric prop rtional to the bias. This reso ant symmetry effect should not
only ev al the tu neling rat but also the natur and r e f de oh r nce of this tunneling.
PACS n bers: ?
I. INTRODUCTION
(i) ∆ = 10 THz
(i ) ∆ = 100 THz
(iii) ∆ = 120 THz
(iv) ∆ = 133 THz
(v) ∆ = 140 THz
(vi) ∆ = 160 THz
(vii) ∆ = 180 THz
(1)
Two n by quantum dots can share a ingle d or-
su plied exc ss ele tron th reby functioning as an effec-
ti two-level y tem know as a ‘charge qubit’, with ap-
plic tions to quantum computing1–3 an spi -charge con-
versio 3,4 for spin-qubit readout 5 Although soli -state
charg qub ts ave been demons r t d in s mi ondu t rs
and s erconduc ors.1,6 inter-dot tunnel ng rate vary
d e to growth impe e tions an dec herence mechanism.
We have s ggested overcoming se challenges by em-
ploying silicon-surface dangling bonds (DBs) as closely-
spaced quantu dots sharing a single donor-supplied
electr n,7 which is predicted to be highly coherent with
a tunneling time between 10 fs and 1 ps.8,9 The dis d-
vantage of our strategy is rapidity of tunneling, me ning
that direct charac erization by m nitoring the oscillation
is not feasible electronically. Here we propose a strat-
e t measur the rate and coherenc of tunneling by
cont lling and monitoring time averaged charge distri-
butions b tween such d ts. Th se measurements are in-
spired by previous xp riments on doub quantum dot
structu s i the microwave regime.10,11
The two DBs are near enough that electrost tic rep l-
sion prevents both DBs from gaining an exc ss electron
but sufficien ly far ap rt t at they are not chemically
bonde together. In our approach, the electron’s posi-
tion wit in the ‘left’ (L) or ‘rig t’ (R) qu n um dot is
di c rned by an tomic f rce icro c pe (AFM) capaci-
tively coupled to one DB n the pair, and the sl w mea-
surement averages over many scill tions thereby losing
all direct information abou the tun eling rate and de-
coherenc . Capacit v coupling i uc s an a harmonic
potent al on the AFM tip, and the strength of this cou-
pling, w c reve ls the av rag ch rge in the left dot, is
m nifested in the AFM tip’s oscillation fr quency. The
oscilla io is armonic i the absence of c p citive ou-
pling to local charge 12.
An lectric field along the two DBs c n be created
by attaching leads to the surface and applying an elec-
ric potential.13? This elec ric potential bias will caus
the exc ss elec ron position p obability distribution t
be m e heavil eight d i the eft or right DB de-
pendi g on the sign and strength of the bias. In ur
schem t i ite-loc ion ility is observ d by mea-
suring the AFM tip oscillati fr qu ncy. For ze o bias
el ctron i equally probabl to be on the right or left.
Furthermo the tunneling rate is function of the ap-
plied bias as the electric field modifies the barrier between
the L and R dots.
To determine tunneling rate and decoherence, a driv-
ing force is added, which pushes the excess electron back
and forth rapidly between the two DBs wi a rate com-
parable to the tunnelling frequ ncy. In the c se of wo
DBs, the drivi g field needs to b in the ear-infr red
(NIR) regime. If the NIR field is off-resonant with the
inter-dot tun el ng frequency, the resultant force has only
a mall pert rbative effect on the doubl -dot system so
the electron-sit distribution is nearly the same as the re-
sult without the NIR field at all. if the NIR field is reso-
na t, the we show that the NIR field pushes the electron
into b i g equall likely on the left or right. Thus reso-
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We devise scheme to char cterize tunneling by a excess lectr n shared between pair of
nearby dangli g-bonds on a si icon su f ce. We co je t re that the tunneling will be highly coherent
but too fast to be ch rac erized by convent onal electronic techniques. Our ap roach is inste d
to measur the tim -ave ged location f the excess cha ge by e pl ying a capacitively-couple
atomic-force microscope tip to create an electric-potenti l differ nce b ween the two d ngling bo ds
whil simultaneo sly driving the d gli g-bond air with a near-infrar d field. W n the ear-
infrar d field is resonant with the tunneling frequency between th d ngli g bon s subj ct to th
biased potential the time-averaged excess-charge locat on should be symmetr c; otherwi e th ime-
averaged l cation is asymmetric prop rtional to th bias. This resonant symmetry effect should not
only rev al t e tu neling rat but also the natur d r te of deco er nce of this tunneling.
PACS number : ?
I. INTRODUCTION
(i) ∆ = 10 THz
i) ∆ = 100 THz
i) ∆ = 120 THz
( v) ∆ = 133 THz
(v) ∆ = 140 THz
i) ∆ = 160 THz
(vii) ∆ = 180 THz
(1)
Tw nearby quantum dots can shar a si g e donor-
su p i d exc ss elec ro thereby functioning as an eff c-
ti two-lev l sy tem known as a ‘ch rge qubi ’, with ap-
plic tions to qu ntum co pu i g1–3 an spin-ch ge con-
v r ion3,4 for spin-qubit e dout.5 Although s lid-s at
charge q bit ve be n dem s r t d in micondu tors
a d sup rco duc ors.1,6 inte -dot u neling ate v ry
due o growth impe e tio and dec herence mecha ism.
hav s gg sted ov rc ming these challenges by m-
ployin silicon-surface dangling bonds (DBs) as closely-
spaced quant dots sharing a s gle donor-supplied
electr n,7 which is predicted to be highly coherent wit
a tu neling time between 10 fs and 1 ps.8,9 he dis d-
vantag f our trat gy is rapidity of tun eling, me ning
that direct cha cterization by n toring the oscillati n
is not feasible electronically. Here we propose a trat-
y t m asur the rate an coherenc of tunneling by
cont lli g an monitori tim ave aged charge di tri-
b tions b tw e such d ts. Th se measuremen s are i -
spir d by previous xp ri en s on doub qua tum dot
structu i the microwave regime.10,11
The wo DBs are near enough that e ectrost tic repul-
sion prevents bo h DBs from gaining an exc ss tron
but sufficiently far ap rt that they are not chemically
bonded ogether. In our approach, the el ctron’s posi-
tio w in the ‘left’ (L) or ‘rig t’ (R) qu n um dot is
di cerned by an tomic forc ro c pe (AFM) capaci-
tively coupled to on DB n the pair, and the sl w mea-
surement averages over many scillations thereby losing
all dire t info mation abou the tun eling rate and de-
coherenc . Capacit ve coupling i uces an a harmonic
p t nt al on the AFM tip, and the strength of this cou-
pling, w ch reve ls the averag c arge in the left dot, is
m ifest d n the AFM tip’s oscillation frequency. The
oscillation is ha monic i th absence of cap citive ou-
pling o local charg 12.
An lectri field along the two DBs c n be created
by att ching l ds t th surface and applying an elec-
ric potential.13? This elec ric potential bias will caus
t e exc ss elec on position p obability distribution t
be mo e heavily igh ed i the eft or right DB de-
pendi g on the sign and strength f the bias. In ur
sch m t is it -loc ion i ity is observ d by mea-
suring the AFM tip oscillation r quency. For ze o bias
t e electr n i qually probabl to be on the right or left.
Furthe more he tun eling rate is function of the ap-
plied bias as the electric field modifie the barrier between
the L and R dots.
To determine tun eling rate and decoherence, a driv-
ing force is a d d, which push s th excess electron back
a d forth rapidly between the two DBs wi a rate com-
parable to the tunnelling frequ ncy. In the c se of wo
DB , the dr vi g field needs to b in the ear-infr red
(NIR) gime. If the NIR field is off-resonant with the
inter tunnel ng frequency, the resultant force has only
a mall pert rbative effect on the doubl -dot system so
the electron-s t distribution is nearly the same as the re-
sult without th NIR field at all. if the NIR field is reso-
na t, he we s ow that the NIR field pushes the electron
into b ing qually ikely on the l ft or right. Thus reso-
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We devis a sch me to character ze tu n ling by n xcess el ctro shared between a pair of
nearby dangling-bonds on a silicon surface. We conjecture hat h tu neli g will be highly ohere t
but too fast to be charact ized by onve tio al electronic echniques. Our appro ch is i tead
to easure the tim -av raged location of h excess ch rge by employing a capacitiv ly-c upled
ato ic-force microscope tip to create an lectric-pote tial difference between the two dangling bonds
ile simultane usly driving t dangling- ond pair wi near-infrared field. Wh n the near-
frared field is reso a wi h he unneli g fr quency betwe n the dan l s su ject to the
iased otential, the time-av raged excess- harge l cation should be symmetric; oth rwise th time-
veraged locatio is a ymmetric propo ional to the bi s. This resonant symm ry effect should not
on y reve l e tun eli g te but also th natur and r te of de oherence of this tunn ling.
ACS nu bers: ?
I. INTRODUCTION
(i 10 THz
(ii 100 THz
(iii) 120 THz
(i 133 THz
( 140 THz
i) = 160 THz
(vii) ∆ = 180 THz
(1)
Two n rby quan um dots can s a a si g e d o -
suppli d xc s el ron er by fun tioning as an effec-
t ve wo-level system k wn as ‘charge qubit’, wi h ap-
plications to quantum computing1–3 and spin-charg co -
versi 3,4 for pin-qubit rea ut.5 Although ol d-state
ha ge q bits ave been demonstrated in semi onductors
and uperconductors.1,6 nter-dot u neling rates vary
due o grow imp rf c i ns and ecoher n me hanism.
We h ve suggest d overcoming t es challe ges by em-
ploying sili -surface dangling bonds (DBs) as closely-
spaced dots sharing a single donor-supplied
electro ,7 i h is pre icted to be hig ly coherent with
tunn l ti e be ween 10 fs nd 1 ps.8,9 The disad-
vantage r trategy is rapidity of tunneli g, meaning
that dir t aracterization by monitoring the oscilla ion
is not f le electronically. Here we pro ose a st t-
s e the rate a d coherenc of tunneling by
con r l and monitoring time averaged charge distri-
but o e e n such dots. These me surements are in-
spired by previous experiments on double quantum dot
st uctures in the microwave r gime.10,11
The two DBs are near enough that electrostatic repul-
sion prevents both DBs from gaining n ex ess electron
ut suffici ntly far apart that they are not chemically
bond d together. In our approach, the electron’s posi-
tion wi hin he ‘left’ (L) or ‘righ ’ (R) quantum o is
discerned by an tomic force microscope (AFM) capaci-
tively coupl d o one DB i the pair, and the slow mea-
surement av rages ov r many oscillations thereby losing
ll dir ct i for ation ab ut the tunn ling rate a d de-
coher ce. Capa tiv coupling induces an nharmo i
pote t al on th AFM tip, and the stre gth of t is c u-
ling, which reveal the verage ch rg in the l ft dot, is
manifes ed in the AFM tip’s oscillation frequency. The
oscill tion is harm nic in the absence of apacitive cou-
pling t local ch rges12.
An lect i field long the wo DBs an be cre ted
by a taching l ads to the surfac and ap lying an ele -
tric po ential.13? This l ctric pote tial bi s w ll cau e
the x ss electron position probability distribution to
be more heavily weighted in the left or ight DB d -
pending on the sign and strength f th bias. In our
scheme this si e-lo ation robabili y is observed by mea-
sur th AFM tip oscillation f equency. For zero bias
he el c r i equ lly probable to b on the right or left.
Fur rmor th tunneling rate is a function of th p-
plied bias s the electric field modifies the barri r between
the L and R dots.
To determine tunneling rat and decoherence, a driv-
ing force is added, which pus es the exc s el ctron back
and forth rapidly between the two DBs with a rat com-
parable to the tunnelling frequency. In the case of two
DBs, the driving fie d n eds to be in he near-infrared
(NIR) regime. If the NIR fi ld is off-resonant with the
n er-dot tunneling frequency, the resultant force h s only
a small perturbative effect on the double-dot system so
the electron-site distribution is nearly the same as the re-
sult without the NIR field at all. if the NIR field is reso-
nant, then e show that the NIR field pushes the electron
into b ing equally likely on the left or right. Th s r so-
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We devise a scheme to cha ac erize tu nelin by n excess lect on share betwe n a pair of
earby dangling-bo ds n a silicon surface. W conjec ur th t he tun eli g will b highly c herent
but too fast to be characterized by conventional electr nic techniques. Our appro ch is instead
to measure the time-averaged location f the xcess charge by employing capacitiv ly-coupled
atomic-force microscope tip to create an lectric-pot ntial difference b tween the two dangling bo ds
while simultaneously driving the d ngling-bond pai with ne -infrared field. When the e r-
infrared field is resona t with the tunneling frequency betwee he dangling bonds subj ct to th
biased potential, the time-averaged exce s-charg l ca i n should b symmetric; ot rwise th im -
averaged location is a ymmetric p opor ion l to the bias. This resona t symmetry effect shoul ot
only reveal the tunneling r te but also the na u e and rate of decoher n e of thi tun eling.
PACS nu bers: ?
I. INTRODUCTION
(i) ωNIR = 350 THz
(ii) ωNIR 300 z
(iii) ωNIR 250 z
(iv) ωNIR 200 z
(v) ωNIR 150 z
(1)
Two n arby quantum dots can share a si gle dono -
supplied exc ss electron thereby functi ing as an effe -
tive two-level system kn wn as a ‘charge q bit’, ith ap-
plications to quantum computing1–3 and spin-charge c n-
version3,4 for spin-qubit readout.5 Alth ugh so d-state
charge qubits have been demonstrated in semiconductors
and superconductors.1,6 inter-dot tunn ling rates vary
due to growth imperfections and decoherence mechanism.
We have suggested overcoming these challenges by em-
ploying silicon-surface dangling bonds (DBs) as closely-
spaced quantum dots sharing a single donor- upplied
electron,7 which is predicted to be highl c her nt with
a tunneling time between 10 fs and 1 ps.8,9 The disad-
vantage of our strategy is rapidity of tunneling, meaning
that direct characterization by monitoring the oscillati n
is not feasible electronically. Here we propos a s rat-
egy to measure the rate and coherence f tunneling by
controlling and monitoring time averaged charge distri-
butions between such dots. These meas rements are in-
spired by previous experiments on double quantum dot
structures in the microwave regime.10,11
The two DBs are near enough that electrostatic repul-
sion prevents both DBs from gaining an excess electron
but sufficiently far apart that they are not chemically
bonded together. In our approach, the electron’s posi-
tion within the ‘left’ (L) or ‘right’ (R) quantum dot is
discerned by an atomic force microsco e (AFM) cap ci-
tively c u l to one DB in the pair, and the s w mea-
s e averages ov r many oscilla s th r y losing
all dir c informatio a out the tunn l ng ra e a d -
cohere ce. Capaci ive coupling induces a anh rmonic
potential on the AFM tip, a d the s r ngt of this cou-
pling, which reveals he av rage charg in th left dot, is
manifested in th AFM tip’s oscilla on fr qu cy. The
scillatio is rmonic in h abse ce of c paci iv co -
pling to l cal charge 12.
An electric fi ld along t e two DB c be created
by t achi g l ads to the su face d applyi g an e ec-
tric otent l.13? T i electric potenti l ia will cause
th exce s lec o p sition probabili y di tribution to
be mo vily w igh d in ft o right DB de-
p ndi g on t e sign and str ngt of t e bias. In our
s heme this ite-location probability is observed by mea-
suring the AFM tip oscillation frequency. For zero bias
t lectron is eq ally prob bl to be n the right r left.
Fu thermore the tunn ling r te is a unction of th ap-
plied bias as the electri fiel modifies the b rrier between
the L and R dots.
To etermine tunneli g rate and decoherence, a driv-
ing force is dded, which pushes the excess electro back
and fort rapidly between the two DBs with a rate com-
rable to the t nnelling frequency. In the ase of two
DBs, t e driving field needs to be in the n ar-infrared
(NIR) reg me. If the NIR field is off-resonant with the
inter-dot tu eling frequency, he resultant force has on
a small perturbative effect on the double-dot system so
the electron-site distribution is nearly the sam as the e-
sult without the NIR field at all. if the NIR field s reso-
nant, then we show that the NIR field pushes the electron
into being equally likely on the left or right. Thus reso-
nances should be observable by seeing sudden changes in
the excess-electron distribution, hence sudden changes in
the AFM tip oscillation frequency, when the NIR field is
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e devise a sche e to character ze tunneling by an excess electron shared bet en a air f
nearby dangling-bonds n a silicon surfac . e conje ture tha the tunneling ill b highly coherent
but too fast to be ch racterized by conventional electronic tec niques. ur ap roach is ins ead
to easure the ti e-averaged locat on of the ex ess charge by e ploying a capac tively-coupled
ato ic-force icroscope tip to cr at an electric-p ten ial differ nce bet een the t o d gli g bonds
hile si ult neously driving t d gling-bond pair ith a near-infrar d field. hen the near-
infrared field is r sonant ith th nneli g freq ency bet e n t e da ling bonds subject to the
biased po ent al, the ti -averag d exc s -charge locat on hould be sy etri ; othe wis the ti e-
averaged locati n is a y e ic roportional to the bias. his resonant sy try effect should n t
o ly reveal h un eling ate but also the nature and rate of ecoherenc of thi tunneling.
PACS numbers: ?
I. I I
(i) 10 z
(ii) 100 z
(iii) 120 z
(iv) 133 z
(v) 140 z
(vi) 160 z
(vi ) 180 z
(1)
o nearby qua tu dots can share s gle do or-
supplie exc ss el ctron thereby functi ning as an effec-
tive t o-level syste kno n as a ‘ch ge qub t’, ith ap-
plications to quan co putin 1–3 an spin-cha ge on-
version3,4 f r spin-qubi readout.5 lthough olid-state
charge qubits hav be n de strated in s ico ductors
and superconductors.1,6 inter-dot tun eling rates vary
du to gro th i perfec io s and decoher nc echanism.
e have suggested overco ing these challenges by e -
ploying silicon-surface dangling bonds ( s) as closely-
spaced quantu dot sharing a singl donor-supplied
electron,7 hich is predi ted to be highly coherent ith
a tunneling ti e bet een 10 fs a 1 ps.8,9 he disad-
vantage of our strat gy is rapidity of tunneli g, eaning
that direct characterization y onitoring the oscillati n
is not feasible electronically. re e propose a strat-
egy to easure the rate and coherence of tun elin by
controlling and onit ring ti e averaged cha ge distri-
butions bet een such dots. h se e sure ents re in-
spired by previous experi ents on ouble quantu dot
structures in the micro ave regi e.10,11
he t s are near enough that electrostatic repul-
sion prevents both s fro gaining an excess electron
but u iently far apa t tha th y are not he ally
bonde together. In our appr ac , th electr n’s posi-
tion ith n the ‘left’ (L) or ‘right’ ( ) quantu dot is
disc rned by an ato ic for e i scop ( ) capaci-
tiv ly oup ed t on in t e p ir, nd the sl ea-
ure en verages over any osc llations ereby losing
all dire t nfor ation ab ut t e un eling r t -
er n e. apacitiv coupling ind ce an anhar onic
p t n ial o the tip, an he str g of his cou-
pling, ch r veals the verag ch rge the left t, is
a ifes in the tip’s oscil ation frequency. he
oscillat n s h rmonic in the absence f capacitive c u-
pling to local ch rges12.
n electric field alo g e o s can be cr ated
by a aching leads o t surface and applyi g an el c-
tri p t ntial.13? his el c ric p tential bias ill cause
the xc ss elect on po ition probability distribution to
b ore heav ly ighte in the left or gh de-
pe di g on the sign and strength f the bias. In our
s h e this sit -locati n p obability is observed by ea-
suring th tip oscillation frequ ncy. or zero bia
the electron equally probable t be on the right or lef .
rther ore he tunn ling ate is a funct on of the ap-
plied bia a he el ctric field odifies he barrier bet een
th L and do s.
o det r ine tunneling rat and deco erenc , a driv-
ing force i added, h ch pushes the excess el ctron back
and forth rapidly bet een the t o s ith a rate co -
parable to the tunnelling frequency. In he case of t o
s, he driving field needs t be in the n ar-infrared
( I ) regi . If the NIR field s off-reson n ith t e
inter-dot tunneli g frequency, the r sultant force has only
a s all perturbative effect on the double-dot syste so
th lectron-site distribution i n arly the sa e as th re-
sult ithout the I field at all. if the I field is reso-
nant, then e show that the I field pushes the electron
into being equally likely on the left or right. hus reso-
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We d vise a scheme o characteriz unneli g by an excess l ctron shared betwe n a pair of
nearby dangling-bonds on a silicon s rface. We conj cture t at the tun eling will be highly coherent
but oo f st to be characterized by conv ntion l lectronic technique . Ou approa is instead
to measur the tim -averaged locat on of the excess charg by employing a cap citively-coupl d
atomic-force icroscope ti to c eat an lectri -potential difference between the two dangling bonds
while simult neously riving the da ling-bo d pai w t a near-infrared field. When he e r-
infrared field is res a t with the unnel ng frequ y be ween the dangling bonds subj ct o the
biased po ent al, t e tim -aver ge xcess-charge location sho symmetric; o her ise the time-
av aged locati n is asymmetric proporti al to th bi s T is so ant symm t y effec should not
only reve l h tunneli g rate but al o the ature nd rate f decohere c of this tun ling.
PACS nu b rs: ?
I. INTRODUCTION
(i) ωNIR = 350 THz
(ii) ωNIR = 300 THz
(ii ) ωNIR = 250 THz
(iv) ωNIR = 200 THz
(v) ωNIR = 150 THz
(1)
Two nearby quantum dots can share a si le donor-
supplied xcess electron ther by functioning as an ffec-
tiv two-level sy tem k own as a ‘charge qubit’, with ap-
lica ions to quantum co pu ing1–3 and spin-charge c n-
version3,4 for spin-qubit readou .5 Although solid-stat
charge qubits h v b en demo s r ted in semiconductors
and sup rconductors.1,6 inter-dot tu neling rat s va y
du to grow h mperfections nd decohere ce mechanism.
W have sugges ed ove coming t ese challenges by em-
ploying silicon-surface danglin bonds (DBs) as cl sely-
spaced quantum dots sharing a ingle donor-supplied
electron,7 which is predicted to be high y coherent with
a tunneling time between 10 fs and 1 ps.8,9 The disad-
vantage of our strategy is rapidity of tunneling, meaning
that direct characterization by monitoring the oscillation
is not feasible electronically. Here we propose a strat-
egy to measure the rate and coherence of tunneling by
controlling and monitoring time averaged charge distri-
butions between such dots. These measurements are in-
spired by previous experiments on double quantum dot
structures in the microwave regime.10,11
The two DBs are near enough that electrostatic repul-
sion prevents both DBs from gaining an excess electron
but sufficiently far apart that they are not chemically
bonded together. In our approach, the electron’s posi-
tion within the ‘left’ (L) or ‘right’ (R) quantum dot is
discerned by a tom c force microscop (AFM) capaci-
t vely coupl d o one DB i the pair, and the sl w mea-
sur ment averages o e m ny oscillations th reby losing
all ir c informati bout th tunneling rat and de-
coherence. Capaci ive coupling i duc s n anharmonic
potenti l n the AFM tip, and the strength of this cou-
pling, which r veals the average charge in the left dot, is
manifeste in the AFM tip’s oscillation fr quency. The
oscilla ion is harmonic i bsence of capacitive cou-
pling to loc l charg s12.
An electric fi ld along the two DBs can be c eated
by at achi g leads to th surface and applying an elec-
tric p n al.13? This electric poten ial bias will cause
the excess elec ron position pr bability istribu ion to
b more h avily weigh ed n the left r right DB de-
pending on the sign and s ngth of the bias. In our
schem th site-location prob bili y is observed by mea-
s r ng AFM tip s ill tion frequency. For z r bias
the lectron is equ lly proba le t be on the righ or left.
Furthermor he tunneling rate is a function of th ap-
plied bi s as the electric fi ld modifies the barrier between
he L and R ots.
To determine tunneling rate and decoherence, a driv-
ing for e is added, which pushes the excess electron back
an forth rapidly between the two DBs with a rate com-
parable to the tunnelling frequency. In the case of two
DBs, the driving field needs to be in the near-infrared
(NIR) regime. If the NIR field is off-resonant with the
inter-dot tunneling frequency, the resultant force has only
a small perturbative effect on the double-dot system so
the electron-site distribution is nearly the same as the re-
sult without the NIR field at all. if the NIR field is reso-
nant, then we show that the NIR field pushes the electron
into being equally likely on the left or right. Thus reso-
nances should be observable by seeing sudden changes in
the excess-electron distribution, hence sudden changes in
the AFM tip oscillation frequency, when the NIR field is
n ea ur g ohe enc in oupled angli g- ond y a ics
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e d vise a sch me o charac riz tunneling by an ex ss lectro shared between a pair of
n arby dangli g-bonds n a silic surface. conjectur that th tunneling will be highly coh rent
but too fa t t be characterized by c v nti nal lectr nic techniques. Our approach is instead
to m asure th ime-av raged locatio of he excess charge by mploying capacitively-coupled
atomic-forc icroscope ti to c eate lectric-potential d ff re ce b tween the tw angling bonds
wh le simultaneously drivi g the dangling-bond pair wi a n ar-i frared fi ld. hen the ear-
infrared field is res ant with the tunnel ng frequen y b ween the dangling bonds subject o the
biased pote tial, time- verage exces -charg loc tion should be symmetric; o her ise the tim -
averaged locatio is asymmetric propor io al to the bi s. This resonant symm try effect should not
only reveal th unneli g rate b t als the nature and rate f ecoherenc of this tunn ling.
PACS nu bers: ?
I. INTRODUCTION
(i) ωNIR = 350 THz
(ii) ωNIR = 300 THz
(ii ) ωNIR = 250 THz
(iv) ωNIR = 200 THz
(v) ωNIR = 150 THz
(1)
Two nearby quantum dots can share a si g e d or-
supplied excess electr n t ereby functioning as an eff c-
tive two-level sy tem k own as a ‘charge q bi ’, with ap-
lications t quantum co pu ing1–3 an spin-charge c n-
version3,4 for spin-qubit readout.5 Although solid-state
charge qubits h v b en demo s rated in semiconduc ors
and sup rconductors.1,6 inter-dot tun eling rates vary
due to grow h imperfections nd d cohere ce mechanism.
e have sugg sted ove coming t ese c allenges by em-
ploying silicon-surface danglin bonds (DBs) as cl sely-
spaced quantum dots sharing a single donor-supplied
electron,7 which is predict d to be highly coherent with
a tunneling time between 10 fs and 1 ps.8,9 The disad-
vantage of our strategy is rapidity of tunneling, meaning
that direct characterization by monitoring the oscillation
is not feasible electronically. Here we propose a strat-
egy to measure the rate and coherence of tunneling by
controlling and monitoring time averaged charge distri-
butions between such dots. These measurements are in-
spired by previous experiments on double quantum dot
structures in the microwave regime.10,11
The two DBs are near enough that electrostatic repul-
sion prevents both DBs from gaining an excess electron
but sufficiently far apart that they are not chemically
bonded together. In our approach, the electron’s posi-
tion within the ‘left’ (L) or ‘right’ (R) quantum dot is
di c r d by tom c force microscop (AFM) capaci-
tively coupl d o one DB i the pair, and the slow mea-
r ment ver ges e m ny oscillations th reby losing
l ir c informati b ut th tunneling rat and de-
c herence. Cap ci iv c pling i duc s n anharmonic
potenti l on the AFM tip, and the strength of this cou-
pling, which reveals the average charge in the left dot, is
manifested in the AFM tip’s oscillation frequency. The
oscillation is harmonic i h bsence of capacitive cou-
pling to local charges12.
An el ctric fi l alo g the two DBs can be c eated
by at aching l ads to t surface a d applying an elec-
tric p ial.13? This electric p ten ial bias will cause
the excess elec ron position pr bability istribu ion to
b more h avily we gh ed in the left or right DB de-
pendi g on t sign an s ength of the bias. In our
schem th si e location prob bility is obs rved by mea-
ur ng h AFM tip s ill tion frequency. For zer bias
the lectron is equ lly proba le t be on the righ or left.
Furthermor he tunneling rate is a function of th ap-
plie bi s as the e ectric fi ld modifies the barrier between
he L and R ots.
To determine tunneling rat and decoherence, a driv-
ing force is added, which pushes the excess electron back
and forth rapidly between the two DBs with a rate com-
parable to the tunnelling frequency. In the case of two
DBs, the driving field needs to be in the near-infrared
(NIR) regime. If the NIR field is off-resonant with the
inter-dot tunneling frequency, the resultant force has only
a small perturbative effect on the double-dot system so
the electron-site distribution is nearly the same as the re-
sult without the NIR field at all. if the NIR field is reso-
nant, then we show that the NIR field pushes the electron
into being equally likely on the left or right. Thus reso-
nances should be observable by seeing sudden changes in
the excess-electron distribution, hence sudden changes in
the AFM tip oscillation frequency, when the NIR field is
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W devi a sc eme to h racterize tunneling by an excess l ctron sh red betwee a pai of
nearby dangl -bonds on a sili on surface. We c njectu e that the tu eling will b hi hly coherent
but oo fas to be character z d by conventional l ctronic t chnique . O r pproa is inste d
to asure the tim -averaged location of th exc ss c arge by mploy g a cap citively-coupled
a omic-force microscope to creat an el c ric-p tent al d fferenc b twe n the two dan ling bonds
wh le simult neously driving th dangling-bo d pair wi ear-i f ar d field. When the near-
inf red fie d i res ant with the tunn ling frequency betw en the dangling bonds subject to the
b ased potential, he ti -avera ed excess-charge l catio shoul b symmetric; o her ise the time-
averaged l cation is asymmetric proporti l to th bias. This resonant symmetry effect should no
only reve l the tunne ing rat bu al o the nature and of decoherence of this tun eli .
PACS n mbers: ?
I. INTRODUCTION
(i) ωNIR = 350 THz
(ii) ωNIR = 300 THz
(iii) ωNIR = 250 THz
(iv) ωNIR = 200 THz
(v) ωNIR = 150 THz
(1)
Two earby qua um d ts c n sh r ingl onor-
s pplied xc ss ele tron ther by fu ctio i g as an ffec-
tive two-l vel system k own as ‘charge qubit’, wi h ap-
pl tion to quantum c mpu ing1–3 and spi -ch g con-
version3,4 for spin-q b r ad .5 Although solid-state
char e qubi have been de o strated semiconduct rs
and s p rconducto s.1,6 inte -dot tunneling rat s vary
due o g wth imperfecti n and decohere ce mechanism.
We hav ugg st d overc ming these chall ges by em-
ploying silic n-surface d ngling b nds (DBs) as cl sely-
spaced quantum dot shar g a single donor-supp ied
electron,7 which is predic ed to b highly coher nt with
a tunneling time between 10 fs and 1 ps.8,9 The disad-
vantage of our strategy is rapidity of tunneling, meaning
that di ect characterization by moni oring the osc llation
is not feasible electronically. Here we propose a strat-
egy to measure the rate and coherence of tunneling by
controlling and monitoring time averaged charge distri-
butions between such dots. These measurements are in-
spired by previous experiments on double quantum dot
structures in the microwave regime.10,11
The two DBs are near enough that electrostatic repul-
sion prevents both DBs from gaining an excess electron
but sufficiently far apart that they are not chemically
bonded together. In our approach, the electron’s posi-
tion within the ‘left’ (L) or ‘right’ (R) quantum dot is
discer ed by an atomic force microscope (AFM) capaci-
tively c pled to one DB in the pair, and the slow mea-
s rement verages o er ma y oscillations thereby losing
all direct information about the tunneling rate and de-
cohere c . Capacitive coupling induc s an anharmonic
potential on the AFM tip, and the strength of this cou-
pling, which r veals the average charge in the left dot, is
manifested in the AFM tip’s o ci la i fr quency. The
oscilla ion is harmonic i absence of capacitive cou-
pling to local charg s12.
An electric field along the two DBs can be created
by attaching leads to the surface and applying an elec-
tric potential.13? T is lectric p ential bias will cause
the exc ss electr position probability distribution to
be mor heavily weighted in the left or right DB de-
pending on the sign and strength of the bias. In our
scheme this site-location probability is observed by mea-
suring t e AFM tip oscillation frequency. For zero bias
t e electron is equally probable to be on the right or left.
Furthermore the tunneling rate is a function of the ap-
plied ias as the electric field modifies the barrier between
the L and R dots.
To determine tunneling rate and decoherence, a driv-
in force is added, which pushes the excess electron back
and fort rapidly between the two DBs with a rate com-
parable to the tunnelling frequency. In the case of two
DBs, the driving field needs to be in the near-infrared
(NIR) regime. If the NIR field is off-resonant with the
inter-dot tunneling frequency, the resultant force has only
a small perturbative effect on the double-dot system so
the electron-site distribution is nearly the same as the re-
sult without the NIR field at all. if the NIR field is reso-
nant, then we show that the NIR field pushes the electron
into being equally likely on the left or right. Thus reso-
nances should be observable by seeing sudden changes in
the excess-electron distribution, hence sudden changes in
the AFM tip oscillation frequency, when the NIR field is
n a ri here c i oupl angling- nd yna ics
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e devise a sche e to characterize tunneling by a excess l ctro shared betwee a pai of
nearby dangling-bon s on a sili on surface. e conj u e t at the tu ling will hi hly cohe ent
but too fast to be character z d by co v ntional l ctronic t chnique . O r appro is instead
to measure the ti -averaged loc tion of t exc ss charg by e ploying a cap citively-coupl d
ato ic-force icr scope ti t create a electric-pote t al diff rence be w en t e two dangling bonds
while si ult neously driving the dangling-bond pair w t a n ar-i f ar d fie d. h n the near-
infra ed field is s an with the tunneling freque cy between the dangling bonds subjec o the
biased potent al, the time-average xcess-charge location shou d sy etric; other ise the ti e-
av aged location i asy etric proporti al to the bias. T is reso ant sy etry effect should not
only r ve l the tunneli g rate but also the nature nd rate f decohere c of this tun ling.
PACS numbers: ?
I. I T TI
(i) ωNIR 350 THz
(ii) ωNIR 300 THz
(iii) ωNIR 250 THz
(iv) ωNIR 200 THz
(v) ωNIR 150 THz
(1)
Two earby quan u d ts c n sh r a singl onor-
s pplied exc ss ele tr n th reby functioning s a effec-
tive two-lev l sy t known a a ‘charge qubit’, with ap-
plication to quantu co puting1–3 and spin-charge con-
version3,4 for spin-q bit readou .5 Although solid-state
charge qubits have be n de onstrated in se iconduct rs
and superconductors.1,6 inter-dot tunneling rates vary
due to gr wt i p rfections and decohere ce echanis .
e have sugg st d over ing hese challeng s by e -
ploying silicon-surface dangling bonds ( Bs) as closely-
spaced quantu dots sharing a single donor-supplied
electron,7 which is predic ed to be highly coherent with
a tunneling ti e between 10 fs and 1 ps.8,9 The disad-
vantage of our strategy is rapidity of tunneling, eaning
that direct characterization by onitoring the oscillation
is not feasible electronically. Here we propose a strat-
egy to easure the rate and coherence of tunneling by
controlling and onitoring ti e averaged charge distri-
butions between such dots. These easure ents are in-
spired by previous experi ents on double quantu dot
structures in the icrowave regi e.10,11
The two Bs are near enough that electrostatic repul-
sion prevents both Bs fro gaining an excess electron
but su ciently far apart that they are not che ically
bonded together. In our approach, the electron’s posi-
tion within the ‘left’ (L) or ‘right’ (R) quantu dot is
discer ed by an to ic force icroscope (AF ) capaci-
tively cou led o one B i the pair, and the slow ea-
sur ent averages o e ny oscillations thereby losing
all ir c infor atio about th tunneling rate and de-
coherenc . Capaci ive coupling induc s n anhar onic
potenti l n the AF tip, and the strength of this cou-
pling, which reveals the average charge in the left dot, is
anifest in the AF tip’s oscillati frequency. The
osc llation is har onic i bsence of capacitive cou-
pling to local charges12.
An electric field alo g the two Bs can be c eated
by attachi g leads to the surface and applying an elec-
tric p ntial.13? This electric poten ial bias will cause
the excess electron position probability istribution to
b or heavily weigh ed n the left or right B de-
pend ng on th sign and strength of the bias. In our
sche th s si e-location probability is observed by ea-
s ring t AF tip s illa ion frequency. For zero bias
the lectron is qually proba le t be on the right or left.
Further or he tunneling rate is a function of the ap-
plied bi s as the electric fi ld odifies the barrier between
the L and R ts.
To deter ine tunneling rate and decoherence, a driv-
ing force is added, which pushes the excess electron back
and forth rapidly between the two Bs with a rate co -
parable to the tunnelling frequency. In the case of two
Bs, the driving field needs to be in the near-infrared
(NIR) regi e. If the NIR field is off-resonant with the
inter-dot tunneling frequency, the resultant force has only
a s all perturbative effect on the double-dot syste so
the electron-site distribution is nearly the sa e as the re-
sult without the NIR field at all. if the NIR field is reso-
nant, then we show that the NIR field pushes the electron
into being equally likely on the left or right. Thus reso-
nances should be observable by seeing sudden changes in
the excess-electron distribution, hence sudden changes in
the AF tip oscillation frequency, when the NIR field is
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W de ise sch me to chara terize tu neling by an xcess electr shar d be ween pair of
earb dangli -bond on silic surface. W co j cture that the unn li g will be highly co rent
but too fast to be characterized by conve tio l el ctronic tec iq s. Our a proac s inst ad
o mea ure the im -ave ged l ca io f the xcess ha g by employi g a c p citiv ly- oupled
ato ic-for e microscope tip t creat an el ctric-p tential iff r c between the two d gling b ds
while simultaneously driving he d ngl g-bo d pair with a near-infrared field. When the ear-
inf r d field is r sonant with t e tu n li g frequency between the da gling bon s subj t o th
biased pote tial, th ime- veraged xce s-ch rge locatio sh ld be symm tric; otherwise th tim -
av raged l io asymm i oporti al to th bia . This r sonan symm try eff c should not
only v l the tu neli g rat bu also ature nd ra of d co ere ce of this tu neli g.
PACS umbers: ?
I. INTRODUCTION
(i) ∆ = 10 THz
(ii) ∆ = 100 THz
(iii) ∆ = 120 THz
(iv) ∆ = 133 THz
(v) ∆ = 140 THz
(vi) ∆ = 160 THz
(vii) ∆ = 180 THz
(1)
Two nearby q antum dots ca shar a single nor-
supplied xcess lect n t ereby functioning as an effe -
ti two-level sy tem known as a ‘c rge qubit’, with ap-
plic tions to quantum computin 1–3 an spin-charge con-
version3,4 for spin-qubit readout.5 Although solid-state
charge qubits ave been demonstrat d in s miconductors
and superconduc ors.1,6 inter-dot tu neling rates vary
due to growth impe e tions and dec herence mechanism.
We have s ggested overcoming these challenges by em-
ploying silicon-surface dangling bonds (DBs) as closely-
spaced quantum dots sharing a single donor-supplied
electron,7 which is pr dicted to be highly coherent with
a tunneling time between 10 fs and 1 ps.8,9 The d s d-
vantage of our strategy is r pidity of tunneling, me ning
that direct characterization by m nitoring the oscillation
is no feasible electronically. Here we propose a strat-
egy t measur the rate and coherenc of tunneling by
cont olling and monitoring time averaged charge distri-
bu ions b tween such d ts. Th se measurements are in-
spired by previous exp riments on doubl quantum dot
structures i the microwave regime.10,11
The two DBs are ne r enough that electrostatic repul-
sion prevents both DBs from gaining an exc ss electron
bu sufficie ly far apart that th y ar n t chemically
b nd d togeth r. In our approach, the l ctron’s posi-
i w th n th ‘left’ (L) or ‘rig t’ (R) quan um dot is
disc rn d by an t mic force micr scope (AFM) capaci-
tively coup d one DB i the pair, an the sl w m a-
ur m nt averag s ove m ny oscillations the eby losing
all direc inf r ati about the tunneling rate and de-
c herenc . Capacitive c upling induces n anharmonic
p tent l on the AFM tip, and the str ngth of this cou-
pli g, wh ch r ve ls averag charge in the left dot, is
man fest d i the AFM tip’s oscillation fr quency. The
oscillation is harmonic i t abs nc of cap citive ou-
pling to loc l charg 12.
An el t ic fi ld alo g he two DBs c n be cre ted
by att ching leads to the surfa e an applying an elec-
tric p t ntial.13? This lectric potential bias will cause
the xc s elec on position p obability istribution to
more heavily w ig ted in the l ft or igh DB de-
pe di g on t e sign an strength of the bias. In ur
sch m his site-location ility is observ d by mea-
suring the AFM tip oscillation fr quency. For zero bias
the lec ron i equal y probable to be on t e right or l ft.
F rthermor the t nn ling rate is a function of the ap-
plied bias as the electric field modifies the barrier between
the L a d R dots.
To determine tunneling rate and decoherence, a driv-
ing force is added, which pushes the excess electron back
and forth rapidly between the two DBs wi a rate com-
parable to the tunnelling frequ ncy. In the case of two
DBs, the drivi g field needs to be in the ear-infrared
(NIR) regime. If the NIR field is off-resonant with the
inter-dot tun eling frequency, the resultant force has only
a mall pert rbative effect on the doubl -dot system so
the electron-sit distribution is nearly the same as the re-
sult without the NIR field at all. if the NIR field is reso-
na t, then we show that the NIR field pushes the electron
into b ing equally likely on the left or right. Thus reso-
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We evise a scheme to characterize tunneling by an exces electron shared be we n a p ir f
nearby dangling-bonds on a si icon su fa e. We conjecture that the tunn ing will b ighly coh re t
but too fast to be characterized by c nventional l t nic techniques. Our pp oac is s e d
measure the time-av raged location of the excess charge by employing a capa i iv ly-couple
atomic-force micr scope tip to create an electric-potential difference betwe th two dangling bonds
while simult neou ly driving the dangling-bon pair with a near-i frared fi d. Whe the near-
infrared fi ld is resonant wit the neling f equenc be we n the dan ing bo s subje to
biased potenti l, the time-averaged excess-c rg l c ti n should be symm tric; oth rwise the time-
averaged l cation is asymme ic proporti al to the bias. This r sona t ymm try effect sh ul n
only reveal the tunneling ra e but a so the nature rat of decohe c of this tunneling.
PACS numbers: ?
I. IN RODUCTION
(i) ωNIR = 350 THz
(ii) ωNIR = 300 THz
(iii) ωNIR = 250 THz
(iv) ωNIR = 200 THz
(v) ωNIR = 150 THz
(1)
Two nearby quantum dots can share a single do or-
supplied excess electron thereby functioning as an effec-
tive two-level system know as a ‘charge qubit’, wit p-
plications to quantum computing1–3 and spi charge con-
version3,4 for spin-qubit readout.5 A t ough s lid-stat
charge qubits have been demo strated i semi onductors
and superconductors.1,6 inter-dot tu n ling rates ry
due to growth imperfections and decoher nce echa i m.
We have suggested overcomi g these ch llenges by em-
ploying silicon-surface dangling bonds (DBs) as clos ly-
spaced quantum d ts sharing a sing d or-supplied
electron,7 which is predicted to be highly coheren with
a tunneling time between 10 fs and 1 ps.8,9 The disad-
vantage of our strategy is rapidity of tun eling, me ning
that direct characterization by monitoring he o cillation
is not feasible electronically. Here w propos a strat-
egy to measure the rate and coheren e of tu neli g by
controlling and monitoring time averaged charge distri-
butions between such dots. These measurements are in-
spired by previous experiments on double quantum dot
structures in the microwave regime.10,11
The two DBs are near enough that ele rostatic r pul-
sion prevents both DBs from gaining an xcess electron
but sufficiently far apart that they are not chemically
bonded together. In our approach, the elec ro ’s posi-
tion within the ‘left’ (L) or ‘right’ (R) quantum dot is
di c n d by n atomi f rce microsc pe (AFM) paci-
tiv ly cou l d to ne DB n the pair, and e slow me -
sur m n rages ove many oscillati ns thereby l si g
all direc info mation bou the tunneling at and d -
co r nc . Capaci v co ling ind ces a har onic
potential on the AFM tip, an the str ng h of t is o -
pling, which r vea s the av rage charge in th lef dot, is
manifest d i the AFM tip’s oscillati n fr qu cy. The
oscillatio is harm nic in the absence of pac tiv cou-
pling l cal charg s12.
A elect ic field alo g the two DBs ca be created
by a taching leads to th surface and a p ying a elec-
tric p t ntial.13? This elec ric oten i l bi s wi l cause
the excess lectron posi ion probabi ty dis bution to
be mor h avily w g te the lef or ri ht DB e-
p di on h sign and strength of t bias. In ur
sche e his site-locati n probability is obse ved by me -
suring the AFM tip os illa ion freq ncy. For z r bi s
th lectr n i equ lly p babl to be n the igh or l ft.
Furthermore the t n eling rat is a function of the p-
plied bias s t e electric field modifies the barrier be wee
he L and R dots.
To determin tunneling rate and decoherence, a riv-
ing force is added, which pushes the excess elect on back
and forth rapidly betwe n the two DBs with a ra e com-
parable to the tunnelling frequency. In the c se of two
DBs, the driv field ne ds to be in the near-infrared
(NIR) r gim . If the NIR field is off-resonant w th the
in er-d t tunn ling freque cy, the resultant force has only
a s all perturbative eff ct on the double-do system so
he lectron-site distribution s nearly the same as the r -
sult without th NIR field at all. if NIR fi ld is re o-
nant, then we show that the NIR field pushes the l ctron
in being equ lly likely on the left or rig t. Th s reso-
nances should be observable by seeing sudden changes i
the excess-electron distribution, hence sudden changes n
the AFM tip oscillation frequency, when the NIR field is
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We devi a scheme to haracterize unneli g by an ex ss l ctron sh r d b tw en a p ir f
nearby dangling-bonds on a silic n surfac . W conjecture that the tunneling w ll b highly c heren
but too fast to be c aract riz d by c ventional lectr ic t chn ques. Our ppro ch s inst ad
to measure th time-average location of he exc ss charge by employing a c pacitiv ly-coupled
atomic-force microscope tip o create a electric- te t l diff r nce b tw the two ngling b ds
while simultaneously driving th d ngli g-bond air with near-inf red field. When near
infrared field is resonant w th th tun li g f equ cy be ween the angling bond subj ct to the
biased potential, the t e-av aged excess-ch rg l cati n hou d be symme ric; ot erwise th ime-
a eraged location is asymmetric pro ortional the bias. This re o ant symmetry effect shoul not
only reveal the tunneling rate but also ature and rate of decoherence of this tunneling.
PACS n bers: ?
I. INTRODUCTION
(i) ωNIR = 350 THz
(ii) ωNIR = 300 THz
(iii) ωNIR = 250 THz
(iv) ωNIR = 200 THz
(v) ωNIR = 150 THz
(1)
Two nearby quantum dots c n share si gle donor-
suppli d excess electron thereby func ioning as an effec-
tive two-level system known as a ‘charge qubit’, wit ap-
plicat ons to quantum computing1–3 and s in-charge con-
version3,4 for spin-qubit readout.5 Although olid-st t
charge qubits hav be n d monstrated i s miconductors
and superconducto s.1,6 inter-dot tunnel rates vary
due to growth imperfections and decoherence mechanism.
We ha suggested ove coming t ese chall g s by em-
ploying silicon-surface dangling bonds (DBs) as closely-
spaced quantum dots sharing a singl donor- upplied
electron,7 which is predicted to be hig ly coherent with
a tunneling time between 10 fs and 1 ps.8,9 The disad-
vantage of our strategy is rapidity of tunneling, meaning
that direct characterization by monitori g the oscillation
is not feasible electronically. Here we propose a strat-
egy to measure the rate and coherence of tunneling by
controlling and monitoring time averaged charge distri-
butions between such dots. These measurements are in-
spired by previous experiments on double quantum dot
structures in the microwave regime.10,11
The two DBs are near enough that electrostatic repul-
sion prevents both DBs from gaining an excess electron
but sufficiently far apart that they are not chemically
bonded together. In our approach, the electron’s posi-
tion within the ‘left’ (L) or ‘right’ (R) quantum dot is
dis er ed b an atomic force icr scop (AFM) capaci-
tively couple to o DB in the pair, an h slow mea-
ure ent averages v r many oscilla ions thereb lo i g
all irect informat on ab ut the tunneli r te a d de-
c herence. Capacitive c upling induces a anh rm ic
potential on the AFM tip, d the stre th f this cou-
pli g, which reveals t av age cha e the eft do , is
m nif st d in th AFM tip’s scill tion frequency. The
oscillati is harmo ic in the abse c of capaci ive cou-
pling to local charge 12.
A el ctri fi l alo g the two DB can b c ated
by att chi g l ad to t e urface a d applying an lec-
tric po n ial.13? This lectr c potential bias will cau e
th excess el ctron posit on probability distribution to
b o e heavily wei ed i the l f r rig t DB de-
pe di g on t e sign and strength of the bias. In o r
sche e this site-lo ation probability is observ d by m a-
suring the AFM tip oscillation frequency. For zer bias
the electron is equally p obable to be on the right or left.
Furth rmore the unneling rate is a function of the ap-
plied bias s the electric field mo ifies the ba rier betw en
the L and R dots.
To de ermine tunneling rate and decoher nce, a driv-
ing force is add d, which pu hes the excess electron back
and forth rapidly between the two DBs with a rate com-
parable to the tunnellin frequency. In the case of two
DBs, t driving fi ld eeds to be in the near-inf ared
(NIR) regime. If the NIR fiel is off-resonant with the
inter-dot tunneling frequency, the resultant force has only
a small perturbative effect on the double-dot system so
the electro -site distribution is nearly the same as the re-
sult without the NIR field at al . if the NIR field is reso-
nant, then we s ow that the NIR field pushes the
into being equally likely on the left or right. Thus reso-
nances should be observable by seeing sudden changes in
the excess-electron distribution, hence sudden changes in
the AFM tip oscillation frequency, when the NIR field is
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We devis a scheme to char cte ize tun eli g by a excess lectr n sha ed betw e a pair of
nearby d ngli g-bonds on a s licon s f c . We conje ture th t th u li will be h g ly h re t
but to fast to be charact ize by c ve tio l lectronic t c niqu s. Ou ppr ach is i stead
to me sure the time-averaged location of h xcess charge by mplo ing a cap citi ly-coupled
at mic-force mi r p tip to creat n electric-pot ntial difference betwe the wo dangl bonds
while simul a eous y riving th angling- ond pair with a near-infrar d field. When the ar-
infrared field is r so ant with th unneli g fr q e cy be we n t angli g on s su j ct to th
biased pot ntial, t e tim -averaged exce s-c arge loc tion should be symm tric; o rwi e the time-
av rag d location is asy m tric propo tio al to he bias. This r sonant symmetry effect s ould ot
only r veal the tunn li g te bu ls the ature a d r e of decoh r ce of this tunneling.
PACS numbers: ?
I. I TRODUCTIO
(i) ωNIR = 350 THz
(ii) ωNIR = 300 THz
(iii) ωNIR = 250 THz
(iv) ωNIR = 200 THz
(v) ωNIR = 150 THz
(1)
Two near y quant m dots can har a singl donor-
supplied excess electro thereby functioning as an effe -
ive w -level system known as a ‘c rge qubit’, with ap-
plicati ns to quantum computing1–3 d spin-ch r e con-
version3,4 fo spin-qubit r adou .5 Although solid- ate
charge qubits have b en de onstrated in emicond ctors
and supercon uctors.1,6 inte -dot tunn ling r e vary
due to growth imperfections and decoh renc echanism.
We have sug ested overcoming these challe ges by m-
pl ying silicon-surface dangling b nds (DBs) as closely-
spaced qua tum do s sharing a single do or-supplie
electron,7 which is predicted to be highly coherent with
a tunn ling time b tween 10 s and 1 ps.8,9 The isad-
vantage of our strategy is rapidi y of tunn ling, meaning
that direct characterizati n by monit ring the oscillation
is n t feasible lectronically. Here w p opose a stra -
egy to measure th rate and coherence of tu neling by
c tr lling and monitor ng tim averaged charge distri-
b tions betwe n su h dots. Thes easuremen s are i -
spired by previ us experimen s on uble quantum dot
structures in the microwave regime.10,11
The two DBs are near enough at electrosta ic r pul-
sion prevents both DBs from gaining a excess electron
but sufficiently far part that they are n t ch mic lly
bo ded together. In ur approac , the electr n’s posi-
tion within the ‘left’ (L) or ‘right’ (R) quantum dot is
disc r d by an atom c for e mi rosco e (AFM) capaci-
tivel c upl d on DB in th pair, nd h slow mea-
sur m n averages o many scillati s t ereby losing
all direct informa ion about the t nneli g r te a d -
ohere ce. Capac v coupling ind ce a anh rmo ic
ot n i l the AFM tip nd the stre gth of this co -
p ing, which r veals t av rage charge in t e left dot, is
manifes ed in the AFM tip’s oscill tion frequency. The
osc llation is harmonic in he absence of capacitive cou-
pling to local charges12.
An e c ric fiel along th two DBs ca be created
by at aching leads to th surface d applyi g an lec-
tric potential.13? Th elect ic poten ial bia will cause
the excess el ctro positi pr babil ty dis ribution to
be mor heavily weight in he lef r right DB e-
pe ding he sig and str ngth f e bias. In our
scheme this site-locati n p bability is observed by mea-
suring he AFM tip os illation f eq ency. For z ro bia
th lectron i equally probable t b on th right or l ft.
F rthermo e the tunn ing ra e is a funct n of the ap-
plied bia as t el ctric field modifies the barrier between
the L a d R dots.
T det mine tunneling rate and decoherence, a driv-
i g force is dded, which pus es the exc ss lec ron back
and forth rapidly between the two DBs with a rate com-
arable to the tunnelling frequ ncy. In the case of two
DBs, the riving field n eds to be i near-infrared
(NIR) egime. If the NIR field s off-resonant with th
in er-dot tunneling frequency, the resu tant for has only
a small per urbative ff ct on the double-do system so
the elec ro - ite distribution is nearly th same s the re-
sult without the NIR field at all. if the NIR field is reso-
ant, hen we show tha the NIR field push s the e ectron
int being equally likely on t left or right. Thus reso-
nances should b observable by seeing sudde c anges i
the excess-electro distribution, hence sudden changes in
the AFM tip oscillatio frequency, when the NIR field is
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We devise a scheme to character ze tunneling by an exc s electr n a ed b tw a pair f
nearby dangling-bonds on a s licon surface. We conjectur that the tunneli g will e h ghly cohe
b t too fast to e characterized by co venti nal electronic tec iques. Our pproac i ins ead
to m asure the tim -av raged loc tion of the exc s harge by empl ying a capac tively-couple
ato ic-force icroscope tip o create a el ctric-p ial difference betw the two dangl b n s
whil simul aneously d i ng th dangling-bon pai w th near-i frar d fi ld. When the n ar-
infrared field is reso ant with the tu eli g frequenc betw e he dangling bonds s bject to th
biased p tential, t e time-averag d xc ss-cha ge loca on s uld b symme ric; therwis the time-
averaged location i asymmetric propo tional to h bias. T is r son t symm t y effect hould t
o ly veal the tunn li g e but als th natur a d r t of d c r ce of this u n ling.
PACS numb rs: ?
I. INTRODUCTION
(i) ωNIR = 350 THz
(ii) ωNIR 300 THz
(iii) ωNIR 250 THz
(iv) ωNIR 200 THz
(v) ωNIR 150 THz
(1)
Two nearby quantum dots can share a single donor-
supplied xcess electron the eby f nc ioning as a eff c
tive two-l vel syst m k own as a ‘charge qubit’, ith ap
plica ions to quantum computing1–3 nd spin-charge co
version3,4 f r spin-qubit reado t.5 Alth ugh solid-state
charge qubits have been dem nstrated n semic nd c ors
and superconductors.1,6 inter-dot tun eli g rates vary
due to gro th imperfections a d dec herence mechanism.
We have suggested overco i g these hall ng by e -
ploying silicon- urface dangl n bon s (DBs) as los ly
spaced quantu dots sharing a single donor-supplied
electron,7 which is pr icted to be hi hly c here t w th
a tunneling t me between 10 fs and 1 ps.8,9 The disa -
vantag of our strategy is rapidity of unneling, mean ng
tha direct characterization by moni ori g the oscill t on
is not f asible elect onically. Here we prop se a st -
egy to measure the rate nd coherence of tunneling by
contr lling and moni ring tim av raged ch r distri-
butions between such dots. These me sure ents ar in
spired by previous experiments on doubl quantum d t
tructures in the microwave gime.10,11
The two DBs are near nough that electrostatic r pul-
sion prevents both DBs fr m aining an exc ss electron
but sufficiently far apart that they are not ch mic lly
onded toge her. In our approach, the el ctr n’s posi-
ti within t ‘left’ (L) r ‘ ight’ (R) qu ntum dot is
iscer ed by n a for e microsc (AFM) capac -
tive y coupled to o e DB in the p r, and slow m
sur m av ag s over y oscillatio eby losing
all dir c informati about tunn i g at and de-
c he c . Cap itiv c upling ind c s a a moni
p t ntial on t AFM tip, and he ngth of thi cou-
ling, which reveals t verage charge i e l ft dot, s
a ifested in he AFM ti ’s scill t on requ ncy. The
o cillat n is ar ic i the abs nce f ca aci ive ou-
pli g t l cal charges12.
An electric field along the two DBs can be creat
by at ac i g leads to th surf ce a d applying an lec-
tric pot ntial.13? T is electric potenti l bias will cause
he exc s el ctron position pr ba ility dist ibuti n to
be mor he vily w ight d in he l ft or right DB e-
p ndin on the sign and tre th o th bias. In our
sch this sit -locatio probability is obse ved by m a-
u i th AFM tip o cillation freq cy. F r zer bi s
the elec ron is equally prob ble to be on r g or l ft.
Fur h m re unn li g rat is fu c ion of the a -
plied bias as the electr c fiel mod fies b rrier be w n
the L a d R d ts.
To determine tunneling rate and decoherenc , a driv-
ing force i a ded, which ush s the ex ess ele tro back
a d forth rapi b twee the two DBs with a rat com-
parabl to the tunnelling f eque cy. In th case f t o
DBs, the drivi g field eed to be i the n ar-i frared
(NIR) regim . If t e NIR field is off-resonant with th
inter-dot tunneling fr quency, he resultan force has nly
a small pe turbativ eff ct o the double-d t system so
the electron-sit stribution is nearly same as he re-
s lt without th NIR field at all. if the NIR fi ld is eso
nant, the we show tha t e NIR field pushes he el ctr n
in o be ng equally likely o the left or rig t. Thus reso-
nances should be ob ervabl by seei g sudd changes in
the excess-elec ro di ibution, h nce
AFM tip oscillat on frequ ncy, when th NIR field i
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W devise a sche to chara t rize tunn li g by ex e s el tr n har d betwe n air f
nea by angling-bonds sili on su fa e. We c jectur tha th tun li g will be highly coh re t
b t too fast o be char cterize by conv tional el ctro c t ch iques. Our ppro h i ns ead
to measure the time-ave aged ocati n of the exc ss charge b plo i a c p citively-coupled
atomic-force microscop tip t c e te an l ctric-po ent al fferenc twe n the two angl g bon s
whil simultaneously d iving da gli g-bo d pair with a ar-infr red fi ld. When he near-
infr r fi ld is reso ant with the un eling freq ncy betw n th dangli g b d s bj ct o the
bi s d potenti l, the time-averaged excess-charge loc tio should b symme c; therwise h im -
averaged loca ion is asy metric pr portio al to he bias. Th s r sona t symmetry effect should not
only reveal the tunneling rate but als the n t re and rate of d coh r nce of this tunneling.
PACS numbers: ?
I. INTRODUCTION
(i) ∆ = 10 THz
(ii) ∆ = 100 THz
(iii) ∆ = 120 THz
(i ) ∆ = 133 THz
(v) ∆ = 140 THz
(vi) ∆ = 160 THz
(vii) ∆ = 180 THz
(1)
Two n arby qua tum dots ca hare a in le dono -
supplied exc ss electron thereby functi ing s an eff c-
tive wo-level system known as a ‘charge qubit’, w th ap-
plicati ns to quantum computing1–3 and spi -charge con-
version3,4 for spin-qubit eadout.5 Although olid-s ate
charge qubits have been demons rated in semiconductors
and supercond ctors.1,6 inter-dot tunneling ate vary
due to growth imperfections and decoherence mecha ism.
We have su gested overcoming these challenges by m-
ploying silicon-surfac dangling bonds (DBs) as closely-
spaced quantum dots sharing a si gle donor-supplied
electr n,7 which is predicted to be highly c heren with
a tunneling time between 10 fs and 1 ps.8,9 The disad-
vantage of our strategy is rapidity of tunneling, meaning
that direct characterization by monitoring t oscillation
is not feasible electronically. Here we propos a strat-
egy to measure the rate and coherence of tunneling by
controlling and monitoring time averaged charge distri-
butions between such dots. These measurements are in-
spired by previous experiments on double quantum dot
structures in the microwave regime.10,11
The two DBs are near enough that electrostatic repul-
sion prevents both DBs from gaining an excess electron
b suffi iently far part th t they a not chemically
bo ed toge . In ur appr ach, the electr n’s pos -
ion within the ‘left’ (L) or ‘righ ’ (R) quantum dot is
discerned by an atomic forc microscop (AFM) capaci-
tively co led to o e DB in the pair, a d the sl w mea-
surem nt averag s over many osc llatio s ther by losi g
all direct information ab u the unneling ra e a d de-
coherence. Capacitive coupli in uces an a har oni
potential on th AFM t p, an st e gth of is cou-
pling, which rev ls th v rage char e in the l ft d t, is
anifest d i the AFM i ’s oscillation frequency. The
oscill tion is harmo ic in the abse ce o capacitive cou-
ling to l cal charges12.
An l ctric field along the tw DBs ca be created
by at aching leads t he su face and pplying an elec-
tric pote ial.13? This electric poten ial bias will c use
excess lectron pos ion pr bability distribution to
be more heavily we ghted in th lef or right DB e-
pending on the sign and strength of the bias. In ou
schem this site-location probability is obs rve by ea-
suri g the AFM ti oscillation frequency. F r zero bias
the electron is equally probable to be on the right or left.
Furthermore the tunneling rate is a function of the ap-
plied bias as the elect ic field modifies t e barrier betwee
the L and R dots.
To determine tunneling rate and d coherence, a driv-
ing force is added, which pushes the excess electron back
and forth rapidly between the two DBs with a rate com-
parable to the tunnelling frequ ncy. In the case of two
DBs, the drivi field n eds to be in the ne r-infrared
(NIR) regime. If the NIR field is off-resonant with the
inte -dot tu neling fr quency, the resultant force as only
a small perturbative effect t e double-dot system so
the electron-site distribution is nearly the same as the re-
sult without the NIR field at all. if the NIR field is reso-
nant, then we show that the NIR field pushes the electron
into being equally likely on the left or right. Thus reso-
(c) 
FIG. 11: AFM frequency shif a functi n of static bias fo
different d co erence rates s own i th legends and f r hr e
chosen values of the Rabi frequency: 1 THz in (a), 100 GHz
in (b), an 10 GHz in (c). The laser fr qu n y was fixed to
ωMIR= 250 THz in ll ses. Not h rogressive arrowing
of the range on the horizontal axis fr m top to he botto
panels.
excess charge and th back-actio of he tip on coherent
electron dy amics in the dangling-b d pair is negligibl .
There is, however, a static componen of the ip per-
turbation on the qubit, which is the flipside of the AFM
sensitivity of charge locati n: the tip creates a static bias
along the DBP− axis. We calculated this bias for our op-
timized setup to have a maximum of 15.8 meV at the spa-
tial location of maximum AFM sensitivity. Fortunately,
this static bias does not significantly alter our scheme as
it just adds to the applied static bias, and the resonance
peaks will still be obtained albeit with a horizontal shift
of 15.8 meV. Therefore, correcting for this back-action is
just a simple matter of recalibrating the horizontal (Vb)
axis in our plots so the peak locations become again sym-
metric. Thus we have the ability to measure this shift and
compensate for it in any subsequent data processing.
(iii)
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(i)
(ii)
FIG. 12: R p ak ma nit des in e AFM fr quency
hif s func ion f d oh ren t Γ for differe t fixed
fr que y ωMIR f h driving radiati n s wn n th legend
and f r a Rabi fr qu n s t a 10 GHz.
VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
W av pr pos d f a ible p r me tal s hem for
char ct rizing th f s tu el g r te a w ll as he na-
ure and rate of ecohe enc of an exces ch rge shared
be we pair of o ple da gli g-bonds on th sur-
face of sil con. I our sch m , th el ctr sta ic p tential
across th dangling-bond p ir is ramped y ex ernal elec-
trodes. F r o the da gling-bon pair is d iven by
a MI field, a the resul i g res na ces co r spo d to
qu l distr bution f th lectro l cation in t e dangling-
bo d pair spit , and ind pe dent f, the st eng h of the
s atic bi s ther y revealing the d ire tun eling prop-
erti s.
The distribu ion of t excess el ctron between left and
right d gling bonds is detect d by capacitiv ly coupling
the DB excess charge to an atomic force mic oscope tip.
Reso ances are observ d on the AFM f quenc -s ift sig-
nal w n the MIR field matches the ramped tunneling
frequ ncy of e xc s arge.
Exp r mentally, c arg qubit geom tries must be cho-
s n that tunnel splittings (and cor esponding driving
freque ci s) s ould avoid undesired excitations such as
the different vibration modes of H-Si bonds49,50 in the
interval from 526 to 1111 cm−1. In practice, a control
experiment would first be used to calibrate the AFM
probe in the absence of driving radiation. In order to
calibrate the vertical oscillation frequency as a function
of lateral position, an AFM tip will be placed at different
positions near a single DB−. The AFM vertical oscilla-
tion frequency will exhibit a shift that depends on the
lateral position of the tip with respect to the charge and
the tip height. Oscillation amplitudes and tip height can
then be adjusted to obtain maximum signal.
Our scheme will enable in-depth studies of quantum co-
herent transport of electrons between dangling bonds on
13
the surface of silicon and enable the study of phonons and
other interactions. As dangling bond systems are promis-
ing building blocks for quantum-level engineering of novel
devices including quantum-dot cellular automata8 and
quantum computing,9 a detailed quantitative analysis of
electron dynamics in dangling bond assemblies is an im-
portant step.
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